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ABSTRACT 
Facebook has become an established part of the lives of international students, enabling them to build 

and sustain social connections, despite the barriers of time, space, language and other considerations. As 

a global social media platform, Facebook is uniquely placed to address multiple audiences, and thus offers 

an opportunity to study the complex interactions that take place within the transnational spaces that 

these students occupy. 

 

The key contribution of the thesis is the development and application of Third Space theory to the new 

media environments that are prevalent in today’s society. In this thesis, I apply Bhabha’s (1994) concept 

of “Third Space” to examine the transnational multicultural environment of Facebook. Drawing on 

qualitative ethnographic interviews with international students in Australia and Finland, this thesis 

investigates how a Third Space is evidenced in the online world of these students with its multi-

dimensional social and cultural challenges. Through a visual internet ethnographic study, the thesis uses 

extensive case studies to analyse social networking practices, and in the process, examine the 

construction and curation of digital identities in social media that addresses multiple audiences in home 

and host countries. In applying Third Space’s Beyond Hybridity concepts, I argue that Facebook allows for 

new meanings to evolve out of the interactions that take place on its platform, affording its international 

student users the space to exert agency, display individuality and form meaningful connections.   

 

While Part I of the thesis investigates the existing literature on international student mobility, Part II and 

III of the thesis examines the data findings from interviews with 54 international students in Australia and 

Finland. Part II of the thesis draws on Katz, Haas and Gurevitch’s (1974) Uses and Gratifications Theory to 

derive two main observational findings - that international students’ Facebook use is primarily centred 

around their need for a dual-purpose platform that develops friendships in their host countries while 

maintaining connections in their home countries, and as a source of information essential to them as 

international students in a foreign country.  
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Against this backdrop, Part III investigates how these students construct transnational and multicultural 

identities within this Third Space, in relation to context collapse and to their diverse imagined audiences. 

Drawing on Butler’s (1990) performativity theory and Goffman’s performance theory (1959) which 

position identity construction as a social process, I examine the notion of ‘lived experiences’ and how they 

shape the self-narratives formed on Facebook. This is further analysed against Giddens’ (1991) counter-

position that identities are a ‘reflexive project of the self’, which embodies a continual process of self-

assessment and re-evaluation.  

 

In juxtapositioning these and other relevant theoretical propositions against the empirical evidence, I tie 

my findings together by proposing a framework, based on an extrapolated concept of Third Space, that 

resolves the fundamental practical conflicts and theoretic intersections arising from the interactions of 

multiple cultural landscapes. In extending Kramsch’s (1993) Third Space framework, encompassing 

ecological, popular and critical culture, to the student migration context, I examine coherence when 

addressing issues of imagined audience and context collapse, through the construction of self-narratives 

for the purposes of identity construction. In essence, the research presents an in-depth and grounded 

way of embracing social networking platforms in multi-dimensional cross-cultural settings, and in the 

process, provides resolution to the inherently complex and often conflicting issues of transnational 

identity creation. 

 

The research enriches the knowledge field of migration studies in contemporary ICT-driven societies, 

while contributing to theory advancement in Third Space research, in the given context of today’s new 

media environments. More specifically, the study of personal lived experiences affirms the need for a shift 

in focus away from viewing integration into the local community as an end goal, toward a deepened 

appreciation of the different modes and extent of migrant engagement.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Background and Rationale for Study 

Zaynab was an international student living in Finland. She had moved to Finland from Iran to do her PhD. 

Her experience synoptically highlights the importance and role of social media to the international 

students’ journey. While she had previously studied overseas, moving to Finland felt like a complete shock 

because she received little support from her university during her move. In her first few months in Finland, 

Zaynab found herself completely lost to what was expected from her in Finland, and isolated from 

everything that was going on. She felt that her supervisor and the university were not giving her the 

support she needed and she was expected to just make do on her own. Moreover, as Zaynab did not have 

any friends or community in Finland, she felt alienated and struggled to figure out what she was supposed 

to do: 

 

“I was not able to understand what I should do. I don’t even know if I have to attend some 

courses. Just imagine six months, I was here, because my last programme did not have courses, 

it was by research. And when I came here, I thought it was the same and no one told me and I 

didn’t know what should I do. And when I talk to people, I didn’t know from which place, which 

friend to get. And it was Winter and I was just shocked, like what should I do in this city. I should 

find from where?” (Zaynab/Iran/PG/Finland). 

 

Zaynab spoke about how she would wander from building to building on campus, unsure of where she 

should go to get information. She would ask her supervisor, who would tell her to access information on 

the school’s website online, but when online, she realised that all the information was only available in 

Finnish. She found herself isolated from both the university and the city and did not know who she could 

turn to. As she recounts in her interview: 

 

 “When you’re alone, you don’t know and from who you should ask” (Zaynab/Iran/UG/Finland). 

 

While Zaynab’s experience must be contextualised by several factors including her programme of study, 

her previous experiences and the language barrier in Finland, these issues of isolation and confusion are 

fairly common among international students. Research on international student mobility has shown that 
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international students struggle in their host countries and societies, which often leads to issues of 

depression and loneliness (Sawir et al., 2008; Marginson, Nyland, Sawir and Forbes-Mewett, 2010). While 

the cosmopolitan aspiration for local friendships is a common one, many international students struggle 

with making friends with local students (McKenzie and Baldassar, 2016).  

 

The turning point to Zaynab’s time in Finland was when she joined a Persian Facebook group, where she 

was able to speak to other co-nationals living in Finland. From there, she managed to join several other 

Facebook groups run by expats or other international students, that had been set up to provide migrants 

and international students with support: 

 

“I adding [friends on Facebook] and it comes some news, comes some life to me. In fact, I think 

for me, that I’m alone and not much close friends, Facebook is relating me to the city. And the 

university also” (Zaynab/Iran/PG/Finland). 

 

I have begun my thesis with this introduction of Zaynab’s story to present an understanding of the 

isolation and issues with adjustment and settling in that many international students face during their 

time abroad. However, Zaynab’s experience is also pertinent to introduce the main focus of my research 

by highlighting the role played by social media in mediating the international student experience. From 

Zaynab’s experiences, we see her use of social media as a means to access information and build 

friendship in an unfamiliar environment; and to foster this connection with her host culture. What I am  

highlighting here  is how social media can shape the ways in which these users interact and engage with 

the host culture, in differing degrees under different circumstances. 

 

There is already a growing body of literature on the use of social media by international students, that 

discusses the potential of Facebook as a tool for integration. This was the approach I took at the start of 

my PhD - to focus on how Facebook could be effectively utilised to support international student 

integration. However, through my encounters with experiences such as Zaynab’s, it became evident to 

me that integration is not necessarily the goal of these international students. What was important for 

Zaynah was how she created a space for herself in her host country, where she was able to connect with 

other people, to get information from and to feel comfortable in, at her own pace and in her own way. 
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My initial approach highlights one key problem with most international student research, which is how 

they often frame the international student experience within established expectations, that is, the 

expectation for international students to adapt and integrate to their host society and to form local 

friendships. What this in turn meant was that these experiences subsequently become framed in terms 

of their failure to match the expectations (Page and Chahboun, 2019). Indeed, Page and Chahboun’s work 

demonstrates the need to shift away from framing international student migration experience from the 

perspective of integration into the host society. On reviewing these works, I surmised that one possible 

way out of this limited perception is to evaluate the varied experiences of international students more 

broadly by examining the role of the hybrid spaces they occupy and through which they exercise their 

agency. It was from this deeper and broader analysis that I saw the relevance of Bhabha’s work on the 

Third Space (1994) as another way of understanding and articulating the international students’ 

experience.  Bhabha’s Third Space is a space where third perspectives could be formed in relation to 

dominant perspectives. From my initial ethnographic findings, it was evident that social media provided a 

space for international students to navigate their complex interactions, connections and self-identity in 

relation to both their home and host cultures, and these experiences paralleled Bhabha’s presentation of 

Third Spaces as in-between positions. I have thus structured this thesis around my analysis of how 

Facebook could be conceptualised as a Third Space for international students, and the wider socio-cultural 

implications of this framework in enhancing the international student experience.  

 

This research thus intends to engender deeper understandings of how international students utilise social 

media to navigate the difficult and unfamiliar cultural terrains during their time abroad, and to examine 

the role of the hybrid Third Space in contributing to the processes of migration, rather than framing 

international student mobility from a narrower integration perspective. In other words, interactions 

within these alternative virtual spaces, which may be prolonged and complex, are studied to draw out the 

rich multi-dimensional experiences of international students.  In examining user agency and identity 

production on social media platforms as transnational spaces, the research seeks to allow for deepened 

understanding of the individual motivations and goals of international students during their time abroad. 

More specifically, the study of personal lived experiences allows for the much-needed shift in focus away 

from looking at integration into the local community as an end goal, toward a genuine appreciation of the 

different modes and extent of migrant engagement, as well as eliciting potential evidence of voluntary 

limited engagement with the host culture. These findings are extremely useful to institutions which seek 
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to enhance the international student experience, without projecting their own expectations upon the 

students.  

 

With the recent COVID-19 pandemic, the need to understand the ways in which social media impacts on 

and affects the international student experience comes to be more pertinent and relevant than ever. It is 

necessary to preface this thesis by mentioning that the data obtained for this work was collected prior to 

the pandemic in 2020. As such, this thesis is framed by a pre-pandemic data set that serves as an 

introduction to understanding the ways in which social media had already been established as an essential 

aspect of the international student experience, even prior to the pandemic. It can thus lay the foundation 

to support future research on how social media may come to be even more relevant during times such as 

a global pandemic, where physical transnational movement is more constrained. 

 

1.2 Research Questions 

This research is situated within the broader theoretical framework of inter-linkages between international 

student experiences and identity construction, social media and social integration. I focus on two key 

research questions that shape my work.  

 

My first research question is “How are international students’ social media use and consumption 

moderated by their mobility, that is, their transition from home to host social-cultural environments, as 

delineated by transnational social, cultural and institutional challenges?” This focusses on how the 

students’ move abroad change the ways in which they used social media and the role played by social 

media in shaping the relationships of these students with the spaces and people in the new environment. 

Zaynab’s account above, along with the other personal lived experiences recounted through the 

ethnographic interviews conducted in this research, allow for an analysis of the role that social media 

plays in shaping international students’ interaction with their home and host societies, as an insiders’ 

response to the challenges faced, from their vantage position between the two.   

 

My second research question is “How do international students, as social media users, navigate identity 

production when addressing their multicultural social media audiences?”. This question recognises that 

beyond adjusting into the unfamiliar spaces in their host countries, international students are also faced 

with the dilemma of navigating between home and host cultures, given that the online digital identities 
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produced have to be acceptable or at least recognisable to the diverse social groups that exist in the wide 

social-cultural realm between home and host countries.  In responding to this question, the study focuses 

on how international students’ perceptions of their imagined audiences on Facebook are manifested and 

investigates how these students navigate identity production in relation to these online audiences, as an 

extension of how they position their identities and selves in the social spaces that they occupy offline.   

 

My basic research approach to addressing these two research questions is to first draw on the 

ethnographic data findings from Research Question One to present understandings of how international 

student mobility impacts upon social media practices, and then overlay this with the data findings from 

Research Question Two to analyse how these shapes their identities portrayed on Facebook. In bringing 

together the two data sets, I seek to deepen the conceptual understanding of this unique transnational 

space occupied by the students. The analytical process draws upon literature from both migration studies 

and identity construction in the digital world, for example, Butler’s (1990) performativity theory and 

Goffman’s earlier (1959) treatise on “performance” which positions identity construction as a social 

process, as well as Giddens’ (1991) counter-position that identities embody a continual process of self-

assessment and re-evaluation. In juxtapositioning the various theoretical propositions, I intend to 

highlight the convergent and differing propositions against the empirical evidence to seek out potential 

areas for theory expansion and resolution.    

 

Based on the analysis, I propose a conceptual framework of Facebook (as social media) as a Third Space, 

where home and host cultures intersect. Primarily, I reference Bhabha’s work on the Third Space (1994) 

to present the basis of conceptualising this space as the intersecting space of home and host cultures. I 

also draw on Kramsch’s work (1993) on Third Space as an oppositional critical space in popular culture 

that is adapted to the demands of the changing environment. In applying Third Space theory to the 

analysis of empirical data, I seek to resolve some of the fundamental theoretical conflicts of identity 

production arising from the co-existence of multiple audiences and intersections of culturally different 

landscapes. 

 

In addressing the two research questions together, I draw conclusions on how Facebook as social media 

can become a safe space for students to explore and reveal their perceptions of self, that is, their 

identities, however defined or redefined, in relation to the transnational spaces that they occupy. In the 

process, I articulate a conceptual framework that is supported by empirical data, while being theoretically 
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robust, and contribute to theory development in the intersecting knowledge fields of migration studies, 

social media and identity construction. 

 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

 In order to attain the research goals, I adopt the following chapter structure for this thesis. The chapters 

are presented in four Parts:  

 

PART I: Thesis Overview 

This Part, comprising three chapters, presents an overview of the research as follows: 

 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter introduces the background and rationale for the Study, as well as the research 

questions and thesis structure to guide the reading of the thesis. Importantly, it also presents an 

introduction to the selected social media platforms, namely Facebook and WeChat, as the 

ethnographic field sites, so that the essential tools, language and formats are understood as a 

prelude to the reading of the thesis.  

 

Chapter 2: Literature Review  

The literature review frames the research by first providing an overview of the neoliberal and 

cosmopolitan approaches to understanding international student mobilities. These approaches 

are utilised to guide the discussion around the international students’ perspectives of overseas 

education, including their motivations, aspirations and goals. The review is followed by an 

examination of past and current literature on the use of social media by international students. It 

also reviews Berry’s (1997) theory of acculturation to demonstrate the traditional integration 

perspectives taken in many migration studies, and the potential need for shifts beyond current 

research thinking. It includes an introduction of the identity theory approach that this thesis takes. 

Finally, the review also introduces the literature on “Third Space” with a particular focus on how 

it extends the concept of hybridity as the combination of two cultures, towards the creation of 

new meanings emerging from the new transnational identities created. 
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology 

This chapter sets out the research methodology for this thesis, which is visual Internet 

ethnography. This chapter systematically explains the methodology and sets forth the basis for 

choosing it.  The chapter will also present the main research design and its constituent steps, 

including a comprehensive documentation of how data collection was executed.  

 

 

PART II: Data Findings on Research Question One 

               Mobility and Social Media Interactions 

 

This Part comprising four chapters presents the data findings and analysis for the first research question: 

“How are international students’ social media use and consumption moderated by their mobility, that is, 

their transition from home to host social-cultural environments, as delineated by transnational social, 

cultural and institutional challenges?”. The four chapters are presented according to the data sets on 

social media usage for the student groups as follows:   

 

Chapter 4: Singaporean international student group in Australia 

 

Chapter 5: Chinese international student group in Australia 

 

Chapter 6: Chinese international student group in Finland 

 

Chapter 7: International student group in Finland 

 

The primary focus of the four chapters is to respectively draw out the relevant interview data to 

understand the students’ use of social media during their time abroad, with a particular focus on how 

such social media practices have been impacted by their temporal sojourn in their new host country. This 

includes an examination of their use of social media to make new connections, to maintain their home 

country relationships, to seek out information and to learn more about their host society. In relation to 

the wider aims of the research project, the chapters reveal how the students have diverse expectations 

of their experiences abroad. This detailed documentation of their lived experiences highlights the 
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problematic nature of traditional understandings of student migration experiences, which have been 

dominated by integrationist approaches. 

 

PART III:  Data Findings on Research Question Two 

                  International Students’ Online Identity Production 

 

This Part, comprising another four chapters, presents the data findings and analysis for the second 

research question: “How do users navigate identity production when addressing their multicultural social 

media audiences?”. Similar to Part One, the chapters are presented according to the data sets on identity 

production for the target groups as follows:   

 

Chapter 8: Singaporean international student group in Australia 

 

Chapter 9: Chinese international student group in Australia 

 

Chapter 10: Chinese international student group in Finland 

 

Chapter 11: International student group in Finland 

 

The chapters respectively examine the complex processes of digital identity production on Facebook by 

international students. From both interview data and the data obtained from Facebook postings, the 

chapters examine how international students navigate the transnational social spaces between their 

home and host cultures on Facebook. In terms of the wider aims of this research project, the extensive 

empirical data highlights the complex interactions within the transnational spaces occupied by 

international students, with reference to issues such as cultural commentary, extent of local identity 

influences and linguistic segregation of content. While the range of responses affirms that transitional 

migration success can no longer be assessed from the more limited traditional integration models, they 

also demonstrate the complex issues of context collapse and performative responses, as well as present 

evidence of the continual processes of self-assessment and re-evaluation, as the students reacted to their 

diverse “unseen” audiences. In the concluding observations that follow each chapter, I develop the central 

thesis arguments by linking the empirical findings to the theoretical propositions in the various literatures. 
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In this way, I develop a grounded analysis of student migration behaviour in relation to identity formation 

in the context of the new social media environment in contemporary societies.   

 

PART IV: Consolidated Analysis and Conclusion 

 

This part presents the final analysis of the consolidated data, drawing from the findings from Chapters 4 

to 11. 

 

Chapter 12:  Final Analysis: Facebook as Third Space 

This chapter first draws upon the data findings from Chapters 4 to 7 (Part II), in which I apply Katz, 

Haas and Gurevitch’s (1974) framework and other Uses and Gratifications theories to examine 

how social media use can adapt to the international students’ needs, as they respond to changes 

to their physical environment.  A succinct summary of the observational findings in terms of 

Facebook’s role in friendship formation in host countries, maintaining home connections, and a 

tool for information, is presented. Building on this analysis, the Chapter then overlays the data 

findings from Chapters 5 to 11 (Part III) to present a grounded analysis of how international 

students navigate home and host cultures, and in the process, construct multicultural identities 

in the digital world.  The analysis draws extensively upon the relevant literatures, and applies 

them to the rich narratives curated by international students in their displays of lived experiences 

abroad, as constructed through the various tools on Facebook. It covers various aspects of the 

identity production process, including the contexts of multiple audiences, the performative 

aspects of identity creation, the evidences of self-narratives and identity markets.   

 

From the analysis, I propose a conceptual framework that identifies the Third Space as an 

alternative perspective to understanding international student mobility. The Chapter draws 

extensively on Third Space theories, including Kramsch’s theories, to demonstrate how 

conceptualising Facebook as Third Space allows simultaneous connections to take place, without 

conceptual discord, while allowing fresh imaginations and new meanings to evolve. It elaborates 

on the various characteristics of this Space, particularly in terms of agency exertion and 

individualisation on the part of the user. In terms of the wider aims of this research, this chapter 

provides an academically robust framework that articulates the complex nature of the identities 
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constructed by international students, and demonstrates how these students can have agency on 

social media platforms that allow for individualisation, while enabling the formation of critical 

connections and access to the information needed to settle into a new and unfamiliar 

environment, and in the process, facilitate more positive outcomes in their migration experiences.  

 

 Chapter 13:  Conclusion 

This concluding Chapter ties the two research questions together to emphasise the central aim of 

this thesis - to deepen our understanding of the role of social media in international students’ 

migration experience, and discover how identity production takes place in the context of their 

multicultural social media audiences and differing cultural landscapes. While demonstrating and 

affirming the importance of moving away from framing international student mobility from an 

integration perspective, the Chapter also elaborates on the thesis’ contribution to knowledge 

advancement and theory development in the intersecting fields of migration research, identity 

creation and third space studies, in the context of a globalising world where social media is a 

prevalent platform for communication. The chapter concludes with the practical 

recommendations of this thesis to how institutions can better support international student 

experiences. 

 

1.4 Facebook and WeChat as Field Sites in Visual Internet Ethnography 

As the research methodology requires an understanding of the functionalities in Facebook and WeChat 

as the ethnographic research sites, I present here a brief introduction to these two social media platforms.  

The main focus of this research is on Facebook, and WeChat is only included as a supplemental social 

media platform as the research includes Chinese international student users who were not able to use 

Facebook for communication with their home country.  

 

1.4.1 Facebook  

Facebook was launched in 2004 by Mark Zuckerberg and co-founders Dustin Moskovitz, Chris Hughes and 

Eduardo Saverin, as a free social networking website that allows registered users to create digital profiles, 

upload photographs and videos, and utilise the site’s public or private communication channels to 

communicate with basically anyone connected to them on the site (Harris, 2012).  
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Facebook is widely recognised as one of the most popular social networking sites, with 2.89 billion 

monthly active users in 2021 and within that figure, an average of 1.9 billion daily active users daily active 

users (Facebook Newsroom, n.d.). Its mission statement is “Give people the power to build community 

and bring the world closer together” (Facebook Newsroom, n.d.). Nadkarni and Hofmann (2009) discerned 

two main social needs which motivated the use of the site: the need to belong and the need for self-

presentation. Similarly, in a 2012 literature review, Wilson, Gosling and Graham (2012) highlighted that 

“[t]he most common internal motivation [for using Facebook] was users’ desire to keep in touch with 

friends” (p.209).  

 

Of specific relevance to this study is the finding that participation within Facebook is structured by offline 

relationships and established social networks (Lampe, Ellison and Steinfield, 2006). The relationships 

displayed on Facebook mostly originate from in-person relationships in the offline world, with the use of 

Facebook to enable users to maintain these already established relationships online. As users connect to 

other users through “friending” them, they become situated in social space in accordance to their 

possessed social capital, as displayed by their respective group affiliations and “public displays of 

connections” (boyd, 2007; Donath and boyd, 2004).  

 

Facebook is a nonymous social networking site. The term ‘nonymous’ was coined by Zhao, Grasmuck and 

Martin (2008), as opposed to the more well-known term “anonymous”. It simply means that one’s offline 

identity is known to the online community and established within it. These established social networks 

anchor users to the types of identities which they are able to present. As a result of these connections, 

users remain anchored to the offline world and are not simply free-floating entities online (Benson, 2009).  

 

In examining the construction of identities online, it is important to understand each platform’s unique 

affordances - “the mutuality of actor intentions and technology capabilities that provide the potential for 

a particular action” (Majchrzak, Faraj, Kane, and Azad, 2013). Understanding of the unique platform 

affordances of Facebook and WeChat enabled the methodological investigations according to visual 

ethnography to proceed with reference to how such tangible tools support the construction of identities 

in the specific context of the nonymous social networks.  
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1.4.2 Creating Profiles on Facebook  

Facebook is a free social networking website on which users may register and subsequently create digital 

profiles. Within Facebook, the absence of a physical body dictates that individuals have to draw on the 

tools afforded by the online medium to construct multi-modal representations of themselves, such as 

Profile Pages, in order to effectively communicate online (boyd and Heer, 2006). Boyd and Heer (2006) 

describe profiles to represent individual embodiment where the content provides basic information about 

the individual’s identity, as well as to create the cultural context for digital representations.  

 

On Facebook, thus, identities are formed through constructing the user’s Profile Page; a digital avatar that 

portrays salient aspects of their selves for their audiences to see and interpret (boyd, 2007). As discussed 

by Baym (2010), “[i]ndividual identities are deeply enmeshed with social identities. We build self-

representations by linking to others. Others also contribute to the online pool of information … available 

about ourselves. We also indicate our membership in social groups that invoke the shared concepts of 

insider and outsider” (p.111). This means that far from being in control of their bodies, users have to 

perform not just to their perceived imagined audience, but are constantly creating their identities in 

relation what Goffman (1959) calls, the “unseen audience” – a perceived present audience “who will 

punish deviations from these standards” (p.81). 

 

In describing the Profile function, Facebook states: 

 

 “Your profile tells your story. You can choose what to share, such as interests, photos and personal 

information like your hometown, and who to share it with. Your profile also includes your Timeline, 

where you can see your own posts and posts you've been tagged in. Your Timeline and tagging 

settings will help you manage tags and review who can add and see things on your Timeline” 

(Facebook, n.d.).  

 

This profile function emphasises how Facebook serves as a platform to “display” oneself, but also the 

control that the platform has over the contents which feature a person’s profile. Facebook’s profile format 

is fixed across all Facebook pages, with there being a specific page layout for all groups and individuals to 

adhere to. On Facebook, users must utilise the Tools made available on the site to construct the desired 

digital identities to connect and communicate with other users (boyd and Heer, 2006). As already noted, 
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Profile pages serve as digital avatars that portray salient aspects of the users’ selves for their audiences 

on the site to view and interpret (boyd, 2007).  

 

Facebook demand that users select a name and Profile picture to represent their selves through the 

profiles created on the site. As dictated by the Facebook help guidelines (2017), users should ensure that 

their friends are able to find them on Facebook by “[using] the first and last name [they] use in everyday 

life and “if people know you by a different name (ex: nickname, maiden name), [by adding] another name 

to [their] account”. They can also be identified by their basic information, which distinguishes them from 

other users of the same name. Users are given the option to fill in an “About” section which features basic 

information categories such as educational background and country of residence. These tools assist in 

creating contexts around profiles as individualised embodiments, by serving as a point of reference to 

their names and physical selves as identity anchors.  

 

Rules and regulations influence the existence of cultural artefacts in society, by tailoring its structures to 

fit into the norms and of society (du Gay et al., 1997). With regard to Facebook, regulations pose 

limitations and boundaries in the construction of digital identities, which in turn structure the ways in 

which these identities are created. As the online site updates its layout, user practices change to adapt to 

these modifications, demonstrating the construction of identity to be intrinsically linked to the tools and 

affordances of Facebook. For the purpose of this research, it therefore seems logical to structure the case 

study analysis in terms of these platform affordances, which shape the construction of the identities 

formed on that specific platform. 

 

This overview of Facebook as a social media platform will serve to inform the later data chapters, that 

present how these various platform affordances are used by the international student users in their 

construction and curation of digital profiles on Facebook.  

 

1.4.3 WeChat: Main Social Media Platform for Chinese International Students 

While my main research focuses on the use of Facebook as the dominant social media platform, my 

research proposal and ethics application in Finland had included the study of WeChat as well. Stemming 

from my initial interviews with the participating Chinese international students in Australia, I came to 

realise that there is value in examining the WeChat social media practices as well, given that WeChat is a 
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primary social media platform for Chinese students in their home countries. In this research, the WeChat 

profiles of the Chinese international student participants are also examined in order to further understand 

the Chinese students’ use of social media for connection with their home country.  

 

WeChat was first released by Tencent Holding Limited, a Chinese multinational company, in January 2011. 

While Facebook is one of the most popular social media platforms worldwide, WeChat has retained 

popularity in China, where Facebook is banned, and commands more than one billion active monthly users 

(Tencent, 2018). It is a multi-purpose smartphone application that serves a variety of functions including 

messaging, socialisation, groups and mobile payment. For the purpose of this research, the focus is on the 

use of WeChat by Chinese international students for communication and identity production while 

abroad, as some of the other functions are less relevant and often inaccessible in their host countries. 

 

As Facebook is banned in China, Chinese international students often only download it during their time 

abroad as a means of navigating their host culture. The emerging literature on the use of Facebook by 

Chinese international students includes the comparison of Chinese international students’ use of 

Facebook and Renren (Li and Chen, 2014), Hamid et al.’s discussion on the information-seeking behaviours 

of international students (2014), and Saw et al.’s approach to understanding the use of social media by 

international students from the library perspective in terms of how school libraries might connect with 

this group of students (2013).  In my study, the discussions about WeChat were largely centred around 

the students’ use in comparison to Facebook; the differences in terms of how they perceived the efficacy 

of the platforms relative to the communication they wish to achieve. While the primary focus of this thesis 

is on the use of Facebook by international students, the Chinese international students’ common use of 

WeChat meant that their experiences on Facebook were often viewed through the lens of their familiarity 

of the WeChat platform. Thus, in order to provide a more complete understanding of the ways that 

Chinese international students utilise Facebook, a base understanding of their use of WeChat must also 

be presented. In this research, the WeChat profiles of the Chinese international student participants are 

also examined in order to further understand the Chinese students’ use of social media for connection 

with their home country. 

 

The main functions of WeChat that are relevant for the purpose of this research are WeChat’s profile 

name, profile pictures, and the Moments Feature. Similar to Facebook, WeChat users are able to add 

other users to give them access to their content. However, unlike Facebook, users would need a phone 
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number or a QR code in order to add other users, and other users may not be able to use their chosen 

profile name to search for them. Unlike Facebook which focuses on using “real” names to find other users, 

WeChat users have less incentive to using their real names on the platform, as well as profile pictures that 

have images of themselves to identify themselves. The set-up of these tools thus constrains the ways in 

which the users utilise the tools, and this has implications on the identity creation process.  

 

While Facebook features a variety of different ways to add to one’s Profile Page, as noted above, WeChat 

profile pages have one key feature, which is the Moments tool. According to WeChat’s official blog, 

Chatterbox, the Moments feature “allows you to share life’s most interesting experiences with your 

WeChat friends” (Chatterbox, 2019). Users are able to upload images and text to their Moments page to 

share this content with their friends, similar to Facebook’s status updates. However, as reported in the 

later data chapters, differences in the content uploaded to users’ Facebook Profile Pages and their 

WeChat Memories Page could result in different identity performances to be displayed to different 

audiences. 

 

Considering the relevance of WeChat to the Chinese international students studied, I subsequently also 

amended my ethics proposal in Australia to enable me to examine the relevant students’ WeChat profiles 

as well, to provide supplemental data. However, it is necessary to emphasise that Facebook remains the 

primary focus for this research. WeChat simply served as an additional source for data relating to the role 

that audiences play in shaping users’ digital identities creation in relation to this group of Chinese 

students. As WeChat primarily focuses on home country audiences, it cannot be positioned as Third Space 

between home and host countries in the same way that Facebook can. However, including WeChat in this 

study contributes to providing enhanced understanding of audience impact on content production, and 

is important for analysing the specific question of how these students navigate potential context collapses 

that might occur as a result of migration, which is an important component of this research. The 

comparison between the tools of Facebook and WeChat and how these tools subsequently shape the 

curation of digital identities is examined in greater detail in the data chapters in Parts II and III of this 

thesis. Prior to this, I will present an overview to the existing literature on the use of social media by 

international students, to situate my work in relation to the theoretical and research work already 

undertaken.   
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

 

The two research questions on “How are international students’ social media use and consumption 

moderated by their mobility, that is, their transition from home to host social-cultural environments, as 

delineated by transnational social, cultural and institutional challenges?” and “How do international 

students, as social media users, navigate identity production when addressing their multicultural social 

media audiences?” were developed after conducting an initial literature review on the topic of 

international student mobility and social media, with the aim of identifying knowledge or research gaps 

in the existing literature. 

 

To fully address the two research questions, it is necessary to first present a background understanding 

of international student mobility from the literature. This literature review thus begins with a presentation 

of the neoliberal and cosmopolitan approaches to international student mobility as a way to understand 

how the international student experience is grounded. I will then extensively explore the extant literature 

drawn from research and academic studies on the subject that span the last two decades. Apart from 

synthesising the work done, I will offer a critical review of the different viewpoints, including the strengths 

and weaknesses presented, as well as highlight the points of disagreements and convergence. With 

particular reference to the immigration aspects, the review will discuss Berry’s (1997) theory of 

acculturation and the critiques of his propositional quadric-modal model, with its partiality toward an 

ideal state that involves effective integration into the host community.   

 

In relation to the social media focus of this research, I draw upon research-based literature pertaining to 

the utilisation of information and communication technology (ICTs) in international student mobility. By 

adding this dimension of ICT, the review will extend the study of international student migration into the 

virtual space, elevating the discussion beyond the traditional realms of physical communities and living 

environment. This in turn opens up the research pathway toward a potentially new way of framing 

international student experiences in the virtual arena that straddles home and host cultures, and leads 

the research toward deeper investigations into the consequential identity processes in this transnational 

space.  
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In carrying out the literature review, this chapter will go beyond a mere compilation of the theoretical and 

empirical work in the field. I seek to consciously extrapolate the relevant issues in order to present the 

rationale for the research steps that will follow in the ensuing chapters. The selected literature will thus 

provide the framework for analysis of the data findings in Parts II and III, and in this regard, this chapter 

should be read as a lead-up to the final analysis that will be found in Chapter 12. As I intend to draw upon 

Third Space theories to frame final analysis, this review will also include the relevant literature pertaining 

to identity theory, definitional aspects of Third Space and its relationship to social media.  

 

2.1 International Student Mobility    

International students are defined as students who have completed their prior education overseas in 

another country, who are not a resident of their current place of study (OECD, 2021). However, drawing 

on Tran’s work (2011), the term “international student” is not used with the intention of categorising all 

international students from different countries as one homogenous entity. Its use within my thesis does 

not disregard the diversity of cultures and experiences of students coming from different countries, but 

rather, is intended to emphasise the multi-dimensional aspects of international student migration, 

involving unique individuals and diverse cultures, as an important aspect of this thesis. 

 

2.1.1 Current Trends 

Globally, the rising enrolment trend of international students is not a new issue. Indeed, internationally 

and regionally, students have always traversed across a myriad of borders, be they physical, 

socioeconomic, cultural or political (Bista, Sharma and Gaulee, 2018). While their mobility had been on 

an upward trajectory (Bista, Sharma and Gaulee, 2018), the current Covid-19 pandemic leading to 

Australia’s closed borders, had affected international student intake in Australia. As an example, the 

Australian Government Department of Education’s data on international students (2021) reveals that as 

of September 2021, 557, 836 international students live in Australia. While this figure is an 17% decrease 

in international students from September 2020, the long-term data showing a consistent rise since 2012 

(Norton, 2018; OECD, 2021), pre-pandemic. The high numbers of international students raise questions 

of how these trends are further impacted by continual globalisation and internationalisation in 

contemporary societies. 
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2.1.2 Globalisation, Internationalisation and Transnationalism 

The acceleration of international student mobility today is rooted in the globalised nature of modern 

society in relation to education systems. As noted by Rizvi (2011), “the growing student interest in 

international mobility cannot be adequately understood without paying attention to the ways in which 

institutional strategies for the recruitment of international students articulate with the shifting social 

imaginaries of people, broadly linked to the processes of globalisation” (p.693).  

 

 The concepts of globalisation and internationalisation are sometimes used interchangeably in the 

literature. Tilak (2011), for example, defines the globalization of education as the “unification of the 

world’s education system by facilitation of the free flow of students and teachers, through reduction of 

all the various kinds of barrier that exist” (p.19). On the other hand, Knight (1999) sought to distinguish 

the two concepts, stating that internationalisation and globalisation can be seen as different but 

dynamically linked concepts. He suggested that globalisation can be thought of as the “catalyst”, while 

internationalisation is the response, albeit, “a response in a proactive way” (p.6). While globalisation has 

served as the driving force behind international student mobility, the results are changes to the nature of 

the education systems, both in terms of how they are perceived and marketed, as well as to the practices 

within the systems. To elaborate, in terms of both practice and perceptions, internationalisation is closer 

to the well-established tradition of international cooperation and mobility and to the core values of quality 

and excellence, whereas globalisation refers more to competition, to “pushing the concept of higher 

education as a tradable commodity and challenging the concept of higher education as a public good” 

(van Vught, van der Wende, and Westerheijden, 2002, p.117). 

 

Schiller, Basch and Blanc-Szanton (1992) define transnationalism as “the process by which immigrants 

build social fields that link together this country of origin and their country of settlement” (Schiller, 1992, 

p.1). International students, through their use of social media like FB, engage in processes that build such 

transnational social fields. However, very little work examines these processes in detail; a gap this thesis 

helps to fill. 

 

Furthermore,  Harris, Baldassar and Robertson (2020) deliberately focus their work on “‘middling 

transnationalism’ as representing not only a socio-economic strata in-between highly skilled mobile elites 

and low-wage and marginalised migrant workers but also to focus analytical attention on the‘ ordinary’ 

or ‘everyday’ practices of relatively privileged but non-elite mobile subjects who move for a combi-nation 
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of interwoven cultural, lifestyle and economic reasons” (p.1). The students who participated in this thesis 

share many of the characteristics of this ‘middling transnationalism’. Drawing on Harris et al’s concept 

allows for a focus on how transnational mobility has become key to the efforts of youth to better their 

economic and social prospects, particularly in these precarious times (Harris, Baldassar and Robertson, 

2020, p.9). Harris, Baldassar and Robertson deliberately draw on the term “transnational mobility” rather 

than migration, as they feel that it is better able to convey the variety of experiences relevant to young 

people, including the temporal nature of the international student experience. The variety of experiences 

of “international students” is a key focus of this thesis, as explored in the data chapters of this thesis. This 

can also be highlighted by examining the differences in globalisation and internationalisation outlined 

above. 

 

This distinction between globalisation and internationalisation can be read in the different approaches 

taken toward international student mobility. Arkoudis et al. (2019) clearly identify two main opposing 

theoretical rationales as the key drivers of international student mobility, namely, the neoliberal approach 

and the cosmopolitan approach. A thorough review of each of these approaches is necessary to 

understand the ways in which international students approach their overseas experiences, which is a key 

part of this research. It is essential to understand the motivations behind the international students’ 

journey in order to frame the study of how international students utilise social media during their time 

abroad. In the following sections, this thesis will unpack these two different approaches to international 

student mobility.   

 

2.2 The Neoliberal Approach to International Student Mobility 

Many scholars have highlighted the driving factor behind international student mobility as the expressed 

need for these students to remain “competitive” in today’s globalised labour market (Park, 2009; de Wit, 

2010; Hawthorne, 2010). In other words, this neoliberal approach suggests that globalisation plays an 

important role in creating a competitive labour market, and this creation drives international student 

mobility. There are three aspects to this global movement that are relevant to this thesis:   
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2.2.1 International Agreements 

The World Trade Organisation’s General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) was introduced in 1996 

and focused on trade in services, aligning it with the trade of merchandisable goods (Tilak, 2011). GATS 

encompassed all international traded services, including education (Tilak, 2011).  

 

Trade in education under the GATS framework takes place in four modes:  

1. cross-border supply of the service (where consumers [students] remain within the country);  
2. consumption abroad (where consumers cross the border);  
3. commercial presence of the provider in another country (institutional mobility);  
4. presence of persons in another country (staff mobility)” (Tilak, 2011, p.9).  

 

Essentially, what GATS does is to allow for progressive liberalisation in trade in services between 

countries. Of relevance here is the second mode, referring to consumers or international students’ 

mobility. These policies have led to increasing globalisation of the higher education sector, characterised 

by the increase in international student mobility, the setup of international campuses abroad, movement 

of academics, international research and development collaborations and the rise in exchange 

programmes (Tilak, 2011; Barrett, 2015). The globalisation of education creates a need for students to 

remain competitive in the labour market, both at home, as well as globally. 

 

2.2.2 Studying Abroad as an Investment in the Self 

The shift toward the knowledge economy places a high value on the possession and production of 

intellectual property, rather than goods (International Organization for Migration (IOM), 2008). As it is 

generally acknowledged that education systems in more advanced societies are more developed (Tilak, 

2011), this gives rise to an increase in international student migration, a phenomenon that has been 

directed by the demand for workers with specialised skills. This drive for students to move overseas to 

obtain skillsets and qualifications beyond those which are available in their home countries, has been 

directed by the motivation to remain globally competitive in today’s labour market.  

 

The reputation of a particular higher education institution and recognition of its degrees in the global job 

market to enable employability thus come to be key factors in students’ decisions both to study overseas, 

as well as their choice of destination institution (Kahanec and Králiková, 2011). This is echoed in Beine, 

Noel and Ragot’s study of the determinants affecting international student mobility (2014). The study 
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highlights quality of its educational institutions as a key factor that determines the attractiveness of a 

location. Thus, the rise of international education has been supported by increasing differentiation of 

educational accreditation, or an increased distinction in the value attached to obtaining degrees from 

particular universities (Yang, 2003; Findlay et al., 2011). This is supported by Becker (2006), who noted 

that, in today’s economy, it is assumed that educational credentials are a reflection of one’s qualification 

and work productivity, and the right credentials would ultimately result in higher incomes.  

 

Another key driving factor behind international student mobility is the relative role that governments play 

within the education sector. There have been moves away from viewing higher education as a public good 

toward education being seen as a commodity from which the individual is able to profit (Portnoi, Bagley 

and Rust, 2010). The benefits reaped by the individual in possessing such a commodity has placed the 

impetus on the individual himself/herself, prompting the nation or state to reduce its contributions to the 

field of education, meaning that the cost of possessing such a commodity falls to the individual (Shields, 

2013). As such, the competition between individuals that results from such neoliberal thinking comes to 

be ‘intertwined with the global competition of higher education institutions as suppliers of global 

positional goods’ (Kim, 2011, p.122). 

 

Individuals are drawn towards the choices that make sense as a financial investment in their own human 

capital. As explained by IOM (2008), the choice of a host establishment by foreign students and their 

families may be viewed as the outcome of an assessment of the monetary and non-monetary costs of 

studying abroad, and the monetary and non-monetary benefits that students (and their families) hope to 

reap from it (p.112). Specifically, investment in foreign studies is seen to yield a fairly high rate of return, 

and in the case of students from the developing world, a higher rate than they can obtain by investing in 

education in their own countries (Tilak, 2011).  

 

Neoliberalism, in this regard, is said to present a definitive view of education, understanding it as human 

capital formation. In essence, it is “the business of forming skills and attitudes needed by a productive 

workforce; productive in the precise sense of producing an ever-growing mass of profits for the market 

economy” (Connell, 2013, p.104). This neoliberal approach is commonly adopted to explain the drive 

behind international student mobility. It does well in capturing the role that economic factors, particularly 

competition in the global labour market, future prospects, the knowledge economy and rational choice, 

play in driving international student mobility (Shields, 2013). However, as will be shown later (see Para 
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2.2.4), this perspective has its limitations, particularly when viewed from the students’ personal 

perspectives, as opposed the host country’s perspectives which will be discussed here.  

 

2.2.3 Host Country Perspectives  

Considering how host country governments and institutions approach international student mobility from 

a neoliberal perspective adds another dimension to understanding the international student experience 

in these countries. The shift away from the perception of education as a public good toward a neoliberal 

approach has not only impacted the students, but also shaped universities’ approaches toward student 

recruitment. Trade in the education sector – cross-border mobility of institutions, teachers and 

programmes – was and still is viewed as an essential source of revenue and financial solution to 

supplementing the cutbacks made in public funding to higher education (Verger, 2010). Marginson (2010) 

details how the shift away from education as a government responsibility means that universities become 

autonomous actors that are in competition with each other to attract students, which is particularly 

evidenced by the increased emphasis on global university rankings. Full-fee paying international students 

are seen to generate additional revenue for their institutions, and with the decline in public funding for 

education, has become an essential source of income, particularly at research- and doctoral-based 

institutions (Cantwell, 2019; Tilak, 2011; Shinn, Welch and Bagnall, 1999; Tilak, 2011). This is not limited 

to the fees paid by international students, but these students contribute to the economy in other ways, 

such as through travel, housing and living costs. Indeed, international education is Australia’s third largest 

export (Australian Government Department of Education and Training 2017). The media, in particular, has 

played a significant role in highlighting these contributions made by international students to local 

economies (de Wit, 2010).  

 

 As such, universities often view these students as an investment and take steps to attract international 

students to their campuses, such as through social media campaigns, working with third party migration 

agencies or with the aid of supporting government initiatives (Hawthorne, 2010; Choudaha and Chang, 

2012). For example, Australia organised a “Study in Australia 2010” campaign, which included an A$2.8 

million drive that supported the international education sector. This was primarily targeted at China, India, 

South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand, as Australia’s six key markets in a bid to increase 

international student numbers from these countries (de Wit, 2010). Australia offers various kinds of 

education services to other countries: consumption abroad (having international students study in 

Australia), commercial presence (institutions having a commercial presence, such as an offshore campus), 
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cross-border supply (distance education) and presence of representatives overseas (the universities send 

representatives such as teachers abroad to deliver services on their behalf (Adams, Banks and Olsen, 

2011). 

 

Choudaha and Chang (2012) also highlighted how some US public institutions conduct international 

recruitment specifically at the Bachelor level to demonstrate how self-funded international students are 

seen as a source of revenue. As Bachelor programmes run for significantly longer periods than Masters 

programmes, this provides the university with a longer term stream of revenue (Choudaha and Chang, 

2012). Baas’ work (2006), alongside others (Choudaha, 2017; Tran, 2013; MacDonald, 2013; Bista, 2018), 

utilises the term “cash cow” to describe how international students are “milked” by the institutions they 

are enrolled at, for the financial value which they offer. From a supply side perspective, the global 

recession and subsequent decrease in state support for tertiary education has provided the added 

motivation for universities to attract these students (Choudaha, Chang and Kono, 2013; Hawthorne, 

2010), which in turn augmented the rise of international student mobility (Choudaha and Chang, 2012).  

 

The value of attracting international students does not lie solely in the financial investment of 

international students. In Australia, education-migration pathway policies are heavily promoted (Tran and 

Thao, 2016). These pathways not only capitalise on the lucrative nature of the higher education export 

market, but also assists countries in helping to attract as well as retain highly skilled workers (Tran and 

Thao, 2016). Thus, from the neoliberal perspective, a second factor driving international student mobility 

is the increased value placed on talent as a key driving force behind economic development in today’s 

knowledge society (Wei, 2012). Many shifts in skilled migration policy are driven by the desire to “select 

for success” (Hawthorne, 2005, p.690). This focus on talent has shifted from knowledge industries to 

almost all other sectors, with the talented employees seen to offer distinctive competitive advantage 

(Brown and Tannock, 2009) -- the companies with the most talented workers are viewed to be the most 

competitive. As such, it is noted that, all over the world, employees are beginning to behave as consumers, 

able to pick and choose the companies they wish to work for, and employers “must do everything they 

can to cultivate a powerful, persuasive reputation for talent management if they are to safeguard their 

long-term talent resources” (Heidrick and Struggles, 2007, p.3).  

 

The result of these intersecting factors (summarised in the preceding discussion) has been a push for 

countries to implement policies or pathways that allow international students graduating from their 
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universities to remain in their countries, in order to develop highly skilled local workforces (Robertson and 

Runganaikaloo, 2014; Hawthorne, 2010; de Wit, 2010). The higher education policies available thus 

become a factor influencing incoming international student inflow to a country (Kahanec and Králiková, 

2011). An example would be Australia’s “student switching” schemes, which provided extra migration 

points for qualifications obtained at Australian universities and new visa categories permitting students 

to apply for permanent residency after the conclusion of their degree programmes (Robertson, 2011; 

McLaughlin and Salt, 2002). These factors have led to the development of a global migration industry in 

higher education, and an overall increase in international student mobility (Beech, 2018; Baas, 2007). In 

turn, these programmes have influenced the motivation of international students and affected the way 

they perceive their relationship to both their host countries as well as their chosen institutions of study 

(Choudaha, 2017). Understanding these dynamics is a necessary part of understanding the interaction 

spaces that these international students occupy in their host countries, both online and offline. 

 

2.2.4 Limitations of the Approach  

The neoliberal approach places particular focus on education as a good or commodity. Yang’s (2020) work 

on the ethics and politics of international student mobility is particularly pertinent in drawing critique of 

the approach as the basis of a framework to approaching the subject. Yang (2020) discusses how at best, 

this neoliberal perspective positions the relationship between international students and their host 

institutions as a linear transaction between customers and service providers. However, at its worst, this 

neoliberal approach raises unsettling questions about the social and political nature of the education 

systems in these liberal democratic society, with regard to the exploitation of these international students 

as “cash cows” - “[f]or instance, when international students are viewed chiefly as cash cows, should then 

different and lower admission standards be applied to them to maximise recruitment?” (Yang, 2020, 

p.522).  

 

Evidently, the neoliberal approach to international student mobility alone is insufficient to providing a 

complete understanding of international student mobility. What comes to be problematic about focusing 

solely on this approach is that it fails to take into consideration several factors from the students’ 

perspective. One such factor is that while educational accreditation is extremely important to 

international students, their choice to move abroad may also be motivated by other personal 

circumstances or ambitions. Students, for example, may be driven by the experiential or personal 

development aspects of an overseas education.  
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The neoliberal approach has been foregrounded because of the perceived importance that many 

international students place on obtaining their degree, first and foremost, with the intention of returning 

home post-graduation. In relation to the first research question on the use of social media by international 

students, this approach would present but only one way of understanding how these students use social 

media to position themselves in relation to their host countries, as well as their home countries, having 

regard to the temporal nature of their stay.   

 

With regard to the second research question on identify production, the neoliberal approach’s emphasis 

on the international student being guided by their primary intention of getting a degree as their end goal, 

also presents a limited perspective of how these students would interact in the spaces they occupy in their 

host countries, both online and offline. Such a perspective would tend toward a more single-minded frame 

that simplifies the identity production process. In effect, it is conceivable that an alternative situation 

could exist where a student would develop a personal preference for the local cultural or living 

environment of the host country, to the extent of impacting the desire to return home. Such a situation 

would, without doubt, give rise to identity tensions or discord, thus complicating the identity production 

process. 

 

Thus, to limit these international students’ motivation to only self-investment is a reduction of the 

complex nature of international student migration. It is necessary also to draw on the cosmopolitan 

approach to international student mobility to present an additional and perhaps more complete 

understanding of the subject.  

 

2.3 The Cosmopolitan Approach to International Student Mobility 

An alternative approach to studying international student mobility, as elaborated by Arkoudis et al. 

(2019), is the “cosmopolitan approach”. This has also been alluded to as the “world cultural theory” 

approach by Shields (2013). This approach focuses on the role of education in developing a world that is 

more global and multicultural (Shields, 2013). Switching focus to this approach will present another 

dimension to understanding the use of social media in relation to international student mobility for this 

research.  In particular, in examining the impact that the host country culture has on international student 

motivations, and subsequently their experiences from this perspective, this approach would contribute 
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to shaping this thesis’ analysis of the second research question relating to how international students 

navigate identity production in relation to their multicultural audiences on social media.  

 

The previous section on the neoliberalism approach noted that a crucial driving factor behind 

international students’ decision to move are the employment prospects offered by overseas degrees from 

established universities. However, this is usually not the only factor involved in the choice to study abroad. 

There are other factors that drive international student mobility. For example, Findlay et al.’s research 

(2012) on the motivations driving British students to complete their university degrees overseas revealed 

the accumulation of cultural and symbolic capital to be a key factor driving the international student 

experience, demonstrating the influence of other factors as motivation to international student mobility. 

Beech’s research (2014) shows the importance of the students’ perceptions of a locale in influencing their 

decisions, which were often influenced by media portrayal, as well as the information gained through the 

students’ social networks, all of which demonstrating the influence of cultural perceptions on shaping 

international student mobility. From this perspective, international education is seen as an opportunity 

to enrich their cultural, personal and professional exposure (Pyvis and Chapman, 2007). Likewise, 

Bamberger (2019) identifies student experience as a factor that drives international student mobility, 

where international higher education appears to be the best way to attain cosmopolitan capital – “feeling 

at home in the world and speaking foreign languages (especially English), being accustomed to travel and 

foreign cultures, having international social networks, and possessing prestigious academic degrees” 

(p.1369). Although Igarashi and Saito (2014) view academic qualifications as the key representation of 

cosmopolitan capital, it is necessary to think about how such qualifications are merely emblematic of the 

cultural dimension to the international student experience. Yang and Cheng (2018), for example, 

considers how international student mobility may be seen as a way to gain cultural capital, which is later 

reconverted into networks, career and status. 

 

This brief introduction to the cosmopolitan approach to international student mobility is necessary to 

underscore the complex nature of international student motivation, and subsequently, to create the 

space to discuss how these motivations shape their engagement in their host country and society. Based 

on this understanding, it is necessary to examine the wider cultural and societal issues surrounding 

international student mobility. In exploring alternative approaches, we are able to underscore the 

problematic nature of viewing international student migration solely from the neoliberal perspective, 
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which had tended to regard these students merely as transient migrants who are simply there to get their 

degrees. 

 

2.4 International Students’ Struggles 

Much research has shown that international students are often disconnected from their host culture and 

society, with local-international friendships proving to be uncommon (Gomes, Berry, Alzougal and Chang, 

2015; Baldassar and McKenzie, 2016). In fact, in more extreme situations as reported in the United States, 

highlighted by Williams and Johnson (2011), there has been an increase in international students’ reports 

of harassment and racism by locals. This is echoed in Marginson, Nyland, Sawir and Forbes-Mewett’s 

(2010) case study on the situation in Australia, which shows some of the non-white students to have 

suffered from discrimination and abuse, especially when they were outside of campus.  

 

Marginson et al.’s work on international student security (2010) separates international student issues 

into two categories. The first category examines issues of security in the formal and public domain, and 

encompasses issues of finances, work, housing, health, safety of person and immigration. The second 

category, security in the informal and private domain, examines issues within the university, of language, 

friends and family, loneliness and intercultural relations. Of particular interest to this research are these 

issues in the informal domain, particularly because these differ from student to student and are often not 

recognised in policies or regulations (Marginson et al., 2010). To quote Bista (2018), “[t]here is no 

consistency in the way these students are defined, evaluated, and hence the kinds of support services 

they receive depends on how they are perceived in their host institutions” (pp.9-10). As an example, given 

that standardised language tests are often a requirement for entry into universities, students are expected 

to maintain that same competency demonstrated in the structured tests across other facets of their lives 

overseas. What this means is that in English-speaking countries, many who take English as a second 

language often end up struggling in social encounters. While some universities do offer assistance, the 

general consensus is that the students should be capable enough to manage on their own (Marginson et 

al., 2010). Unfortunately, what happens is that language difficulties often end up being one of the biggest 

challenges for international students (Mori, 2000). Yeh and Inose’s (2003) study of 359 international 

students at a university in the United States links the language proficiency struggle to acculturative 

distress in host institutions. This demonstrates how institutional regulations sometimes fail to take into 

account the informal and personal encounters of these students while overseas.  
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International students are also often affected emotionally by the loss of the in-person social networks 

that they have established at home (Sandhu, 1995). They may struggle with trying to establish friendship 

groups and support systems while overseas (Mallinckrodt and Leong, 1992). Based on interviews with 

over 200 international students in Australia, Sawir at al. (2008) revealed that two-third of them had 

suffered or were suffering from loneliness, of which Sawir et al. identified three kinds - personal loneliness 

from loss of contact with families, social loneliness from the loss of networks and cultural loneliness from 

the change in environment. Similarly, in a survey done of 130 Chinese international students at Yale 

University, symptoms of depression were reported by 45% of them, and 29% reported symptoms of 

anxiety. These case studies highlight that mental and emotional health issues are serious concerns 

amongst international students across the globe. 

 

There have also been issues with international students finding jobs while studying overseas. Nyland et 

al. (2009) revealed in their study of 200 international students, that 58% of them were paid below 

Australia’s legal minimum wage (Nyland et al., 2009). International students are often willing to work for 

low wages because of the lack of employment opportunities available to them and employers take 

advantage of this (Nyland et al., 2009). To some researchers, the vulnerability and exploitation of 

international students as a migrant group feed into a growing concern about aspects of modern slavery 

(Latham-Sprinkle et. al, 2019).  

 

2.4.1 Moving Forward  

The above discussion highlights that international students’ struggles exist, and neither the neoliberal or 

cosmopolitan perspectives of the migration process, on their own, allow for a comprehensive approach 

to the international student mobility. Taking one or the other approach would entail a tendency to reduce 

the understanding of international student migration to a single dimensional viewpoint and detracts from 

the complex nature of the international student experience. This reduction of the complexity of the 

international student experience also undermines the resilience of international students in overcoming 

the challenges that they face in their host countries. As defined by Sobouripour and Roslan (2015), 

“Resilience is the capability to bounce back from misfortune. In other words, resilience refers to an ability 

to cope with challenging issues.” (p.160). Through the literature, the resilience of international students 

is clearly displayed, for example Wong’s (2016) work that explores how students draw. Similarly, 

Sobouripour and Roslan’s work (2015) highlights the optimism and social support that international 

students display and receive, which support their overcoming of obstacles while overseas. Finally, Kim et 
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al. explore students’ experience of acculturative stress and the resilience that international students 

display in overcoming this stress (2016). To do justice to the narratives of these international students, it 

is important to ensure that the focus does not lie solely on their struggles but also on their resilience in 

overcoming the challenges of living in their host countries. The intrinsic complexity to this topic is 

evidenced when considering how the universities’ failure to engender an enriching educational 

experience may in turn impact its neoliberal objectives, as “international students who do not integrate 

in their new surroundings will not become members of a global workforce, nor will they speak highly of 

their international university experiences when they return home, perhaps discouraging future 

prospective students” (Arkoudis et al., 2019, p.811).  

 

There is therefore a need to shift away from these fixed approaches that sit in contention with each other, 

to go beyond thinking about what the students’ motivations are likely to be, toward examining closely 

what these students actually want from their overseas experiences, so that institutions can be better 

prepared to support these students and assist them in the creation of positive experiences. Understanding 

how the students can exert agency in shaping their respective experiences according to what they desire 

from their time abroad is key to approaching this concern. In this regard, information and communication 

technology (ICT), and particularly, social media, could be a relevant, and potentially important platform, 

within which international students can exert agency to mitigate many of the struggles that living abroad 

entails. Through a directed study of the role of ICT and particularly social media such as Facebook, we 

might be able to gain a better and more grounded understandings of international student mobility. 

Indeed, this is the prime motivation for this research.  

 

2.5 Acculturation and ICT  

Advancements in technology have enabled societies to become increasingly globalised, both with regard 

to physical integration, as well as through the use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) 

that enable co-presence and the maintenance of transnational ties. This has also triggered the de-

territorialism of culture and subsequent constructions of new transnational habitus (Kramsch & Uryu, 

2012; Baldassar, Nedelcu, Merla and Wilding, 2016). This is particularly relevant for international students, 

given that their time and space straddles their home country and country of study in such a way that ICT, 

particularly social media, can become an integral element that supports their transient migration. At least 

theoretically, social media platforms would serve as an ideal medium for international students to 
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maintain past relationships and form new ones. More specifically, it could be postulated that social media 

could readily facilitate integration into host cultures.  

 

However, in all actuality, the links between social media and integration are not so simple. The earlier 

documentation of international students’ struggles has highlighted the complex socio-cultural, linguistic 

and other issues surrounding integration into the host environment. This thesis seeks to deliver a more 

in-depth study of the role of social media in facilitating and enhancing these international student 

experiences, to clarify how social media platforms can mediate the multi-dimensional interactions 

involved, addressing both the cosmopolitan and neoliberal motivations of international students. 

However, prior to embarking on the study proper, it is necessary to draw upon the existing literature on 

migration and integration to provide an overview of current understanding of how the use of Information 

and Communications Technologies (ICTs) have been utilised by international students. 

 

2.5.1 Berry’s Theory of Acculturation 

As noted, the processes of integration and more specifically, acculturation, is complex. For the purpose of 

this research, I will make reference to Berry’s (1997) theory of acculturation, widely considered 

foundational to the field, to provide the basic understanding, with a view to kickstart the discussion on 

the subject. Admittedly, Berry’s model has been critiqued for the limited dimensions of acculturation that 

it proposes, but the model itself presents a relevant starting point to begin examining the literature on 

the subject of international student mobility, as well as to discuss directions of future research on the 

topic. My intention in this review is to lead toward the development of alternative pathways, particularly 

involving the use of social media that is prevalent today. 

 

In the context of migration studies, the concept of acculturation is described as “the process of cultural 

change and adaptation that occurs when individuals with different cultures come into contact” (Gibson 

(2001, p.19).  This process has been extensively studied through Berry’s model, which is a quadric-modal 

model that focuses on two dimensions of acculturation; namely the extent of maintenance of home 

cultural identity, and the extent of acclimatisation to the host culture – both dimensions of which draw 

from an earlier definition of acculturation from Phinney (1996). Based on these two dimensions, Berry 

(1997) describes four modes of acculturation:  
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1. assimilation - where the individual immerses in the host culture, rejecting their native 
cultural identity; 

2. integration - where the individual interacts with the host culture, while still maintaining 
their native cultural identity;  

3. separation - where an individual avoids participation with their host culture, focusing on 
maintaining their native cultural identity; and,  

4. marginalisation - where the individual is neither involved with their native culture nor 
their host culture.  

 

This concept of acculturation is based on Berry’s notion of the bi-cultural self (1974), where home and 

host identities coexist, with variable emphasis on either one. Of the four, Berry (1997) proposed that the 

ideal state of acculturation is integration. While Berry’s model is arguably dated, having been 

conceptualised in 1997, it is essential to understanding how past approaches to international student 

mobility have been limited, particularly those that focus on the neoliberal motivations to international 

student migration, and in view of the advancement of ICT in today’s societies.  

 

2.5.2 Berry’s Model and the Use of ICT  

The pervasive use of ICT in general, and social media in particular, has changed the ways in which 

international students approach their overseas experiences and shaped the various elements of their 

experiences abroad. The extensive literature on the subject documenting student experiences in this area 

provides a rich resource to examine the subject from the integration perspective propounded by Berry, 

leading to a discussion on the perceptible need to shift away from the extant integration framework.  

 

Conventionally, when the use of ICTs is analysed in relation to this concept of acculturation, several 

positive effects are often highlighted, for example, the ability for ICTs to enable co-presence and the 

maintenance of transnational ties (Baldassar, Baldock and Wilding, 2007; Baldassar and Merla, 2014) for 

emotional and moral support and care exchange. As a further example, Habuchi (2005) utilises the term 

“telecocoon” to describe “a zone of intimacy in which people can continuously maintain their 

relationships with others who they have already encountered without being restricted” (p.167). 

 

ICTs are thus seen to be able to overcome obstacles of distance and time when it comes to sustaining 

relationships, which is particularly salient for international students in maintaining home cultural links and 

support networks. In the study by Kim, Yun, and Yoon (2009), the use of communication technologies by 
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international students in South Korea to communicate with their friends and families back home was 

evaluated in terms of the effects of restricting their social interactions to this “telecocoon”, such that their 

interests in maintaining online communications with their friends back home took precedence over 

forming new relationships in their new cultural environment. According to the authors, the students’ 

ability to maintain home relationships presented a lack of incentive toward forming new relationships in 

their host culture, resulting in the state of “separation” as described by Berry’s (1997) model. This is 

further explained by Hotta and Ting-Toomey (2013), who focused on the temporal nature of international 

student migration given the fixed and limited amount of time that these students have abroad. Indeed, 

Bell and Ward (2000) compared permanent and temporary migration, where the former refers to a 

permanent alteration of residency, while the latter refers to a temporary move of specified duration, 

which assumes a circular return to the permanent residence. According to the study, short-term migrants 

are there for a limited period of time and often (or at least, initially) plan on returning back to their home 

countries (Kim, 2001). As such, awareness of their time limitations may reduce the incentives to interact 

with locals, as the students were constantly aware that they will eventually return to their home countries 

(Hotta and Ting-Toomey, 2013). This is also evident in the telling lack of case studies that demonstrated 

international student assimilation to host cultures and rejection of home cultures. In this regard, what 

was seen to be more valued were the students’ abilities to maintain home relationships, which has been 

made possible through the use of social media and communication technologies.  

 

However, it must be noted in the examples provided by Kim, Yun and Yoon’s work (2009) that while the 

students’ social interactions were limited primarily to their home society, the Internet had indeed 

provided the opportunity to engage with both home and host cultures. Chen and Hanasono (2016) who 

focused their study on the use of Facebook and Renren by Chinese international students in America, and 

examined their online practices using Katz, Haas, and Gurevitch’s Uses and Gratifications theory (1973), 

which argued that individuals are actively involved in tailoring their media consumption to their own 

needs. With regard to social media, this simply means that users choose specific platforms and medium 

based on the site’s ability to cater to their specific needs. Further, researchers Lin, Peng, Kim, Kim and 

LaRose’s work (2011) on international students in America affirmed that social networking sites can play 

an essential role in facilitating successful integration within the host culture by allowing them to gain social 

capital. This is also supported by the research done by Guo, Li and Ito (2014) on Chinese students in Japan, 

which shows that the use of social media has the potential to enhance social capital, allowing for access 

to host cultural resources. In Chen and Hanasono’s case study (2016), the use of Facebook by Chinese 
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international students allows for social opportunities and staying updated with news within host cultures, 

while their continued use of Renren allows them to maintain ties back home (Chen and Hanasono, 2016). 

These, in their respective ways, demonstrate aspects of the practical working out of Berry’s integration 

mode in the ICT context.  

 

While parallels may be drawn between Berry’s quadric-dimensional model and ICT usage by international 

students, it is also necessary to look at the critiques of Berry’s work. Ngo (2008) contends that the two 

dimensions that the model is based on restricts the influence of other factors on the acculturation process, 

while Rudmin (2003) argues that this classification system operates on the assumption that these 

categories are weighted equally. Weinreich (2009) in particular, offers an important critique of Berry’s 

work, by proposing that “enculturation” as the “agentic individual incorporating cultural elements during 

socialisation” is a more significant process than acculturation (Weinreich, 2009, p.124). One key reason 

for his argument against acculturation is that Berry’s model posits that individuals are able to make the 

conscious choices for or against the acceptance or rejection of home and host cultures. This is problematic 

because it emphasises a conscious awareness that is often absent within identity formation, which will be 

studied extensively in Part III of this thesis, in response to the research question of “How do international 

students, as social media users, navigate identity production when addressing their multicultural social 

media audiences?”. In addition, Marginson’s (2014) critique of Berry’s notion of the bi-cultural self lies in 

the presentation of bi-cultural identity as a linear narrative – “… the oscillation is between past and 

present— as if memory and experience do not coexist in the present, memory is not continually 

reinterpreted, cultural contact with home is not maintained, and heritage identity is not a living self” 

(Marginson, 2014, p.15). These arguments will be revisited in Chapter 12 when the data for the current 

research is reviewed against the extant literature.  

 

Weinreich’s critique of Berry’s work (2009) mainly focuses on Berry’s simplification of the integration 

process. He noted that in multi-cultural contexts, its portrayal of wholesale acceptance and/or rejection 

of mainstream and heritage cultures is overly simplistic, in that actual identity processes are those 

whereby people enculturate aspects of a variety of cultural values and beliefs represented in the different 

communities of the individual’s social world” (Weinreich, 2009, p.124). A focus on only two dimensions 

results in a narrowness to the four categories of the model and to reduce the process of acculturation to 

a choice of acceptance or rejection of home or host cultural identities is a simplification of a nuanced and 
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complex process in real life. This raises the question of whether acculturation, or even integration, is the 

best way to define the process that is taking place.  

 

While Berry’s model has been regarded to be outdated as a whole, the four dimensions that it focuses on 

can still be clearly evidenced across the literature that studies international student migration. The 

relevance of Berry’s model to current research on international student mobility  is problematic, as 

limiting the issue of international student migration to an acculturation framework could, in effect, 

constrain our understanding and appreciation of the rich experiences encountered, framing them only 

from the perspective of expectations imposed on the students, rather than focusing on the students 

themselves as the key actors in their own journeys, with unique sets of desires and motivations. The need 

for a shift away from this limited conceptualisation is precisely the argument put forth by Page and 

Chahboun (2019), who lamented that these experiences subsequently become framed in terms of the 

students’ failure to match these expectations. Thus, while international students are positioned as sources 

or opportunities for cross-cultural communication, when their interaction with host culture nationals 

becomes limited, their profiled experiences are characterised as “failure states”.  

 

Forbush and Foucalt-Welles’ research on social media use and adaptation among Chinese students 

beginning their studies in the United States (2016) where the notion of preparedness in international 

student adaptation when studying abroad was advanced. In this study, Forbush and Foucalt-Welles (2016) 

argued that international students who are not initially prepared for their time abroad, may be stressed 

by negative encounters with host nationals and in response, retreat to the familiar environments found 

amongst co-nationals, which suggests “failure” on the part of students. Forbush and Foucalt-Welles (2016) 

suggested that “(i)t is imperative, then, that steps are taken to better prepare international students by 

growing and diversifying their social networks before they begin studying abroad” (p.5).  

 

While the issues of preparedness may arguably be the ones that can assist international students with 

integration, what is problematic is that the basis of the research, rooted in Berry’s model, has been driven 

by the assumption that the goal of international students must be to integrate into the local culture. 

Returning to the earlier discussion on the reduction of international student motivations to neoliberal 

thinking, there exists this dilution of understanding of international students’ roles in the host country 

society. This rather inadequate framing highlights how the goals of institutions and educators may differ 

from the aims and desires of the students themselves, reinforcing the problematic nature of viewing 
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international student migration solely from an integration perspective. In this regard, what Page and 

Chahboun (2019) argued to be a better approach to understanding international student migration is to 

showcase voices of the international students, and in doing so, place focus on the international students 

themselves. It is imperative, from this perspective, to allow these voices to be heard so as to understand 

the ways in which they wish to articulate their own experiences and how these desires can be enabled.  

 

2.5.3 The International Student Bubble 

To further support a better understanding of international students’ migration, an alternative perspective 

to Berry’s acculturation model is evident in Gomes’ works (2014, 2015). Here, it is suggested that 

international students tend to inhabit local identity-based social networks which are maintained through 

social media as well as face-to-face contact. While these students are often disconnected from their host 

culture and society with local-international friendships proving to be uncommon, their social networks 

tend to be organised around the students’ identities as international students and often confined to 

international students themselves (Gomes, Berry, Alzougal and Chang, 2014). International students tend 

to feel a sense of commonality with and connection to other international students, due to the similar 

experiences they share, and thus often form communities that largely consist of other international 

students as a “community of need while in transience” (Chang and Gomes, 2017). This process mimics the 

‘bubble’ hypothesis in studies of expatriate communities, where expats tend to live in a ‘bubble’, 

separated from the host society (Fechter, 2007). Indeed, such bubbles are a synoptic critique of Berry’s 

model, which is further examined later in this section. However, it is also important to note that the 

international students’ friendships while primarily consisting of international students, are not limited to 

international students. Chang et al.’s work (2021) emphasises that these friendship networks are not 

limited to the international student bubble – these students did not have just one pattern of networking 

but had both domestic and local friends. However, Chang et al.’s work (2021) also reports that when asked 

which group best describes their friendship group in Australia, 29.7% of the 6699 international students 

who responded stated their group consisted of a mix of international students and local students, 29.6% 

reported their group was mostly international students from their home country and 20.7% reported their 

group was mostly international students from other countries, emphasising the dominance of 

international student friendships in these international student friendship networks. 

 

This “international student bubble” phenomenon is also evident in Montgomery and McDowell’s work 

(2009) on international students in the UK. Montgomery and McDowell’s empirical observations of 
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international students’ interactions on campus revealed that these students formed strong friendships 

with other international students that provided them with emotional and social, as well as, practical and 

academic support. These friendships differed greatly from the students’ friendships with the locals, which 

tended to be more superficial. The students shared similar experiences, leading to strong sense of group 

identity within the formed community of practice. This is also seen in Robertson’s work (2018), which 

discusses how friendship networks are particularly salient to the international students’ sense of 

belonging and sense of self, both in relation to their home and host societies. These discussions with 

reference to the notion of “self” underscored the importance of investigating the construction and 

perception of identities by international students. Such displays of identity formation are examined in 

detail in Part III of this thesis, based on a framework of identity theories that are drawn from Goffman’s 

theory of performance (1959), Butler’s theory of performativity (1990) and Giddens’ “reflexive project of 

the self” (1991).  

 

2.5.4 Academic Ambition and “Becoming”  

Apart from forming “student bubbles”, Montgomery and McDowell (2009) have also observed that 

international students tend to view academic achievement as their main aim during their studies abroad, 

reflecting the neoliberal motivation that promote international student migration. Similarly, Findlay et 

al.’s research on international student motivation (2012) observed that the desire to be enrolled in a 

highly-ranked prestigious tertiary institution to be the key motivation factor to studying abroad. Given 

this academic ambition, Montgomery and McDowell positioned the achievement-based international 

student community of practice narrative against the empirically observed more relaxed social 

relationships amongst local students, to argue that building friendships with locals may actually be 

regarded by these students as detrimental to their academic pursuits.  These findings indicate that 

integration seems not to be of interest, let alone prioritised. This clearly deviates from earlier international 

student studies which considers the international student experience primarily from an integration 

perspective.  

 

Cebolla-Boado, Hu and Soysal’s study on Chinese international students in Britain (2017), however, 

demonstrates that beyond labour market competitiveness that academic achievement may offer, the 

students do desire more from their time abroad. They suggested that “(i)nternational education is not 

only an investment strategy where further return is expected but also for many it is a way of self-

realisation and a ‘lived’ cultural experience in itself, in line with the increasingly dominant imaginaries of 
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active and mobile individuals” (Cebolla-Boado, Hu and Soysal, 2017). This aligns to the afore mentioned 

cosmopolitan approach in contrast to neoliberal thinking in international student mobility studies. This 

perception is further echoed in Tran (2015), whose work posits that the mobility of international 

education contributes to a process of “becoming”, in affecting the educational, social, personal and 

professional development of the individual student. Beyond this educational, social, personal and 

professional development of the students, this notion of “becoming” also extends to how these 

international students as subjects position themselves in their various spaces. “[M]obile subjects like 

international students do not necessarily desire the object of an ‘overseas degree’ in itself but rather what 

it expresses in terms of the value of overseas education socially, culturally, educationally, and in terms of 

future trajectories” (Collins, Sidhu, Lewis and Yeoh, 2014, p. 664). Their overseas experiences shape the 

opportunities available to them and paths that they may take, as the experiences change them as part of 

the process of “becoming”. This notion of “becoming” is also elaborated in Ali and Kohun’s (2009) earlier 

research, discussed below, and extrapolated in the discussion of self-development and narrative building 

in identity production, which will be investigated in detail in Part III of this study.   

 

Ali and Kohun’s work on acclimatisation in doctoral programmes (2009) indicate a positive relationship 

between integration and academic progress. According to their study, students who are more socially 

open and mix with students from different backgrounds have more of a chance to be socially integrated 

into the program and a better prospect for completing their doctorate degree” (p. 2); a finding that 

appears to contradict Montgomery and McDowell’s work. This contrast somewhat mirrors the different 

perspectives offered by the cosmopolitan and neoliberal approach to migration studies. In a broader 

sense, both these bodies of work emphasise the importance of shifting away from pre-conceived notions 

about students’ integration per se as the end goal of the migration process, toward more in-depth 

personalised evolvement of complex permutations that define what the students desire for themselves.  

 

Even within the academic context, international students may take different approaches towards their 

studies. This can be seen in Tran’s work (2011), which examines the adaptation of international PhD 

students to academic coursework. Her work describes three forms of adaptation: 

• surface adaptation, where superficially, the student makes changes to their work according to the 

standards of the host culture, in order to do well in school, so that they maximise their investment 

returns in their studies; 
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• committed adaptation, where the student makes conscious shifts toward changing their academic 

practices in order to fully commit to accommodating the academic standards of the host country; 

and 

• hybrid adaptation, where the student utilises his/her agency to produce content that shows 

his/her own voice, while still adhering to the academic standards of the host country.  

 

All of these demonstrate the diverse attitudes and motivations amongst the students themselves, which 

in turn shape the approaches and practices they take, even though they may hold similar goals of excelling 

academically.  

 

Tran’s (2011) work which focuses on Chinese and Vietnamese students in Australia extends the analysis 

to suggest that the onus for student adaptation should not lie solely on the international students 

themselves, but also on local students and educators, who need to facilitate this integration through 

reciprocal adaptation. This can also be discerned in McKenzie and Baldassar’s work (2016) with reference 

to the subject of “missing friendships” between local and international students, which revealed that most 

local-international friendships are considered to be unnecessary by the local students. Consequently, it 

also means that they are unimagined, that is, the local students do not entertain the notion of having a 

friendship with international students because they already possess their own established friendship 

networks and see no need to add to them. These findings demonstrate that the responsibility of forming 

new networks is often placed on the international students themselves, and emphasise that local 

students, educators and universities need to recognise the role that they play in facilitating engagement 

(Tran, 2011; McKenzie and Baldassar, 2016).  

 

Another finding of McKenzie and Baldassar (2016) flowing from this topic of missing friendships is that 

similarity and affinity are qualities that are necessary for the development of friendship with the locals. In 

this regard, local students may choose not to form friendships with international students because of 

linguistic, cultural and ethnic differences, resulting from a perceived lack of commonality. Consequently, 

international students may become detached from host cultures, despite a desire to integrate with the 

locals in some instances, and ultimately, choosing to stay within their student “bubbles”. This seemingly 

lack of agency is expressed in Chang and Gomes’ (2017) discussion of how “… international students form 

themselves under social conditions they do not control, conditions that shape their “space of possibles” 
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that differs from student to student” (p.13). In this respect, while international students may face similar 

challenges or struggles of circumstances that are beyond their control, each of their experiences are 

unique, reiterating Page and Chahboun’s (2019) argument of the importance to letting these students 

have voices of their own and paying attention to what they have to say. 

 

In summary, Gomes’ work is of utmost importance because it highlights how acculturation as primarily 

acceptance or rejection fails to consider many factors that are not necessarily dependent on the agency 

of the individual. In Berry’s model, the international students’ experience would probably be best 

described as “marginalisation” as the students themselves are, in effect, neither totally involved with the 

home community, nor the host community, but have formed communities of their own. However, this is 

not a neat fit, because it could be argued that the students still retain parts of their home cultural identities 

within these networks. Similarly, integration is also an inadequate fit because the students are still 

considered marginalised within their host societies. What Gomes et al.’s work (2014) does is to build upon 

the findings of Sawir et al. (2008) and Kashima and Loh (2006), to show that international students do 

form social identities, but these are only tenuously tied to their host nation. This is further developed in 

the more recent Chang and Gomes’ study (2017), in which many of the international students interviewed 

are shown to have adapted into their own international student community, rather than with local friends. 

The study demonstrates a tenuous relationship with the host culture, in that while students engage in 

local activities, they did so mainly with peers from their international community, again showing up the 

limited dimensions of Berry’s model. Gomes works alongside Chang (2014; 2017), Robertson (2018) and 

Martin (2014; 2020), all demonstrate the necessity of pushing the discussion beyond integration as the 

central framework to viewing international student migration.  

 

With regard to the nature and characteristics of the “international student identity” that might have been 

developed, it would appear to be almost impossible for individuals to construct identities that are 

separate from the home and host cultures, as both play crucial roles in identity formation. It has been 

suggested that the dominant influence would come from their home country, the social background and 

local cultures (Del Pilar and Udasco, 2004). But, international students may still struggle to reconcile the 

various identities which they hold, and this may in turn affect their feelings of belonging while studying 

overseas (Chang and Gomes, 2017). As such, it can be surmised that “[o]ne of their key concerns is to 

culturally self-identify in ways that successfully integrate past and present; that is, in ways that make 

“sense” in both their new social and academic surroundings” (Starr-Glass, 2018). To do so, international 
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students must challenge the cultural assumptions that they hold, both about their selves and about the 

cultures that they are tied to in different ways (Starr-Glass, 2018). This is an important lead-up to the 

present research – which seeks to not only to present deepened understanding of how international 

students use social media to navigate their “new” environment but to also examine how social media can 

become a safe space for them to explore and reveal their perception of self, that is, their identity, however 

defined or redefined, in relation to the transnational space that they occupy.  

 

2.6 International Student Identity Formation 

The shift away from conceptualising international student migration from an integration perspective in 

Berry’s model as discussed above, would require us to consider the way in which students view 

themselves. Returning to the previously mentioned neoliberal and cosmopolitan approaches to the 

internationalisation of higher education, it is noted that these positions are often viewed in tension, as 

opposing perspectives that challenge each other. However, a further exploration of the literature shows 

that this may not necessarily be the case. Marginson (2014) argues that many students actually desire 

both the investment in their own human capital as well as the development of cultural knowledge and 

experience from their time abroad. Marginson views both these benefits to fall under the umbrella of 

student self-formation, where “[e]ach of liberal and vocational programs contributes to the reflexive self-

making of the person and her/his assembly of skills, knowledge, talents, habits, and aspirations” (p.12).  

 

2.6.1 International Education and Self-Formation  

In effect, Marginson’s work (2014) calls for a paradigm shift, from understanding international education 

as a process of “adjustment of foreign students to local requirements”, which is the paradigm that 

currently dominates research on international students and is represented by Berry’s model acculturation 

approach, toward one that understands international education as self-formation as rooted in the 

cosmopolitan approach to international student mobility. His work highlights the evolution or 

transformation of international students’ identities as particularly significant, as a result of their own 

agency in identity formation (Marginson, 2014). This research draws on Marginson’s approach from the 

cosmopolitan perspective to augment the current understanding of international student mobility from 

the neoliberalism perspective, to argue for student mobility to be supported by the students’ own desires 

and motivations from their overseas experience. In the ensuing chapters of the research, I examine social 

media platforms, such as Facebook, as potential spaces for this to take place, one where the students can 

exert agency in achieving their desired goals. 
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2.6.2 Agency in Becoming 

As put by Volet and Jones (2012), “to date, the empirical work on this group of individuals in cultural 

transition is dominated by studies of the problems and challenges that they face, with hardly any empirical 

attention given to the processes of successful adaptation” (p.19). In their 2012 study, Volet and Jones 

emphasises the importance of focusing future research on international students as relating to “agency”. 

With reference to the concept of “agency”, an “agent”, according to Sen (2000), is someone who acts and 

brings about change, and whose achievements can be judged in terms of his/her own values and 

objectives, whether or not we assess them in terms of some external criteria as well (p. 19). The growing 

focus on international students’ agency is clearly evident across Chang and Gomes’ (2017) research work 

on international students. Chang and Gomes (2017) in fact drew on Cotê and Levin’s (2002) work on the 

changing relationship between social structure and individual identities, which often results in the 

formation of new emerging identities. They utilise this understanding to describe how changes to both 

physical and digital social structures made available to international students which in turn impact both 

their interactions, and the identities that are formed as a result of these interactions. In the same vein, 

Marginson (2014) also refer to Bourdieu’s (1993) “Space of Possibles”, where individuals are both 

externally positioned as well as self-positioned in a socially constituted space, to discuss how mobility can 

change people’s “Space of Possibles”. The process of mobility alters the social spaces that international 

students occupy, and in this context, international students may apply agency to shaping or reshaping 

their identities from a wider range of socially defined choices (Marginson, 2014).  

 

Tran and Vu (2018) identified four kinds of “agency in mobility”, to reflect confronting new structures and 

systems during international students’ lived experiences abroad. The four kinds of “agency in mobility” 

are as follows:  

• needs-response agency, which refers to the international students’ responses to the structural 

and social contexts surrounding them and identifying their needs in these transnational social 

spaces; 

• agency as struggle and resistance, referring to international students challenging the situations 

they are faced with in host countries; 

• collective agency for contestation, referring to the bonding of community through which to 

challenge unfair or undesirable situations; and, 
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• agency for becoming, referring to agency in the international students’ individual self-

transformation.  

What Tran and Vu’s work does is to highlight the agency that can be held by international students during 

their time abroad and show their capacity to take control over the situations that they are placed in as a 

result of migration. This serves as a contrast to the perception of international students as passive 

bystanders, who have no control over the situations they are in. Tran and Vu’s work sits nicely alongside 

the work of Thomson, Rosenthal and Russell (2006), whose work clusters international students in 

Australia into three groups; 1. those with an optimistic and connected way of adapting to university life, 

2. those with an unconnected and stressed way of adapting and 3. those whose experiences are 

characterised by stress and risk-taking. In their study, most of the students (58.8%) were characterised as 

being optimistic and positive, belonging in group one, while only 6.7% of their sample fell in group 3. 

Thomson, Rosenthal and Russell’s work demonstrates the resilience of international students when faced 

with adversity of living abroad. 

 

The advent of social media presents a new platform to study the notion of agency as it relates to 

international students.  In this research, Facebook, as a predominant social media platform, is used to 

illustrate the complex human dynamics involved in distilling the essence of agency in international 

students’ interactions.  

 

2.7 Identity Formation on Facebook 

In order to understand the ways in which identities are formed on Facebook, I will on draw on relevant 

identity theories from the literature. This section sets forth the key literature on the subject that is 

necessary for the analysis of the data presented in Part III.  Of particular importance for this purpose are 

Goffman’s work on performance (1959), Butler’s work on performativity (1990) and Gidden’s work on 

self-narratives (1991), pertaining to how identities are constructed in relation to diverse audiences and 

context collapse, as international students use Facebook as a space between home and host countries. 

Other supporting literature and research done on the subject will also be reviewed to ensure a grounded 

discussion. 

 

2.7.1 Online Identity Performances  

The popularity of Facebook as a platform for interaction in today’s society interpolates the adoption of 

contemporary approaches in examining identity construction within its site. The modernist perception of 
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“identity” positions individuals to each possessing their own unique identity, but this has since been 

critiqued and subsequently developed upon, now extending to a postmodernist theory of identity (Dunn, 

1998). The latter approach suggests that individuals do not possess a single identity, but rather that each 

individual’s identity is multifaceted and constantly in flux (Olivier, 2007). Identity is perceived to be fluid 

subject to the social context which individuals are placed in; the individual performs different identities 

to suit different social situations, a practice which includes both online and offline settings.  

 

Identity construction on social media is a multi-faceted process. As noted by Livingstone (2008), “the 

simple distinction between offline and online… no longer captures the complex practices associated with 

online technologies as they become thoroughly embedded in the routines of everyday life” (p.5). 

Primarily, on social media, online performance of users is shaped by the choices of “categories” made 

available to users on a particular social media site. This means that these categories become highlighted 

as salient aspects of the users’ identities (Cover, 2016). Facebook, for example, lists “educational 

background” and the “country of residence” as well as the country that the user is posting from as some 

of their key categories for users to fill, in in their “About” sections. However, as identity is constituted in 

discourse through repetition, a core identity can never be actualised by these categories, and as such true 

citations are impossible in this context. Cover (2016) explained that only a mere perception of core 

identities is conveyed through user performance for the purpose of social interaction. Nonetheless, 

structuring digital identities around these supposedly salient categories does create a perception of a core 

identity, subsequently mediating social interaction. In this way, the tools of the platform can be seen to 

shape and also limit the types of identities which users are able to portray. This is also emphasised in the 

work of Wiszniewski and Coyne (2002), who argue that in all interactions, users have to portray a mask of 

their identity, a process which is more pronounced in online environments due to the specific decisions 

which users make when constructing online profiles.  

 

Although Wiszniewski and Coyne had approached identity construction from the context of online 

settings, their work could be read as rooted in Goffman’s work on identities in the pre-Web era. Goffman’s 

work on performance (1959) presents his theory on how individuals perform and validate identities in 

interactions with others, positioning identity construction as a social process. He discussed how 

individuals look to perform different identities in accordance to their respective social setting, and how 

based on this, they have set up frameworks through which to structure their interactions and construct 

meaning from them. These frameworks of understanding allow individuals to perform “impression 
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management” (Goffman, 1959, p.70), which basically translates to controlling the perceptions which 

others have of them. When transposed to today’s online environment, Goffman’s ideas could be read as 

being reinforced by Bouvier (2012), who discussed how in utilising social networks, users undergo a 

process to present themselves and perform their identities in relation to varying contexts.  

 

Goffman’s theory of performance highlights agency in identity production, where individuals shape their 

identities according to social setting. This is particularly salient on Facebook where users construct digital 

identities to represent themselves as a result of disembodiment. Westfall (2000) describes 

disembodiment to occur when a person’s identity is separated from their physical presence. The 

disembodiment of being separated from their physical body on online environments demands that users 

utilise the various platform afforances made available to them to construct their identities on computer-

mediated platforms (Bouvier, 2012; Farquhar, 2013); the mind, self and body deliberately manufactured 

to enable interaction between individuals (McRae, 2013). With regard to Facebook, the Profile page serves 

as the user’s representation, with images published as part of the profile enabling a visual sense of the 

user (Farquhar, 2013). Beyond Farquhar’s proposed visual identity, users also rely on the written word to 

supplement their created profiles and subsequently, to communicate with others (boyd and Heer, 2006). 

It is in this juxtaposition of boyd and Heer’s ideas (2006) with Farquhar’s work (2013), that Lampe, Ellison 

and Steinfield’s work (2007) can be understood, showing how the different tools of Facebook work 

together to support the processes of identity construction on its platform.  

 

The “I-for-the-other” perspective of our identities means that our identities are shaped by the others who 

we address our identities in response and in relation to (Bakhtin, 1981). When Goffman wrote about 

performance in 1959, this was prior to the establishment of social media and social networks such as 

Facebook. Goffman (1959) described the notion of ‘audience segregation’, where the performer ensures 

that “those before one plays one of his parts won’t be the same individuals before whom be plays a 

different part in another setting” (p.57). Here, we begin to see that the congregation of audiences on 

Facebook can be problematic when considering the potential for context collapse, a notion that is 

explained in the ensuring paragraph.  

 

Performing these identities in offline social settings and performing identities is manageable when one is 

faced directly with their audience and thus, is aware of their role within that social group. However, on 

Facebook, the profile constructed must address multiple groups as well as individuals, from different 
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social and cultural backgrounds, as a single audience, which the user must imagine in order to address. In 

her work on social media, boyd (2014) describes one of the main obstacles to navigating social media as 

“the ability to understand how context, audiences and identity intersect” (p.30). Her work appears to have 

developed from her previous research collaborations with Heer (2006), which details how in offline 

environments, individuals usually maintain the various aspects of their lives through segmentation of 

location, creating local contexts to serve the needs of a particular group of people. However, online 

environments do not have the same boundaries as offline settings, thus as these various groups came 

together on social networking platforms, so did the contexts, resulting in collapsed contexts (boyd and 

Heer, 2006). Collapsed contexts is a result of individuals being “forced to grapple simultaneously with 

otherwise unrelated social contexts that are rooted in different norms and seemingly demand different 

social responses” (boyd, 2014, p.31). As digital technologies become increasingly incorporated into 

modern life and the digital environment breaks down the physical and social barriers present in the offline 

world, boyd (2014) discusses how users must deal with collapsed contexts and unseen audiences as part 

of daily life; the ability to identify the multiple social contexts that one has to address simultaneously 

affecting presentations of identity on social networking sites such as Facebook.  

 

This is seen in Lingel, Naaman and boyd’s (2014) work which highlights these issues of context collapse in 

the use of social media by migrants come from an awareness of the many different audiences 

(geographically spread as well as temporally according to pre/post migration). Kasch (2013) further 

discussed how identity construction online consists of three forms of simultaneous curations: a) personal 

curation; b) social curation, and c) spectacle curation. The personal curation serves as an expression of 

the individuals’ self-interests and a record of their lives; the social curation focuses on the profile in its 

enabling of communication to the individuals’ friends and family; the spectacle curation is related to 

personal and social curation, but is focused on the creation of an “intentional self” to shape their 

audiences’ perceptions of them. This knowledge complicates the process of posting online as users are 

aware that they are addressing multiple groups simultaneously. What this means is that migrants must 

find new means of communicating their identities to their entire community despite the possible differing 

cultural contexts which their separate groups may have.  The performed identity has to align to the offline 

anchors of users’ identities, so as to shape identities into coherent self-narratives on online environments 

(Cheung, 2005). These previous studies are relevant for my research, as they have established that in 

social networks such as Facebook, where users have to address multiple social groups on a single platform, 
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issues such as collapsed contexts and perceptions of the imagined audience are critical issues when 

considering digital identities creation, particularly in the context of transnational migration.  

 

2.7.2 Constructed Self-Narratives Online 

Another important reference point for my research is Giddens’ (1991) work, which positions identities to 

align to self-narratives, where a person's identity lies in their “capacity to keep a particular narrative 

going” (p.54); a practice which he describes as the “reflexive project of the self”.  While Giddens’ work 

was developed prior to the rise of the Internet, his ideas hold relevance in the postmodernist perception 

of multi-faceted identities (boyd, 2001), which are not singular but consistently being worked upon as a 

project. Based on Giddens’ work (1991), an individual’s understanding of their selves can only be 

conceptualised through self-assessment and continuous re-evaluation, presuming continuity in identity 

construction through linking identity portrayal to a core identity. It is a “distinctive self-identity which 

positively incorporates elements from different settings into an integrated narrative” (p.190). In this 

conceptualisation, users’ online identity constructions would focus on the audience diversity which 

consists of both strong and weak ties (DiMicco and Millen, 2007). With regard to the audiences’ impact 

on the self-presentation of identity, it is important to examine it in the context of Facebook itself, as a 

social networking site, where participation is structured by established offline relationships (Lampe, 

Ellison and Steinfield, 2006). 

 

The congregation of multiple audiences mean that the user will have different relationships with the 

different groups or individuals, who consist of their Facebook audience. These self-narratives in 

accordance to perceived core identities become crucial when addressing multiple audiences as audience 

acceptance is dependent on continuity of identity. While located on an online platform, users must 

perform according to the prescribed roles of their physical selves, even while the congregation of their 

social network as a single audience means they have to navigate the multiple identities to present a 

consistent identity for themselves. Indeed, “[i]nstead of online communication removed from offline 

contexts, social media are often used to bridge formerly distinct context” (Trottier, 2014, p.15). Perhaps 

it may be best to state that Goffman’s ‘region behaviour’ (1959) shapes the online identities constructed 

into the avatar which is most acceptable to this varied audience; the audience ensuring the ‘region’ 

encompasses a wide range of individuals as an audience. This is elaborated by Baym (2010), who states 

that “… [i]ndividual identities are deeply enmeshed with social identities. We build self-representations 

by linking to others. Others also contribute to the online pool of information available about ourselves. 
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We also indicate our membership in social groups that invoke the shared concepts of insider and outsider” 

(p.111) This means that far from being in control of their bodies, users have to perform not just to their 

perceived imagined audience, but are constantly creating their identities in relation to Goffman’s (1959) 

“unseen audience”.  

 

While identity performance is subject to an individual’s presentation, it is also subject to the audience and 

their acceptance or rejection of the performed identity, which in turn is dependent on the audiences’ 

perceptions of the individual. For further understanding of identity performance on Facebook, Cheung’s 

(2005) work is relevant, particularly in examining the role of the audience in the creation of online 

identities. While agreeing that the online setting allows for “more strategic self-presentations than 

everyday interaction” (p.56), Cheung (2005) also adds that self-presentations online are still restricted by 

the audiences of the site. The formation of identities in social situations is not a one-way process, but 

works in two-ways (Baym, 2010; Mead, 1972). In Trottier’s work on identity in Facebook (2014), he states 

how Facebook has come to contextualise online communication within offline contexts. In this sense, 

although perceivably disembodied from entering the online medium, individuals are still anchored to the 

offline world as their constructed identities remain affected and shaped by other users in their social 

networks (Westfall, 2000), especially in consideration of their offline relationships with them. While 

identity performance is subject to the individual’s performance, it is also subject to the audience and their 

acceptance or rejection of the performed identity, which in turn is dependent on the audiences’ 

perceptions of the individual. 

 

Despite our intentions in presenting ourselves in online environments, the audience as the recipients of 

these meanings may not interpret it in the ways which individuals intend. “Regardless of how we present 

ourselves in digital environments, in most encounters others will have fairly limited cues with which to 

interpret us, and may or may not make of them the meanings we had intended” (Baym, 2010, p.119). 

Additionally, Stone (1981) describes identity construction as a public process involving “the individual’s 

identity announcement” as well as the “identity placement where others endorse the claimed identity” 

(Stone, 1981, p.188). Identity is constructed where there is a “coincidence of placements and 

announcements” (Stone, 1981, p.188). While Stone’s work focuses on offline identity placements in the 

pre-Web era, the endorsement of identities can be read on online settings as well, where audiences’ 

ability to respond to content allows them to publicly present their acceptance or otherwise of the 

identities shown.  As such, while users may have increased control over their identity performance on 
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Facebook, there are still restrictions on the types of identities which they are able to portray, in 

accordance to the nonymous nature of the site (Zhao, Grasmuck and Martin, 2008). Facebook audiences’ 

established knowledge of users’ histories and personality qualities make it difficult for individuals to 

portray false identities, for fear of punishment or ridicule. The separate groups that exist as a single 

audience on Facebook also shape their identity portrayals toward an identity that is suited for all these 

groups. The offline relationships thus serve as both self-regulation and audience regulation to the 

identities displayed on Facebook (Miller, 2011). This role of user audiences in identity construction have 

caused the relevant offline-based online relationships to be termed “anchored relationships” by Zhao 

(2006), in that they are fully nonymous and thus ground users to the types of information which they are 

able to provide.  

 

Giddens’ (1991) work on self-narratives can be referenced to the subsequent work of Merchant (2006) 

which examines how the “curatorship of the self” online serves as an expression of the anchored and 

transient aspects of offline identities. Anchored identities refer to the fixed elements of one’s identity 

which cannot be changed, for example, “gender, position in family, religion, age, social class and 

geographical location” (Merchant et al., 2006, p. 25), while transient identities refer to the opposite, the 

elements of one’s identity which are not necessarily fixed. Curatorship allows users to express both the 

anchored and transient elements of identities (Merchant, 2006). In this regard, Butler’s theory of 

performativity (1990) is especially essential in highlighting how identity is constituted by the very 

"expressions" that are said to be its results (p.25). Through a series of effects which are continually being 

produced and reproduced, individuals become constrained to constructed norms which they 

unconsciously subscribe to, a line of thinking opposed to the commonly held notion of an innate identity. 

In this regard, it could be said that in online as well as offline settings, while Goffman’s (1995) performance 

shapes the conscious decision making and identity construction of the individual, identities are also 

unconsciously shaped by performativity, which restrains individuals to particular and supposedly 

anchored roles, such as gender (Butler, 1990). These roles are internalised as part of a perceived core 

identity and are unconsciously reproduced in identity construction online. In examining these supposedly 

anchored elements of identities (Merchant, 2006), we have an understanding of how the body serves as 

a “fundamental corporeal anchor in the world” (Vannini & Waskul, 2012, p.9), especially with regard to 

performativity, where constructed norms focusing on the body’s physical space and its characteristics 

shape the individuals’ perceptions of their identities.  
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Merchant’s (2006) work as developed later by Potter (2012) seems to bridge the gap between Goffman’s 

work on identity performance and Giddens’ work on self-narratives and his conceptualisation of identity 

as retaining a core self.  As Goffman’s work originates from a period prior to the emergence of the Web 

and social media, he thus failed to take into account the subsequent breakdown of boundaries and 

contexts in online environments, as detailed previously (boyd, 2014; boyd and Heer, 2006). In considering 

the convergence of audiences, Potter’s work (2012) is valuable in approaching the subject from the role 

of the user in constructing identity, presenting curation as “the range of collected assets which are 

appropriated and held by the end user who shapes them using the tools available” (Potter, 2012, p.60). 

The choices that users themselves choose to make in curation are key to understanding the formation of 

expressions that include both anchored and transient identities. Linking back to Tran and Vu’s “agency in 

becoming” outlined in 2.6.2, it is important to consider the agency that social media users employ in 

constructing and curating their digital identity online, particularly where it reveals their own perceptions 

of selves in accordance with the social spaces that these users occupy. Building on this work, at this point, 

it is pertinent to introduce the concept of “the Third Space”, which I propose is heuristically valuable to 

conceptualise social media in its mediating role in identity formation in the unique across-border 

experiences of international students.   

 

2.7 The Third Space 

The present study is set within the context of cross-border interactions where differentiated cultures exist. 

This section will present the literature in relation to the notion of the Third Space, which will be applied 

in this research to conceptualise social media as an important platform for self-formation in the context 

of the complex human dynamics involved these cross-country interactions.  

 

Within the research, the international students tended to define their culture in line with their nation 

state. This approach can be critiqued as “methodological nationalism”, because it is based on the 

erroneous assumption that the nation state or society is “the natural social and political form of the 

modern world” (Wimmer and Schiller, 2002, p.301). This normative assumption has been critiqued as 

problematic by Wimmer and Schiller (2002), as it blinds us to the limitations and nature of modernity, in 

a situation where the nation state is no longer (if it ever were) the most appropriate reference point; it 

naturalises the nation state and it territorialises processes to within the nation-state, ignoring the 

connections that exist across borders. Shields (2013) highlights the influence of methodological 

nationalism on international student mobility research, in that by positioning the focus on the nation-
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state, most studies tend to overlook the inequalities and differences that exist among the students 

themselves. However, Wimmer and Schiller (2002) concede that it is important to note the impact which 

nationalism has on identities and this was evidenced throughout the interviews, particularly where the 

students themselves conflated culture to nation states. It is still important to consider the role of home 

countries as represented in “culture” in identity formation, particularly when considering user agency in 

online identity curation on social media platforms. 

 

Recognising the students’ tendency to refer to their national identities as their cultural identities helps to 

highlight the relevance of Third Space theory to approaching this topic of transnational social spaces on 

social media. Given that the relevance of the concept of the Third Space is primarily in its articulation of 

hybridity (discussed below), it is helfpul to utilise the notion of methodological nationalism as a way to 

define the first two spaces.  By focusing on the construction and curation of online identities by individuals 

through methodological nationalism, it becomes possible to examine the impact of nationalism on 

identity in transnational spaces. 

 

2.7.1 Defining The Third Space 

In relation to the Third Space, Bhabha (1994) developed the notion of “hybridity” (p. 277), to describe it 

as an in-between position, where “third perspectives can grow in the margins of dominant ways of seeing” 

(p. 237). As culture is only constructed in relation to the “Other”, the Third Space serves as “an ambivalent 

site where cultural meaning and representation have no ‘primordial unity or fixity’” (Bhabha, 1994, p.37) 

and thus, may open up “a new area of negotiation of meaning and representation” (Bhabha, 1990, p.211). 

This is echoed in Koehne’s work on international student identities (2006). Koehne draws on Foucault’s 

“spaces of freedom” (Martin and Hutton, 1988) to describe the places held by international students; 

suggesting that “[t]hese spaces are sites of struggle, places of construction and reconstruction, fault lines 

where new shapes emerge” (Koehne, 2006). In this way, Gomes, Koehne and Bhabha’s work can be seen 

to denote a shift away from the dominant thinking of migrant identity as expressed in Berry’s model, to 

lead toward addressing it from a hybridised perspective instead. In contrast to Berry’s model, hybridity is 

not a complete acceptance or rejection of entire cultures within identity creation, but rather a selection 

of elements of each culture as relevant to the individual and their portrayed identity.  
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2.7.2 Beyond Hybridity 

While the concept of the Third Space draws on the idea of hybridity as a combination of cultures, what is 

particularly significant about it is its conceptual extension upon the notion of hybridity. Considering 

hybridity as the combination of social structures that existed separately, in this case the combination of 

home and host cultural elements in identity portrayals online. The hybridity approach is useful when 

considering the play of cultural elements off one another in identity production. This can be linked to 

Said’s (1993) concept of “contrapuntal”, with its counterpart in Western classical music, “[where] various 

themes play off against one another, with only a provisional privilege being given to any particular one; 

yet in the resulting polyphony there is concert and order and organised interplay” (Said, 1993, p.51).  

 

Said (1993) applies this concept to the reading of colonial texts - to examine different perspectives and 

consider both sides of the issue from the position of both coloniser and colonised, especially in relation 

to the historical context of the text. This enables a more thorough examination of the text, as Said’ 

believes that “cultural forms are hybrid, mixed, impure” (1993, p.14). However, when considering the play 

of the themes off of one another, it also important to highlight that the final resulting polyphony creates 

something new through the juxtapositioning of the content alongside each other. This is the importance 

of using the Third Space as a concept to illustrate the movement beyond the inclusion of content from 

home and host cultures, to the creation of new meanings to emerge from this process of “hybridisation”.  

In itself, the notion of hybridity is insufficient to capture the complexities of mobility between home and 

host cultures, and it is only in the complete conceptualisation of the Third Space where emphasis is placed 

on the formulation of new meanings resulting from the juxtaposition of home and host cultures (with 

their respective cultural content), that the richness of the concept becomes evident.  

 

As a parallel concept, Beck’s idea of “place polygamy” (2000) discusses how migrants are no longer tied 

to a single place but belong to multiple places simultaneously. What is significant about this is the 

transformation of meanings that result from the individual migrant’s unique experience in navigating 

different cultural norms and values as they exist between their various “homes”. Marginson’s previously-

discussed work (2014) on the transformation of Bourdieu’s “Space of Possibles” (1993) as a result of 

mobility, highlights how changes to physical environments results in a wider range of identity choices. The 

process of moving means that individuals become exposed to new cultures and undergo new experiences. 

Identity formation between home and host cultures thus refers to the individual’s positioning of self in 

accordance with the myriad experiences that they encounter, and that they selectively discern those that 
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are of particular importance to them. With regard to the spaces that international students occupy, while 

they are situated between host and host culture, and draw from elements of each of these cultures in 

identity production, the concept of the Third Space moves our understanding of these international 

students’ experiences beyond a mix of home and host, to focus on how the juxtaposition of home and 

host work together to create new meanings. Subsequently, this engenders new insights and meanings 

into the international student identities.   

 

This approach of engendering new meanings hails back to Beck and Beck-Gernshiem’s work on 

individualisation in today’s post-national, global society, where individuals are constantly engaged in 

“discarding old classifications and formulating new ones”. According to the authors, the hybrid identities 

and cultures that ensue are precisely those of individuality, which in turn determines social integration. 

In this way, identity emerges “through intersection and combination and thus through conflict with other 

identities” (Beck and Beck-Gernshiem, 2002, p.26). Beck and Beck-Gernshiem’s work harks to the fluid 

nature of identity in adapting to the respective environment as identity can be read as constructed 

through the reflexivity of the individual and their selection of cultural material as relevant to their 

identities. In this regard, the Third Space as a complex concept in today’s globalised society, where 

cultures affect and influence one another, extends beyond hybridity as new meanings emerge from the 

hybridised identities. 

 

Becquer and Gatti’s work (1991) offer an alternative perspective to hybridity and adopt the term 

“syncretism” as they feel that it belies a “more productive” concept than hybridity, invoking “a 

reproductive rather than a political metaphor and risks assuming the pure origins of the hybridised 

elements” (Berry and Martin, 2003, p.89). This suggests that complete ‘purity’ of a culture is unlikely in 

today’s globalised society. However, in the light of the above, and for the purpose of this research, I will 

draw upon the concept of the Third Space to address the issue of the mix of home and host cultures in 

international migration, as defined through audiences on a selected social media, namely, Facebook. 

Rather than focusing on the purity of each culture, which is impossible, the research will view the totality 

of the cultural context as created by the audiences coming from their respective cultures. The pure or 

impure home and host cultures will serve as the dominant contexts of the platform, and based on the 

individual user’s understanding and manner of addressing of the different audiences in the differentiated 

cultural contexts, new identities are shaped and constructed within the platform. In this hypothesis, 

identity can be read as constructed through the reflexivity of the individual and their selection of specific 
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cultural material as relevant to them. This research trajectory will be adopted to frame the analysis of the 

ethnographic data finding on identity formation in Part III of this thesis, leading to the concluding chapters 

in Part IV that draw together the various elements of migration theory, social media, identity formation 

and the Third Space into a coherent conceptual framework.    

 

2.8 Social Media as Third Space 

The importance of framing Facebook as the Third Space demonstrates the profound implications of its 

conceptual move beyond hybridity, largely because the concept of hybridity in itself is insufficient to 

capture the complexities of migrant identity production. Hybridity focuses on the combination of different 

cultures, but the rich complexity in the notion of “the Third Space” moves beyond this to bring forth the 

formulation of new meanings that results from the juxtaposition of cultures and the individual’s personal 

encapsulation of the migration experience.   

 

2.8.1 Role in Identity Formation 

In his book, The Power of Identity, Castells (2011) discusses three types of identity, namely; legitimising 

identity, which is structured by the dominant institutions within society; resistance identity, which is held 

as a response stigmatised by the act of dominance; and project identity, which applies when social actors, 

on the basis of whichever cultural materials are available to them, build a new identity that “redefines 

their position in society and, by so doing, seek the transformation of overall social structure” (p.8). Castells 

(2011) believes that the Internet can lead to the loss of legitimising identity and lead toward the 

development of new project identities.  

 

Kramsch’s work on the Third Space (1993) is particularly valuable in considering Facebook, as ubiquitous 

social media, as a Third Space. Kramsch’s research (1993) examines the positions taken by language 

learners and views culture “as an individual's subject position that changes according to the situation and 

to the way he/she chooses to belong rather than to the place [he/] she belongs” (p.245). From this 

perspective, Kramsch (1993) describes three characteristics of the Third Space of language learners: 

 

§ it is a popular culture; the Third Space is an oppositional place where the learner creates meaning 

on the margins or in the interstices of official meanings; 
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§ it is critical culture; the Third Space encourages making connections to dominant attitudes and 

worldviews and promotes comparison between the first and second culture and an ecological 

culture;  

§ it is highly context-sensitive and adapted to the demands of the environment.  

 

While Kramsch’s work focuses on language learner identities, what is exceptionally valuable about her 

work is her link back to cultural theory, drawing upon both Barthes’ work on “signifiance” (1977) and 

Peirce’s (1898/1955) work on “theory of signs”, both these concepts are explained below. 

 

In drawing from Barthes’ work on “signifiance” (1977), Kramsch discusses how beyond the first meaning 

of informational and the second meaning of symbolism in fixed signifieds, there lies a third meaning to 

images which prompts focus on the signifier itself. It is this third meaning which Barthes calls signifiance.  

He states:  

  

“[o]nce the text is conceived as production (and no longer as product), ‘signification’ is no longer 

an adequate concept. As soon as the text is conceived as a polysemic space where the path of 

several possible meanings intersects, it is necessary to cast off the monological, legal, status of 

signification and to pluralise it” (Barthes, 1993, p.37). 

 

This third meaning of signifiance opens up the text to multiple interpretations. In investigating social 

media profiles as where the content is presented to the multicultural audience of international students, 

the role of the audience interpretation is particularly salient in the construction of meaning. As such, 

signifiance is seen to lie in the relationship between interpretant and signifier (Kramsch, 1993), which 

again highlights the necessity of Peirce’s concept of “Thirdness” (1898/1955) in interpretation and in the 

human intentionality in the user’s choice of signs to shape this interpretation.  

 

In Peirce’s theory of signs (1898/1955), Firstness is the immediate understanding and processing of 

incoming information while Secondness is the reaction to this information, especially in relation to social 

interaction. Peirce (1898/1955) thus perceives Thirdness to be the activity of the interpretant; “a 

relational process-oriented disposition, that is built in time through habit, and that allows us to perceive 

continuity in events, to identify patterns and make generaliations” (Kramsch, 1993, p.234).  
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Peirce (1898/1955) presents meaning to emerge in Thirdness by relating signs to other signs which hold 

shared or recognised meanings, by relating signs to prior signs which have gained meaning or by relating 

signs to human intentionality, where signs are deliberately chosen to achieve specific meaning. Again, 

when considering the multicultural audiences of international students, there is a need to recognise how 

the curated content is able to speak to these differing audiences simaultaneously. This appears to relate 

to Allen’s work on intertextuality (2011). According to Allen (2011), “intertextuality” refers to the 

incorporation of one or more other sign systems within the sign system of a text.  He notes: 

 

“The fundamental concept of intertextuality is that no text, much as it might like to appear so, is 

original and unique in itself; rather it is a tissue of inevitable, and to an extent unwitting, references 

to and quotations from other texts. These in turn condition its meaning; the text is an intervention 

in a cultural system” (Allen, 2011, p.2).  

 

Accordingly, the text cannot exist alone but draws on other texts to create meaning for its audience. 

However, in this process, it serves to reinforce the meanings created within existing sign systems, a 

process that parallels Butler’s performativity (1991). In this regard, the underlying purpose to utilising 

various tools such as multimodality and intertextuality online is to convey meaning through connecting to 

existing sign systems.  The essence, flowing from the above, is that Thirdness in itself connects to existing 

sign systems (in this instance, those that exist in the home and host culture) to create the new meanings 

that emerge in the identities created online.  

 

2.9 Conclusion  

The literature review as presented in this chapter spans the neoliberal and cosmopolitan approaches to 

international student mobility, to also cover the significant literature relating to the role of ICT (social 

media) in cross-border interactions. Extensive discussion is included on the traditional approaches in 

migration studies that tend toward integration as the end goal, and the supporting literature that 

highlights the limitation of such approaches. The literature review has included an exposition of the Third 

Space and related theories, and in doing so, highlighted a key gap in the field, which is need for further 

research on how social media as a transnational space is utilised by international students. This thesis 

aims to fill this gap by setting up the understanding of the Third Space with the aim of harnessing them 
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later in the research, as a potential conceptual platform for working out the complex dynamics in identity 

formation in the context of international students’ migration.. 

 

In essence, the extensive review lays out the various foundational theoretical positions, such that the 

diverse but related ideas that emerge in the areas of migration, ICT development (social media), identity 

formation and third space theories can be brought together, for the purpose of framing the analysis of 

the ethnographic findings (that will be presented in Parts II and III). This will ensure that the final analysis 

and eventual conclusion to the two research questions (that will be presented in Part IV), will be well-

grounded both in terms of theoretical understandings and data findings.   

 

It must be noted that this review primarily covers the essential literature that helps to identify knowledge 

gaps and works that is needed and helpful to frame the research direction. In the course of the research 

work that follows, other relevant literature will be included at the appropriate points, to support analysis 

and thought positioning. The thesis will draw out converging as well as divergent positions, and in 

analysing the empirical data against the application of the third space and related theories, seek 

conceptual coherence and theoretical resolution. It is in this carefully thought out and systematic manner, 

that the thesis is able to position itself to contribute to knowledge advancement and theory development.  
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology 

 

This chapter sets out the research methodology for this thesis, which is visual Internet ethnography. Visual 

Internet ethnography focuses on the visual examination of how text and image work together to produce 

meaning (Ardevol, 2012).  This chapter systematically explains the methodology and sets forth the basis 

for choosing it.  The chapter will also present the main research design and its constituent steps, including 

a comprehensive documentation of how data collection was executed.  

 

3.1 Ethnographic Research in the Internet Environment 

One problematic area to studying new media from an ethnographic perspective is that researchers tend 

to limit their work based on the operational possibilities offered by the Internet in terms of how users 

may utilise it, as opposed to how it is actually used (boyd, 2009). Clearly, researchers are not exempt from 

bias, as they have their respective predispositions and expectations, which may manifest themselves, 

particularly when it comes to qualitative reporting.  

 

Nonetheless, in a response to Hine (2000), boyd succinctly pinpoints the essential aim of internet 

ethnography, stating categorically that … “[i]nternet ethnography is not about the technology— it is about 

the people, their practices, and the cultures they form” (2009, p.31). The essential purpose of 

ethnography is to capture the ways in which culture exists within the boundaries that it creates for itself, 

rather than the expectations or limitations that may have been imposed upon it. I intended my research 

to position the affordances of the technology as secondary to the actual ways in which users incorporate 

the technologies into their daily lives. 

 

Even so, the debate on how researchers should conduct research about the relationship between users 

and technologies, and positioning the Internet as an ethnographic place, has remained a contested one 

(Postill and Pink, 2012). Postill and Pink (2012) discussed the two main methodological approaches to 

gaining ethnographic knowledge of internet practice: the first being the fragmentation of ethnographic 

research which focuses on specific types of data as tied to specific ethnographic studies (Atkinson et al., 

2007), while the second examines new ways of ethnographic understandings through adapting methods 

and technologies to new situations (Pink, 2009).   
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In actual research practice, the ways of approaching internet ethnography differ from researcher to 

researcher. For example, Hine’s work on virtual ethnography (2000) emphasises more active participation, 

rather than participant observation. Arguably, the observer who does not participate, but only observes 

is less likely to capture the very cultures that they are trying to access. In addition, Hine questions the role 

of face-to-face interviews in studying online cultures, as “[t]o instigate face-to-face meetings in this 

situation would place the ethnographer in an asymmetric position, using more varied and different means 

of communication to understand informants than are used by informants themselves” (Hine, 2000, p.48). 

On the other hand, Boellstroff, Nardi, Pearce and Taylor’s related work on ethnography in virtual worlds 

(2012), emphasises the importance of interviews. Interviews allow for access to people’s opinions and 

their own perceptions of the cultures they belong to. These perceptions are important as there are 

cultural elements that are not immediately visible, or may not be even public and accessible (Boellstroff 

et al., 2012). Interviews can be seen as an objective way to understand cultures, by drawing on the 

insider’s knowledge and commentaries.  

 

Further, a different perspective can be seen in Kozinets’ “netnography” (2010), which emphasises 

participant observation as a comprehensive approach to studying online cultures, involving collecting 

three possible kinds of data, i.e., direct online data, data from the recordings of community interactions, 

and compiling researcher field notes as data. However, as Kozinets’ netnography encompasses a wide 

range of possible approaches; “it attaches itself to and incorporates a vast variety of different research 

techniques and approaches” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 42), and in this regard, has been said to be “… like its older 

sibling, ethnography, promiscuous”.  

 

After investigating various methodological approaches, I conclude that there is no single correct way to 

conduct digital research. Each research project has its own unique aims and thus the selected approach 

has to be tailored to achieve its specific aims.  

 
3.2 The Methodological Approach for this Research  

In deciding on the appropriate research design for this thesis, I sought out the experiences and work of 

other researchers in the field. In particular, I drew reference from boyd (2009) on the subject of digital 

ethnographies. She had noted succinctly: 
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“[in] a networked society, we cannot take for granted the idea that culture is about collocated 

peoples. It is not a question of mobility but of access to a hypertextual world. Geography can no 

longer be the defining framework of culture; people are part of many cultures including those 

defined by tastes, worldview, language, religion, social networks, practices, etc.” (p.27). 

 

It is precisely the impact of different cultures on identity production by individuals that this research 

intends to address. In this regard, internet ethnography, focusing on the lived experiences of participants 

as presented online, is the appropriate approach for analysing the construction of the participants’ digital 

identities. More specifically, I believe that for this study, the approach should be based more on 

participant observation, rather than engagement, and I would thus lean toward the more accessible visual 

internet ethnography method, as discussed in the following section.  

 
3.2.1 Visual Internet Ethnography as Chosen Research Methodology  

From the literature review (in the preceding chapter), I became fully aware that an important goal of the 

data collection for this research has to emphasise the shift away from thinking of international students 

as a homogenous group. It has to consciously capture their individual unique experiences and allow their 

voices to be heard. Thus, as a researcher, I was placed in the unenviable position of wanting the 

international students’ individual voices to be heard, while acknowledging that I would have to eventually 

draw parallels from their respective experiences in order to analyse and present the data findings in a 

collated and coherent manner. It became clear that the research focus on the participants’ use of social 

media sites to communicate would necessitate approaching these sites as a member of their audience, in 

order to examine, at close range, how the individual elements of the sites came together to present a 

consolidated profile page. 

 

My choice of the visual internet ethnographic approach was made because of its focus on participant 

observation, situating myself, as the researcher, as a member of the participants’ social networks, and 

positioning Facebook as the research site itself. Visual internet ethnography, according to the literature, 

examines “a whole new raft of cultural practices mediated by visual and internet technologies, through 

which the meaning and the significance of visual documents are very often redefined” (Ardevol, 2012, 

p.6). This approach allowed for the visual and critical examination of the construction of the participants’ 

profiles with regard to the presented text and images working together, where I adopt the position of an 

observer.  This is in contrast to Hine’s approach, which emphasises a need for participation and 
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engagement with the subject. Through my research, this observation from a distance is particularly 

important considering that it is the audiences who create cultural contexts to Facebook. In contrast, direct 

engagement with participants (as seen in Hine’s (2000) work) could impact the profiles created by the 

participants and compromise the integrity of the research itself.   

 

Hence, in carrying out the research, rather than utilising the online platform to engage with the 

participants, I adopt the stance of observer to the participants’ Facebook activities, utilising the 

understanding and knowledge which I, as the researcher, have of the participants based on in-person 

interviews, to make observations as a member of their audience, and subsequently identify offline and 

online identity variances. To draw a parallel, this would be the equivalent of someone who has met the 

participant offline, befriending them and looking through their Facebook profile – a scenario that is fairly 

common across many social media platforms. Thus, the research approach chosen would enable a 

reproduction of the typical sequential occurrence of events in the use of Facebook in the real world. In 

addition, as Facebook has fixed “tools” for user interaction and predetermined layouts for users’ profile 

pages, the study of these pages by the researcher enables a further understanding of the construction of 

online identities, as promoted by the visual internet ethnographic method.  

 

The visual internet ethnographic approach would allow for the analysis of visual and textual context 

around the digital identities created, which I believe to be an extremely important part of allowing the 

students’ unique experiences to be showcased fully. Further, as profile pages are created with the intent 

of displaying digital identities to audiences, the approach would allow for a recreation of the audience’s 

consumption of user content, an experience that would be readily relatable to Facebook users. To 

underscore my choice of research method, a key benefit of the visual ethnography-based approach is its 

ability to allow the researcher to gain direct insights through first-hand observations and experience of 

human behaviour (Hair and Clark, 2003), which is vital for the nature of the research. It must also be 

pointed out that this form of internet ethnography-based approach, is evidenced in the works of other 

researchers, and has already been considered to be the most appropriate methodological choice when 

approaching a study on lived cultures on Facebook (boyd, 2008a; Farquhar, 2013; Baker, 2013). in 

particular, boyd (2006; 2007; 2008a; 2014), has conducted numerous similar ethnographic studies on 

social networking sites, including Facebook (discussed further below), as well as on MySpace and Twitter, 

all of which involve in-depth analysis of the users of the sites based on the same considerations. 
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3.2.2 Facebook as a Site for Social Construction 

Baker’s (2013) work on Facebook, as an ethnographic resource, positions the platform to serve three 

functions, namely, it works “as a communicative medium, as context and as data” (p.132). This way of 

recognising Facebook’s position as a site for social construction is an exceptionally valuable reference for 

the present study. It is only through the analysis of users’ practices on the site that an understanding of 

their construction of digital identities can be drawn, thus clearly positioning Facebook content itself 

primarily as source data. However, it is also necessary to note that the content’s position amongst other 

curated content providing information about a particular user, would also render Facebook content as 

context. Further, in identifying the Facebook platform as an interactive space where user communication 

is a key element, my research approach will encompass participants’ interactions within the medium of 

the site; their content curation in relation to their imagined audiences, as well as the impact of multi-

varied Facebook audiences on identity construction.  

 

As noted, this primary Internet ethnographic approach has been used by other researchers such as boyd 

(2008a), who in her experiences of conducting qualitative internet research, particularly with regard to 

social networks, affirms that “current social groups are defined through relationships” (p.27). This can be 

seen in the online behaviour of my selected participants, whose Facebook practices are framed by their 

offline connections to other users, as reflected in the observable manner in which they engage with their 

audiences. It is these relationships and engagement, and the participants’ perception of their audiences, 

that were keenly observed in my research. Ultimately, my data work contextualises the online practices 

of the participants which also influence their digital identity construction.   

 

Finally, in relation to the nature of this study, Internet ethnography as a research methodology helps to 

contextualise the research through promoting an understanding of the culture, and familiarity with the 

context within which the data was collected (Melhuus, Mitchell and Wulff, 2010). As the researcher, I 

believe that this contextualisation is necessary to address the research questions at hand. Follow-up 

empirical work would allow for viewing the participants’ constructed digital identities in relation to their 

offline identities, to ultimately unravel the deep meanings underlying the choices that they made in 

creating these identities.   
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identities. Thus, images are just as important and meaningful as written text in supporting detailed 

ethnographic work (Pink, 2013), an observation that further underscores my decision that visual internet 

ethnography is the more appropriate choice of research methodology for this research.  

 

In sum, my chosen visual Internet ethnography approach enables me, as the researcher, to step back and 

visually as well as critically examine the construction of the profiles presented, from the position of 

audience, with regard to the presented text and images working together. While I have identified and 

listed the different platform affordances available on Facebook, it is necessary to note that these 

functionalities may exist separately but also work together to create the final product of the digital avatar. 

Facebook Newsfeed, for example, dictates that new posts, photos or information may come up, existing 

as single pieces of information about the user, but placed in context firstly by the audience’s pre-existing 

knowledge about the user and secondly, by the links to their Profile Pages (readily accessible by clicking 

on their names), which places this piece of information about the user within the wider narrative of “who” 

they have presented themselves to be. However, it is noted that this portrayal is also dependent on the 

user’s privacy settings and how much access to their content is given to the different members of their 

audiences.  

 

Further, viewing a profile page, enables one to see the text and images working together to present an 

almost complete (albeit constantly updated) narrative of the individual’s portrayed digital identity. Thus, 

in analysing and understanding the participants’ choices of images and texts to feature on their profiles, I 

am able to generate extensive ethnographic knowledge in relation to the subject of investigation in my 

research. 

 
 
3.3 Overall Research Design 

3.3.1 Starting Point 

This research project focused on international students in both Australia and in Finland. Initially my plan 

was for my study to focus primarily on Australia as my only case study for this thesis. The large numbers 

of international students studying here made it an ideal location to perform an in-depth study of my 

research. In particular, the large numbers of Singaporean and Chinese international students made them 

ideal choices for my case study, particularly in allowing for a comparison of established Facebook profiles 

by Singaporean students and new Facebook profile by Chinese students. However, through my literature 
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review, I came across the Transnational Migration, Citizenship and the Circulation of Rights and 

Responsibilities (TRANSMIC) project at the University of Tampere in Finland. This project examined the 

“Transformative Impact of Student Migration between China and Non-English Speaking EU Countries”, 

which looks at the characteristics and the societal impact of transnational mobility of tertiary-level 

students between China and selected non-English speaking EU countries. Through their research, I began 

to question the value of understanding how international student experiences are shaped by the language 

of the host country, particularly when it comes to seeking out information. I began to wonder about how 

this may change the way in which they would interact with and on social media. When the opportunity 

came to do research in a Finland, my initial plan was to extend my research to focus on Chinese and 

Singaporean international students living in Finland, to allow for cross-country comparison with my initial 

sample size. However, as further elaborated in sub-section 3.3.3, the limited number of international 

students made it hard to recruit Singapore students, meaning that I edited my participant criteria to 

include international students of different nationalities.  

 

Regardless, I still maintain that including the data from Finland was valuable in providing new insights to 

international students in  Finland as a Non-English speaking international student destination, alongside 

Australia as a popular English speaking international student destination. 

 

Across the previously referenced studies, online ethnographic studies usually begin with participant 

observation, before leading into the second research stage of interviews. However, for my research, I have 

found it useful for the study to mimic the actual process of initiating a “friendship request” on Facebook. 

As noted in the introductory chapter, Facebook is a nonymous social networking site, where friendships 

are based on established offline connections. Part of the process of getting to know someone involves 

meeting them in real life and often getting to know them a little better before adding them on Facebook. 

The in-person communications thus serve as context to understanding the digital identities that they 

present online. Thus, in setting up my research study, the goal was to, as far as possible, mimic this 

progression as part of the ethnographic process of understanding how international students 

communicate with their audiences online. This aim influenced all aspects of the research method design, 

including the process of participant recruitment which is detailed below. 
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3.3.2 Participant Recruitment 

Participants were recruited through a variety of different ways. In Australia, participant recruitment flyers 

were sent to UWA’s Singaporean Student Society and the Chinese Students & Scholars Association, which 

were circulated amongst their members. The flyer was also uploaded to a WeChat group for Chinese 

international students in Western Australia. Snowball sampling also helped in recruiting participants as 

some of the participants recommended their friends.  

 

In Finland, participant recruitment was more complicated. Flyers were posted on multiple Facebook 

groups including University of Tampere (Incoming International Students), IESAF Tampere (International 

English Speakers of Finland Tampere), Singaporeans in Finland and ESN INTO (Erasmus Student Network 

of Tampere University of Technology), all of which I had identified as key sites for international students 

studying in Finland. The flyer was also circulated to two WeChat groups for international students living 

in Finland. I also approached two Finnish professors who taught an Intercultural Communications class 

and a Finnish Language for Beginners class. These were classes targeted specifically to international 

students. The professors circulated my flyer amongst their classes to help with recruitment. Again, 

snowball sampling assisted with the recruitment process as the participants shared this study with their 

own social networks. 

 
3.3.3 Selection of Participants 

Having the research methodology mimic the journey of meeting and interacting with someone new was 

not a perfect process. The first flaw in this approach came at the stage of participant recruitment. While 

most friendship interactions in the offline world happen spontaneously, this research study demanded 

that I deliberately seek out participants and also limit my search to those who fulfilled my participant 

criteria of international students of specific countries, who had not had an overseas international 

experience before, to allow for a clearer understanding of how they learnt to navigate the transnational 

nature of the international student experience.  Hence, when the participants first reached out to me 

expressing interest in the study, I had to ask them pre-interview questions including their country of origin, 

how long they had been in their host country and what they were studying, as well as their level of 

education. While this was intended to determine their eligibility for the study, I believed that this would 

parallel the basic few questions that most students ask when they meet other international students for 

the first time. These pre-survey questions then served toward creating the context for the next stage of 

the research process, which was the in-person interviews.  
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These students were enrolled in a range of degrees, with a mix of Bachelor, Masters and PhD students. 

With the diversity in the Finland sample, the study yielded invaluable data, not envisaged initially.  This 

also allowed for the comparison of students in Finland as a non-English speaking country to those in 

Australia as an English-speaking country in the data analysis stage. 

 
3.3.4 Semi-Structured Interviews 

The in-depth interviews stage of the research sought to investigate the rationale and motivations 

underpinning the participants’ online practices. This was intended to elicit, from first-hand interactions, 

an understanding of how users’ construct their digital identities and how they reconcile their online and 

offline identities. The choice of semi-structured interviews was made as it would allow me to develop a 

list of questions through which to gain my research data, while still allowing me the flexibility to explore 

new areas and topics which might emerge.  

 

In setting out the research process, I likened this stage of data collection to getting to know a new friend 

more beyond the more superficial first meeting. The interview serves to engender more in-depth 

understanding of the person’s experiences while abroad and their use of social media during this period. 

The interviews ranged in length, with the shortest interview taking 34 minutes while the longest interview 

took 2 hours. At the end of each interview, the participant would add me as a “Friend” on Facebook and 

I would accept their Friend request. 

 

Based on the broad themes identified in the literature review, the interviews were structured to assist 

me, as the researcher, in answering the defined research questions, while addressing their overarching 

concerns. The scope of the interviews was clearly defined within the framework of the participants’ 

practices of content production and consumption on Facebook. A list of predetermined questions was 

constructed to guide the interview, although the semi-structured nature of the interviews allowed me, as 

interviewer, to delve deeper into relevant topics that arose during the interviews. 

 

The interviews in Australia began with the participants providing background information about 

themselves and their experiences studying abroad. This was to ease them into the interviews and also to 

provide a sense of the elements they have defined as key to their identities. The interviews then went 

into detail about their Facebook audiences, Profile Pages and how the participants’ utilised Facebook as 
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a reflection of their social media practices as a whole. The participants were also asked questions on their 

use of social media during their time overseas. Finally, the interviews concluded with broad questions 

about the potential limitations of Facebook, particularly on its use when the students were abroad. 

 

The interviews in Finland followed a similar format. However, one main difference between the semi-

structured interviews conducted in Australia and Finland was that the Finland interviews placed much 

more emphasis of how these students navigated the language barriers, given that most of them were 

unable to speak Finnish. Questions on this topic included details about their experiences as a foreigner 

who was unable to speak the language of the host society, and the use of Facebook to navigate this 

language barrier.  

 

With each interview, extensive interview notes were prepared, not just on what the participant had 

presented, but other incidental information that I felt would contribute to the analysis of their 

experiences, as well as my personal impressions of the participant and the interview process. All of these 

were pertinent and used subsequently to construct the context for understanding the digital identities 

presented through the participants’ Profile Pages and the analysis that follows. Again, returning to the 

approach adopted that mirror the process of friending someone in person, these interviews were set up 

to provide contexts to the individual as though meeting them, before “friending” them on Facebook and 

were necessary as a way to recognise how the nonymous networks on Facebook are anchored by in-

person relationships, and structured by in-person communication and knowledge of individuals. 

 
3.3.5 Facebook Data Collection through Visual Internet Ethnography 

To build up the case studies, a key part of the research involves an analysis on how the participants 

construct their digital identities by studying the presentations of their online profiles through Facebook 

as well as studying their other audience interactions, which collectively contribute to their constructed 

identities. The previous two stages of pre-interview questions and the interviews have already set up the 

context to understanding the information that were posted on Facebook and helped to better understand 

the digital identities created. The interview data was coded according to central themes that emerged in 

conversation. The data from the four different student groups was coded according to themes. Some of 

the most common themes included friendship, connection, identity, studying, belonging and agency. 
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The visual Internet ethnographic data collection process involves meticulous examination of the 

participants’ Facebook pages and carefully examining the types of content uploaded, both textual and 

visual, that had been posted during their time abroad as international students. It is important to note 

that I had also looked at their posts prior to their move overseas as a way to discern if their uploaded 

content, but did not overtly focus on analysing this content. From the content uploaded during their time 

as international students, I was particularly interested in content that addressed elements of either the 

home culture, host culture or both, and how these contents fit into the wider narrative of the digital 

identities created. A large part of work also involves examining the participants’ audiences on the site and 

how they responded to the published content. What was particularly important for the research was how 

Facebook was utilied as a tool to communicate with the respondent’s cross-border and multicultural 

audiences and the manner in which this communication took place. At the end, the process yielded many 

valuable insights on how international students navigated the myriad landscapes of home and host 

cultures on Facebook, bringing forth substantive data to underpin my subsequent analysis.  

 ,  

During the visual examination of the Profile pages, current and past practices were examined to identify 

changes to the participants’ uses of Facebook and to investigate whether the participants were aware of 

these changes, as linked to shifts of their online identities and modifications to the platform affordances. 

These were studied in relation to their migration experiences, primarily to examine the impact of change 

in physical environment on the digital identities formed and the formation process, as another one of the 

key research questions posed in this study.  

 

The visual internet ethnographic data was a little more complicated when it came to coding. Originally, I 

had separated the data according to the type of content - personal reflection, photograph, tagged friends, 

news and so on, however later, I found it necessary to break this data down further to consider which 

audiences the students might be addressing in their uploaded content, particularly considering my focus 

on Facebook as a Third Space between home and host countries. I returned to the data for a deeper 

analysis on which audiences were focused on, coding data according to the intended audiences and the 

indicators that demonstrated the intended audiences. However, most of the content was geared toward 

the wider audience, which is where I came to have a better understanding of how the students looked to 

address multiple audiences simultaneously. I also came to realise that while coding the visual 

ethnographic data was important to understanding commonalities in the students’ uses of Facebook, each 

single post does not exist by itself but is often viewed through the context provided by the profiles 
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themselves.  As such, in terms of the actual process, the main focus was to examine the presentation of 

each participant’s Profile pages as a whole and to look at how the different functionalities of the site were 

utilised to create profiles for communicating with the user’s varied audiences. While the background 

information gained through the semi-structured interviews served to provide a basic understanding of 

the participants, it was also important to look at how the profiles stood alone and created context within 

themselves as a personal representation of the participant’s digital identity.  

 

Ultimately, as shown in the forthcoming Parts II and III, the results of the analysis served to address the 

two primary research questions, and lead to the conceptualisation of Facebook as the Third Space, 

detailed in Chapter 12. This conceptual framing of Facebook, as a ubiquitous social media platform in the 

contemporary era of ICT dominated social landscape, was derived from the juxtapositioning of the data 

derived from this methodological approach against the theoretical formulations and literature presented 

in Chapter 2. In particular, I consciously draw reference from both the neoliberal and cosmopolitan 

perspectives on international student migration to situate the participants’ dominant motivations toward 

overseas studies, as well as Berry’s theory of acculturation and other researchers’ works, to discern the 

potential matches and discords in the real-world environment of international student migration 

experiences. I also extensively examine how the complex processes of identity creation play out in the 

multi-audience environment of Facebook, keeping a look out for evidence of performativity, agency 

exertion, displays of individuality and narrative building. All of these provide rich ground for the analysis 

that follows, as detailed in the forthcoming chapters in Parts II and III of this thesis.     

 

Although Facebook is extensively mentioned here, it is noted that the data work is additionally supported 

by studying WeChat as a supplemental platform, for Chinese international student users who need to use 

this platform for connection with their home countries. As WeChat was not the primary focus of this case 

study, the data collection process was more simplified. While users could search for other users on 

Facebook by name, I added the Chinese international student participants on WeChat by scanning their 

WeChat QR Codes. It must be noted that I already had access to some of their WeChat profiles by 

connecting with them in the recruitment process. However, I ensured that they were aware that I would 

be examining their WeChat profiles, similar to my examination of their Facebook profiles, to focus on 

comparing the types of content they would post on Facebook, as opposed to WeChat. My initial intention 

was to focus on comparing the same experience and how it was presented on WeChat as opposed to 

Facebook, but on further observation, I realised that due to the differences of content posted on WeChat 
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as opposed to Facebook, such a linear comparison was not possible. I further explore the differences in 

content posted to WeChat and to Facebook in the data chapters following this research methodology 

chapter.” 

 

3.4 Ethical Concerns 

Within ethnographic research, researchers must deal with the personal data of participants involved, and 

as such the question of ethics becomes an element which must be seriously addressed. For this research, 

I affirm that ethics approval was obtained from both UWA’s HREC (Human Research Ethics Committee) in 

Australia and Tampere’s Academic Ethics Committee in Finland.  

 

To mitigate any lingering ethical concerns, I ensured that when inviting participants to take part in the 

research, the relevant terms of reference were made clear to all of them.  The participants were also made 

aware that their data would appear under a pseudonym and that they were free to opt out of the study 

at any point of time. They also understood that they should give their consent only if they were willing, 

and should volunteer data only on their own free will. These safeguards were duly recognised by all the 

participants, and none of them opted out of the study after acknowledging them. In any case, for the 

writing of this thesis, I have chosen to use only pseudonyms to represent the participants, as a further 

effort to ensure that their privacy is protected. 

 
3.5 Post-note: Researcher’s Reflections  

As stated earlier, one of the reasons behind the choice of visual internet ethnography as a preferred 

methodology was to enable the researcher to step back from interacting with the participants too 

intensely, and allow for objective visual observation from a distance. I believe this was particularly 

important given my own position as an “international student” as well. Indeed, although I am enrolled as 

a domestic student in Australia, I am in many ways an international student according to the definition 

adopted for this study, having moved back to Perth from Singapore for the purpose of my PhD studies. In 

addition, I shared a cultural background with the Singaporean group of participants in Australia, having 

grown up in Singapore. Also, being able to speak Chinese as a second language also enabled me to 

communicate with the Chinese international student participants in their native language when 

necessary, thus sharing an affinity with them. 
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My international student status in Finland was more clear-cut, as I had no family or cultural ties to the 

country and had moved there temporarily only to conduct research for a fixed period of time. 

Furthermore, as Finland is a non-English speaking country, there was a more distinct divide between local 

and international students, due to the language barriers. Of the international students interviewed in 

Finland, only one was able to speak Finnish, meaning that the rest, including myself as the researcher, 

shared the experience of having to navigate language differences. Concurrently, while English is my first 

language, many of the other international students had additional difficulties as English was their second 

language. Nonetheless, they have to use this as the primary language for communicating with the locals 

in Finland, who themselves have varied English speaking abilities. As such, the diverse nature of cultural 

and linguistic differences, and temporality of the international student community is more starkly evident. 

 

In Australia, I was able to clearly relate to the participants as another international student. As 

international students tended to hang out with one another (the student bubble phenomenon, Chang and 

Gomes 2017), often attending the common social events made available to them, I had met two of the 

participants in separate social occasions prior to the interviews with them. If I could be considered a 

member of these students’ social networks, it became important for me, as a researcher as well as a 

member of their Facebook audience, focus on objective observation, as I am aware that the external 

interaction may unintentionally impact, or deemed to impact, on the analysis of the data findings.  

 

However, even as I took deliberate measures to step back from the participants, it is necessary to note 

that my position as a fellow “international student” actually had a positive impact in the interviews 

conducted. I noticed that the shared experiences of being a foreigner in the host country helped some of 

the international students in opening up as they felt that I understood what they were going through. In 

fact, one of the participants told me that she was initially nervous coming into the interview but eventually 

felt that it had been soothing talking to someone who understood what she was going through. Coming 

from a relatable position had allowed the interviewees to be less self-conscious and reserved during their 

conversations with me, which allowed for deeper and richer data offerings. In addition, another 

participant was forthcoming in expressing a sense of pride in being able to reflect on her experiences and 

how well she had handled her circumstances. I believed that these interviews served as a way or an outlet 

for the participants to reflect on their experiences in the host country. Of course, as the researcher, I was 

also triggered by these interviews to reflect on my own experiences as a foreign student.  
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My intention of recording these reflections is to highlight my concern, as a researcher, that I might 

inadvertently project my own experiences onto these participants, and this is something I have been 

extremely conscious and careful about when conducting this research. Nonetheless, as I conduct more 

interviews, it became more apparent that each international student’s experience is unique, especially 

with their different motivations, social backgrounds, network groups, lived environments and ways of 

connecting to their host society’s culture. While some feelings and experiences were shared, when placed 

in the larger context of how and who the students saw themselves, how they handle their respective 

circumstances, and their relationships to their home and host countries, each experience becomes 

inimitable. On a personal level, this has heightened my own appreciation of the value of this research in 

opening up the opportunity for these participant students to articulate their rich and unique experiences. 
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PART II 
Data Findings on Research Question One 

Mobility and Social Media Interactions 
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Part II: Data Findings for Research Question One 

Mobility and Social Media Interactions 

 

The primary intention of the first research question, to reiterate, is to examine how are international 

students’ migration changes the ways they utilise social media. Essentially, the objective is to investigate 

the relationship between transnational mobility and social media, and to distil the role that social media 

platforms, such as Facebook, play in the process.  Specifically, the research investigates how international 

students use Facebook to navigate the complex socio-cultural landscapes straddling home and host 

environments, through the social media space.  

 

Part II of this thesis presents the ethnographic data that have been collected, that throw light on 

international students’ online interactions and social media practices, as influenced by their mobility. It 

comprises four data chapters, which present the data for the four main groups of international students 

studied in their respective field sites. The data is analysed with reference to the literature review as set 

forth in Chapter 2 and other relevant theories in the field of migration studies and ICT/social media use.  

 
 

Chapter 4: Singaporean Students in Australia 

This chapter presents an internet ethnographic account of the experiences of thirteen Singaporean 

international students living in Australia, to understand the ways in which Facebook is used during their 

stay.  The section focuses on how their social media interactions and practices are impacted by their 

mobility patterns, that is, their transient migration to a new host country environment.   

 

The chapter begins with an overview of the Singaporean students’ study abroad experiences in Australia 

as the social context within which the studied online interactions take place.  This is followed by a 

discussion of the different ways in which these students use Facebook for “friendship purposes” – to 

concurrently maintain their relationships with their friends and family back home, while connecting with 

new friends and forming new relationships in their host country. This chapter also examines the more 

functional purposes that Facebook supports, i.e., as a platform for information and entertainment 

opportunities.  
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In sum, the chapter highlights the duality of relationships conjured in the cross-country cultural 

landscapes occupied by the international students concerned, with the constant balancing between home 

and host being played out in both the online and offline space, as part and parcel of their transient 

migration experience.  

 
4.1 Social Networks of Singaporean Students in Australia 

Delia is a Singaporean undergraduate student doing her Bachelor degree in Psychology in Australia. She 

was excited about moving to Australia and was looking forward to experiencing a different culture. 

Although prior to moving, she was warned by friends that communicating with local students could be 

difficult, Delia did try to make some local friends and to get to know them better when she arrived in 

Australia. However, she had since found this to be challenging, and found herself seeking out Singaporean 

friendships instead:  

 
“Being here for one and a half years now … I naturally just go towards, gravitate towards Singaporeans. I 

mean when we have discussions ...it’s like ohhh, I have to talk to Australians, but I mean that’s fine, I mean 

that’s the whole experience of coming here in the first place” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

While Delia views spending time with Australians as part of the experience of being an international 

student overseas, there is still a preference to spending time with co-nationals. This preference to 

congregate with fellow international students aligns with Gomes et al. (2014, 2015)s’ findings that 

international students tend to inhabit local identity-based communities, as presented in the literature 

review in Chapter 2. They tend to form “bubbles” with other international students that provide them 

with emotional and social, as well as, practical and academic support.  

 

4.1.1 Singaporean Student Bubble 

What Delia said about gravitating to Singaporeans was echoed by the other Singaporean students 

interviewed in this research.  While these students do mingle with other international students from 

different countries as well as locals in Australia, there is evidently an expressed preference toward hanging 

out their Singaporean co-nationals, simply because, they felt “more comfortable” with people from their 

home country.  
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 “… as a Singaporean, of course you want to like keep with the people who make you comfortable. The 

way you speak, the way you interact” (Jonah/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
The experience of being away from home would seem to have triggered the desire to be surrounded by 

co-nationals. The familiarity offered by other Singaporean students in the ways they spoke and acted, and 

the friendships that developed help the students to feel at home, secure and at ease in a foreign country. 

 

 “I think you feel comfortable cause it’s kind of like a piece of home. You feel like pretty much at home 

when you are with other Singaporeans” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

Evidently, the international student bubble phenomenon that was discussed in the literature review is 

quite prevalent amongst Singaporean students. Many revealed that they shy away from locals, due to the 

lack of shared interests. They believed that there is little common ground with the locals and felt a sense 

of belonging with other international students, who seem to be more accessible, given their shared 

experiences. 

 

When it comes to forming friendship, Singaporean international students tend to draw very clear 

distinctions between different groups of friends, consciously differentiating between their interactions 

with local and co-national students.  Many revealed feeling uncomfortable with local students.  

 
“For me, I find it a bit hard to get very personal relationships with the locals… so far of all the Aussie 

friends I have, I only really been quite close with one. So besides that guy, I’m usually very formal, very 

not myself I would say” (Alan/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
While many Singaporean students, like Delia, believed that interacting with the locals was important to 

the cosmopolitan aspiration of their international student experience and indeed do desire to have closer 

local friendships, the reality was that, similar to Alan above, they found their local interactions stilted and 

uncomfortable.  

 

The interviews with the Singaporean international students elicited a marked preference towards 

“hanging out” with co-nationals rather than locals. A large part of this preference seemed to stem from 

an acknowledgement of the commonalities embedded in their shared culture or familiar experiences back 
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home. In the same vein, locals are viewed from a position of “difference” or “otherness”, due to perceived 

social and cultural differences, which are discussed below.   

 
4.1.2 Perceived Cultural Differences 

Delia alluded to cultural differences between her and the local Australian students she encountered, 

which make interactions with them seemingly difficult:   

 
“I really wish I had more Australian friends but I feel that the culture is very different, the way they express 

themselves is very different as well and the way they carry themselves is very different” 

(Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

While Singaporean students have an advantage compared to other international students in that language 

is not a communication barrier, many like Delia still perceive social and cultural differences as a main 

reason that restricted local-international friendships.  

 
“I think I have more in common with international students. Because for locals right, they go through 

different upbringing, their education system might be a bit different as compared to international 

students. Which is why maybe I have more common topics of interest with international students, and I 

can talk more with them and anything” (Jeremy/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
When prompted to articulate what these differences are, Jonah, another Singaporean student, elaborated 

as follows: 

 
“Forgive me if I’m being too stereotypical here, but I guess the Australian culture, compared to the one in 

Singapore is one where they are a bit more liberal? They tend to voice out their own opinions instead of 

keeping it to themselves. So, in the classroom, like in Singapore, usually people just won’t give their own 

opinions and they will only answer if the teacher asks questions. But here, in Australia, they are so quick 

to debate with the teacher without any fear that they will look stupid in front of their class or that they 

will get their own opinions, like taken down by the teacher.  

 

And I guess something else is the drinking and partying culture that they have here in Australia. It’s not 

uncommon for an Australian to just ask like me or another local out for drinks. Just to like relax and pass 

time. Whereas back in Singapore, we wouldn’t really have the time to do this sort of these sorts of things 

because we will be very stretched with academics [study] or working life whatever. 
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 And I guess the last thing is that the sports that they enjoy. So, in Australia they enjoy more of cricket and 

footy. And tennis. And in Singapore is more badminton and soccer and, um what other sports do we play 

in Singapore, yeah. Netball” (Jonah/Singapore/UG/Australia) 

 
Jonah had clearly thought through carefully the multiple social, cultural and life style differences between 

Singaporean and Australian students, which he categorised. Other Singaporean students revealed similar 

sentiments, which led to the preference to spend time with co-nationals or other international students 

instead.  

 
“I don’t really mix around with local students. Because you know [Delia] right? [Delia] and I are both 

psychology students so maybe three, three out of the four units, we are in the same tutorial. So, most of 

the time, we are hanging around and everything so we don’t really talk to like other people. It’s harder to 

make friends and everything” (Jeremy/Singapore/UG/Australia) 

 
Delia and Jeremy were both students in the same course at university, and spent a lot of their time with 

each other. Being comfortable and content in their established friendships meant that there was little 

motivation for them to go out and make new friends.  

 

What is clear from the above observations is that the host country has been viewed or experienced 

through the lenses of a student’s home experience. Students spoke about subjects such as commonalities, 

comfort, familiarity, etc., all of which are with the home country as the reference point. When they spoke 

of cultural differences, they referred to deviations from this reference point - anything that invoked a loss 

of familiarity or led to a sense of discomfort.  

 

International students occupy an intermediate space straddling home and host countries [later discussed 

as the “Third Space” – in Chapter 12], and form social networks with each other, but their real-life 

interactions with the host community appear to be relatively limited. Their perceptions of their “lived 

experiences” are largely shaped from the perspectives of their home experiences. The role of social media 

in shaping these interactions will be further discussed in the ensuing chapters. 
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4.1.3 Negative Experiences with Locals 

Beyond the perceived differences that affected local friendships, some Singaporean students had also 

encountered negative experiences when interacting with the locals in Australia. These experiences made 

them hesitant in building relationships, contributing to the discomfort described by Alan and Delia earlier.  

 

Delia recounted an incident on a bus with a Singaporean friend when an Australian man made fun of her 

friend’s Asian appearance and skin colour. The man had reached out and used his fingers to flick at her 

friend’s head, a sudden and uninvited physical contact that scared Delia and her friend so much that they 

alighted immediately and waited to catch the next bus.  

 

Likewise, Jonah had an incident with a local law enforcement officer that made him very cautious when 

interacting with locals: 

 
“… a very, very stark example that I remember was … I was in the car with my friend and a policeman 

stopped us because there was something wrong with the registration of the car. He came over and he 

explained to us what’s going to happen to the car and everything and we tried to clarify and everything 

and he just shot us down and was like ‘do you even understand English’.  

 

We understood what he said perfectly, we were just trying to clarify some things that he said. And we 

asked him, we asked him what steps should we do from here, regarding the, the Department of Motor 

Vehicle website, like what should we do on the website.  

 

And he just questioned our ability to use smart phones and questioned our abilities, and questioned our 

skills as human beings in general. And mostly it was because we were Chinese” 

(Jonah/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

These incidents, while seemingly isolated, have affected Singaporean students’ sense of security, and 

made them wary when they were alone around locals. For example, after Delia’s encounter on the bus, 

she became a lot more careful when travelling by herself. She understood that it was not fair to use one 

negative experience to make presumptions about Australians as a whole, but nonetheless, had become 

more guarded with her interactions with them: 

 
“From then on, it wasn’t like, I mean I didn’t put a stigma on Australians but you know like Singapore, 

people come from different backgrounds and upbringing…  
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… So actually, since then, I will never go out by myself (laughs). I mean I know it’s quite bad but I just don’t 

feel comfortable. I mean if my friend tells me like to meet at the city at 7, I will still do that but not past 8 

or 9. And if I come back, I will come back before 10. I know it’s drastic measures but yeah. (laughs). 

Actually, that incident happened at like 2 o’clock in the afternoon but I’ve taken precautions after that 

though” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia) 

 
The recounted experiences were varied and involved locals from a wide range of settings – from local law 

enforcement persons, to strangers on the bus – all of which seem to have impeded the formation of local 

friendships. While many other international students discussed language problems living in Australia (see 

Chapter 5), this was not the case with Singaporean students. But from the viewpoint of these students, 

the negative experiences, although few and probably isolated, have contributed to their reluctance to 

engage in local interactions and their dis-inclination to form local friendships, focusing on their 

international student relationships instead.  

 
4.2 Singaporean Students’ Use of Social Media 

To contextualise the use of Facebook as a social media platform by international students, it is first 

necessary to position Facebook alongside the other platforms used by these students. In this regard, it is 

noted that in recent years, other social media sites such as Instagram and Twitter have emerged, which 

have somewhat shifted users’ purposes in Facebook usage. While Facebook use in the past has been 

focussed primarily on content creation in terms of user-uploaded content, this situation has been 

gradually changing:  

 

“I think Facebook has, the kind of progression of Facebook, as well as other social media has strayed 

people away from Facebook. Like last time people used to update their statuses or put more pictures 

because there wasn’t things like Instagram and Twitter. Of course, those platforms opened so people still 

use Facebook but use it for a different purpose” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
With the advent of additional platforms, Singaporean student users have shifted away from regarding 

Facebook as a social media site for everyday status updates, toward more irregular content production. 

In terms of daily use, there seems to be a greater focus on its function for content consumption, rather 

than production:  
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“it’s a very, very good platform for, as in as a social media. It’s a very good platform to keep updated about 

life. And the like, news, the geopolitical news. And the life of your friends and everything” 

(Jonah/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
There seems to be a clear distinction between the various sites and the types of content that is considered 

appropriate for each respective platform - Facebook is now seen to focus more on consumption and 

sharing of content uploaded by other users:  

 
“I realise people don’t really use Facebook to update their lives, it’s more about Instagram right now. In 

the past, people used to have a lot of status posts, status updates up there, but now it’s mostly just watch 

videos, read articles, and share and stuff” (Amanda/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

These trends as observed in the current research are useful to understanding how the various tools of 

different platforms and audiences shape the ways in which different users engage with and within online 

presences. The shifts in social media platforms as a result of international student mobility has been 

referred to in Chang and Gomes’ (2017) account of “digital journeys”, which discusses how the use of and 

reliance on different online sources of information changes in accordance to the environment the users 

are in. These shifts are evident here in the Singaporean international students’ changes to their social 

media usage preferences as a result of their temporary migration.  

 

4.2.1 Making Friends while Abroad  

While many Singaporean students already had support systems and friends’ networks established in their 

home country, moving to Australia meant that they had to put in effort to establish new networks through 

meeting and connecting with new people in the host country. 

 

“I guess the first and main reason would be to establish connections between people” 

(Jonah/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

All the Singaporean students interviewed agreed that it was important to be open to making new friends 

and forming new connections in their host country. But most of them, like Jeremy, described the process 

as “daunting”, even though they viewed it as a necessary part of living overseas as an international 

student.  
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“I think when I come to a new culture then I have to make friends all over again. Like at first, it’s pretty 

daunting but then after a while you realise that everybody is in the same boat. Everybody has to make 

friends so I tried to be friendly and everything” (Jeremy/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

Many international students take to social media, particularly Facebook, to help form these new 

connections, and to continue to keep in touch with the new friends they had made. With Facebook, there 

is an almost immediate response with these online connections, and students were able to follow up on 

the initial meeting to remain connected, either through private chatting or public posts and pictures. In 

response to the question “what are your primary purposes in using Facebook”, Jeremy said:  

 
“… to meet new people… when you first meet someone, and then you want to keep a rapport with them 

or something like that” (Jeremy/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

As discussed earlier, in the offline world, many Singaporean students were more comfortable establishing 

friendships with their co-nationals, as opposed to locals in their host country, although some did indicate 

efforts to get to know their local classmates. In this context, Facebook would seem to offer an alternative 

or additional space to forge these connections with local students: 

 
“[Facebook’s] a very fast platform to connect with people and to establish and maintain relationships with 

people. And in making friends with Australians, Facebook is just that extra platform to strengthen the 

relationship that is already so hard to maintain and establish in the first place” 

(Jonah/Singapore/UG/Australia) 

 

This is evidenced in the Singaporean students’ increased use of Facebook to communicate with Australian 

students. Singaporean students said that they use Facebook because of its relevance to their lives as 

students in Australia: 

 
 “Australians like to use [Facebook] a lot so I have no choice but I have to log in everyday” (Wei 

Rong/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
This sentiment by Wei Rong was echoed by many Singaporean students who said Facebook was necessary 

in Australia to enable them to participate in social activities offered by different clubs and societies. They 

saw joining the relevant Facebook groups as a way to stay updated about the various groups’ activities 

and to participate in these activities. From the interviews, it is apparent that the students viewed 
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Facebook from a practical perspective, that is, to support day-to-day activities, but also to be kept engaged 

so as to enhance their lives in their host country:   

 
“Funnily enough, when I came to Australia, I actually used [Facebook] a bit more. Because in [on-campus 

accommodation], staying on campus, you have a lot of groups that add you, [on-campus accommodation] 

groups, having to be updated with what my floor is doing, people update what meals we are having for 

the week and we just check the menu and stuff like that. So, I would say that it’s changed in a way that I 

use Facebook for more than just connecting with people, I kind of have to use it for practical purposes. 

Like finding out about actual information” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

“I guess when I go here, most of my [Facebook] groups are more like [on-campus accommodation] stuff, 

or OCF stuff, overseas Christian fellowship. Very club-ish sort of things. Like societies” 

(Alan/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

A further advantage of Facebook is that friendships made on the platform could potentially be continued 

even when the students leave for home after their studies. This seems relevant as Singaporean students 

are also quite conscious of the temporal nature of their sojourn in Australia, and the online connections 

made could ultimately have a longer lifespan than the physical ones.  

 
4.2.2 Maintaining home connections 

In the introductory chapter, I highlighted that “[t]he most common internal motivation [for using 

Facebook] was users’ desire to keep in touch with friends” (Wilson, Gosling and Graham, 2012, p.209). 

Indeed, this appears to be the case for Singaporean students, who being away from home, wanted to use 

whatever means available to maintain their family and social relationships back home. The interviews 

revealed that the two primary motivations driving their use of Facebook was to stay connected with their 

close contacts back home and to maintain their weaker friendship ties. The students were unanimous in 

viewing the importance of Facebook for maintaining close ties that are deeply cherished:  

 
“… to maintain those relationships that you have, that you’ve sort of established in the past in the present 

day so that you can keep and cherish those relationships for the future” (Jonah/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

Facebook, with its wide reach and easy accessibility, is also key to maintaining weak ties with wider 

audience groups. For example, Delia who said she had “a thousand friends” on Facebook, was able to 
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maintain contact with this large group, even if it was at a distance, which she would not be able to do 

physically: 

 

“…  I have one thousand friends on Facebook but I don’t talk to [all] of them, usually my immediate circle 

are just a handful of people.  

 

So basically, it’s just like people you just meet, doesn’t have to be close friends or anything like that but 

just knowing that you still exist as a person, I guess. Cause you don’t call your one thousand friends or talk 

to them every day. But like friends from primary school and you kind of know where they are at, whether 

they are in Australia. I mean this is how I found out that a few of my friends actually came overseas. Or 

came to Australia and I knew them back then in primary school” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
Delia highlighted the importance of using Facebook as a primary platform to manage the numerous 

connections she had simultaneously. Given that it is impossible to keep in regular contact with such a 

large number of friends and contacts, Facebook is useful in allowing an ambient awareness of these 

connections (Levordashka and Utz, 2016). This ambient awareness was reflected by Delia who related her 

awareness of her primary school friends coming to Australia as an example of the benefits of maintaining 

connections with weaker ties.  

 

Alan’s experiences also demonstrate how this awareness supports the transition between home and host 

countries. Alan shares his experience of using Facebook not only to ensure that the strong ties already 

made endures while he was overseas, but also, to enable an almost seamless reconnection when he 

returns to Singapore. This sense of continuity where personal conversations can continue uninterrupted 

while the person is physically away was important to international students, and Facebook as an online 

platform is an effective facility to support this: 

 

“I guess with Facebook, the thing is that I’m away from a lot of my closer friends at home. So, the good 

thing is when I see their stuff and what they are posting and occasionally when I post stuff and they 

comment on my stuff, there’s sort of like an interaction, I guess. So, when I actually go back in the summer 

break, there is actually no like fresh new start or ‘oh I haven’t seen you in so long’.  

 

We actually know what’s going on in each other’s lives through Facebook. And sometimes with your closer 

friends and they post something interesting through Facebook that sparks like conversations on other 
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medias like WhatsApp where I can talk to them personally like oh, I saw your Facebook, tell me more sort 

of thing. So, I think Facebook really helped to bridge the gap” (Alan/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
Alan’s continued interaction with his Singaporean audience and the importance he places on maintaining 

his connections with them underscores his consciousness of the temporal nature of his overseas stay. This 

seems to be true with other Singaporean students. Their use of Facebook is important to simultaneously 

allow them address and update a wider audience, while maintaining ongoing personal connections 

through more private conversations and face-to-face connections. They wanted to keep the connections 

alive, whether or not these matter to their distant audiences. 

 
“[Facebook] gives me an insight to their lives, even though they don’t want me to have an insight into 

their lives (laughs). Through their Facebook photos, and through their status updates” 

(Jonah/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
More importantly for some Singaporean students, the use of Facebook is to serve as “a reminder of your 

existence” to this wider audience; they wanted to be remembered.  

 
“I guess for me, I’ll also look at other people’s profiles and be like oh what is this person up to and you 

kind of know ‘cause of the school change and all that and I guess other people will do the same for me. 

Like my friends in Singapore as well, like they are in Singapore and I am here. So, something funny will 

remind them of me and they will just tag me. So, in a way, I think it’s nice to be remembered” 

(Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
Facebook is thus seen to allow its users to keep tabs on their wider but relatively weaker ties, and ensure 

that the connection remains open even though it might not lead to any further conversations. For 

international students, it is an important tool to remind others of their presence, and to ensure that for 

both close and more distant ties, physical distance would not be an obstacle to valued relationships.  

 
4.2.3 Facebook as Information Source  

Another area that saw changes to Singaporean students’ use of social media was the increased 

importance placed on Facebook as a platform for news and for information from both home and host 

countries. 
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“I use Facebook for more than just connecting with people, I kind of have to use it for practical purposes. 

Like finding out about actual information” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

On a routine basis, many Singaporean students used Facebook as a convenient source to get an overview 

of current news as well as particular news they are interested in from specific news sites. The advantage 

of Facebook is the immediacy of its Newfeed and the constant updates available. Facebook’s Newsfeed 

consolidates information and updates from various Pages, Friends and Groups into a single page that users 

can scroll through:  

 
“When I first sign in then there’s the Newsfeed then I’ll just scroll through randomly” 

(Jeremy/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

As the news is interwoven with other Facebook updates in a single reel of information, the Newsfeed 

feature makes Facebook a convenient single stop for all kinds of information. Rather than going to 

different news sites to seek out information, it was possible to get both informational and social content 

on a single platform: 

 

“There are many news pages that you can like so whenever there are news, it will instantly pop up on 

your Facebook newsfeed. So, it’s instantaneous, you don’t have to go to a specific website to look up the 

news. Real news in real time, for example for the election and all those. Sometimes you find that Facebook 

gives faster predictions than the actual news website” (Wei Rong/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
Singaporean students, in particular, use Facebook as a way to keep up with the news from home.    

 
“I actually think that when I was in Singapore, I didn’t use it as much as I use it now…. maybe in Singapore, 

I used it once a month kind of thing. So, I use it even more now. Just to keep an eye of what happening in 

Singapore” (Jeremy/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
As all the content can be viewed on a single platform, Singaporean students tended to scroll through the 

Newsfeed to get an overview of what was going on back home and click on what they needed to know 

more.  For example, Delia followed the Straits Times, the main Singapore news site on Facebook, and if 

she is interested in the content, she simply follows the link to the original news article to get the 

information needed: 
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“I will go on [Facebook] every day and I will just scroll through and watch videos, and it’s kind of like my, 

my newspaper kind of thing, ‘cause I get to know what is happening but in a way, it’s not as serious and 

it’s more… like I get updated from the Straits Times from there. So I can hear like news and then if I’m 

interested in an article, I will just click on it” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

In addition, students were also able to stay updated with the news shared by their groups of friends on 

Facebook. They could rely on their friends back home to keep them updated on happenings in Singapore 

and the Southeast Asia region. Concurrently, although their Australian friends may be limited in numbers 

and the connections weaker, having them as Friends on Facebook means that Singaporean students were 

also able to access content pertaining to their host country, such as those on politics and local social issues 

uploaded by the local students: 

 
“It’s the informative side. I think 70 or 80 percent of my friends are from Singapore so most of the news I 

receive from Facebook is Singapore-related or news about Southeast Asia. So, um it kind of reminds me 

of what is going on back home.  

 

But some of my Australian friends also post stuff about the politics [here] and the social issues that go on 

in [Australia] as well. And that also keeps me updated. I get both” (Jonah/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
As foreign students, the Singaporeans found that staying updated with both home and host country news 

is important as the on-going situations in both countries affect them. Wei Rong gave the example of 

finding out that the Australian citizenship requirements had changed through his Newsfeed on Facebook:  

 
“How I’ve changed is that I read Australia news more. I’m more aware of what is happening in Australia. 

For example, the recent citizenship test changed. They were making it harder to become a citizen or 

something like that. I learnt of that through Facebook. So that is one of the ways through which Facebook 

is informative I would say” (Wei Rong/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

Beyond getting news, Singaporean students in Australia also found Facebook useful to stay updated with 

social trends and leisure activities, in both home and host countries:  

 
“In general, I follow some Singapore page so it kind of updates me on the new trends in Singapore. I don’t 

even remember what I follow and what I like. I just go through and see stuff. I see things I can do in 

[Australia], things I can do in Singapore. It’s more just like whatever comes then I just take note. I think 
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the only the thing that will help me when I go back is just keep up to date with what’s happening in 

Singapore” (Amanda/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
Students like Amanda saw this role of Facebook as relevant so she can stay updated about activities that 

are of interest to her. Being away from home, she wants to make sure that she does not to miss out on 

interesting activities and latest offerings that she can engage in when she returns home. At the same time, 

she also wanted to be fully aware of the opportunities for participation and engagement in her host 

country: 

 

“I mostly use Facebook like when I see videos and stuff, when it’s about food I will save the link and keep 

the recipe so I can use it for the future. Let’s say I see an interesting article; I cannot really think of any 

right now. Like psychology or places to go in [Australia], I’ll save the link and write stuff down like where 

to go next and stuff. So, it’s more like looking for things to do. Looking for stuff in general” 

(Amanda/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 
4.3 Concluding Observations 

This chapter reported on the varied and interesting ethnographic data on the Singaporean students’ social 

networks and their use of social media, as affected by their transient move to Australia as international 

students.  

 

In Australia, although language is not a barrier for Singaporean students, they still tend to find comfort in 

the company of fellow Singaporeans, due to perceived cultural differences and a sense of discomfort and 

insecurity with locals. Many, nonetheless, do make attempts to engage with the host community, albeit 

usually at a more superficial level, as they believed that interacting with the local community is a key 

aspect of the overseas experience. Social media is used extensively for this purpose. This behaviour aligns 

with the body of literature that highlights the role of student mobility in fostering cosmopolitan identities 

or perspectives (Arkoudis et al., 2019). However, the lack of shared interests and experiences was seen as 

an obstacle to making and building local friendships. In addition, some students had negative experiences 

which made them hesitant to pursue local friendships. This is also borne out by migration research which 

has mostly shown that international students are often disconnected from their host culture and society, 

with local-international friendships proving to be uncommon (Gomes, Berry, Alzougal and Chang, 2015; 

Baldassar and McKenzie, 2016). Specifically, McKenzie and Baldassar’s work (2016) highlights the subject 

of “missing friendships” between local and international students, and, in my research, the accounts 
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presented by Singaporean students support their observations. In this regard, the experiences presented 

by the students could also be argued to affirm the limitations of Berry’s model (1997) in positioning 

integration as the common goal or ideal state, because these international students consciously make 

decisions to remain in their closed networks. Their co-national and international student networks served 

as their primary source of support, due to commonalities they found in their social and cultural 

backgrounds. The importance of these international student networks has been highlighted in Chang and 

Gomes’ work (2017), which define these networks as “community of need while in transience”, and is 

emphasised here again. 

 

For Singaporean students, Facebook is an important space for maintaining connections with their home 

country. They use the platform extensively to preserve friendships and family ties, evidently recognising 

the temporality of their sojourn in Australia as students. This awareness is evident in their active use of 

the social media platform to link up with friends and family back home, to ensure continuity of cherished 

relationships, when they reach out to them in-person during their trips home in-between their periods of 

study and when they complete their studies. Concurrently, Facebook has also enabled them to maintain 

and extend the reach of their weaker relationships with acquaintances and distant friends, as well as the 

local host society audiences.  Indeed, many students use Facebook to make new friends in the host 

country and also sought to maintain these friendships, something that they were hesitant to do voluntarily 

in the offline environment. In this regard, Facebook has a positive contribution, enabling the students to 

overcome some of the obstacles to local-international friendships as recounted earlier. From the study, it 

is not conclusive if the strong online home connections have adversely affected the motivation to form 

local friendships, as shown in other studies (for example, Kim, et al (2009) and Hotta and Ting-Toomey, 

2013). Nonetheless, it can be concluded that the contribution of Facebook as a social media platform, to 

overcoming the obstacles of distance and time, has been overall positive.  

 

One key contribution of this thesis is highlighting Facebook as a convenient source for condensed 

information pertaining to both home and host countries for Singaporean students. The value of Facebook 

is such that while enabling students to keep up with current news from home, students were also exposed 

to news and information in their host country. In addition, they are able to gain access to information 

pertaining to institutional matters that are essential to them as foreign students, as well as those on social, 

cultural and leisure activities in the local community. In this way, social media has helped them, as 

international students, to navigate the complexities of living in a foreign country, with its myriad of 
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regulatory and institutional networks, as well as making available opportunities for social and cultural 

enrichment while living in their host country. However, aligning to the temporal nature of their stays 

abroad, social media also aided them in their efforts to remain connected to and updated with news back 

home, to prepare them for their eventual return to their home country. 

 

In sum, for Singaporean students, Facebook can be seen as a key support tool in their overseas experience, 

in terms of maintaining familiar relationships at home, providing informational news and support about 

their home and their host countries that assist and enrich their student lives, and to a lesser extent, 

availing to them another avenue to build local friendships. This multifunctional role of Facebook, 

particularly in bridging connections and engagement with both home and host cultures is key to the 

characterisation of Facebook as “the Third Space”, which is explored in Chapter 12.  
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Chapter 5: Chinese Students in Australia 

 

This chapter documents the internet ethnographic findings from the research on Chinese international 

students in Australia. It examines the experiences of twelve Chinese students to provide an understanding 

of the ways in which these students navigate the local host social environment and how they use Facebook 

as a social media platform. Similar to Chapter 4, this data chapter addresses the question “How are 

international students’ online interactions and social media practices affected by their mobility, i.e., their 

transient move to Australia as international students?”.  

 

Mirroring the earlier chapter on Singaporean students, the chapter begins by presenting an overview of 

the social networks of Chinese international students in Australia to provide the real world social context. 

Following this, I present a substantive documentation of the discussion pertaining to their social media 

interactions, primarily looking at how Facebook supports the formation of new connections in the host 

country. The discussion is complemented by a discussion of how WeChat is used as an additional platform 

to support these Chinese international students in the maintenance of relationships with their home 

country.  The chapter will also present Facebook’s role as a source of information and news for these 

students, to enable them to better engage with the local Australian culture.  

 
5.1 Social Networks of Chinese Students in Australia 

Debbie, a Chinese international student, similar to Delia, the Singaporean student introduced in Chapter 

4, was initially excited about moving to Australia and about making friends with the locals. The idea of 

“[going] out to study, to see another country” and “to see a different culture” as Debbie described, was 

seen as a new and exciting experience. However, during the interview, Debbie related how she felt in her 

host country, describing the feeling as being “locked in a circle”; her current social circle was limited to 

mainly international students, mostly Chinese, with a few from countries such as Singapore and Malaysia:  

 
“So, it’s to see a different culture but I think I failed to that. ‘Cause actually I didn’t make a lot of local 

friends, most of my friends are from same culture, from China, Malaysia, Singapore yeah. Little bit 

different but it’s not much different, I think. Because I just lock myself in a circle, in an Asian circle. Yeahhh 

(laughs)” (Debbie/China/UG/Australia).  
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This feeling was also recounted by many of the other Chinese international students interviewed, who 

discussed how their main interactions took place in their narrowly defined international student bubble, 

with very limited exposure to the host culture:  

 
“… actually, I’m not really get into the Australian culture now because I think most of my friends are Asians 

or Chinese. So, I don’t really hang out with locals. So, I think I’m still in the Chinese culture now in 

Australia” (Emily/China/UG/Australia). 

 

From Debbie’s experience, we see that there was an initial desire or attempt to engage with the local 

culture, but was unable to do so. It would have been convenient to label this experience from the 

perspective of “failure” as defined in traditional migration literature. But, as already observed by many 

researchers, this is a limited perspective (Page and Chahboun, 2019).  Debbie’s nonchalant laughter was 

telling in her acceptance of the situation. In the following sections, I will unpack the common themes in 

the data that represent underlying issues including a lack of common interests with local students, the 

language barrier and perceived cultural intolerance, that have contributed the desire of these 

international students to stay in their co-national and international student bubbles. The findings highlight 

the agency exerted by these international students as seen in the choices they made to remain in these 

bubbles – Debbie locks herself in this circle. This exerted agency emphasises the need to re-frame the 

expectations from international student migration, and underlines the importance of letting the students 

have a voice in contextualizing their needs and desires in relation to their own unique experiences as 

international students.  

 

5.1.1 Lack of Common Interests 

In the interviews, the Chinese students highlighted the main reasons that had contributed to the missing 

friendships with local Australian students. Primarily, many of them felt that they lacked common topics 

for communication with the local students. They felt “panicky” and unsure of how to speak with these 

students:  

 
“I still feel a little lonely, ‘cause the Asian cultural background is so different with here. Sometimes when 

I’m chatting with [the locals], I’m like ‘what should I say?’; ‘what should I talk about’ (laughs)” 

(Charmaine/China/UG/Australia). 
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There was an apparent feeling of inadequacy and lack of confidence to communicate with the local 

students. The Chinese students were unsure of what topics were appropriate and felt that there was a 

difference in the subjects of interest; they were worried about their lack of familiarity with Australian 

culture: 

 
“I don’t know if I’m doing something normally, maybe I will do something odd. Because I don’t know the 

difference in the cultural rules here” (Charmaine/China/UG/Australia).  

 

When probed on the specifics of these cultural differences that had created the social chasm between 

them and local students, Debbie said:   

 
 “… the culture is different. We cannot laugh together. Just like maybe local students look at one things 

and laugh at jokes, but I don’t know anything. I just feel like I don’t belong to this group” 

(Debbie/China/UG/Australia).  

 

The sense of awkwardness and lacking of ease with locals led many of the Chinese students to retreat into 

the safe environment of familiarity with their co-nationals and other international students. It is 

convenient to regard this retreat as “failure” in terms of integration, but the reality is that the students 

saw the shared or common status they had with other international students as foreigners in a new place 

as providing them with the comfort needed, and so chose to forge friendships with them, rather than with 

the local students:   

 
“But for the other people like the immigration student, I will have a good relation with them, just like the 

Chinese people. Maybe it’s because we have the same experience that we are not the Australian local, 

this is the reason we have more common thing and we can share more about that thing I think. So yeah” 

(Peng/China/UG/Australia).  

 

These students felt comfortable in and with the “good relation[s]” that they had formed with co-nationals 

and the other international students, and accepted their lack of a sense of belonging with local groups as 

inevitable, given the difficulties encountered. Essentially, their choice to remain within the international 

and co-student networks was largely due to the language barrier that existed between them and local 

students, which contributed to their self-consciousness when interacting with them. 
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5.1.2 Language Barrier and Self-Consciousness 

English is a second language for the Chinese international students. As a requirement, International 

students are expected to maintain a certain level of English proficiency, but while these Chinese students 

managed reasonably well in their studies, many of them, as non-native English speakers, struggled with 

keeping up with the locals in day-to-day interactions. Some of the Chinese students said that the locals 

“spoke too fast” and they had difficulty trying to catch up or understand what was being said:  

 
 “I think the culture, like Chinese culture is quite different from Australia culture and just like I said, I have 

language problems so sometimes I cannot catch up with what locals say…” (Emily/China/UG/Australia).  

 

These communication difficulties were aggravated by the students’ self-consciousness and to some 

extent, pride. This could also be attributed to the Chinese concept of “face” (面子 or miànzi), which refers 

to a cultural understanding of respect, honour and social standing; and actions or words that may cause 

one to “lose face”, would mean something that gives rise to embarrassment, affecting one’s standing in 

the eyes of the other.  

 
“… when I talk with the local students, sometimes I can’t understand what they say. And if I ask them to 

repeat again and again and again, that would be so boring for friends, you know. And mostly, I don’t want 

to, how you say, waste other’s times” (Debbie/China/UG/Australia). 

 

“But sometimes I cannot maybe understand some person’s pronunciation so it’s a little bit embarrass for 

me” (YiLing/China/UG/Australia). 

 
The Chinese students’ nervousness about speaking English drove them to keep to their co-national friends 

and other international groups who speak Mandarin. For groups that did not speak Mandarin, the Chinese 

students said they use body language or simplified English phrases to communicate:  

 
“… and it’s much easier for me to talk to Chinese or international students. Because the international 

students I know are not really good at English either. So sometimes, we use body language and they speak 

not really fast and use some simple vocabulary or words that I can understand. So that’s why I always 

hang out with Chinese or international students instead of locals” (Emily/China/UG/Australia). 

  

For the Chinese students, these other international students were understood to share the experiences 

of struggling with language difficulties, and it was easier to communicate with them on the basis of this 
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shared experience of “struggle”, making them less self-conscious and more willing to open up. It could be 

read that the commonality and shared experience with other international students as foreigners in a 

strange new land had a positive side to it. It enabled these students to build supportive relationships that 

ease their adjustment into life in the host country. While their “student bubble” is sometimes framed 

negatively in terms of the reduced motivation to move out of their comfort zone, their account of the 

experience strongly demonstrated the value of having a space where they were comfortable and felt 

supported.  

 
5.1.3 Perceived Cultural Intolerance  

A third factor alluded to by the Chinese students that deters them from seeking local engagement or 

friendships was the negative experiences some had as foreigners in Australia. Emily, for example, referred 

to an incident that happened to her and her friends in the games room in college, when a drunk local 

person heckled them about their foreign status:  

 
“… last time I was living in the college and we were using in the game room. I think it was like ten people 

from China and one local was get drunk and they wanted to use the game room and was like oh you do 

not have Australian passports, how can you like stay here” (Emily/China/UG/Australia).  

 
Similarly, Jiemin spoke about how a staff member of her residential college had harassed her and her 

friends, making derogatory remarks about their food and hygiene habits:  

 
“… when I using public kitchen here [in the residential college] with some of my other Chinese friends, we 

went on to cook some Chinese foods. Someone, I think must be staff [at the residential college], she 

crashed in and said “Oh disgusting disgusting” and walked around and kicked our books and go away. I 

didn’t know what she want to express ‘cause we usually clean it very perfect after we leave there. What 

she perform was really rude. It makes people upset” (Jiemin/China/UG/Australia).  

 

A few other Chinese students also related unpleasant incidents that made them feel unwelcomed in 

Australia.  Debbie said she has been told to “go back” to her own country:  

 
“When I arrive here, I think it’s so cute (laughs). I mean, I am so, I love to communicate with others. 

Actually, I think a lot of Chinese students come here and love to communicate with others to practice 

their own English. But you know some news, or when you walk on the street, several people say, go back 

your own country. Then I become, don’t want to talk to local. Also, I think those people are [not the 
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majority of locals] but I just feel like it’s not my own country and this country, this country did not welcome 

you” (Debbie/China/UG/Australia).  

 
From the interviews, there was a constant refrain from the Chinese students that they were themselves 

somewhat disappointed that they were not able to communicate well in English and form worthwhile 

local friendships.  It was not very clear what efforts they had put in to improve the situation, but it was 

clear that many of them were deterred by negative encounters and thus chose to remain in the familiar 

zone of their international student bubble. However, it is also important to note that these students are 

very aware of the temporality of their overseas stay, and this shapes their individual decision on the level 

of interaction and engagement that they wish to pursue with the local community.  

 
5.1.4 Motivations and Temporality of Residence 

The Chinese international students were particularly conscious that a major reason behind their move to 

Australia was to pursue a degree and ultimately improve their job prospects back home. Primarily, most 

want to do well in their studies, and did not want to be distracted by other activities. Indeed, some 

perceived a difference between themselves and local students in terms of the motivation toward 

academic work; a finding that has been raised in previous international student literature:  

 
“I think the most cultural difference is that in China, even in college, people are more focused on their 

studies, not social activities, not other things. I think focus, also they [referring to local students] focus on 

studies. But also, they focus on some social activities. So, this is also the important part of their life” 

(Charmaine/China/UG/Australia).  

 
These students saw their priority as to do well in their studies in order to return to better job prospects in 

China: 

 
 “I know I go back to China, so I will plan all the things, like how I find a job in China. Cause I think finding 

job in China and finding job in Australia are very different. So, if I know I need to go, I mean, I just care 

about my studies and just care about my scores” (Emily/China/UG/Australia).  

 

It would appear that there are several motivational factors at play here. While negative experiences evoke 

a retreating response, pushing these students to find refuge in the secure environment of their own 

friends, there was concurrently a pull back on the part of the students themselves from what may be seen 
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to be unwelcome distraction from their studies.  Many just wanted to complete their degrees quickly and 

return home; they did not feel that they belong in the host country: 

 
 “Just because everybody is thinking ‘going back to China’. Like for example most of my friends who 

graduate last semester just like leave. Most of them went back to China. And they just don’t want to stay 

here. They just get the certificate and then go back. That’s all what they want. So, we don’t really belong 

to Australia. We just want to get the certificate and then go back” (Emily/China/UG/Australia). 

 
The strong personal motivation and drive of the Chinese students gave them a deep sense of purpose 

while in Australia and this framed their lives in the host country. They have a clear focus toward their 

desired goals. This behaviour aligns closely with the neoliberal perspective of international student 

mobility, as outlined in the literature review. However, when I examine the statements made by these 

students, I note that some of them, such as Debbie, alluded to an initial desire to “hang out” with local 

students. Many expressed that they also valued the cultural aspects of studying abroad. Their experiences 

as recounted in this research, and the choice made in terms of a preference to stick with the international 

community as opposed to local immersion, demonstrate the psychological and behavioural complexities 

involved. The accounts highlight, once again, the importance of allowing these students’ voices to speak 

for themselves, each according to his/her own unique circumstances and self-aspirations. Their individual 

approaches to their unique international student experiences will be explored in greater detail in later 

parts of this thesis, with particular reference to their use of social media to navigate the social cultural 

landscapes encountered in their time abroad. 

 
5.2 Chinese Students in Australia and Use of Facebook and WeChat 

5.2.1 Use of Facebook 

For many Chinese students, Facebook is a relatively new and less familiar social media platform. Most 

encounter or start using it only when they move to Australia for overseas studies. This is because Facebook 

has been banned by the Chinese government and most Chinese nationals use WeChat instead. Jiemin, for 

example, had a Facebook account while in China, which she accessed via a VPN (Virtual Private Network) 

connection, due to the ban. However, she had not used the platform much, and had lost her password, 

prompting her set up a new account when she arrived in Australia, similar to many other Chinese students. 

Jiemin set up her Facebook account on the first day itself, very quickly recognising its importance to her 

life in Australia: 
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 “… cause everyone use it so if you don’t use it, you lose out a lot of information” 

(Jiemin/China/UG/Australia).  

 

Emily also set up her account on the first day of her arrival, because she knew that Facebook was popular 

in Australia and wanted to use it to keep updated with what is going on in her host country:   

 
“I think Facebook is quite popular in Australia and ‘cause I live in the dorm, people would like to use the 

Facebook group to post something, like the events or the kind of things you can choose go or not going. 

That’s why I use Facebook” (Emily/China/UG/Australia). 

 

It is clear that many Chinese international students saw Facebook as an indispensable part of living in 

Australia, particularly given the limitations of WeChat, which primarily focuses on Chinese social life, thus 

limiting the type of content available to them: 

 
 “WeChat is more about Chinese things, and Facebook is all about around the world, you know?” 

(Emily/China/UG/Australia).  

 
With the Chinese international students’ relatively weak local friendships, as documented earlier, 

Facebook has become a very useful tool through which these students could link to Australian culture 

without the related offline relationships: 

 
“I think that [Facebook] is the direct way for us to learn more about what is the locals think, what the local 

people do. If I want to join the maybe the social environment, I need to adjust myself maybe to the same 

social media here” (YiLing/China/UG/Australia).  

 

The shift to adopting of Facebook as a platform for communication by the Chinese students is reminiscent 

of Chang and Gomes’ (2017) characterisation of “digital journeys”, where the use of and reliance on 

different online sources of information changes in accordance to the user’s environment. This is summed 

up in the following reflection by Katie: 

 

“I think my habit for using social media has changed a bit ever since I moved to [Australia]” 

(Katie/China/UG/Australia).  
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The shift also reflects on the pragmatism of the Chinese students, who very quickly saw the value of 

Facebook in creating a space where they can receive help and information, and at the same time, connect 

to other users, especially in the light of the language problems they encountered in offline interactions. 

Particularly telling was Emily’s statement that “WeChat is more about Chinese things, and Facebook is all 

about …  the world …”, which reflects an acknowledgement of the need to keep up with social and cultural 

trends, that are relevant to the new physical environments that they were engaged in.    

 

5.2.2 Use of WeChat 

Although many Chinese students recognised the pervasiveness of Facebook use in Australia, they 

continued to use WeChat as well during their time abroad. WeChat had already had an established place 

in their lives, as they have been using it when they were back in China. As highlighted by Kim and Chang 

(2021), the significant effort to learn other social media platforms and the lack of familiarity with other 

platforms, were factors that affected the Chinese students’ continued use of WeChat. Besides, many of 

these students live in their “student bubbles’ which are mainly formed by co-nationals, for whom WeChat 

is a primary tool for communication. “[T]here were benefits for Chinese international students to utilise 

WeChat for their studies more comfortably than other SNS because WeChat was the largest platform in 

the Chinese community and easy to connect with other Chinese students in Australia” (Kim and Chang, 

2021, pp.225-226):  

 
 “In Australia, I got more [Chinese and international] friends, and they all have WeChat and I need to more 

chatting in WeChat so I use WeChat for more time” (Charmaine/China/UG/Australia).  

 
These Chinese international students also trusted WeChat more than Facebook, knowing that audience 

would be users from the same culture:   

 
“I use WeChat more cause WeChat I can rant on that. WeChat I can ask friends to help on WeChat. 

Actually, Facebook also can do this but it’s more about like trust. WeChat always have, we come from 

same culture. And I just more trust the people from WeChat. I think Facebook can do the same function 

that WeChat can help me. But I prefer to use WeChat, maybe just cause habit? The main two reason one 

is about habit, one is about same culture. That is very important” (Debbie/China/UG/Australia).  

 

In addition, a few of the students struggled in learning to use Facebook as they were unfamiliar with the 

functionalities, and did not want to spend time learning how to navigate it:   
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“At first I cannot get used to [Facebook] so I just try to learn it (laughs)” (Jiemin/China/UG/Australia). 

I think I don’t want to use time to explore Facebook just because the app from China can already fulfil my 

requirement” (Debbie/China/UG/Australia). 

 
In sum, within the Chinese international student community, WeChat has always been widely regarded 

as essential for communication with co-nationals, and friends and family back home. However, as the 

students settled into Australia, their digital journey evolved as they began to embrace Facebook as 

another communication platform, given its popularity amongst the locals. This adaptative behaviour, 

where the students shift their social media use according to the platform’s ability to meet their specific 

needs, has been discussed in Katz, Haas and Gurevitch’s (1974) Uses and Gratifications Theory, which 

alluded to how media consumption is actively tailored according to the individuals’ personal needs. This 

theoretical reference point will be further explored in Chapter 12, when the final analysis of the 

consolidated findings from the research is undertaken. The next section would discuss how their uses of 

social media has also been shaped by their respective international student experience, such as through 

their newfound need to meet local friends. 

 

5.3 Connecting Through Social media 

5.3.1 Facebook: Making Friends Locally 

Chinese international students struggled with making local friends in Australia, and mainly stick within 

their co-national and Asian students circles where WeChat has remained the primary communication 

platform for day-to-day interactions. Their Facebook use has been mostly for making connections with 

local residents and other international students where necessary:   

 
“…  sometimes I will use Facebook, because in Australia most people use Facebook and if I want to connect 

with some local people or some people from any other country, I will use Facebook” 

(Jiemin/China/UG/Australia).  

 
In comparison to WeChat, the interaction on Facebook seems to be less regular and intense:  

 
“I meet friends from [residential college]. They are foreigners from many different countries. One is from 

Japan, some from Malaysia or America. I am not so familiar with them but sometimes I check with them 

with Facebook” (Jiemin/China/UG/Australia).  
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This less extensive use of Facebook contrasts with Singaporean international students, who were 

relatively more active in using Facebook to make local friends and to sustain these new friendships, as 

documented in the previous chapter.  Chinese students appeared to more hesitant to opening up, and did 

not seem to like the idea of “adding people” or “being added” by others as “friend”. They also seemed to 

be cautious about some of Facebook’s privacy settings, and they were concerned that their content could 

be too easily accessible to other viewers. Yiling, for example, expressed a “strong dislike” that her Profile 

could be seen by anyone who knew her Facebook name. On Facebook, some of her friend’s friends had 

added her, which she felt uncomfortable with:  

 
“Maybe for me, I don’t choose to hang out with the people I don’t know. Maybe for me, some friend’s 

friend’s friend will add me... I don’t like that. ‘Cause maybe the person I don’t know. They can add me if 

they see [my profile on Facebook], they can add. But maybe I think it’s not secret [on Facebook]” 

(YiLing/China/UG/Australia).  

 
In sum, the impression is that the Facebook communications of Chinese students did not have the level 

of intensity or genuineness as might be expected as one with good friends. It appeared superficial 

compared to their interaction on WeChat, which is evident in later sections. However, Facebook remained 

a necessary tool for them to connect with their contacts in Australia, and was important to support and 

facilitate their lives as students in the country: 

 
“This semester, I add my same class friends on Facebook and later, we plan to go to the tutorial together” 

(YiLing/China/UG/Australia). 

 
“Some of my international friends here use Facebook Messenger to chat with each other so I need it” 

(YiLing/China/UG/Australia).  

 
With regard to the social aspects of Facebook, Chinese students said that they enjoyed looking at their 

friends’ posts on social media and regard the platform as a way of finding out what other international 

students are doing:  

 
 “On Facebook, you can also see people’s lives. Like some of my friends are international students and 

they post it on Facebook” (Emily/China/UG/Australia). 
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Again, it can be seen that the focus was on their interest in other international students, rather than 

building up local friendships. This contrasts with their attitudes towards WeChat, which is deeply valued 

as a tool to communicate with their friends and family back home.     

 
5.3.2 WeChat: Maintaining connections with home 

Many Chinese students regarded WeChat as the primary platform for connecting with their friends and 

family back home. 

 
“WeChat is more like focus on your actual friends, not your international friends” 

(Debbie/China/UG/Australia). (author’s emphasis).    

 

The term “actual” was quite telling, with undertones that the international friendships made while 

overseas were not real, or regarded as merely superficial. This is also evident in the preceding discussion. 

On the other hand, the students spoke of WeChat, which they use frequently for private messaging and 

video call, very differently:  

 
“My mom, of course, she doesn’t know how to use Facebook, and my grandparents and they miss me so 

much. I usually get in touch with them three or four times a week and video chat [on WeChat], and that’s 

really meaningful I think” (Jiemin/China/UG/Australia). 

 

The statement here is very personal, with emotive words and phrases such as “miss me so much”.  This 

was observable in the students’ use of Moments on the WeChat platform, which they use frequently to 

update their friends and family at home, not just on significant events and happenings, but also on their 

daily activities.  

 
“I just share the life moments, on the other hand, to make my mom think I live better, live good for myself. 

Also, I alone in Australia but I still live quite good. Like show my experience to my mom to let her, how to 

say, don’t worry? Don’t worry” (Katie/China/UG/Australia).  

 
This quote from Katie showed how intimate these conversations were; they were intensely personal, 

expressing the deep emotional bonds between the student and her mother, and demonstrating the role 

of social media in upholding these bonds.  
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Chinese students also saw their posts on WeChat as a way of maintaining the ongoing interest in each 

other’s lives while they were overseas. Emily, for example, used WeChat to start and sustain conversations 

with her friends back in China:  

 
“… if you post it on WeChat, if they are interested, they will just comment. That you will know that they 

are interested in this topic. Then they can keep talking to you. That’s why I keep posting on WeChat. On 

WeChat, I think I have more friends, they more care about my like life? But if I post it on Facebook, I 

cannot get a lot of response” (Emily/China/UG/Australia).   

 
The posts on WeChat were not just about connecting, but also represents Emily’s way of seeking 

assurance that her contacts cared for her, and have not forgotten her, despite her being away. The 

Moments which she posted were intended to draw them into conversation, in order to keep the 

communication channel open, and ultimately sustaining her deep and cherished relationships:  

 
“… when your friends know what you are doing, that means they know you more. Because you are not 

with them you know, you study overseas. How can they know you more deeply? They see your WeChat 

posts and when they know what you are doing, they have the topic to talk to you. Otherwise, what can 

you talk? Like ask them what did you eat today or what you are doing now? But if you post something 

then they will know oh you are interested in that. Then we have more topics to talk about” 

(Emily/China/UG/Australia).  

 
With this mediating role, WeChat occupied a very valuable place in the students’ lives, in providing them 

with the much needed mental and psychological support they missed because they were away from 

friends and family. On the other hand, Facebook was still regarded as important, to connect with 

international and local students, as discussed above, as well as in its role as a source of information to 

support their lives in their host country.  

 
5.4 Facebook as an Information Source  

5.4.1 Study-related Information  

Within their host country, Chinese international students use Facebook, rather than WeChat, as a source 

for local information. While many of the students were part of groups set up on WeChat, they found the 

information from this platform to be limited, and centred around the Chinese social life, culture and their 

communities: 
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“For WeChat, it’s more of a closed circle, so you don’t get access to more things which is kind of a 

disadvantage about that” (Katie/China/UG/Australia).  

 

Facebook, on the other hand, was seen as the perfect platform to get a wider range of information, 

particularly, information pertaining to academic life. Australian institutions usually circulate information 

by email, and many Chinese international students who were used to getting information from social 

media platforms such as WeChat, were not in the habit of checking their Inboxes regularly, which meant 

that they often missed out on essential information from their university:  

 
“…before my university, when I was a high school student, or even smaller, I just use WeChat or QQ like 

that. All information is from social media and TV. But when I go to Australia, I did not see the TV. So, it’s 

just…. Maybe [my university] try to give me the information but I just not get it” 

(Debbie/China/UG/Australia).  

 

Students like Debbie soon realised that Facebook is an important source of information from the 

university, which may include content pertaining to their coursework, announcements of university 

policies, events, etc. With Facebook, students may obtain the relevant information first through their 

friends before trying to get to the original source:  

 
 “I [receive] more information from social media [than the university] because it is, how to say, ‘cause I 

cannot find some from the email. I [do not] know this information for the first time. But as soon as 

possible, I can [get the information] from Facebook, I can know some information from the uni yeah” 

(YiLing/China/UG/Australia).  

 
Apart from “official” information, the students found the information received through their friends and 

the groups on Facebook to be helpful in providing various kinds of support for their studies as well as their 

lives as international students in general:  

 
 “I started to get some support from Facebook because I started to sit the SAT test. So, I don’t know how 

to start or how to study, so I sent a [post] and ask the group, how can I do that, can you give me some 

advice. So I will also use that to get some support I think. Just to learn that” (YiLing/China/UG/Australia) 

 
YiLing’s experiences also highlight the importance of the numerous groups that exist on Facebook that 

facilitate access to a wide range of social information.  
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5.4.2 Social and Cultural Information on Facebook 

While acknowledging the importance of Facebook in providing various kinds of support pertaining to their 

studies, Chinese students tend to value Facebook more as a source of social and cultural information, 

rather than just for study-related information:    

 
“I think on Facebook the things are more about clubs, like [my university] clubs and I don’t really know 

‘cause I mean, on Facebook, all about the [university] clubs or like the things that not really about studies. 

But on WeChat, people will post the things about study and selling and buying books …. Yeah because 

most of the Chinese do business or study business and they will sell the textbook or like, we also have the 

study group on WeChat like a lot of people who take the same unit on WeChat and there I get the 

information about studying at [my university] on WeChat. And on Facebook … I focus more about social 

life” (Emily/China/UG/Australia). 

 
Many students look to Facebook as a source of leisure and entertainment information, and a convenient 

way to get local news and information about the Australian culture, due to its diversity of users and 

content: 

 
“I can get some news. I can get some funny posters. So, I can know what Australian people are interested 

and how they are interested in, what they are interested in I think I mean” 

(Charmaine/China/UG/Australia).  

 
Indeed, many Chinese international students regard Facebook as a quick and convenient access point into 

what they saw as the Australian culture or way of life, without having to worry about actively participating 

physically in the activities, and in the process, “embarrassing” themselves:     

 
“I use [Facebook] to watch some videos. Sometimes there’s some interesting like videos of people dancing 

or funny animals (laughs). Something silly videos like that. And then also, see what my friends are up to 

cause sometimes she will share the post as well. Just comment a little bit and interact with them. And 

also, I used to keep an eye on [my university] confessions page where students can anonymously upload 

content and comments often on university life. Just some specific page like that, just to see what is the 

funny thing that’s going on in certain kind of group” (Katie/China/UG/Australia). 

 
The reference to “not wanted to be embarrassed” has been alluded to in the earlier discussion (found in 

subsection 5.1.2), and Facebook’s role of providing a safe virtual social space is an interesting illustration 
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of the students’ way of navigating the unfamiliar socio-cultural landscapes in their host country.  In this 

regard, Facebook offered the opportunity for social immersion, a way of participating in the host culture 

but in a way that can be controlled by them. In this manner of participation, the students were spared 

from what some of them perceived to be the “nerve-wracking” experiences of face-to-face engagement. 

 

Facebook is also seen by Chinese students as a source of information for opportunities to participate in 

the local cultural scene. Although they may not actively participate, knowing what is available gives them 

the choice to do so, and helps these international students to get to know more about the events and 

activities available:   

 
“… in Australia, the locals use Facebook a lot so you can join some local activities or events on Facebook 

…” (Katie/China/UG/Australia).  

 

Through Facebook’s Events section, Chinese students are able to view the events that were happening 

around them, some of which are university-related and relevant for the students, while others cater to a 

wide range of interest areas: 

 
“For example, [my university] posts a lot of events on Facebook. For example, the Club Carnival, they also 

post that kind of stuff on Facebook and you can see the information and you will know more information 

about that. That’s why I use Facebook” (Emily/China/UG/Australia).  

 
In sum, one of the most positive aspects of Facebook’s influence on the lives of Chinese students, as noted 

by the students, is its contribution to opening up their world to the wide-ranging social opportunities, and 

diverse recreation/leisure activities in Australia’s rich cultural landscape: 

 
“Facebook is the main [media] that Australian people use so that’s why, it’s easy for me to settle down. 

‘Cause there are a lot of the big events, like the, is it the night street? Like some activities, like they will 

hold some events like they will hold the night market in [the city]. And when I see some of these events, 

I will like oh what is this. And then I will click interested in and they will remind me of the night market is 

coming so maybe I will go to the night market. So, I think it’s quite helpful for me to settle down, and 

enjoy the Australian life” (Emily/China/UG/Australia). 

 

Through the platform, these international students were exposed to the immense possibilities and choice 

of activities available, such that, they get orientated into the new environment of their host country very 
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early in their student journey. This acknowledgement by the Chinese students underscores the positive 

and significant contribution of Facebook, as a social media platform, to international student mobility.  

 
5.4.3 Consolidated Information Source 

Facebook was also seen by Chinese students, similar to the case of Singaporean students, as particularly 

helpful as a single media platform from which they could access information from different sources at the 

same time:  

 
“… I think [Facebook] is a good way for me to search some activities, or search some information. ‘Cause 

I cannot find it on too many websites and I need to search one by one, but on Facebook I can search just 

maybe the [university guild page] and all the events are on there. It’s easy for us to search and to collect 

the data here” (YiLing/China/UG/Australia).  

 

The Chinese students found Facebook events to be particularly helpful as the content was uploaded by 

the event organisers themselves:  

 
“I know some events, some information from Facebook but I cannot find these things from WeChat. 

‘Cause some information on WeChat is someone sent. Someone provide. But maybe in Facebook, the 

information is being released by the organization or maybe the sponsors” (YiLing/China/UG/Australia). 

 

This particular aspect of Facebook – the tendency for event organisers to publicise events directly, has 

been contrasted to WeChat where the events are uploaded by other Chinese residents in Australia, and 

therefore was largely focused on the Chinese community, and containing more limited information. The 

students viewed the information on events presented on Facebook to be more detailed and clearly 

presented, and more relevant and accessible to them. This role of Facebook as a space for consolidated 

and compact information demonstrates another aspect of its positive contribution toward enhancing 

international student life.  

 
5.5 Concluding Observations 

In this chapter, I have provided an account of how Chinese international students’ social media practices 

and online interactions has been impacted by their move to Australia for studies, as detailed by the 

students themselves. I prefaced this chapter with a discussion on the social networks of Chinese students 

in the offline environment, and followed on with an ethnographic account of the ways in which the 
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Chinese students use Facebook in relation to WeChat, as their social media tools, with Facebook primarily 

as an informational platform, and WeChat as one for connecting with home.  

 

Chinese international students in Australia tend to stay within their own circles, with their student bubble 

comprising mainly fellow nationals and other foreign students with similar cultural background and mostly 

speaking the same language. They are mostly “locked” within their narrowly defined social, cultural and 

linguistic boundaries, with limited exposure to the host culture. Many, however, expressed a desire to mix 

with the local students, viewing this as a valuable experience in their overseas stay. This reflection of “I 

think I failed” amongst some of the more introspective Chinese students, and acceptance of their choices 

that had led to this perceived “failure”, is significant in that while it obliquely resonates with the kind of 

aspirational integration envisaged in Berry’s (1997) theory of acculturation, it also simultaneously 

demonstrates the limitations of the narrowness to Berry’s model as already seen in the literature (see for 

example, Page and Chahboun, 2019), which is a key contribution of this thesis to the field of research on 

international student mobility. 

 

My interviews provided insights into the many underlying factors that trigger the students’ retreat to the 

safe environment of familiarity and fraternity in their student bubbles. These include the perceived lack 

of common interests with the local students and language barriers which resulted in a lack of confidence 

to interact with the local community (“fear of being laughed at”). Some students also encountered 

incidents of cultural intolerance, a few of which bordering on racial harassment. Others saw the relaxed 

attitudes of the local Australian students toward their academic studies, as a distraction to their own drive 

to succeed academically. The experiences as recounted in this chapter, and the choice that the students 

made in terms of a preference to stick within the international community as opposed to local immersion, 

demonstrate the numerous complexities involved in international student migration. However, as noted, 

when their interaction with host nationals becomes limited, they are often perceived to having failed, at 

a personal level, as well as within the broader framework of delivering the fruits of cross-cultural 

interaction envisaged in international student migration (Page and Chahboun, 2019).  In relation to the 

broader aims of my research, I will draw upon these observations in my final analysis (Chapter 12) to 

discuss the need of letting the students’ voices be heard, and to reframe their experiences based on their 

own understanding of their unique circumstances, needs and aspirations. This growing focus on 

international students’ “agency” (Sen, 2000) is already evident in the literature on international student 

migration, particularly in more recent works, such as by Chang and Gomes’ (2017).  
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Moving to the students’ use of the social media platforms of Facebook and WeChat, the Chinese students’ 

social interactions and behaviour, as documented in the preceding sections, have affected their choice 

and use of social media to navigate their unique but challenging positions straddling home and host 

cultures. Primarily, Facebook presented the opportunity for the students to be exposed to Australian 

culture, even while they remained largely cocooned within their chosen bubble. While these interactions 

could be read as utilitarian and superficial; with the platform being mainly as a communication channel 

to facilitate their studies and an informational source for both studies-related and social information, it is 

important to note that this knowledge gives these students choices about how to approach their 

international student experiences.  Through Facebook, students were exposed to aspects of Australian 

life and culture, which they may or may not participate in directly, in the offline environment. It is a safe 

space where they participate virtually, avoiding the awkwardness that come with face-to-face interactions 

in a foreign culture.  The main positive contribution comes from being exposed to local culture, albeit in 

a virtual manner, and having access to essential information that supports their student life, and useful 

information that enhance their social life. On the other hand, WeChat is used widely by the students to 

connect with friends and family back home, and the interactions were observed to be strongly grounded 

in their emotional ties, which, from the tone and language of the students, appear to have remained deep 

and intense.   

 

The co-adoption of Facebook and WeChat as the dominant social media platforms by the Chinese students 

reflect an adaptive behaviour on their part, most of whom only begin to embrace Facebook when their 

journeys took them to their new host environment where the platform is widely used. The students had 

nevertheless hung onto their more familiar platform of WeChat because it continues to meet their specific 

needs, in line with Katz, Haas and Gurevitch’s (1974) Uses and Gratifications Theory, which alludes to how 

media consumption is always tailored according to the individuals’ personal needs. One of the student’s 

statements that “WeChat is more about Chinese things, and Facebook is all about …  the world …”, also 

reflects an acknowledgement of their shifting needs as a result of mobility, and their expanding cultural 

exposure and knowledge, as envisaged in the cosmopolitan approach to international student mobility.    

  

In the students’ dual usage of Facebook and WeChat, there is a constant reference to the temporality of 

their stay in Australia. Almost all of them showed a strong personal motivation to complete their degrees 

successfully and return home to potentially good jobs in China, and this frames their attitude and 
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behaviour in both their online and offline interactions. Offline, this appears to contribute to their focus 

on academic studies in preference to the pursuits of an active social life, including the formation of local 

friendships. Online, this is reflected in the continued and intensive use of WeChat to maintain connections 

with friends and family at home. More than most of the other student groups I have studied in this 

research, the Chinese students displayed behavioural traits that reflected the neoliberal perspective of 

international student mobility, as outlined in the literature review. Scholars embracing this perspective 

have long held the view that the primary driving factor behind international student mobility is the 

expressed need for students to remain “competitive” in today’s globalised labour market (Park, 2009; de 

Wit, 2010; Hawthorne, 2010), and this is well borne out in the displayed attitude and behaviour of the 

Chinese students in this study. However, in saying that, their struggles with finding spaces and networks 

of belonging also demonstrate that as much as it is important for them to succeed academically, it is just 

as important for them to have access to networks of support while overseas, and safe spaces for them to 

interact with others, in a way that is comfortable for them. 

 

One of the most significant contributions of Facebook, alluded to by many of the Chinese students 

interviewed is its role in opening up the students’ world to the wide-ranging social opportunities, and 

diverse recreation/leisure activities in Australia’s rich cultural landscape. Through the platform, the 

Chinese international students were exposed to the immense possibilities and choice of activities and 

other social opportunities that are available. Apart from learning about these opportunities, the students 

could participate in them virtually, through listening, watching, learning and other forms of virtual 

involvement. In this regard, Facebook offers the opportunity for a form of social immersion, a way of 

participating in the host culture but not in the way that can be controlled by it. In this manner of 

participation, the students are spared what they perceive as the “nerve-wracking” experiences of face-to-

face engagements. This, in a way, underscores Facebook’s important role of offering a safe social space 

for these international students, as they navigate the complex and challenging landscapes between home 

and host country. In this regard, the characterisation of Facebook as “the Third Space”, in the language of 

Bhabha, 1994, becomes relevant. In this conceptualisation, students can have the prospects of agency 

exertion, in the way that they can shape their respective international student experiences according to 

their personal desires, aspirations and needs. Beyond that, from a research perspective, this line of 

thinking opens up immense conceptual opportunities for discussion of the issues of identity formation, 

individual freedom and social possibilities, in accordance with the main aims of my research. Hence, the 
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students’ accounts presented in this chapter becomes important, and will contribute to the subsequent 

development of my thesis in the ensuing chapters.  
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Chapter 6: Chinese Students in Finland 

 

This data chapter sets out the findings from the internet ethnographic research on Chinese international 

students in Finland. While a total of fourteen Chinese students were interviewed, closer attention was 

placed on the accounts of five selected students, in order to thoroughly examine their experiences, and 

to provide a deeper understanding of the ways they used Facebook during their stay in Finland. As with 

the previous data chapters in Part II, the chapter addresses the research question of “How are 

international students’ online interactions and social media practices are affected by their mobility, that 

is, their transient move to a foreign country as international students” by providing the findings directly 

relevant to addressing the question.  

 

The organisation of this chapter mirrors the structure of previous chapters in Part II. I first present an 

overview of the social networks of Chinese international students in Finland, and then proceed to examine 

the role of Facebook as a social media platform for these students studying in a foreign country with very 

different cultural and linguistic characteristics. This chapter presents the observational findings on the 

perceptions and use of Facebook by the Chinese students, followed by those relating to the alternative 

media WeChat. The chapter documents and analyses how these students utilise Facebook as a platform 

specific to host country interaction, with a focus on it as a tool for friendship and formation of new 

connections. It concludes by succinctly summarising the two-way impact of social media (Facebook), that 

is, its impact on international student mobility and on the inverse impact of such mobility on Facebook 

usage in turn.   

 
6.1 The Social Networks of Chinese Students in Finland 

6.1.1 Difficulties Connecting with Locals 

Similar to the experiences of the Chinese students in Australia, and to a smaller extent, the Singaporean 

international students there, the Chinese students in Finland discussed various problems pertaining to 

connecting with local students. They identified the sense of foreignness and lack of belongingness, as well 

as language difficulties, as the key and most significant barriers that restricted their interactions with the 

Finnish locals: 

 
“As a foreigner, you can’t find the sense of belonging in here because you are a foreigner, you look totally 

different from the local Finnish people and you have totally different habits and you say, you speak a 
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totally different language unlike a mother tongue, Finnish or Swedish. Sometimes you will just feel so 

distanced. But after some adaption, I find that its quite normal and its, there’s a distance but as a 

foreigner, its unavoidable” (Sharon/China/UG/Finland). 

 

This feeling of being different, and the accompanying sense of separateness and alienation, while already 

outlined in the previous two chapters, was magnified in the experiences of these Chinese international 

students due to the language problem and also to what was perceived to be the reserve and shyness on 

the part of the local Finns. In addition, many of these Chinese students felt that they lacked common 

topics to discuss with the locals and thus were unable to form local friendships readily:  

 

“I feel like Finnish people are quite shy, yeah maybe that’s why. I always feel like I never have any topic 

to talk with each other. Yeah, I try but I feel like I just don’t have that kind of things that can talk with 

them” (Xiao Yang/China/UG/Finland).  

 

The situation pushed these students to form their own support groups with other international students 

- the ubiquitous “international student bubble” - found in almost all the international student 

communities studied. The push factors were mostly similar, i.e., lack of common interests and language, 

the latter being more acutely felt in Finland as the Chinese students have to resort to communicating in 

English, which is a second language to these students, as well as to the local Finns.  

 

6.1.2 The International Student Bubble 

Similar to the Chinese students in Australia, the Chinese students in Finland tend to hang out with co-

nationals, but in the Finnish context, most of them also have significantly larger numbers of international 

friends with diverse nationalities and social backgrounds:  

 
“I think most of [my Facebook friends] are the international audience, because we have the orientation 

week, and some parties and we met each other so we just add, follow up on Facebook. So, most of them 

are international students” (Camilla/China/UG/Finland).   

 

The shared space and activities that these students had with other international students were conducive 

to fostering deep friendships. The students found emotional support in the friendships and many 

developed strong bonds that cut across nationality and cultural differences:  
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 “We are all met in the orientation in the beginning, we just get to know kind of [international student 

group] and we send a group message in messenger. But my most closest friends are my roommates cause 

we stay together” (Xing/China/UG/Finland).  

 

To support and sustain these relationships, these students found Facebook to be essential to their lives in 

Finland:    

 

“I need to contact with my foreign friends so I create a Facebook account” (Camilla/China/UG/Finland).  

 

Facebook played an important role to support the international friendships, forged amidst the shared 

sense of foreignness and loss in a totally new and different culture.  

 

6.2 Chinese international students and Facebook 

6.2.1 Necessity of Facebook 

The Chinese international students’ social media practices notably changed when they moved to Finland 

for their studies. While Facebook was effectively unable to add value to their lives in China, the accounts 

presented showed a shift in the students’ approaches toward Facebook when they moved overseas. Their 

experiences demonstrated how a change in their needs arising from the challenges faced in their physical 

and cultural environment determined their digital journeys, as they gravitate towards new social media 

platforms that addressed their new requirements. 

 

Sally is a Chinese international student who moved to Finland in 2018 for her Bachelor degree in 

Education. While she had previously travelled to countries such as Australia and Italy, Finland was her first 

experience in a Nordic country. She was particularly excited about the opportunity to study abroad and 

to learn more about a completely different culture. In particular, Finland’s well-known extremely cold 

winters was also a source of excitement for her, coming from Guangzhou where she had experienced 

relatively mild weather conditions.  

 

Prior to moving to Finland, Sally had a Facebook account but was not active on it. She explained that 

Facebook was not relevant to her in China, as it was not commonly used due to the inconvenience of 

having to log in via a VPN connection. As the other social media sites such as WeChat and Weibo were 

able to address her needs then, Sally saw no real purpose for her to use Facebook: 
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“In China you have to download VPN to use Facebook and so, I don’t want to open a VPN and then open 

Facebook and check the message box, it is so, it’s quite a lengthy process so I don’t want to check any 

Facebook messages, so I just browse WeChat or Weibo in my spare time and I think it’s quite enough for 

any social functions, or online payments, or buying tickets or paying rental fees or paying tuition fees on 

WeChat or Alipay or Weibo and everything can be achieved from this free apps so I just don’t need to 

browse Facebook” (Sally/China/UG/Finland). 

 
However, the situation changed when she moved to Finland. Facebook as a social networking site in 

Finland, is widely utilized for practical purposes - as a source of information, as well as for social 

interaction. Unsurprisingly then, when Sally arrived, she discovered that it became necessary for her to 

use Facebook for multiple reasons – to participate in activities, to keep in touch with her new friends, or 

to seek out information about the city. Her previous social media platforms were no longer able to address 

all of her needs in her new physical and social environment:   

 
“If everyone around you uses that App, you will download it as well because you think you will be outdated 

if you don’t use Facebook (laughs)” (Sally/China/UG/Finland). 

 

“So yeah, I think it’s necessary for me to browse Facebook” (Sally/China/UG/Finland). 

 

Sally’s experience with social media during her time abroad in Finland was not unique. The Chinese 

students who did not have Facebook accounts prior to moving to Finland discovered the necessity to 

setting up accounts quickly, while those students who had accounts but were not active on the platform, 

found themselves starting to use it more frequently.  

 

Despite the keenness to use Facebook, the process of setting up a Facebook account was not an easy one 

for these students.  A common complaint across many of the Chinese international student interviewees 

was the steep learning curve to navigating Facebook as a social media platform: 

  
“Ever since I created my profile, I’ve never checked it. And I’m not even sure how to check it” 

(Jack/China/PG/Finland).  

 

 “I cannot use this app really well, because I not really know how I should use it and there are so many 

functions that confuse me” (Xing/China/UG/Finland).  
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The Chinese international students’ experiences with Facebook were often accompanied by some 

confusion about the functionalities of the platform, especially where its features differed from WeChat 

which they were familiar with. Despite these initial struggles, all the Chinese students were convinced of 

the importance of Facebook as part of their lives in Finland: 

 

“Because I always, not always, but before I go there [to Finland], I just stay in China and they always use 

[WeChat]. It’s very convenient for me to use it and I think my friends in China, I think few of them have 

Facebook because they cannot use it without VPN” to her experience using Facebook in Finland … 

 

… now I always use Facebook because I need to use it in Finland” (Camilla/China/UG/Finland).  

 

The students related that the main reason for their “need” to use Facebook was to support their 

international student friendships, as will be discussed in the next section.  

 

6.2.2 Facebook and International Friendships 

As noted, prior to their move to Finland, Chinese students did not find Facebook to be relevant to their 

lives:  

“… one reason [I didn’t use Facebook so much] was because I didn’t have so many Facebook friends before 

I came to Finland and, and most of the friends are Chinese students (laughs) and there’s no reason, no 

need for me to spend much time on Facebook” (Sally/China/UG/Finland). 

 

However, in Finland, for many of these international students who feel that they are foreigners, who “.... 

can’t find the sense of belonging in here”, Facebook soon became an important part of their social life, 

particularly in helping them to build and maintain new friendships:  

 
“… here I have to [use Facebook]. I mean you have to socialize with some friends here, you have to give 

them a like or comment or something else to keep in touch with them so you have to go to Facebook and 

see what they are doing recently, or what’s happening around the environment, or around me or so.. I 

think it’s an important way to socialize with the people here or some international students” 

(Sally/China/UG/Finland). 
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Jack, a postgraduate degree student from China, set up a Facebook account because he “had to be” in 
touch with other international students. It was an effective way for him to communicate with other 
international students he had met and for them to reach him. 
 

 “I have to keep in touch with my flat mates” (Jack/China/PG/Finland).  

 

As these students began to meet people coming from other countries, their new social interactions shape 

and influence their online interactions, as their new friends taught them to use Facebook and encouraged 

them to be active on the site.   

 
“I remember I had Facebook account in China but I cannot use it really well because we have to use VPN 

and when I arrived in Finland, the first thing I have to download lots of Google things because they are 

forbidden in China too. So, I just started downloading apps and tried to check the account and add 

[international students]. They just taught me how to use it because obviously I use WeChat and I don’t 

have any friends on Facebook so why I should use that” (Xiao Yang/China/UG/Finland).  

 
Over time, Facebook supported and extended the international student friendships of these Chinese 

students, playing an enabling role as they move beyond their more limiting circles of co-national 

friendships. It was an important tool for connecting with students coming from a diversity of social-

cultural backgrounds, which would not be possible otherwise.  Normally, these interactions would begin 

with an initial offline social encounter, with Facebook providing the platform to extend such initial 

meetings:    

 

 “I think most of [my Facebook friends] are the international audience, because we have the orientation 

week, and some parties and we met each other so we just add, follow up on Facebook” 

(Camilla/China/UG/Finland). 

 
A snowballing effect took effect when that first initial contact extended to more intensive or frequent 

interactions, as experienced by Xing.  Xing said that she now uses Facebook Messenger to reach out to 

her new friends on regular basis, which also resulted in more extended offline social interactions:  

 
“I still contact with my friends on WeChat and with my parents but Messenger is quite close now because 

friends around me are all using messenger now. … I wanna contact with my friends around me, like do 

you want to have lunch together or something?” (Xing/China/UG/Finland).  
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While Facebook Messenger is a separate application to Facebook, the direct messaging function of the 

Messenger application is dependent on the relationships formed through Facebook itself. These 

experiences of connecting on Facebook and subsequently, through Messenger, demonstrate the vital role 

of Facebook as a social networking tool for these Chinese students in their new host environment,  where 

the only commonality they shared with the other users was their common status as foreigners in the host 

country. Facebook was the rallying point for the formation of new friendships, and extension of these 

friendships, with further connections beyond the first meet-up. Meanwhile WeChat continued to be their 

primary platform for communicating with friends and family back home in China. 

 

6.2.3 WeChat: Maintaining connections with home 

Even as the Chinese students described how necessary Facebook had become in their lives as international 

students in Finland, they did not reject the social media platforms they had been using back in China. 

WeChat, in particular, remained essential to support the deep and enduring relationships they had at 

home, whereas Facebook was seen to be necessary only for the newly forged friendships in Finland, which 

as they saw it, may not last after they leave the country.   

 

“I think maybe WeChat [is more important in Finland]. Because there are all my friends and family 

members who are close to me, but Facebook is only friends you have known one or two months so I think 

WeChat is more important” (Xing/China/UG/Finland).  

 
To students such as Sally, WeChat is so deeply entrenched in life in China that they “cannot live without 

it”:  

 
 “it’s a, it’s a necessity for me in my daily life and I think I can’t, everyone in China can’t live without 

WeChat and we just get so familiar with it, with WeChat. Even my grandfather, grandmother know how 

to use WeChat. So I think, I get too familiar with them and I can’t live without them because I have so 

many friends on WeChat and they have to, we don’t text message or have a video call, we just message 

on WeChat. We wouldn’t message on Facebook (laughs) that’s just weird in China’ 

(Sally/China/UG/Finland).  

 

For these international Chinese students who were away from home, every moment of contact via 

WeChat were considered precious, and snippets of information or news, even if they were of a mundane 
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nature, were meaningful, for them to remain connected to China, their home country. WeChat enabled 

them to maintain the continuity of relationships and be updated on happenings at home:  

 

“Even though I’m not the kind of contact friends everyday people, I can still use [WeChat] Moments. For 

example, if they share something, I can like it or comment on it, it’s also another way to communicate 

with each other.  

 

Even if you not private talk, it’s possible. If your friends, like most of my friends are in China, we don’t 

meet that much. Maybe once in one year? So, it’s not, I feel it’s a little bit awkward if you directly send 

them message like ‘hi how are you’ or ‘how is it going?’.  

 

But in … Moments, you see like, you can see if she updates like if she married, or if she went to 

somewhere, you can just like it. I feel like it’s another way of, to tell her that we still keep in touch and I’m 

also knowing your things or something like that” (Xing/China/UG/Finland) 

 
Evidently, what this meant is that Facebook was viewed in a utilitarian way, as borne out of a social need 

in the host country. On the other hand, there was a repeated emphasis on the need to hold onto WeChat 

as a way to hold on to “home”, as one student articulated that while Facebook is “foreign”, WeChat is 

“China”:    

 

“WeChat are all the people from China, and Facebook and Messenger are all the people I know from in 

Finland” (Xing/China/Finland/UG).  

 
The Chinese students evidently perceive Facebook as the “global” network, and terms such as 

“international” or “European” were used quite frequently during the interviews. WeChat was seen as 

specific to the Chinese audience, and its cultural content contextualised as such. This viewpoint underpins 

the differentiated manner in which the two platforms are used by the Chinese international students.   

 
6.3 Facebook and Social Information 

6.3.1 Facebook a Functional Source of Information 

Despite Facebook’s role in providing them with opportunities to meet new international friends, many 

Chinese students described Facebook as a functional tool, rather than a social one. WeChat was their main 

social platform, for communication with friends and family back home. In the interviews, they alluded to 

Facebook’s utility, in the way it opens up access to information and events in the host country.  
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 “I feel like on Facebook, is more like’s functional. I use it to, I feel like it’s a car for me, I feel like it’s quite 

similar to LinkedIn or something, I just feel like I have to be serious on it” (Xiao Yang/China/UG/Finland).  

 
“Facebook for me is more like a practical tool, when I want to do something, find some events others 

talked about, or if I want to find some information? I would go to Facebook. (Jack/China/PG/Finland).  

 
“… there are some events in Facebook, so if some of my friends in Facebook, they signed up, or interested 

in that event, it will comment that to me. That in the beginning when I come here, helped me to have a 

lot of social life” (Xiao Yang/China/UG/Finland).  

 

The Chinese students were forthcoming in emphasising the importance being aware of events and 

happenings in the host country, especially those that enhance their experiences and appreciation of the 

host culture. In particular, they were interested in unique pursuits, and those events or places that are 

iconic to Finland as their host country. Often, they would refer to the Events function on Facebook to get 

information on these activities, which were not be readily available on WeChat: 

 

“I always join the events, that Facebook gives me but I think I use Instagram most because I don’t want, I 

don’t like to go to the club, but all the events, most of the events is go to club. But some events, like the 

jogging in the forest or something like this, I will be very interested” (Camilla/China/UG/Finland).  

  
“... Facebook can just show the events you may be interested, but the WeChat, we don’t have this 

function” (Camilla/China/UG/Finland).  

 

Clearly, the Chinese students acknowledged the limitations of WeChat, and again, alluded to their 

perspective that Facebook is “global”, and can contribute to opening up windows of opportunities for 

them to be exposed to international events, culture and even ideas in their host society.      

 

 

6.3.2 WeChat: Connecting with the local Chinese community 

While Facebook was positioned as the primary source for local information in Finland, the Chinese 

students also utilised WeChat as another source of information necessary to support them in their daily 

lives in Finland. However, their use of WeChat as an information source was more in relation to the 

Chinese community in Finland, for example, through the WeChat groups that were set up for specifically 
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for Chinese migrants in Finland, especially new arrivals who had difficulties due to cultural and language 

differences:  

 
“… there is a WeChat group of the Chinese people who study in Tampere, so we always can like ask in the 

group, like for example where can I get the bus card, how can I do the rejection, something like that, or if 

you want to change the house, you can ask anything in the group, if there are some Chinese people know 

or have experience with about it, they will answer you. That’s one thing I get the information. (Xiao 

Yang/China/UG/Finland). 

 

Through WeChat, the Chinese students were linked to other Chinese nationals who had been in Finland 

for some time, and were well placed to provide information and support to them, as they navigate 

institutional, social and language barriers:   

 
“… and also, there is some people, some Chinese people who have been in Tampere for a long time, they 

will, they can speak Finnish so if they saw some news, they will tell us. For example, there’s a new shopping 

mall that will open in the city centre, they just told in the group like there’s a new shopping centre that 

will open, I think it’s tomorrow. And you can check on this link or something and they will share this 

information to the group” (Xiao Yang/China/UG/Finland). 

 
Thus, there seems to be a distinction in the types of content available through each of these platforms. 

As the content on WeChat was shared by other Chinese migrants, it was distinctly oriented toward matters 

that are relevant to the Chinese community. Some students viewed this as a limitation of WeChat, citing 

that WeChat was “related to … life in China” and this meant that international student events or 

happenings were not readily available on the platform:  

 
 “I feel like WeChat is more related to your life in China. With Chinese. In China with the WeChat yeah you 

don’t need your purse when you go outside, every place you can use mobile pay. But for Facebook, I feel 

like it’s more related to European people’s life. The functions” (Xiao Yang/China/UG/Finland).  

 

This notion of Facebook being “European” or “more international” was brought up repeatedly in the 

interviews, but in the context of this discussion, can be seen in a positive sense, in presenting Chinese 

users with exposure to a wider range and diversity of information and events. It also shows that having 

both platforms serve the students well, as concurrently, they get the wider “international” exposure but 

at the same time, enjoy the familiar and intimate ties that the local Chinese community offers.   
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6.3.3 Information on Local Events   

Although Facebook was regarded by the Chinese students as a functional tool, the students also use it to 

make new friends. In turn, these social connections served as additional sources of information on local 

events and activities. More significantly, through them, students were introduced to aspects of Finnish 

cultural life:  

 
“I know some many Finnish bloggers so I know more about some jokes or stories about Finland and I can 

attend some activities if I wish to, I can see if there are some activities in Tampere or somewhere I can 

attend to. So yeah, I think it’s necessary for me to browse Facebook” (Sally/China/UG/Finland)”. 

  
Through Facebook postings by friends, the Chinese students get to know about local events and activities, 

opening up for them many social and leisure opportunities. The students cited examples such as walking 

in the forest, visiting a chocolate factory, going skiing, travelling to Lapland etc. All of these widen their 

recreational and social choices and enrich their lives in Finland:  

 
“I can join the events which are Finnish. Like I just went to Fazer chocolate factory, it’s an event on the 

Facebook, and while I go there, I just know the thing, the some more details about Fazer chocolate factory 

and I can just join these events like jogging in the forest and yeah, it make me more closer to the Finnish 

culture I think” (Karen/China/UG/Finland). 

 
Facebook’s Newsfeed highlights events attended by Facebook ‘Friends’, whose current city of residence 

puts them in the same location as the user. For users whose Facebook networks consist of other 

international students, this would mean that they are introduced to events attended by other 

international students. This widens the reach of connections and the relevant information pool. In 

addition, with Facebook, the use of language to segregate content means that users can be directed to 

content specifically intended for particular audiences that use the same language. Chinese students thus 

found that they be specifically directed to events which were posted in English:    

 
“Because my other friends here use the Facebook and they will post their personal lives and other some 

events I can join if I’m interested, so I use the Facebook because I want to see their… see their lives, and 

maybe also put some post of my travelling, and to join some events… it helps yeah… I always join the 

English events, that Facebook gives me” (Karen/Finland/China/UG).  
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This illustrates Facebook’s usefulness as a social media of platform and communication tool. In the context 

of the Chinese students in Finland, it enriches their social lives in the host country. However, it is necessary 

to note that there still exist barriers to communication on this platform, particularly in relation to the 

language issue.  

 
6.3.4 Barriers to Information on Facebook 

A problem faced by Chinese students in using Facebook in Finland was when the content is in Finnish. As 

most of these Chinese international students (all except for one student) did not speak Finnish, they had 

to use the Facebook translation feature to help them understand any content posted in Finnish: 

  
 “Some Finnish students write Facebook in Finnish and I have to click the translate button to see what 

they write for their feelings, or stories” (Sally/China/UG/Finland).  

 

However, many Chinese students felt that the Facebook translation feature might not accurate. They 

would usually look for an English description of the content and avoid depending on Facebook 

translations:  

 
 “I will check it first to see if there’s English below. Because there are a lot of, even though it’s showing in 

Finnish, the bottom will have English short description. If there is no, I will just ignore it. I feel like even 

there is translation button on Facebook, the translation is always weird so I cannot make, I don’t know if 

it’s like correct or like what so I just don’t want to look at it” (Xiao Yang/China/UG/Finland). 

 

Additionally, translation was problematic when it usually was unable to capture nuances and portray 

emotions accurately. Hence, even when there was the option to use the Translation function, students 

were hesitant to apply it. To them, it was a better option to completely ignore the Finnish language 

content and focus on the content that was written in English. Thus, while Facebook could be seen helping 

to facilitate   access to the Finnish culture, the language used when posting on the platform also meant 

that some of the content may not actually be available to these international students.  

 

In addition, although the importance of Facebook as a source of information was well acknowledged, its 

usage was still not as consistent and enduring compared to WeChat. For example, at the beginning, Xing 

joined some groups as she wanted to stay updated with what was going on in the community around her:  
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“… there are lots of events on Facebook and they sometimes will remind me of that, like there will be, 

your friend just liked the event that happened around or will celebrate or something” 

(Xing/China/UG/Finland). 

 

However, after being in Finland for some time, Xing found herself bored with scrolling through the content 

on Facebook, and became slack in her use of the platform: 

 

 “… my friends are like, why you always never check your Facebook. I say I just don’t like to check (laughs) 

but they like to check it so every time they will tell me ... (Mimicking her friends) Oh there’s an event 

tomorrow, tomorrow afternoon or something. (As herself) Really? (Mimicking her friends) you just never 

look at your Facebook, didn’t you? (laughs). They just collect information for me and I just sit here and 

listen, okay okay if you want, I can go with you. Something like that. But I never check it myself” 

(Xing/China/UG/Finland).  

 
Having established a close friendship group in Finland, Xing no longer finds it necessary to personally 

search out to the available social opportunities on Facebook, as she knew she could count on her group 

to keep her updated. Xiao Yang shared a similar experience: 

 
“I still have a look of it. If I’m really interested or something, I still going to it but not that often” (Xiao 

Yang/China/UG/Finland). 

 
However, this attitude may not be pervasive, as for many of the other Chinese international students, the 

lack of alternative sources in English, did push them toward Facebook for the essential information they 

need:  

 
“Now I always use Facebook because I need to use it in Finland” (Karen/Finland/China/UG).  

 
In sum, these experiences highlight a duality in the students’ attitude toward social media usage. On one 

hand, they value the functional role Facebook in meeting their informational needs and in providing a link 

to Finnish socio-cultural life, and they can choose to use it or refer to it, when needed.  On the other, 

WeChat, as their key social media, is consistently used for communication with friends and families at 

home, and other Chinese students in their host country. WeChat is a constant in their lives which they 

value for its convenience and familiarity. Their continued preference for WeChat emphasises the 

importance they place on connection with “home”.  
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6.4 Concluding Observations 

In this data chapter, I had presented an ethnographic account of how the Chinese international students 

in Finland use Facebook and WeChat, focussing on the question of how changes to the users’ physical and 

social environment as a result of transient migration affect their social media practises. The chapter 

encompasses a discussion of how various factors such as audience differentiation and language issues 

impact upon the usage behaviour.   

 

The Chinese international students in Finland encountered very similar problems to those in Australia in 

terms of integration into the local community, except that in Finland, the language difficulties were more 

pronounced and the international student population more diverse. The pervasive feeling that was 

conveyed in the conversations was a sense of being disconnected, with an acute awareness of distance 

and alienation. For many of these Chinese international students, the common narrative is that the 

difficulties of integration have driven them to find affinity with other international students, leading to 

new interactions and friendships, which subsequently shaped their Facebook usage.  Their experiences 

seem to be no different from the “student bubble” phenomenon described in the works of many 

researchers (Montgomery and McDowell, 2009; Gomes, Berry, Alzougal and Chang, 2014), which revealed 

the importance of these international friendships in providing the students with social and emotional 

support in their day-to-day living as foreigners in a new place. The international friendships and bonds 

can be seen to be strong, and much of the recounted migration experiences were centred around the 

students’ group identity as international students.  

 

It is in this context, that Facebook, though a new media platform for most of these students, found 

relevance. Facebook became a necessity in their routine interactions with the other international students 

and to a lesser extent, with local students. However, notwithstanding this social role, Facebook has been 

described as having a functional purpose in their lives (“I feel like it’s a car for me”), as the students 

primarily used it to facilitate communication on matters relating to their studies, obtain local information 

on cultural events and social activities, and to some extent, enabled them to be exposed to some aspects 

of Finnish culture. While the students generally perceived Facebook’s role as “functional”, in facilitating 

their studies and social life, Facebook was also noted to have contributed positively as a safe social space 

in linking these students to local events and activities, although their definition of “local” or “Finnish” 

showed up their foreignness. Many of these events pertain to the popular images or iconic aspects of the 
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Finnish culture largely directed toward foreign visitors, such that calling these “local experiences” would 

be questionable. Harking back to the theoretical frameworks in the literature, with specific reference to 

Berry’s model (discussed in Chapter 2), such participation can be viewed as a form of marginalization as 

the events are mostly targeted to the marginalised members of the foreign English-speaking community. 

This further exemplifies the problematic nature of Berry’s model in viewing acculturation as a matter of 

cultural acceptance or rejection. Here, again, the limitations of Berry’s acculturation model (Berry, 1997) 

can be discerned.  

 

In comparison to their utilitarian approach to Facebook, what came across strongly was the students’ 

continued use and constant reliance on WeChat as the main platform for maintaining connections with 

friends and family while in their respective host country. Similar to Chinese students in Australia, these 

relationships were held dearly, and the students saw the importance of WeChat’s role to help sustain 

these deep connections. WeChat was also used locally to connect with the Chinese community in Finland, 

which provided another source of social support. To the Chinese students, Facebook was perceived as the 

more “global” network, and WeChat, as being more Chinese-oriented, in terms of its content and 

audience. There was a clear distinction on how these two platforms presented different types of content 

production, and consequently, different processes of identity creation (as will be discussed later in Part 

III). The experiences here clearly demonstrated audience segregation in social media, and the students’ 

awareness of their different audience groups they were addressing on each of the platforms, Facebook 

and WeChat, which in turn, shaped their content curation on each site. 

 

The issue of language was extensively discussed in this chapter. A pertinent point to note here is that 

English - though not a native language of the Chinese, the Finns and most of the international students - 

was used as the mediating language both offline and online. In the case of Facebook, Chinese students 

have found it difficult to optimally use the platform due to their weaker command of the language.  Here, 

it is useful to refer to Warschauer’s research on language use online, which highlighted the dominance of 

the English language in online content (Warschauer, 2002). This dominance of English in online 

environments is experienced by non-Anglo background students serves as a barrier to participation 

online. Warschauer (2002) had drawn on Auerbach’s (1997) work to discuss use of language on the 

Internet in terms of the ‘voice of power’, where individuals are empowered through their access to English 

as a dominant language. In the case of the Chinese students in Finland, my ethnographic study revealed 

that language proficiency in English was a domain that the Chinese students themselves perceived to be 
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important (and that they were lacking), even despite access to translation tools or visual images which 

are often positioned to enable users to overcome language barriers online. This is a pertinent point for 

reflection in the context of today’s globalised world where capability in an international language is 

valued, and indeed, needed. Even for those students who felt confident in their English language abilities, 

the lack of information available to them through official channels served as a challenge to their stay 

abroad. The flight-to-safety behaviour, in terms of the students’ parallel use of WeChat, where Chinese is 

primarily used, frames the students’ adaptive response in their tenuous digital journeys as they sojourn 

as foreign students in Finland. This is a key finding of this thesis, which is less well known in the literature. 

 

What this also means is that language becomes a differentiating factor in both the online and offline 

migration experiences, particularly in the use of the different social media platforms. Many of the Chinese 

students usually only looked at content in English because they felt that any events or news posted in 

Finnish would not be relevant for their consumption.  This behaviour would also suggest that the 

opportunities for information and local engagement outside of their Facebook groups were constrained.  

In the context of my research, these “bounded” experiences mediate the belonging process by redefining 

the students’ position within the marginalized English-speaking groups, and is relevant in terms of the 

reproduction of identities portrayed in profile construction and curation. This will be further discussed in 

the final analysis in Chapter 12. 

 

A final pertinent observation is the Chinese students’ acknowledgment of the importance of local events 

and activities for their migration experience, and such information on these events were made accessible 

to them when they join the Facebook groups.  Although, as noted, these events are mostly targeted to 

the foreign visitor, Facebook is shown to be an important space where they were able to, not only access 

information and support, connect to other users, including the local community, but also be indirectly 

exposed to local culture in the host society.  It is, in effect, an effective space for facilitating cultural 

engagements. In the later chapters of this thesis, I will further this line of thinking by deeper investigations 

into the nature and characteristics of this space, in the context of its conceptualisation as the Third Space, 

with reference to Bhabha (1994) notion of hybridity and other related theories. In relation to my research 

aims, this approach will lead toward the formulation of a new conceptual framework, within which the 

issues of identity production and user agency in the unique cross-cultural context presented in the student 

migration process, can be coherently framed and resolved.   
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Chapter 7: International Students in Finland   

 

This data chapter documents the use of Facebook by fifteen international students living in Finland. As 

outlined in the methodology chapter, complications with recruitment in Finland meant that this group of 

students came from a mix of different countries. In the data sample, there were two each of Vietnamese, 

Hungarian and Indonesian students; and one each of French, South Korean, Singaporean, Japanese, 

English, Iranian, Thai, Hong Kong and Solvenian students.  

 

As with the other data chapters in Part II, this section has been structured to ethnographically document 

the experiences of these students with respect to their social networks and use of Facebook. It will address 

the question of how international students’ online interactions via Facebook and social media practices 

are affected by their mobility, that is, their move to Finland as transient student migrants. In order to 

address the research question in depth, there was a need to focus on the most salient data, i.e., those 

that was most analytically significant and important in relation to the research. As such, given the large 

number of students with very different socio-cultural background, it was necessary to pare down some of 

the documentation (although the interviews were done with equal attention to detail), so that the 

experiences can be examined in greater depth. Thus, nine of the students would be featured more 

prominently in this chapter.    

 

The chapter takes the same format of the those presented previously in Part II, by first presenting an 

understanding of the international students’ social network experiences in Finland to create the relevant 

contexts to the experiences discussed. The focus will be on their experiences of living in Finland as a non-

English speaking country, and what this means for the friendship networks, both offline and online. 

Following this, this chapter examines the ways in which these international students utilise Facebook in 

terms of forming new friendships in their host country, as well as maintaining their past relationships in 

their home country. This discussion will include a reference to Facebook as an informational tool to 

facilitate the various interactions, focusing on the students’ use of Facebook groups for crowdsourcing 

information.  
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7.1 The Social Networks of International Students in Finland 

7.1.1 Language Barriers  

In Finland, the official languages are Finnish and Swedish. Although the Finns learn English in school, most 

local communication in the country is in Finnish. This is problematic for international students, as most 

are unable to speak this local language. This inability led to a disconnect between them and the Finnish 

society at large, and the international students living in Finland often struggled to understand what is 

going on in society. Only a limited amount of information is offered in English, a language which most of 

them are relatively more conversant in:     

 
“It’s like, I want to know but I can’t ‘cause it’s like nothing in English. This is all just in Finnish” 

(Hanna/Hungary/UG/Finland). 

 

A large part of the language problem stems from the students’ awareness of the temporal nature of their 

stay in Finland. While some students have attended Finnish language courses, most saw their time in 

Finland as only temporary and did not see the value of learning Finnish. They did not feel that there was 

a pressing need to be able to speak the language as they were already conversant in English:  

 
“Like if you are here just for a bit, you feel like it’s nice to know some of the language but you don’t have 

any pressure like I need to speak Finnish for my studies or anything” (Henry/France/PG/Finland). 

 

English was the primary language of communication for non-Finnish speakers. The universities in Finland, 

however, have most of their classes conducted in Finnish, with only a limited number of courses available 

in English. International students have to present a certain level of English-speaking proficiency to attend 

these classes. For most of the international students, English was a second language, and for them, their 

friendships and social networks are mostly formed using English as the common language for 

communication. However, as noted, only a limited amount of information is available in English, which 

did not help solve the problems that students faced in settling into their host society. This aggravated the 

disconnect between the international students and wider Finnish society.  

 

This thesis had opened with the experience of Zaynab, the Iranian PhD student who for her first six months 

in Finland, was completely lost.  She would wander around the campus in despair, unsure of where to get 

help. She could not get the answers she sought due to the limited information available in English. While 
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it was expected that PhD students could be more isolated than other students in coursework degree 

programmes, her experience of being alienated was, in fact, common with other international students:  

 
“it’s really hard because everything is in Finnish. And for example, even if Facebook shows me 

advertisement, it’s also in Finnish so I can’t read it or understand it … but also, I don’t really know many 

news about Finland. So, like I don’t know political or what’s happening here. What happening in the city 

and all, I’m really not involved.  So, it’s like I’m living here for half year in the city, but I’m really not 

involved in this way. Because I can’t find it in English and the newspapers are also not in English, so it’s 

not so easy” (Hanna/Hungary/UG/Finland). 

 
A sense of frustration and loss can be discerned in both Hanna and Zaynab’s accounts of their experiences 

as non-Finnish speaking foreigners trying to settle into their host society. They were frustrated that they 

were deterred from engaging in local activities. While there were sources of information and events 

targeted toward the English-speaking community, many of them were not advertised well or tended to 

be obscured by the sheer amount of Finnish content, as can be seen in Zaynab’s experiences with her 

university notice boards. In Zaynab’s first six months in Finland, her desperate search for information saw 

her standing frequently at the school notice boards, looking for any information that might help her. It 

was frustrating for her to have to sieve through all the Finnish content in order to get whatever little 

information available that was actually relevant to her:  

 
“A hundred papers are on the [notice] board. And ninety of them in Finnish. Ten among those ninety are 

missed. And you don’t have the tolerance to look through them, to find the English language 

announcements. So, you are not looking at them. I learnt that I don’t like to look at them to seek 

something” (Zaynab/Iran/PG/Finland).  

 
Another experience was related by Catherine, a student from Vietnam doing her PhD in Finland, who had 

brought her husband and young child with her to Finland. As a young mother, she was constantly looking 

out for information that would help her family settle in. What frustrated her was that even when there 

were events or opportunities targeted for non-Finnish speaking foreigners, the information would be in 

Finnish. Worse still, organisers of events even expected her to do the translation in order to get her friends 

to attend the relevant events.  

 
“The library has lots of juicy things going on for foreigners but all the information is in Finnish! They got 

posted in Finnish and they don’t have any notifications on any kids of social media. So it really annoys me 
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cause they want to do the job of connecting people and they gave me the flyer for some, when I knew 

them already, they gave me the flyer in Finnish and ‘tell your friends, tell your international friends’. Like 

okayyyy.  Then I have to translate and do the post in the groups and they know. 

 

But actually, they can do a better job because it’s their voices that really matter and if they are spreading 

out the word, it’s even more powerful than me. I’m just a random mom and you don’t know me, why 

should I come to the event, like you don’t even know if it’s worth going or not. But if you know it’s from 

this and that and organization and they sharing this and that information then it’s a trusted source of 

information, or so to say. Then you come and all the moms also come and the event can actually have 

more people as a result” (Catherine/Vietnam/PG/Finland).  

 
Catherine’s statements depict her unhappiness at the inadequate efforts made by local organisers to 

disseminate useful information for transient migrants. 

 
“If it’s for foreigners, then it should be in English. It must be in English” (Catherine/Vietnam/PG/Finland). 

 

With the language barrier, international students in Finland were generally unable to immerse into a 

routine life in the local community. This struggle was compounded by the limited number of international 

students in Finland coming from the same country, which might have been able to provide peer support 

and a level of familiarity that come from co-national kinship. Most students thus sought the comfort of 

other international students, who share their problem of foreign-ness, although most do not share their 

first languages.   

 
7.1.2 Bonding with International Students 

With the common problem of language difficulties, many international students begin to form their own 

international or co-national social networks, as they navigate the complexities of life as foreigners in their 

host country:    

 
“I think mostly we are having the same experience” (Zaynab/Iran/PG/Finland). 

 
These international student networks, stemming from common difficulties and frustrations became a 

great bonding experience for them. Many in fact found kinship and support, almost right from the start 

of their journey as international students, and their relationships continued to develop. The social 

networks that evolved became integral to their lives as foreign students in Finland:   
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 Most of our circle of friends, we all met in summer school when we arrived like the first people to get to 

know each other and kind of build a bond, ‘cause we’ve been here for a whole year together now, so 

discovered the life here at the same time. So that’s probably why [I mostly hang out with international 

students]” (Henry/France/PG/Finland).  

 

The importance of the shared experiences with people from similar background was particularly felt when 

considered against the students’ experiences with the local student guides. Finnish universities usually 

support international student integration by assigning these students with a student guide or “tutor” 

(their use of the term “tutor” as student mentors differs from the use of the term in the Australian context, 

which usually refers to the tutorial teachers). In Finland, these tutors were local students, who were 

assigned to each international student with the intention of aiding their orientation and to address 

problems or questions they might have with settling in.  

 
 “… most of what I learnt here was my tutor from the beginning, who helped to show me around and 

show me where things are, where to go for food and all that. So that was really helpful” 

(Henry/France/PG/Finland). 

 

However, the student-tutor relationships were not as fruitful as the universities had intended for them to 

be as many of these international students found it difficult to approach their tutors. The perceived 

cultural experience differences between the international students and tutors made many of the students 

hesitant to approach them. For example, Yuko from Japan spoke of her experience settling in. Her room 

at the student dormitory was unfurnished and she was told that she needed to furnish it herself. She was 

extremely stressed about the costs involved, as well as how she should go about doing it. Yuko finally 

asked another international student for help, notwithstanding knowing that the university has offered the 

tutors to be a source of help when needed.  She said that she just felt “it was easier” to get help from her 

international friend:  

 
“I think if I ask [my tutor], she would help me but I have [my international friend]. And I don’t know why, 

it’s just easier to ask him”. Yuko (Japan/UG/Finland).  

 
Zaynab had a similar experience where she felt uncomfortable about asking her tutor for help. To her, it 
was easier speaking to other international students because she knew that they understood what she was 
going through. Even though their knowledge may be more limited, she felt that they could identify with 
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each other’s problems, given their shared circumstances as international students. Zaynab also described 
how she was worried about appearing silly or being laughed at by the locals:  
 

“It was difficult to ask, or looked very silly to ask these questions. I’m more comfortable to ask someone 

who doesn’t have so much knowledge like me, so they don’t laugh at my question. It’s valid for them” 

(Zaynab/Iran/PG/Finland).  

 

It is quite clear that the discomfort and awkwardness felt by international students when approaching 

locals goes beyond language difficulties.  Often, what may be common knowledge or mundane issues for 

local students could actually be very inaccessible and problematic to these international students. The 

“fear of appearing silly” syndrome was a real barrier to forming initial international-local relationships 

that might eventually lead to deeper understanding and meaningful friendships. In addition, beyond the 

lack of shared experiences, the physical spaces that international students occupied also affect the 

formation of friendships.   

 

7.1.3 Limited Spaces for Interaction with Locals 

Many students also found that there were limited opportunities for interaction with local students. As 

mentioned, Finnish universities offered a limited number of classes and courses in English. While these 

courses are opened to local Finnish students, most of these classes ended up consisting mostly of 

international students. As such, there is limited social space for interactions with the locals, and even less 

scope for building friendships:  

 
“As an international student, I am around international students. So not with Finnish people. We meet 

them rarely, we always with the international students, always with other international students so it’s 

like there are a lot of international students from a lot of international country but we are in Finland. We 

are not with the Finnish people, we are not study with them. We are not in class with them. I think it’s 

harder to talk to them or speak with them 'cause we don’t meet with them too much” 

(Hanna/Hungary/UG/Finland).  

 
Even when there was a chance to hanging out with a group of Finns, students found that there were 

communication issues. As the Finns would often revert to speaking Finnish when in large groups, the 

international students would feel excluded and awkward in these situations.  They felt more comfortable 

in groups of international students, where everyone would be speaking English.   
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“Sometimes if you’re like hanging out with only Finns, it might be like hard if everybody speaks Finnish, 

so you might feel a bit like excluded. Even though most of them are fine with speaking English but when 

you’re like the only foreigner, there’s always some point where everyone is going to speak Finnish. It’s 

easier with the internationals where everybody speaks in English” (Henry/France/PG/Finland). 

 

These experiences explain the preference to focus on international friendships, rather than pushing 

toward forming connections with locals. It also underscores McKenzie and Baldassar’s work on “missing 

friendships” (2016), where an underlying reason for the lack of local-international friendships is limited 

spaces for engagement. The next section will consider the online environment of Facebook to provide 

insights into the role of social media platforms for student interaction, and how virtual platforms could 

mitigate the physical and social constraints in the real world.   

 
7.2 International Students in Finland and Facebook 

In contrast to the Chinese students in Finland, most of the non-Chinese international students interviewed 

for this study already had Facebook profiles set up prior to moving to Finland, and many have embraced 

Facebook as an established part of their social lives. Henry, from France, discussed how Facebook was 

convenient for him because everything is located on a single platform, which made it easy to access 

different content in a single location, rather than having to navigate multiple sites:   

 

“Just to have everything in the same place, it’s something I like. So, you can have both pictures, and you 

can have a chat, yeah you can have everything at the same time. Where something like Instagram is mostly 

pictures, so kind of like this. Just because it’s the social media I’ve been using for the longest now, so I’m 

just used to it. Because I’m so used to it, it’s easy to use, I kind of know how everything works. It’s also 

like a habit” (Henry/France/PG/Finland).  

 
For many students, even though Facebook’s presence as a platform for communication and interaction 

has already been established in their home countries, they realised that after they migrated overseas, it 

had become even more important as an essential part of their lives. Elizabeth, a Singaporean international 

student admitted that it has become part of her daily routine in Finland to log onto the site every morning 

to see what has been going on:  

 
“I’ve been using Facebook quite often actually but not too long. Every day I’ll just scroll a bit, not too long. 

A few minutes just to see the main updates. Then that’s it. Usually in the morning when I take the bus” 

(Elizabeth/Singapore/PG/Finland). 
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For Zaynab, the Iranian student whose story this thesis opened with, Facebook was banned in Iran, and 

similar to the Chinese international students, she was not active on the platform previously. However, she 

found herself needing to use Facebook while in Finland:  

 

“Many Iranians have Facebook but they need proxy or VPN for that. But I didn’t have that motivation to 

use proxy because the speed of internet become less and I was not so excited about social media. I used 

Facebook when I started studying because I had to be in some groups, for the University” 

(Zaynab/Iranian/PG/Finland). 

 

Zaynab first joined a Facebook group for Iranian students, but soon found herself using the site more and 

more, in order to access information needed to settle into the host country:  

 
“It makes your life easier in Finland. If I have any questions, I run to Facebook and I ask oh does anyone 

have this experience. And then they answer nicely.  

 

Usually, they answer and help each other. But no one talk nonsense or about problem that is, um most of 

them are students but some of them want to forget about the problems in Iran. If you want to know those 

problems, you go to BBC news and all that. But those groups that I’m on, mostly about helping me to learn 

more about Finnish culture, Finnish laws, foods. For example, if you have someone asking what [Finnish 

healthcare system] can do for us. Something like that. All problems they are sharing. I’m sure if I have a 

problem, I also share like you know what to do?” (Zaynab/Iranian/PG/Finland). 

 
This increased relevance and importance of social media in the lives of international students is elaborated 

in the following section, that documents the specific ways in which these students used Facebook, namely, 

to make friends in the host country, to maintain their established connections at home, and to obtain 

information that supports their life in Finland.   

 
7.2.1 Making New Friends in Finland 

In contrast to the Chinese international students in Finland who drew a distinction between Facebook and 

WeChat, the other international students (apart from Zaynab from Iran) regarded Facebook as the main 

platform to connect with new friends from different settings and locations. Most of them already have 

Facebook accounts and used it widely as a convenient way to connect with the people they met.  
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“Most of my friends I’m sure that they’re going to have Facebook whereas like Instagram and all that I’m 

not sure. The chances are not as high. That’s probably one of the main reasons. Yeah and I know most 

people have it, so it’s just more convenient” (Henry/France/PG/Finland).  

 

Facebook is an ideal platform for new connections because it creates a quick and immediate point of 

contact between users. Usually, during a first meeting with another international student, it was 

convenient to add each other on Facebook at that initial point of contact:  

 

“When I meet with someone, I think the thing to keep in contact, the first thing to do is send a friend 

request to each other on Facebook and we can talk there later” (Hanna/Hungary/UG/Finland).  

 
From this point of contact onwards, international students were able to extend their communication and 

subsequently, build on these new friendships, through communicating publicly on each other’s profiles or 

through the private messaging function, i.e., Messenger, that sets up private communication channels 

between users who are Friends on Facebook.  

 
“Sometimes you might meet someone quite quickly and not really have time to like discuss. But then you 

might add each other on Facebook and then start to like discuss and so yeah, even though you haven’t 

met in real life for a long time, it’s a nice way to get to know them a bit more after that. Or even like just 

stay in touch. For some people, I’ll just be texting like that on Messenger. For some people, it’s more like 

seeing what they are up to, something like that. It depends on people” (Henry/France/PG/Finland). 

 

The public communication with other profiles takes place in different ways. Rose from Thailand regularly 

attends English speaking events in Finland. After one of the events, she uploaded a photo taken at the 

event with some of the friends she had made and captioned it:  

 

 “Thank you for inviting me and showing me a good night! Now, we're friends.  

#EngSpeakingNight”. Rose (Thailand/PG/Finland). 

 

Her message “…now we’re friends” is a definitive statement underscoring the power of Facebook to pave 

the way toward friendship. Rose was referring an English-speaking event which was publicised through 

Facebook in English. Through such events, students within the international community got to make 

friends mainly with their fraternity in the community, rather than with locals in the host community. By 

uploading this photo, the initial connections that Rose had made with her new friends were extended 
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upon, with the photo setting the stage for further conversation. This example demonstrated how 

Facebook allows its users to not only connect with each other, but also opens up avenues for subsequent 

engagement and interaction. 

 

Apart from supporting the formation of new connections, Facebook also enables users to learn more 

about their new friends, and continue to build the relationships. The students may scroll through their 

Friends’ Profile to learn more about the details of their lives as presented in Facebook: 

  

“When you have a new friend, I always check someone’s Facebook when I have a new friend like 

everything, you can see a lot of pictures for example, if you not delete pictures from your really early early 

Facebook ages (laughs), you can see a lot of things” (Hanna/Hungary/UG/Finland).  

 

Being able to access Facebook content of other international students exposed these users to their 

friends’ home countries and their cultures. In this way, Facebook could be read as aiding international 

engagement, as it enabled these international student users to gain access to global cultural knowledge, 

which sits well within the cosmopolitan approach to international student mobility. Some further 

examples of such cultural exchange will be presented in Part III, which examines the construction and 

curation of digital identities on Facebook, through a closer visual ethnographic study of the types of 

content that these international student users upload to the site. 

 

Additionally, Facebook is also an ideal platform to enable international students to maintain their new 

friendships when they leave the country, despite the barriers of distance and time. This is illustrated by 

Elizabeth, who had done an exchange programme in Germany as an undergraduate student, before 

moving to Finland for her postgraduate studies. From her overseas experiences, Elizabeth recognised that 

it was easy to lose touch with international friends once they return home, and in this regard, Facebook 

was an invaluable tool to maintain the contacts made: 

 
“Then you can easily keep in touch ‘cause you can easily add them on Facebook and keep them there. 

Then you know if one day, you know the contact is still there. So, I guess that’s one very good way to keep 

in contact with international students, with people. Because numbers are like, numbers, if you don’t write 

to them in years maybe they change their numbers and you don’t even know. So, Facebook. And emails, 

nobody writes emails these days (laughs). So, Facebook is a good channel for international people” 

(Elizabeth/Singapore/PG/Finland). 
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Beyond its use to support the new friendships in the host country, Facebook is also key to facilitating and 

maintaining connections between international students in Finland and their home audiences, similar to 

the experiences shared by the Singaporean international students in Australia. This function of Facebook 

will be examined in detail in the next section.  

 

7.2.2 Maintaining connections back home 

All the international students in Finland recognise Facebook’s important role to maintaining home 

relationships. Through posts and status content, these students were able to update their friends and 

family with what they were doing, as well as to stay updated with news from their friends and family at 

home:  

  
“I think I use Facebook for most of my communication with friends, and sometimes with family as well. 

It’s kind of nice to see pictures or some information about what they’re doing, and I guess from their side, 

it’s nice to see that I’m doing well here and to see the pictures”. Henry (France/PG/Finland) 

 

The exchange of even relatively mundane day-to-day information helped to keep relationships strong, 

and is likely to play a contributory role to the students’ sense of wellbeing, amidst the feelings of isolation 

and alienation that is common with international students, particularly in a country like Finland which is 

far away, often cold, with an unfamiliar language, and a completely different social and cultural landscape:  

 

“It is the only way to keep in touch. Maybe we won’t talk but we will see each other’s lives, some moments 

from each other’s lives like where is the other, what is he or she doing, because you share a lot of things 

on Facebook so you can keep in contact by knowing something about the other”. Hanna 

(Hungary/UG/Finland) 

 
Facebook’s Newsfeed is used to support this ambient awareness of friends and family. Its functionality 

afforded users with a quick and convenient way to access recent photos or text updates uploaded by 

friends and family back home: 

  
“… [Newsfeed’s] where I learn lots of things about my friends as well. Sometimes it’s so hard to just pick 

up the phone and call because there’s lots of things that you have to do. Then also they are busy with 

their work and with the time difference as well. So, it’s hard to keep up to date that often. But every so 
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often, you can, for example during your tea break, just have a quick look to see what’s going on” 

(Catherine/Vietnam/PG/Finland). 

 
Another important part of being updated with pieces of information from home was the preservation of 

open channels of communication. Students found that even a random update from an old friend could   

reignite a conversation and keep them involved in each other’s lives, albeit from a distance:  

 

“I found out how many friends are getting married through the Newsfeed (laughs). I will write to them 

like congrats and all that. Keep in touch once in a while. ‘Cause everyone is very busy but at least once in 

a while, they do talk to me and I do talk to them as well. Like for example, if I see a wedding picture then 

we’ll start a conversation for a while. And then get back to our own lives. Then maybe after half a year or 

something, like eh how are you doing or something like that. Irregularly but at least it’s a platform” 

(Elizabeth/Singapore/PG/Finland).  

  
Even when these updates are irregular, Facebook allows threads of conversations to be picked up later 

on, leading to reconnections and meet-ups when these students return home. For students like Hanna, 

Facebook was indispensable to her life in Finland, as she struggled with forming local friendships, feeling 

alone, and yearning for the familiar networks back home: 

  
“I have more time here so I watch [Facebook Newsfeed], I’m online all day. It’s not that good, but I think 

I have more time to use it ‘cause I have nothing else to do. Like I always check it like what’s happening 

there. And also cause my friends who stayed in Hungary, I want to keep in touch with them so I use it in 

that way, to write to them and all that” (Hanna/Hungary/UG/Finland).  

 

Hanna’s use of Facebook allowed her to focus on maintaining her relationships back home, in anticipation 

of her eventual return home. In sum, the experiences of international students in Finland painted a clear 

picture of Facebook’s dual role in supporting their social and psychological wellbeing. On one hand, 

Facebook helped them to build friendships and form strong bonds with other international students in 

the host country; on the other, it also helped them to maintain the valued relationships they had in their 

home country. These international students’ particular position, straddling home and host countries, 

underscore the important mediating role of Facebook in providing a unique space for complex human 

interactions to take place. 
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7.3 Facebook and Information 

In the previous section, it has been documented that Chinese student in Finland toggled between 

incorporating Facebook into their lives in the host country, while concurrently using WeChat as their 

dominant social media platform to connect with home. In contrast, for the other international students 

interviewed in this chapter, Facebook was their most frequently used social media platform, and became 

very much embedded into their daily lives in Finland. The following sections will elaborate on this, 

highlighting how the use of Facebook by international students have changed as they respond to the 

numerous informational and other challenges encountered as foreigners in their new environment. 

  
7.3.1 Accessing News on Host Country   

Many international students lament that without Facebook, they face many obstacles to accessing 

information. Hanna, for example, coming from Hungary, found it difficult to access local news content due 

to the language problem. For her, it was disorientating to know so little of what was going on around her; 

it worried her when she felt totally uninformed about important local news, such as the Finnish National 

Elections, that might be relevant to her as a foreign student:  

 
“Maybe I want to know more about what is happening here. I know that when we came here, there were 

the Elections for example but as I haven’t got too much Finnish friends, or if I have, they not share anything 

about this, I don’t know. Or if they share, they share it in Finnish so I don’t know for example what 

happened, how was the Elections and these things. We are not involved in these things.  

 

But if you are here, you want to know what is happening around. I only know this Election and the other 

example is that they found the dead body in Tampere a few weeks ago and it was like we did not hear it, 

I just have a Finnish classmate and she told me did I hear it or not. I just know it because she said me… so, 

it’s like, it’s in Tampere. You want to know cause it’s here. It’s like, I want to know but I can’t cause it’s 

like nothing in English. This is all just in Finnish” (Hanna/Hungary/UG/Finland). 

 

Many international students also found the information available to non-Finnish speakers through official 

channels, such as the university website and news platforms, to be inadequate, due largely to the 

information being given out in Finnish:  

 
“I could say Facebook is the main way that I’m related to this city, because the university doesn’t give me 

anything”. Zaynab (Iran/PG/Finland). 
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It was this weak link in institutional provision that contributed to the sense of loss and disorientation by 

students such as Zaynab as documented at the start of this thesis. In this regard, Facebook filled the 

information gap, even if it was in a limited way, given the language barrier. It was invaluable for students 

like Zaynab, who obtained all the local news she wanted from Facebook since she was in limited contact 

with the local community.  

 
“All events that happens comes through Facebook and I see them. Because I am not going around, I am 

not having contact with Finnish people. At least in this matter, I understand what is going on, some 

occasion if there is some occasion from university or the city itself. Even if I don’t go, I know about it” 

(Zaynab/Iran/UG/Finland). 

 
For her and the other international students, Facebook became their dominant source of informational 

support within the host country, providing them with recent news and regular updates. It also provided 

them with information about social events and activities in their host country that were relevant to them.  

 
7.3.2 A Space for Accessing Social Opportunities  

The international students had mostly relied on their social networks back home to keep them updated 

and engaged with social activities when they were back home in the home countries. However, after 

moving to Finland, many of them found that they struggled with finding out about activities in their host 

country that were relevant to them. Their limited local friendships meant that they had to push 

themselves to identify alternative opportunities for involvement in groups and activities, in order to build 

new social networks. Facebook groups thus became one key way for the students to learn about the 

activities and opportunities for engagement in their host country. 

 
“I don’t really join [Facebook] groups in Singapore. When I’m abroad I found that I join much more groups 

cause I kind of want to know what’s going on. In Singapore, I have enough things to do (laughs) and I like 

don’t have to join all these things. I already have my own circle, so there’s no need to go on Facebook to 

try to join another circle” (Elizabeth/Singapore/PG/Finland).  

 
Similar to Elizabeth, Catherine had experience living abroad, having lived in both the UK and New Zealand. 

As such, she was already aware of how important social media, such as Facebook, was as a source for 

information on social opportunities while in the host country:  
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“I’ve always used Facebook as a way to find out what is going on in the specific place that I am living” 

(Catherine/Vietnam/PG/Finland).  

 

… the very first thing I did when I moved to Tampere was, I tried to search for different groups in Finland, 

in Tampere. And if I had to go to other places in Finland or any other countries, I would also do the same 

thing, go onto Facebook and try to find out about that group that I need to be connect to, the exact kind 

of people that I need to follow or something like that” (Catherine/Vietnam/PG/Finland). 

 
For these international students, joining different Facebook groups was the quickest way to get the 

information needed in the host country. The information included a range of content, from where to get 

simple everyday items like cheap or second-hand household goods, to more detailed information on 

Finland health services: 

 
“If I want to find a group or service, that is the place I first come to search for. All kinds of things like 

second hand stuff and people moving, how to say, moving service. So it’s been really helpful, especially 

here where the information is, how to say, it’s sort of somehow hidden. I feel like that. Or maybe it’s in 

Finnish and I’m just blind to following the language. I don’t know but I kept, I keep following lots of 

different Facebook groups so that, that’s the way I stay updated with what’s going on here” 

(Catherine/Vietnam/PG/Finland).  

 

Facebook thus created a space where international students could tailor their social media usage to seek 

out information that is specifically relevant to them. Through the Group Pages, they can ask specific 

questions and receive help on these particular issues. For students like Zaynab, Facebook is used almost 

exclusively to locate information that support her life in Finland. On the other hand, for home connections, 

she continued to use Telegram, the most popular social media platform in Iran, to stay in contact with her 

friends and family:  

 

“Something that is happening for my life here, not about Iran. If I want some news from Iran, I see that 

some of my friends, Iranian are on Facebook cause BBC news, BBC pages. But I watch it on TV, not online. 

Not on Facebook … I prefer to watch on TV anytime I want. Facebook is mostly about my life here. Almost 

95 percent about my life here. Not to do about Iran” (Zaynab/Iran/UG/Finland).  
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Discovering Facebook was, in a sense, a life-changing experience for Zaynab while in Finland. After the 

months of feeling isolated and alone, she felt relieved to finally have a platform where she could ask 

questions and receive assistance. Help usually came quickly from peers and other international students:  

 
“It makes your life easier in Finland. If I have any questions, I run to Facebook and I ask oh does anyone 

have this experience. And then they answer nicely. Usually they answer and help each other” 

(Zaynab/Iran/PG/Finland). 

 

One key advantage of these groups was that they utilised crowdsourcing as a way to provide users with 

information, allowing for a wide variety of information to come from a diverse range of sources.  In 

Finland, there were several relevant Facebook groups that are widely used by international students in 

Finland. To present an understanding on how they have affected the lives of international students in the 

country, three of such groups are discussed in the next section.   

 

7.4 Foreigner Facebook Groups in Finland 

The three foreigner Facebook groups discussed here are Tampere foreigners (and not :D), Co-National 

Facebook Groups in Finland, and International Student Groups.  

 

7.4.1 Tampere Foreigners (and not :D) 

This Facebook Group Tampere foreigners (and not :D) was familiar to almost all of the students 

interviewed.  It was specifically set up for English-speaking foreigners who lived in Tampere, but also had 

many English-speaking Finns on it.  All posts were in English, and as such, the group served as an ideal 

forum for English speakers to receive information through crowdsourcing within the group. Foreigners in 

Tampere were encouraged to ask questions by putting up a post, where group members could respond 

to using Facebook’s comment feature. Indeed, group members were often very pro-active in responding 

and offering advice or information. Henry from France described the group as the best way to get answers 

about questions that any foreigners might have about living in Tampere, including information that may 

seem very obvious to the locals:  

 
“Anytime someone has a question, especially if it’s targeted for foreigners, so they know they are looking 

for things that for Finns are quite obvious, but if you are foreigner, you might not know this or this. So, I 

think even when I need recommendations for some shops or that, it’s quite easy, you can just post, there’s 
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usually someone who can answer you. And there’s internationals, but also some Finns, so it’s kind of nice” 

(Henry/France/PG/Finland).  

 

The page was a convenient way to get information about living in Finland, and to stay updated about 

happenings in the local community. Many foreigners felt that they were kept updated, simply by following 

the Page and reading the questions and responses posted by members. Subsequently, many of the 

international students also tried to contribute to this page in order to “pay it back” for the help that they 

had received from it:   

 
“If people are looking for recommendations and I know that it’s something I know or something I like, I 

try to answer as well. I’m mostly just reading what other people post, which also can help you, even if you 

haven’t wondered before, someone might ask a question and you are like ‘oh actually that’s a good 

question, that’s interesting’. But a few times before, when I saw that I was able to contribute, I did” 

(Henry/France/PG/Finland). 

 

With the constant interactions through the questions and responses, over time, a sense of community 

developed amongst the users. This community was particularly important for foreigner residents who had 

felt isolated in Finland, as the Facebook group gave them support in many ways. What was noteworthy 

was the willingness of its members to help each other with their own learning experiences. The wealth of 

knowledge that came from their shared experiences was a key element to the success of this online 

community, even though many participants did not know each other in-person:  

 
“I like to comment as well if someone is like ‘can I have help with this and this’. Then I like to comment 

and help them. Because it’s helped me a lot to read stuff off Facebook and sometimes, I post something 

like a question and people help” (Jillian/England/PG/Finland). 

 

While most of the interactions were online, members would also occasionally organise meet-ups or share 

events that they felt other English speakers would be interested in. The group opened up a space for them 

to connect with other English speakers in Finland, either for companionship or to share other common 

interests, such as music: 

 
“There are some people I met on Facebook. Like someone at some point of time, posted a message that 

they were looking for someone to play music with them. So, I just contacted them like hey, we can just 

hang out or something like that. So, I’ve met two or three people like that. There’s one was on Facebook 
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group; I think just for Foreigners in Tampere. So, this one, people post things if they have any requests or 

just meet some people. Yeah, so there were some guy who was looking for people to make music to I was 

like yeah, why not” (Henry/France/PG/Finland). 

 

Many members were introduced to events, information and social opportunities through this group page, 

which led them to encounter other foreigners, and in some instances, form new friendships:  

 

“One way that I meet new people is to go to a lot of events, for example, Tribe Tampere, they organise 

many activities and I go there and have random chats with people and then I meet them again randomly 

on the street or on the bus, gradually getting to know them but getting to know them doesn’t mean that 

we can be friends. But Facebook is a very important channel that brings you information about these 

events. Like I wouldn’t know that Tribe Tampere exists if there’s no Facebook” (Thi/Vietnam/PG). 

 
The Facebook page was also a way for the international students to learn new aspects of their host 

country’s culture. This may include the meaning of certain Finnish holidays, the types of humour they 

enjoy, and other snippets of local culture:   

 
“I’ve also liked a few pages about Finland in general and also like, more specific things like, pages who are 

like written by foreigners in Finland or something like that. So, it might be kind of anything, from like 

humour to cultural stuff. So it’s always interesting. For example, if there’s like a holiday or something, 

they may put on one of the pages like today is the day of the whatever, or something like that. You might 

get to learn a bit more thanks to that” (Henry/France/PG/Finland).  

 
This Facebook group was a virtual way in which Facebook support international student mobility, as they 

transit from home to host countries.  The group provided an avenue for support and information through 

connecting individuals who were in a similar situation. It drew on the wealth of knowledge of crowds to 

provide information, creating the sense of community in the process, by showing that everyone was in 

the same boat of having to figure things out and not having their very own community to rely upon. As 

Jillian (England/PG/Finland) noted: 

 

“I feel like, I mean half the people there have never even met but it’s like a community and we all kind of 

understand each other and it’s not like real? Well, it is real but it’s not. It’s like, I don’t know, I think maybe 

it’s ‘cause we all don’t have our own communities here that we try to create one online and people 
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organise events through that and stuff and it’s really nice to meet people. Yeah, ‘cause people have helped 

me through this so I try to give back” (Jillian/England/PG/Finland). 

 

In a sense, this Facebook group was another way in which international friendships were fostered, as 

opposed to local friendships. It must however be noted that while the group function allows its members 

to have further reach in terms of getting the specific information needed, it was the individual member 

who decides on the extent they want to avail themselves to the information.  In terms of relationship to 

the local community, the group could be said to provide a non-institutionalised point of connection to 

Finnish society and culture, a notion that would be further discussed in later parts of this thesis.   

 
7.4.2 Co-National Facebook Groups in Finland 

Besides groups that are targeted to English speakers, the international students also join groups specific 

to co-nationals living in the host country. In the case of Zaynab, the Iranian student, who had struggled 

with numerous challenges as she tried to settle in, the turning point was when she was introduced to a 

Persian Facebook Group Page formed by Persians living in Finland:  

 

“I’m getting information from Persian people. And I myself also share my experiences with them too. 

‘Cause I think it is helping each other to understand the law ‘cause we don’t know and no one is telling us 

about Finnish. I don’t know if it is helping integration or not. Maybe indirectly it’s helping. Because when 

I’m understanding what is law, my problems become less, my shock is less because then I can adjust 

myself. Even some of them are sending the message, if you want to work, go to this class, go to this course 

for Finnish language issues. Helping each other and in this matter, Facebook is important for me. After 

Telegram and family, Facebook is second most important for communication. Not any other person” 

(Zaynab/Iran/PG/Finland). 

 
Zaynab evidently found the peer support she needed as a new entrant into a totally unfamiliar 

environment. The support from the new-found kinship (“it’s better I ask my community. I think more than 

language, our experience, our life is the same. So, we can help each other”) lessened her anxiety and 

alleviated the stress she felt (“my shock is less”).  Facebook became important to her, not only as a 

resource for the information she needed, but being in contact with co-nationals, she felt comfortable and 

secure, knowing that they understood the perspective with which she was approaching her problems: 

 
“I think mostly we are having the same experience. We are the same culture, and the problem that we 

have is like each other. Like when I’m asking Finnish people which hospital I should go, they might state 
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every hospital that is here. But when I ask Iranian people, they are asking me the right questions, if I have 

[local insurance] card, if I have this that, they are understanding my condition. But the Finnish people 

cannot understand my condition. They are supported by every clinic. So, the answer they give me, even 

if I can talk to them Finnish, I think they are not able to understand what I need because my condition is 

not like them at all. So, it’s better I ask my community. I think more than language, our experience, our 

life is the same. So, we can help each other” (Zaynab/Iran/PG/Finland).  

 

Elizabeth likewise shared her experience of posting on the “Singaporeans in Finland” Facebook Page in 

Finland. She discussed how the experience led to her to meeting two other Singaporeans who live in the 

country. While she enjoyed meeting people from different countries, she explained that it was not the 

same as interacting with people who shared the same cultural background, an experience that seemed to 

resonate with the sentiments of the Singaporean international students in Australia (discussed in earlier 

sections).  

 
Given that it was relatively hard to form co-national groups in Finland due to the fewer number of 

international students coming from the same country, these Facebook groups were able to connect co-

nationals across the whole of Finland, from different geographical areas and universities. This wide reach 

bringing co-nationals from afar was particularly meaningful to many international students, and was only 

possible via an online platform. They were able to form co-national friendships in a foreign country, that 

they would not otherwise have been able to do. The groups were integral to the students’ overseas 

experiences, as they navigate the challenging landscapes that straddle home and host cultures.  

 

Facebook is thus a space that not only brought individuals together to form a community of help and 

support, but also enabled co-nationals to find their own comfort spaces within their host cultures. 

Through Facebook, Henry was able to connect to other English speakers who were also interested in 

music; Elizabeth was able to connect with co-nationals and feel a sense of familiarity and comfort in her 

life in Finland; while Zaynab was able to receive the informational and emotional support for settling in. 

The latter’s experience also demonstrated Facebook’s role in enabling individual students to fulfil peculiar 

personal needs that only those coming from their own home country could provide, as seen in Zaynab’s 

experience of finding particular substitute ingredients for her Iranian cooking:   

  
“One page is, everyone is having experience cooking food, especially cooking Iranian food. They say how 

we can use Finnish material to cook this food, Iranian food. I am a member of that page. Sometimes I see 
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how some guys are cooking very special food. No material of Iran is here but they are using some similar 

ingredients. I was looking at that food and was like ‘oh my gosh two years I haven’t had it’ (laughs). So, 

they cook that food, just as a fun or just for sharing. Once I asked ‘What did you do? How did you do?’ 

and she explained like ‘I made this cake like this that’. This is something like society for me” 

(Zaynab/Finland/PG/Iran)  

 

For Zaynab, having home-cooked food in a foreign country was an everyday activity that is particularly 

important to her. Her discovery of the substitute ingredients gave her a sense of comfort and joy in 

experiencing a bit of homely familiarity. This again affirms Facebook as a space that can provide a form of 

non-institutionalised support for these students. It is also one where international students could actively 

exert their agency, in making choices on matters that affect them personally. This notion of agency would 

be further explored in the final analysis of this research.  

 
7.4.3 International Student Ambassador Programme 

The University of Tampere had an International Student Ambassador Programme within the Facebook 

platform. The setup of this group recognised the importance of Facebook as a tool for international 

student support, as well as the advantages of having international students themselves, rather than local 

students, offering support and guidance to other international students. 

 

Jillian, a postgraduate international student from Britain was part of this programme and explained her 

role in it. Under the programme, international student volunteers would manage the “Tampere Student 

Ambassadors” Facebook Page where “people could ask us questions if they were thinking about studying 

in Finland or were coming to study in Finland and they were worried”:  

 
“So, we were on social media and people could ask us questions if they were thinking about studying in 

Finland or were coming to study in Finland and they were worried. Like you could send a question to 

admissions but it was mostly about, it’s about technical stuff, requirements. If you want to know about 

how it’s like to live here, like if someone could have told me about the [income security benefits in Finland] 

thing or someone could have told me about the Finnish classes, it could have been really useful. So, we 

answer those kinds of questions. We have Facebook events that you can find on Facebook, where we 

answer these kinds of questions from people” (Jillian/England/PG/Finland).  

 
This group page was a way to assist international students beyond the help they could get from the tutors. 

The international student ambassadors were often more familiar with the problems encountered, being 
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one herself/himself, and thus, more equipped to help other international students, particularly in the 

settling process:  

 

“I like to try to help because I know how hard it is to try to come here” (Jillian/England/PG/Finland). 

 
The Page was well-intended as many of the international students perceived that local students may not 

really understand their struggles. They found it easier to communicate with international students who 

had similar orientation experiences. 

  

This initiative demonstrated how Facebook might be utilised as a part of the institutionalised support 

system for international students. However, I found from the interviews that many international students 

were unaware of this International Student Ambassador Facebook Page. This seems to be another 

instance of communication breakdown between the resources offered by organisations and their targeted 

recipients, as can also be seen in the example cited by Catherine from Vietnam and her experiences with 

library resources. It calls for a closer look at the efficacy of these support systems in comparison to those 

offered under non-institutionalised arrangements, exemplified by the popularity of international and co-

national Facebook groups discussed earlier. 

 

7.5 Concluding Observations 

The international students in Finland are a mixed group of students coming from different countries and 

diverse social-cultural backgrounds, but they share some very similar challenges as foreign students in the 

country. The oft-cited problem from these students was the language barrier which directly affected the 

formation of international-local friendships. English was the chosen intermediate language, although it 

was non-native to many of the students. The students reported that while the locals were friendly, many 

of them were uncomfortable to actively engage with them. Instead, these students bonded with their co-

international students, building strong friendships and support systems, all on the basis of their shared 

status as foreigners in an unfamiliar environment. The common use of English by international students 

in Finland contributed to the formation of these international friendships. Concurrently, it also 

perpetuated a distancing from local students, a situation aggravated by the limitation of space for 

interaction, both in the institutional and social settings.   
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Overall, international-local ties were either weak or non-existent. This factor had already been identified 

in the relevant literature, including Baldassar and McKenzie’s work on missing friendships (2016). The 

language barrier, cultural differences and negative experiences with the locals, had many of the students 

realised that they were more comfortable with other international students. Throughout the interviews 

across the four different groups of international students, there was a constant emphasis on the 

importance of international student friendships.  

 
This segment of my research thus affirms that international students, given their shared experiences, have 

tended to form strong bonds with other international students, rather than with local students. While the 

locals have established friendships and support systems, international students have to re-evaluate and 

re-establish support systems and friendships in their new host country environment. This is an area that 

has been researched by Gomes et al. (2014), who view the international student bubble as a key 

component of the international student experience. This parallels Matusitz’s study (2015) of French 

students living in the USA, where it was found that when these students experience stress or anxiety, they 

looked to fellow French students living in the US for support, claiming that their relationships with 

American students were not strong enough to help them. For my study, I have extended the discussion to 

the role of social media, and here, my research affirms that Facebook contributed positively to the 

formation and building of international friendships, although its success was less evident in fostering local 

relationships. Through the “community of help” that developed within the Facebook platform, the 

extension of the informational support networks, and the indirect dissemination of Finnish culture, 

Facebook, as a safe social space, has contributed to a non-institutionalised connection to Finnish society. 

In sum, it played a dual role of helping to build strong bonds with other international students in the host 

country, while also helping the students to maintain the important relationships they had in their home 

countries, thus contributing to the sense of belongingness necessary for their emotional wellbeing. 

Facebook has a positive presence as a unique in-between space, straddling home and host, providing a 

safe space for the complex human interactions inherent in cross-country and cross-culture dynamics to 

take place. Facebook’s unique position will be further analysed in Chapter 12 through Third Space theory.    

 

This chapter also provided insights into the role of local foreigner-focussed Facebook groups, co-national 

Facebook groups and institutional Facebook groups as sources of support for foreigners in non-English 

speaking countries. As an example, the foreigners’ Facebook groups serve as a safe social space that can 

open up access to new communities and new sources of information. This is reminiscent of Chen and 
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Choi’s (2011) work on Chinese migrants in Singapore, which demonstrated how migrants who turn to the 

internet to give and receive information and assistance, resulted in virtual communities of support for 

them. Likewise, Ye’s research on Chinese students in the USA (2006) revealed the online support provided 

through virtual communities to be invaluable, demonstrating how social media can help facilitate the 

integration of migrants into host societies. Clearly, social media can impact all stages of the migration 

process, beginning from the pre-migration stages to the time the student leave the host country. 

Throughout the process, relatively weak ties in social networks can also contribute to a form of support 

to international student mobility, through the social media platform used.  

 

One further finding in this chapter is the role of social media as a tool for international students to gain 

information pertaining to both host and home countries. Social media can support the migrant social 

networks and create more resources and avenues for assistance, which helped to ease the overall 

migration process.  This is echoed throughout the interviews, with many of the participants turning to 

their Facebook groups when they needed help with information but discovering that in doing so, they 

were exposed to new and additional information that they themselves may not have sought in the first 

instance.  The benefits of weak ties can be read in Putnam’s (2000) application of Granovetter’s (1973) 

work on “the strength of weak ties” to distinguish between bonding and bridging capital. Bonding social 

capital refers to the links that exist between homogenous individuals, which may in turn lead to the 

development of strong ties. On the other hand, bridging capital exists between heterogeneous groups, 

which are more likely to lead to the spread of information and resources, as can be seen in the use of 

Facebook by the international students in this research. The shared experiences but different backgrounds 

of international students created vibrant communities online, through which they were able to share 

knowledge with each other, compensating for the lack or limitation of supportive social networks in their 

host societies. However it is important to mention that the variety of experiences discussed in this chapter 

may also stem from the distinctions in age and educational background of the students. While this chapter 

conveys that the struggles of gaining information in non-English speaking countries are a shared 

experience, there is also room to unpack what other factors may impact on this. This should be highlighted 

as a potential area for future research.  

 

As a final note, Part II which comprises the four data chapters documenting the experiences of the four 

groups of international students in Australia and Finland has elicited many interesting and significant 

insights into how international student’s online interactions and social media practices were affected by 
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their mobility. One key contribution of this thesis to the existing pool of knowledge is the focus on 

Facebook as a key source of information. While this was evidenced in the group of students in Australia, 

it was particularly emphasised in the Finland sample, where the limited information available through 

institutional sources made the crowdsourced information especially necessary for helping these 

international students navigate their new host cultural environment. The shared experiences undergone 

as foreigners abroad led to a sense of camaraderie, strengthening the group ties established in these social 

media sites. The importance of social media groups for migrants has been established in past literature, 

but its increased importance in non-English speaking country contexts is one key finding in this section of 

the research. 

 

Facebook plays a major role in supporting the formation and maintenance of international student 

networks. In all four data chapters, there was an emphasis on the use of Facebook as a tool for making 

new friends and establishing new social networks in host countries. This included the international 

students’ efforts to situate themselves among their new groups of friends. There were nuanced 

differences in its use by the Singaporean students in Australia, the international students in Finland and 

the Chinese international students in both Australia and Finland when addressing different audiences in 

home and host countries, as each group as well as the individual students within them were motivated or 

constrained by different aspirations and personal circumstances. In the groups of Chinese international 

students in both Finland and Australia, their use of Facebook was deliberately targeted to their new 

audiences in their host countries, as reflected in their choice of language. In comparison, the international 

students in Finland and those in Australia who already had Facebook profiles prior to moving abroad, 

focused more on maintaining these connections, keeping their audiences at home updated with what 

they were doing abroad, as well as ensuring they were similarly updated about what was going on at 

home. The distinctions highlight the role that audiences play in shaping social media usage, a notion that 

will be further unpacked in the upcoming Part III that focuses on the identity formation of international 

students on Facebook. 
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PART III 
Data Findings on Research Question Two 

International Students’ Online Identity Production 
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Part III:  Data Findings on Research Question Two 

International Students’ Online Identity Production 

 

Part III presents the ethnographic data from the four groups of students studied, to address the research 

question of how international student users navigate identity production when addressing their 

multicultural social media audiences on online platforms. The research question, “How do international 

students, as social media users, navigate identity production when addressing their multicultural social 

media audiences?” was formulated toward presenting an investigation of the ways in which these 

international students perceive their selves in the unique positions they occupy in transnational space, 

where multiple cultures and values intersect. It examines how they curate their digital identities to in 

relation to their diverse and multicultural audiences across home and host countries in the online space 

of Facebook, and how they project these self-perceptions.  

 

Each chapter is preceded and supported by the background data from the earlier chapters in Part II, which 

investigated how international students use Facebook in relation to their mobility, that is, their transient 

move from home to a new host environment. These earlier chapters serve as the backdrop to the present 

data set, as they presented the ethnographically-derived documentation of the social networks and lived 

experiences of the four student groups in Australia and Finland, as well as their use of Facebook to support 

these experiences.  

 

In the context of this research, I recognise that the numerous and overlapping social groups on Facebook 

would cause users to have tensions in presenting information that would be appropriate to their different 

audiences (Lampinen, Tamminen, and Oulasvirta, 2009). According to the literature, audience acceptance 

is dependent on continuity. Unconscious performativity (Butler, 1990), and structured performance 

(Goffman, 1959) shape the construction and curation of online identities; and the student users must also 

reflexively flow into a coherent, consistent self-narrative to address their multicultural audiences 

(Giddens, 1991), allowing for this continuity. The understanding of these propositions, which were 

supported by the literature review in Chapter 2, is important in dissecting identity curation, and I will use 

them as well as other ideas and principles from the literature to frame the presentation and analysis of 

the empirical ethnographic data from my research in Chapters 8 to 11. My aim is to extend the academic 
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knowledge of the complex processes of identity curation in the online world, in relation to the students’ 

unique position between home and host cultures. The final analysis in Chapter 12 consolidates the 

research presented in the Part (Part III) as well as the earlier Part II of the thesis, through the lenses of 

Third Space theories. I will then conclude with the formulation of a conceptual framework on identity 

curation based on the grounded evidence presented in the thesis. 
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Chapter 8: Singaporean Students in Australia 

 

This chapter that presents the data documentation on Singaporean international students in Australia 

begins with a brief review of these students’ approaches to content production on Facebook, before 

proceeding to investigate their perceptions, behaviours and processes of digital identity curation on the 

platform. Particular attention is placed on how they relate to their diverse audiences, both in their home 

and host society.  

 

Similar to the previous data chapters in Part II, it is necessary to include a review of the contextual 

background to these international students’ approach to identity creation by examining their changing 

relationships with home and host cultures. Here, the documentation will extend the observations 

recorded in the preceding chapters, with a focus on how the international students draw on the lived 

experiences in their host countries as well as their relationships with home in their processes of identity 

construction on Facebook. I pay close attention to the home and host social-cultural content posted on 

Facebook and examine how the curation of such content shapes the final manifested digital identities. 

The focus is on how the students navigate the complex environment presented by the multiple audiences, 

transnational and cross-cultural landscapes, in accordance to my research aims.  

 

8.1 Identity Creation on Facebook 

As noted in Chapter 4, (Part II), Singaporean students’ use of Facebook increased when they moved 

overseas. However, these students were aware that their use of Facebook was conditioned by their use 

of other social media platforms. While they upload content onto Facebook, they nonetheless viewed it 

more as a production of information that is of interest to their perceived audience, rather than a platform 

for routine content uploads; there was the idea of saving Facebook for the presentation for more 

important or exciting content. In contrast, Instagram, particularly Instagram stories, and Twitter, were 

seen as platforms for everyday information.  

 

“I try not to post like, oh I just took a, oh I just went to the toilet kind of stuff. What I choose to post most 

of the time is I see something on Facebook that intrigues me, something that like excites me kind of stuff. 

So, it’s very unlike me to post a status of my life. Like oh I did this at this time, or I met this person at this 

time. Usually, I keep that stuff for like Twitter I guess” (Alan/Singapore/UG/Australia). 
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Their perception of Facebook as a platform for content on more significant events stem from Facebook’s 

intended usage as a one platform “to connect with everybody”, a positioning that has led many users to 

add and accept people from a variety of social settings, resulting the posted content becoming 

overwhelmed, and users came to realise how certain information may have been presented to wider 

groups who were not the intended audience for this content. This can be seen in a slight shift toward the 

using other social media sites such as Instagram for more private content, as the audience there seems to 

be more delimited: 

 

“Basically, [Facebook]’s more open than my Instagram is because I’ll let anybody add me on Facebook but 

Instagram is more private in that sense” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia).  

 

Given their awareness that their Facebook posts are open to a wide audience, Singaporean students have 

tended to be careful in what they upload. With the availability of other platforms such as Instagram, the 

students would selectively post what they see as significant or exciting, rather than mundane day-to-day 

activities. In recognising that Facebook is a “one-for-all” kind of platform, they tend to approach postings 

with careful curation, as seen in the case of Jeremy, where this awareness of wider audiences’ access on 

Facebook made him hesitant about sharing opinions or comments on sensitive topics: 

 

“On social media, things can spread very easily. So maybe I have some thoughts or comments about 

certain, like issues that I will not post it ‘cause it will offend people or something. I would say it to my 

closer friends though” (Jeremy/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

In the context of my research focus, the students’ selective behaviour in content upload can be referenced 

to the literature on identity curation, in particular, Goffman’s work (1959) on “audience segregation” and 

“impression management”, which refer to how users look to influencing the perceptions that their 

audiences. This can be seen in several statements from the students, which are documented under the 

specific subsections that follow.  

 

8.1.1 Addressing Diverse Audiences 

The students’ awareness of the diverse audiences on Facebook affected their decision on the types of 

content uploaded to the site and their curation on the information conveyed as part of their identity 

construction on the platform. They were conscious that the digital identities produced had to be 
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acceptable to their many different social group audiences. For example, Delia related how she presented 

herself very differently with different social groups:  

 

“I think in real life, you present yourself very differently to very different people. Like when you are, when 

I’m in [on-campus accommodation], I present myself in a very different way, like a very proper way that I 

would like everyone to view me as. But with my closer friends, of course, I’m a little bit crazier, a little bit 

more myself. And then with my really core group of friends, I’m just like loud. I’m just like loud and talk 

whenever I like to talk and then obviously with your family, it’s just like no filter at all (laughs). So, like 

those different stages, don’t reflect on Facebook because Facebook is kind of like one all. For me, it’s just 

the proper one. Just ‘cause of the wider audience” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

On Facebook, the profile constructed must address multiple groups as well as individuals coming from 

various social and cultural backgrounds, as a single audience, which users must imagine in order to 

address them effectively. Delia’s statement epitomises a common approach by many Facebook users, 

who preferred to present their “most acceptable” image to their audiences.  

 

As noted in the literature, the different audiences on Facebook mean that users have to navigate the 

multiple identities which they have performed in different social setting, to create a consistent identity 

for themselves to be accepted by their audience. For Delia, recognising that Facebook is a one-for-all kind 

of platform because of its wide audience, she was conscious of the diverse group of individuals as her 

focus, and as such, her identity on Facebook was curated to show her “proper” side when addressing her 

perceived single audience. In the case of Jeremy, the knowledge of his wide audiences’ access to his 

Facebook profile made him worried that about sharing opinions or comments on sensitive topics, and this 

accordingly shaped his content curation.  

 

Jeremy and Delia’s stories highlight the careful curation process that each of their profiles underwent in 

order to tailor the content to their audiences. It is noted that Facebook’s privacy settings do allow users 

to limit or restrict content accessible to other users, and this can prevent selected persons from viewing 

certain content. Nonetheless, most of the Singaporean students prefer to present identities that are 

acceptable to a wider range of audiences, rather than use the privacy settings:  
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 “… for me, I’m very careful with what I post. So, if I’m going to post it, I don’t mind anyone seeing lah” 

(Alan/Singapore/UG/Australia).  

 

As Alan was selective in his featured content, he felt that there was no need for him to limit his audience’s 

access. His approach could be read as an effort to mitigate potential “collapsed context” (boyd, 2014), 

which according to the literature, is brought about when individuals are being “forced to grapple 

simultaneously with otherwise unrelated social contexts that are rooted in different norms and seemingly 

demand different social responses” (boyd, 2014, p.31). In Alan’s conscious choosing to use Facebook for 

connecting with a wide audience, knowing well the range and diversity of its make-up, he has to remain 

vigilant. The potential pitfall of “collapsed context” is illustrated in a previous encounter he had of 

miscommunication, when a friend’s interpretation of his uploaded content differed from his intended 

meaning:  

 

“I think sometimes I say something and people get a bit… like I think I cannot present my tone on Facebook 

and that brings a lot of miscommunication. And so, people, there was one or two particular incidences 

where I think my friend got pretty upset… to be honest, I can’t remember exactly what I posted and exactly 

what was the reply. But then what happened was I said something and then he got upset. then we settled 

this privately. 

 

… Because of this, I’m very careful about the things I post and I try not to post things that are very sensitive. 

I’m quite careful when I post stuff and that includes being aware of my audience” 

(Alan/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

This experience of Alan harks back to Goffman’s (1959) concept of performance, where individuals 

perform and validate their interactions with others, based on certain self-defined performance goals, thus 

positioning identity construction as a social process. In the context of my research aims, this puts emphasis 

on the role of multicultural audiences, from both home and host countries in shaping international 

student identities, apart from and in addition to the student’s self-curation. In considering how the 

student navigates this situation, it is necessary to examine his/her changing relationship with home and 

the relationships that the student has formed in the host country. This will be further discussed in sections 

8.2 and 8.3  
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8.1.2 Portrayals of the Self 

Despite the preferred “careful” curation of content, many Singaporean students considered it important 

to portray what they perceived to be “accurate” representations of their identities. In the case of Delia, 

while she was conscious of the wider audiences, she felt that she also wanted to reflect who she was as a 

person; her personality and the changes she has gone through at a personal level since coming to 

Australia. More importantly, she felt that she had agency in terms of her control over what she presents:  

  

“…. this kind of thing will definitely reflect on the way that you present yourself on Facebook. because at 

the end of the day, that’s something that you are controlling but it’s also how you want people to see 

you. It’s a reflection of who you are, who is your personality and the changes you are as a person” 

(Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

Likewise, Wei Rong, while acknowledging that Facebook Profiles would affect audience perceptions of the 

user, found it important to be honest with who he is:  

 

“To create a certain image then you have to curate your profile quite carefully. Not for me, I just like post 

what I feel, although not very often and just try to be as honest and transparent about myself as possible” 

(Wei Rong/Singapore/UG/Australia).  

 

Both these examples show that while it may often be necessary for a user to present more tailored 

identities toward their perceived audiences, it is still important that these profiles adopt the “I-for-the-

others” position (Bakhtin, 1993), that is, conveying the individuals’ personal perception of their selves in 

relation to their social networks. Part of this involves creating the contexts through which audiences can 

understand their identity announcements by showing personal information to their audiences initially to 

give them a basic knowledge of who they are as individuals. This is often done through the categories 

offered on Facebook, and then building upon this information subsequently to show their interests, 

activities and other information:  

 

“My demographic details are all accurate. I am 23 years old and I am Chinese. But with regards to the 

things I share, and the things I am interested in, sometimes it might vary. So last time I would share videos 

about, um what videos did I use to share. I would share videos about this computer game and I no longer 

play so it would be something of the past I guess. Other than that, I do think Facebook does have a pretty 

accurate depiction of the type of interests I have and things I embody” (Jonah/Singapore/UG/Australia) 
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Recognisably, there are varying aspects of identity; anchored aspects which are perceived to be fixed and 

unchangeable, as opposed to transient aspects which are in flux and may change with time (Merchant et 

al., 2006).  Jonah’s demographic details such as age, religion and ethnicity can be seen as anchored 

elements of his identity, and these were accurately portrayed on the platform. Beyond these anchored 

aspects, many Singaporean students seemed to consider other details such as likes and interests as 

information that could change over time, but saw these to be still relevant to enable their audience’s 

understanding of their selves and their unique identities:  

 

“I don’t really update stuff about my life here on social media. It’s more about what I like as a person. In 

general, I quite accurately put stuff up there when I update it. And if you follow it, you can see what I like, 

in general. Cause I normally share things that I like. So, it does represent what I like I guess and my profile 

in general is quite accurate” (Amanda/Singapore/UG/Australia).  

 

Amanda’s line of thinking reflects a common approach by the students – they felt that while the profiles 

on Facebook were tailored to represent the most acceptable versions of themselves, it was just as 

important for them to still be able to convey an impression of who they really are to their audiences. In 

this regard, Potter’s propositions pertaining to the “curatorship of self” as “the range of collected assets 

which are appropriated and held by the end user who shapes them using the tools available” (Potter, 

2012, p.60), is relevant. The students recognised the importance of drawing from their accumulated 

“assets” and expressing them through their online profiles. They felt that in presenting an accurate image 

of their selves, they would allow their audiences to better understand them as individuals. However, even 

as they strived toward accurate representations of their selves, the students agreed that there were 

limitations to the identities that they could portray on Facebook - the platform was unable to adequately 

capture the deeper aspects of their personalities: 

 

“I don’t really post that much so if you look at Facebook and you look at what I am, you will probably get 

a very vague general picture, like I’m a Christian, how I ask questions, in science, that kind of thing. But I 

don’t think you can tell very much unless you analyse every comment, every post, besides that I don’t 

think you can tell very much. So, I think the big difference is you sort of know what I am but you don’t 

know why I do certain things, kind of thing. I mean like you know I’m a Christian but doesn’t mean I’m a 

very staunch Christian” (Alan/Singapore/UG/Australia).  
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In essence, many Singaporean students held the perception that as Facebook Profile pages were 

“disembodied” from the physical selves, it would not be a complete representation of their identities:  

 

“I guess like pictures do say a thousand words but, in a way, it probably doesn’t? Like if you are climbing 

up rocks and you took a picture. They will only know that you climbed up rocks and took a picture. But 

they wouldn’t know that you probably laughed the entire way or like screamed. So those are like who you 

are, and it doesn’t reflect that much on Facebook, unless like. Well, I guess it does in pictures, if you are 

the kind who always like puts up pictures, whether you are clubbing or you are studying, if you are an 

outdoorsy person, or somebody who likes art. I mean those types of things do reflect on Facebook but 

you as a person, how you carry yourself or how you present yourself doesn’t really reflect on Facebook” 

(Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

This point on the inadequacy of Facebook was discussed by Delia in the interview and illustrated through 

my visual ethnographic study of her Facebook page. Delia had uploaded a photo to her Facebook page, 

which showed silhouettes of her and two friends on top of a rock with the sunset in the background and 

captioned: “Rock climbed to see the sunset with a fantastic group. Thanks [tagged friend] for making it 

happen” and location tagged the post to Zig Zag Scenic Drive in Western Australia. This post alluded to 

her “fantastic” experience in climbing these rocks to watch the sunset, but she chose to leave the 

audiences to make their own further interpretations of how she felt during the experience and draw 

conclusions on what it said about her as a person.  

 

The limited information thus opened this post to the viewer’s interpretation and understanding, which in 

turn would have to draw on their knowledge of Delia herself in the offline world. This is the limitation to 

profile construction and curation on Facebook.  While Facebook was able to give an idea of the person 

concerned, the students believed that there are nuances to an individual’s personality that can only be 

conveyed through in-person interactions.  

 

“At the end of the day, you choose what you want to put on Facebook. I think it is an accurate 

representation of where I am as in I’m in Australia, I’m studying in Australia full stop. But it’s not, not an 

accurate representative of my lifestyle, of how I am as a person. Because at the end of the day, you 

probably would prefer one on one conversations with your friends, like these things are more private. I 

think it does give a brief overview of what people in general need to know and what I think people need 

to know and that kind of ends there” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia).  
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This account presents Singaporean international students’ perception of the relationship between 

Facebook and identity production.  In sum, most students were fully aware of the limitations of Facebook 

in portraying their person and feelings, and felt that there are deeper aspects or nuances to an individual’s 

person that can only be conveyed through in-person interactions. Nonetheless, they were  in agreement 

that Facebook served the purpose of conveying information that the student  wanted his/her  audiences 

to know. In sum, their approach to identity construction was to present enough of themselves on 

Facebook, to the extent that they were comfortable with, in relation to their imagined audiences.  

 

8.1.3 Communicating with Transnational Audiences 

The earlier subsections showed that Singaporean students were very conscious of the transnational 

nature of the space they occupied and their varied audiences. Accordingly, they tailored their postings 

with this in view.  

 

One specific indication of their awareness of their non-Singaporean audience was the conscious effort to 

moderate their use of the Singaporean version of English, known as “Singlish”, which incorporates words 

and phrases from Malay, Tamil and local dialects, such as Hokkein and Cantonese, and including particles 

such as “lah”, “lor”, etc. indicating affirmation, dismissal, exasperation and other emotions. This unique 

vernacular is commonly used in informal situations amongst Singaporeans, and can sound 

incomprehensible to non-Singaporeans.   In discussing his presentation of content on Facebook, Wei Rong 

highlighted that he made deliberate efforts to use “proper” English when speaking to his local friends (in 

the host country) on Facebook: 

 

“The language that I use is pretty much similar except for the Singaporean vernacular that I add in 

sometimes when I communicate with people back home. Then when I communicate with people here, I 

just use proper English” (Wei Rong/Singapore/UG/Australia).  

 

Here, Wei Rong demonstrated the Singaporean students’ conscious efforts to distinguish Singlish from 

“proper” English, which most of them were equally comfortable in. Several other students also recounted 

their efforts to deliberately use “proper” English, as it was more accessible to a wider audience, such that 

their non-Singaporean audiences could understand them:  
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“Because of [the Australians on my Facebook], I find that I tend to use more proper English on my social 

media. Just so my local, my Australian friends can kind of understand what I’m trying to say” 

(Jonah/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

This manner of differentiating audiences has been reflected in the literature on identity creation. The 

general postulation is that Facebook users consistently imagine potential readers or viewers as their 

audience, and focus on how those intended viewers who are likely to respond to a particular statement 

(see boyd, 2014). This awareness and differentiation of audiences is clearly evident in my ethnographic 

research, as the students have demonstrated quite clearly how their constructed identities were shaped 

by others to whom they sought to portray their identities to, and in relation to themselves (Bakhtin, 1981). 

Here, I would also make reference to Goffman (1959) which described the notion of ‘audience 

segregation’, where the performer ensures that “those before whom he plays one of his parts will not be 

the same individual as before whom he plays a different part in another setting” (p.57). However, as a 

result of the limited opportunities for audience segregation in online environments, the focus was then 

placed on identity announcements that address wider audiences, where a student would present the 

“proper” “one-for-all” selves for audience endorsement. This was how Singaporean tended to navigate 

the tenuous position they found themselves in, given the wide audiences they have to face. In sum, the 

observed behaviour of Singaporean students here is reflective of their personally defined anticipation of 

the reactions of the transnational audiences, and their defence mechanism to pre-empt adverse 

reactions, as alluded to in the relevant literature (see Mead, 1932; 1936).  

 

The irony in the above account is that Singlish is indeed a quintessential part of the Singaporean identity, 

a fact that is, nonetheless, is not entirely forgotten. The students’ recount alluded to this, in that while 

many avoided the use of Singlish in their written Status Updates, there was still a recognition of language 

use as an indicator of identity. For example, on his Facebook page, Alan had uploaded a joke test titled 

the “Singapore National Day Exam: Singlish Test”, alongside the caption “I will smash this time, any place, 

any day”. This is clearly targeted to the Singaporeans in his Facebook audiences, who would have 

understood what he meant. In posting this, he demonstrated that even while he needed to address a 

multicultural audience, it was still necessary for him to reflect his Singaporean roots, as an affirmation of 

his anchored identity to the targeted audience. The gist of the message was: “if you pass the test, you are 

a true Singaporean”. Observably, Alan’s post can be seen to demonstrate affinity with the other 

Singaporeans in the audience. It is an effort to situate himself and make a claim about his “Singaporean” 
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group identity on his Facebook Page. It is a way of constructing and affirming identity with reference to 

those who share your culture. This anchoring, in terms of Alan’s positioning of himself as a “true 

Singaporean”, is important in the context of the changing relationships that constantly take place in the 

transnational migration space, which is further discussed in the next sections.  

 

8.2 Changing Relationships to Home  

In contextualising the Singaporean students’ perceptions toward identity portrayal and construction on 

Facebook, it is also necessary to consider how the constructed identities are expressed in relation to their 

migration experience. The questions here are - how do the students address their home audiences? What 

would be their constructed identity to the people at home who knew them well? Evidently, the time and 

physical distance between Singaporean international students and their friends at home would have 

changed the nature of their relationships with them.  

 

“On some levels, they would have changed because we haven’t really like spoke in quite a while and every 

time we talk it’s like every now and then then we’ll speak and talk to each other. I think on some level the 

relationship would have changed by a bit like yeah” (Amanda/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

Amanda reflected on the stages that many foreign students go through when they first went overseas - 

the initial loneliness and homesickness, later settling down and making friends, feeling comfortable with 

the new environment, enjoying her life in the host country, and eventually facing the prospects of going 

home, often with some mixed feelings. Amanda said that once she settled down, she was in less contact 

with her friends at home, and that their conversations reflected the physical distance and growing 

emotional distance between them. Likewise, Jeremy also reflected that the things he spoke about with 

friends from home were different while overseas:  

 

“I think maybe the things I talk to my friends about may be a bit different. Cause when I talk to them, it’s 

more of a catching up kind of thing. But when I was in Singapore, it’s more of a talk about your everyday 

life kind of thing. Here, you are trying to find out more about what is happening” 

(Jeremy/Singapore/UG/Australia).  

 

His conversations with them mainly involved “catching up”, and he expressed concern that they may 

not totally understand what he was going through as a foreign student:   
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“I think it’s like, they might not really know what exactly is it like here and everything. It’s like you won’t 

understand it till you are in that situation itself. So maybe you don’t understand anything about it. I think 

the people who are around me here, they get to see what I’m going through every day. So, I don’t have 

to tell them that much” (Jeremy/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

Most Singaporean students were able to relate to this thought that their relationship with home has 

changed while they were overseas.  Given that they were in less frequent contact with home, the nature 

of their conversation had changed and they had less things in common to talk about. Notwithstanding 

this, most reflected that their fundamental relationships with friends and family had been enduring, and 

at heart, they have not forgotten their Singapore roots. They felt keenly the sense of being away and 

missed familiar events and celebrations with loved ones. At the same time, having lived in Australia for 

some time, some expressed ambivalent feelings about going home. A few reflected on how they have 

changed or matured, with a sense of being more independent and self-reliant, and wanted to portray 

these changes to their home audiences.   

 

Given the temporality of their migration, these complex feelings of the students come out of the constant 

emotional toggling between home and host countries. There was a sense of uncertainty when they spoke 

of no longer having common interests with the friends in Singapore, and a fear that their friends might 

not be able to understand their overseas experiences and to relate to them:  

 

“I wouldn’t say that the relationships that I’ve had back home have weakened but I guess when I go back 

to Singapore, it’s a bit different in the way we interact because we don’t share similar lives anymore? I 

mean I don’t share similar lives with my friends back home in Singapore anymore. And they go through a 

different style of university and I go through a different style of university.  

(Jonah/Singapore/UG/Australia).  

 

Several students acknowledged that a reason underlying the changes in their relationship with home was 

that they themselves have changed. Their experiences living abroad have changed and shaped them. Delia 

related this when discussing identity portrayal on Facebook:   
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“I think it’s now more of a platform to show everybody what you’re up to. Because being overseas, you 

feel segregated from everybody else back in Singapore and your family. Your lifestyle changes a lot and 

also the people you meet changes a lot. Like a few people you meet overseas are completely different 

from my friends back home, you have this entire experience that people don’t actually have, this actually 

adds a lot into your life and good and bad, it changes you as a person. (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

For these students, Facebook is thus a platform that allows them to communicate the experiences they 

had in Australia and present them to their audiences at home, to have them know that they have changed 

as a result of their experiences overseas. Facebook becomes a space where they were able to display their 

development through capturing it in the self-narratives that are formed on the platform, in the manner 

that Giddens (1991) termed “reflexive project of the self”. It is one where they can show their self-

development to friends and families, alerting them that their relationships may not be the same as before 

when they return home.  This reflexivity on Facebook can be seen in the case of Delia, who reflected that 

she has learned much from her experience overseas and had become more independent. She felt that her 

time abroad had pushed her to rely on herself and immediate friends, rather than constantly depending 

on her family back home: 

 

“Something that I’m very thankful for being overseas is that you learn a lot. You learn to rely, how to count 

on your friends and family and vice versa. Like when I’m sick, my friends will like send me soup to drink 

and that kind of stuff. So, you feel, it’s experiences you will never get back in Singapore because you rely 

so much on your family. You grow as a person because you become independent. You have to discern 

things for yourself and you have to rely on the values that your parents have taught you for the past years” 

(Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia).  

 

Facebook is a space where the students could show how they have developed at a personal level during 

their time abroad. The students wanted to show their home audiences the changes they have 

experienced, and how this has affected them: 

 

“When your personality changes or when you change as a person, you kind of want people to see more 

of who you are or see less of who you are. I think it’s more of offline circumstances changing how the 

online person is like” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 
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In Delia’s case, she wanted her home audiences to know how her overseas experiences have shaped and 

change her as a person. However, her reflections were also targeted to her host audiences, indicating a 

desire to have them know her better. What seem clear from the interviews was that many Singapore 

students reflected that they have grown in maturity as they become self-reliant while overseas on their 

own; they have developed a sense of independence, and are able to do things for themselves. It would 

also appear that the values that they have imbibed while growing up in Singapore have been enduring, 

and anchored them, as they took care of themselves as students in a foreign country. This reflexivity 

shaped the curated presentations of lived experiences on Facebook. For students like Delia, the 

experiences were expressed on Facebook in ways that alert her home audiences that as she has changed, 

and they must expect that their relationships may not be the same as before when she returns home.  

 

In sum, Singaporean international students live in the hybrid world between home and host country, 

where they were keenly aware of the temporality of stay in Australia. They were emotionally tied to home, 

but they relished the new life and friends they have made in Australia. In the context of this thesis, 

Facebook becomes a space for them to portray what they have experienced so that their home audiences 

could understand their “new” identities which were being created in the process and continually 

expressed on the platform.  They portrayed their selves, as they developed, through their various postings 

and reflexive accounts, and in the process, build up consistent narratives of their constructed identities.    

 

8.3 Lived Experiences in Australia  

This section focuses on the Facebook discussions of the lived experiences by Singaporean students in 

Australia. The target audiences were their social networks in both their home and host countries, with the 

aim to connect to these audiences, keeping them updated on their lives as international students in 

Australia. Collectively, these lived experiences present the self-narratives that constitute their constructed 

identities to their audiences.   

 

8.3.1 Identity as Singaporean International Students 

The changes spoken of by the students in terms of the changes in their relationships with home, as well 

as their experiences in Australia as foreign students, were extensively reflected in the postings and 

content uploads on Facebook. For Jonah, given the sense of distance in terms of space and time, he found 

that he had been posting less content about Singapore on Facebook, simply because it was not where he 
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was at the particular point in time, and such content were considered to be not relevant to him at this 

stage of his life: 

“I think I post a lot less news about Singapore now because it’s not as relevant to my life. it’s not as 

relevant to my new audience and even if it was relevant to my life, I wouldn’t be on the ground to actually 

know what is going on to make proper content about it” (Jonah/Singapore/UG/Australia).  

 

It is revealing that Jonah said Singapore information was not relevant to his “new audience”, referring to 

the new friends he had made in Australia. It would appear that Jonah wanted to underline his current 

status overseas, and portray his new-found identity as an “international student” living in Australia, his 

host country, which was important to him at this particular stage in his life. To add on, Wei Rong expressed 

that the content uploaded by other Singaporean international students were more relevant to him than 

other content, and that he could relate well to them:  

 

“The Singapore international students, they post things that are more relatable to me so I am able to 

understand their point of view a bit better when they post certain stuff” (Wei 

Rong/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

Here, Wei Rong had unwittingly revealed how he saw himself in relation to his roots as a Singaporean, an 

identity that he emphasised that he felt even more when he was in Australia.  However, this also highlights 

a shift in focus to his “international student identity”, as he was viewing the postings from this perspective 

of “being away”. It would appear he wanted to show that being away had made him more aware of his 

Singaporean roots.  This orientation has been highlighted in some of the literature, where overseas 

students tend to relate their identities in relation to being “international students”, rather than solely 

focussing on either their home or host identities. The emphasis was on the hybrid space between the two. 

 

In presenting their lived experiences in Australia, many Singaporean students used Facebook to make 

reference to their identity as Singaporeans living overseas. This was seen when they drew on social and 

cultural elements of their home country to show their deep connections to it, for example, the 

Singaporean’s love for food. Other overt displays of home could be seen in elements such as the Singapore 

flag, demonstrating a sense of national pride, as commented by a friend when Alan uploaded a photo of 

himself with a Singapore flag stretched out behind. Delia also celebrated Singapore’s National Day with a 

photo of herself and a friend holding an oversized Singapore flag, and captioning thus:  
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“Happy 51st Bday Singapore. First national day away from home, but thanks to some awesomes for making 

[Australia] a home away from home” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia).  

 

Delia’s experiences presented the construction of Australia as “a home”, but only relative to Singapore, 

her home country as “the home”, highlighting the enduring influence of “home” in shaping international 

students’ perceptions of their identity when abroad. In this post, the hybridity of the home-host overlap 

became quite clear. Many Singaporean students keenly felt the sense of separation from home, but they 

also thought that their time abroad has strengthened their emotional bonds with their home country. 

While most of them said that they enjoyed their stay in Australia and liked Australia as a place to live, their 

being away from home seemed to have reinforced their feelings for Singapore as home. Alan’s reflection 

of this with the following post on Facebook during his summer break spent in Singapore is particularly 

poignant:  

 

“Studying in Australia, the last few months have been nothing short of an Fantastic experience, weather 

is great, people are always friendly, pace of life suiting of a phleg phleg but Singapore is still home, the 

place where my heart belongs, where everyone and everything I love is. I don't see myself anywhere else 

after my time in [Australian University] is done. Being home again is really building up the inertia to go 

back” (Alan/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

Here, Alan showed his readiness to go home, after he finished in studies in Australia. His strong feelings 

of home were openly displayed and it was this benchmark of his home country experience that his host 

country experience was held up against. In another post where Alan referred to himself as a “true 

Singaporean”, it can be seen that even with the changed relationship to home outlined in Section 8.2, 

“home” was still central to their identities. For these students, their experiences of living in their host 

country were presented from the in-between position that they occupied, and it was through their 

reproduction and representation of these lived experiences on Facebook, that their host country 

experiences was given own unique meanings, framed by their transnational position, but with constant 

reference back to their home.  

 

Through Facebook, it is possible to track the progress or development of a user over time, and in this 

ethnography-based study, the journey of Singaporean students in their overseas sojourn can be discerned 
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from their posts. This sense of “journey” or “progress” was evident when Alan changed his Profile picture 

to an image of himself and a friend in their graduation gowns against the backdrop of UWA’s iconic blue 

boat house, and captioned it thus:  

 

“That's that for UWA, God has been too great to me.  

	: [tagged friend]” (Alan/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

The camera emoji is used give credit to his friend for taking this photo, drawing on shared systems of 

meaning (du Gay et al., 1997) to convey this information. This graduation picture was apparently directed 

to a wide audience to announce that he has completed his journey as an overseas student.  This creation 

of a narrative on Facebook, where the audience was able to follow his journey through his time abroad 

was another way of mapping out the development of his identity to his audience. The demonstrated sense 

of achievement could be seen as his way of displaying what he saw as his sense of purpose in life, and his 

joy of attaining particular milestones, all of which as they were recorded on Facebook, can be seen as 

markers of his constructed digital identity.   

 

The message in this account is that while Singaporean students were not hesitant in expressing their 

“cultural” pride as Singaporeans, it was their lived experiences in their host countries, and their journey 

as international students, as displayed to their varied audiences on Facebook that gave new meanings to 

these displays, showing the reflexivity to their identity construction. Their lived experiences showed that 

they mostly enjoyed their time in Australia, made friends and were motivated in their studies, although 

home was still very much in their hearts. They valued their relationships back home, which shaped their 

experiences, and subsequently, their identities as portrayed on Facebook. In occupying the hybrid space 

between home and host countries, their identities were engendered out of their lived experiences in their 

host countries, which they relish, even as they continued to display their affinity to home.  

 

8.3.2 Communicating to Home about their Experiences 

The distinct in-between space occupied by Singaporean students between home and host country 

provided the context to the varied content published by the students on their Facebook profiles. They 

were not just publishing content on Facebook as Singaporeans, but have created unique contexts for 

themselves to post content as Singaporeans living in Australia. Much of this content was contextualised 
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to their current place of residence in Australia and expressed in relation to their lived experiences there, 

although their presentation of content was made with their imagined audiences, mostly from home, in 

mind:   

“I think in all of us, there’s a little bit of wanting people to know how we are doing or like life overseas has 

affected us. A bit narcissistic (laughs) but like yeah, I think the fact that people are on Facebook is ‘cause 

of that as well. It’s kind of letting family know that you are okay, letting people who you don’t really talk 

to everyday but at least they know you are still okay. I think that in a way, it’s still like that kind of helps 

on Facebook” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

This quote by Delia, while emphasising the importance of maintaining the connection with home, also 

demonstrated the performance aspects to identity curation on Facebook. It suggested that content 

curation on Facebook was often intended to present a particular impression of the student’s overseas 

experiences to friends and family at home.  In the case of Alan, the notion of an obligation to post one’s 

experiences to the home audience suggested a compelled construction of self through the public display 

of lived experiences in the host country:  

 

“Prior to this, I would just post whatever. And then when I first got here, I had this very weird mentality, 

I felt like I was almost obligated to help, to keep my friends updated about my life. So, I would post a lot 

more frequent. After a while, I guess I just got tired about doing that, like my posting got a bit lesser” 

(Alan/Singapore/UG/Australia) 

 

In a further post, Alan uploaded a link to his Facebook page titled “11 things you do when you return from 

studying” and captioned it “so relatable 	”. He also uploaded a link to a YouTube video, titled “When 

Singaporeans go overseas” and captioned it “I relate with a lot here. HAHA”. In these posts, Alan drew 

parallels between the YouTube content and his experiences in Australia instead of stating his own 

experiences directly. Nonetheless, the target was clearly his home audience, as he alluded to his thoughts 

about returning home. It was Alan’s way of reflecting his overseas journey as a Singaporean foreign 

student, with reference to both his position in his host country and his links to home. 	
   

In the previous section, Delia discussed how living in Australia had changed her. In the interviews, she 

reflected a sense of being more independent, arising from the varied experiences that she had while in 

Australia on her own, away from her family in Singapore:  
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“In Singapore, there’s not much things to do. You don’t go on road trips or things like that. The experiences 

you go through here …” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia).  

 

From my research, I found that Delia’s lived experiences in Australia are presented extensively on her 

profile page. Tracking back her Facebook profile from when she first moved to Australia, it can be seen 

that there was a wide range of material on her Page content, including uploaded photos of trips and 

events, pictures of food and of herself with friends that reflect her constructed identity. On one of the 

photos with a group of international friends, she wrote:   

 

“Thank you, guys, for yet another fantastic road trip! Had an amazing four days exploring down south, 

from waking up on a farm to sleeping on a caravan to waking up at 3am for the sunrise, a huge thanks to 

those who planned and drove 	” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia).	
 

With these uploads, Delia displayed her varied lived experiences during her stay in Australia, together 

with expressions of excitement, as well as reflections on her religious beliefs, trials and various emotional 

responses:   

 

“Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart as co-working for God, not for human masters (Colossians 

3:23). The feeling of inadequacy inevitable but it takes a certain kind of strength to look at every trial as a 

blessing” (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia/Facebook post). 

 

The reflective nature of the post seemed to demonstrate her personal development as part of her self-

narrative, with reference to her life as a foreign student, and embracing a displayed identity that she 

wanted to convey.  This idea of a “journey” seemed to be quite common with the Singaporean students, 

who often acknowledged the temporal nature of their sojourn abroad. In recounting their experiences, 

the students often make references to Singapore as home, including many references about returning 

home after their studies. An example was a status update by Alan on his Facebook profile page:  

 “A little more till I get to order my $1 Teh and Kopi!!! "UNCLE!! Teh C beng siu dai" ” 

(Alan/Singapore/UG/Australia). 
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This post by Alan just before he was to leave Australia to return to Singapore for the summer holidays 

showed his excitement that he would soon be back in Singapore to enjoy the cheap local tea and coffee 

that is widely available in the ubiquitous hawker centres there. His inclusion of the term “UNCLE”, which 

is as a reference to the endearing way Singaporeans addressed the food vendors in the hawker centres, 

and the phrase Teh C beng siu dai (less sweetened tea with evaporated milk and ice), were both uniquely 

Singaporean expressions. This short post embraces many socio-cultural references, using the familiar 

Singaporean vernacular, “Singlish”. Here, Alan presented several elements of his home culture to his wide 

and multi-cultural audiences, which are clearly identity markers. Again, there was a reference to “going 

home”, which when read together with his earlier post on his graduation, presented a fairly consistent 

narrative of his student journey.   

 

Another example is seen in the case of Amanda. Even though she had expressed ambivalent feelings about 

going home, Amanda seemed geared up for home when the time comes. She made special efforts to 

prepare for her impending return by active postings on Facebook, targeted to her Singaporean friends. 

She did this was by tagging her home friends in more content on Facebook, an example being her tagging 

her friends to reviews of a local Singaporean restaurant, to get them excited about things they could do 

together when she returned home: 

 

“Every now and then, when we see videos, we will post it on our profile and tag each other in stuff. 

Especially now since I’m going back, I’ve been doing it more often. Cause when I mentioned that I have 

mixed feelings about going back, it’s cause friends and family. I don’t know why but Singapore seems to 

have a lot of weird stuff coming up like new trends. So, whenever I see a post about things to do in 

Singapore, I want to tag my friends and I’m like let’s do this when I get back and stuff” 

(Amanda/Singapore/UG/Australia).  

 

These experiences highlighted the different aspects of identity production on Facebook serves. Each set 

of content posted by the students becomes recorded on their respective profiles, as part of their 

constructed digital identities. In deciphering the deeper underlying reasons and motivations to some of 

posts, it is possible to glean various elements of the students’ selves, as they chose to present to their 

wide audiences. Overall, this chapter highlighted how the students’ lived experiences in Australia impact 

the collective display of their curated identities. There was an observable performance aspect to some 

the students’ respective posts (“there’s a little bit of wanting people to know how we are doing”), such as 
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where students showed pictures of trips and events to showcase their lives in Australia.  There were also 

reflexive projections of self when the students make thoughtful reflections of their personal growth, 

wellbeing and development at various stages of their lives, as recorded in their Facebook posts. Also, in 

the students' postings, it was often possible to discern identity markers such as in their language use or 

references to cultural elements in their lived experiences.  Finally, the various aspects of students' lived 

experiences can be collectively understood as part of a continuing narrative of their constructed identity 

when their journeys were tracked over time.  Facebook thus was a space for presenting the students’ 

constructed identities in various forms.  

 

8.4 Concluding Observations 

Singaporean international students were selective and cautious in their content upload on Facebook, as 

they were aware that their audience was transnational, coming from diverse social, cultural backgrounds. 

The notion of performed identities in the online environment of social media such as Facebook has been 

discussed in the literature. In the context of identity creation, this notion where the profile constructed 

must address multiple groups as well as individuals from different social and cultural backgrounds, as a 

single audience, which the user must imagine in order to address, can be problematic. This was described 

in boyd’s (2014) work, which highlighted this problem of potential “collapsed contexts” as one of the main 

obstacles to navigating identity production in social media “where context, audiences and identity 

intersect” (p.30). To better understand this context where the audiences were varied, multi-cultural and 

transnational, I make reference to the relevant identity literature on the subject. Goffman’s (1959) work 

on identity theory is particularly relevant. His notion of identity performance means that our identities 

are shaped by the “others” to whom we are addressing in response and in relation to ourselves. Although 

his work predates the advent of social media such as Facebook, he raised the notion of ‘audience 

segregation’ where “some aspects of [one’s] activity are expressively accentuated and other aspects, 

which might discredit the fostered impression, are suppressed” according to the audience (Goffman, 

1959, p.114). His concept of ‘region behaviour” further sought to explain how individuals perform 

identities in different social settings, in accordance to each respective context, when they were faced 

directly with their audience and aware of their role in that setting and context. This is clearly seen in the 

preceding accounts that documents the behavioural responses of the students as discerned from their 

Facebook Pages. The students’ location in the unique transnational space between home and host has 

put them in a tenuous position. Indeed, other authors have also alluded to the difficulties of segmentizing 

audiences. For example, boyd (2014) also noted that in identity presentation on Facebook, users 
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consistently imagine potential readers or viewers consisting as their Facebook audience, focus on how 

those intended viewers are likely to respond to a particular statement” (boyd, 2014).  This could be read 

in relation to Mead’s ‘generalised other’ (1932; 1936), where he discussed how over time, individuals 

utilise their personally experienced reactions of others to construct a ‘generalised other’ to enable them 

to anticipate the reactions of their audiences. Prior to performing an action, the individual holds a sort of 

internal conversation with their generalised other in contemplation of the reaction of others to their 

action. They are thus able to evaluate the reception of their action and based on this, tailor their identities. 

This can be seen in the case of Jonah from Singapore who spoke about how he tended to use more 

“proper” English on Facebook, because of his Australian friends on the site. Through his experiences with 

the locals, he realised that they could not understand his Singlish and thus reverts to “proper” English on 

Facebook when addressing them.  

 

Jonah’s efforts brought focus to the role of audiences in shaping the portrayal of identities by international 

students on Facebook. This thesis approaches this from the perspective of the layered complexities of 

hybrid identities. Singaporean students lived in the transnational space online between home and host 

countries, and were constantly aware of the multi-cultural audience to whom they will portray their 

identity. Many of them were keenly aware of the temporality of stay in Australia, and remained 

emotionally tied to home, although they relished the activities and friendships they have made in 

Australia. Without doubt, their identities on social media did incorporate their clear positioning as 

Singaporeans, who value the strong bonds and deep relationships with friends and family back home. 

Also, they overtly displayed national pride, and cultural elements such as popular local food were regularly 

referenced. Their oft-heard refrain was that “Singapore is still home, the place where my heart belongs”. 

On the other hand, tensions were illustrated in this cases study where several Singaporean students 

express ambivalent thoughts about returning home to Singapore. While many have expressed that home 

was “the place where my heart belongs”, some who have formed bonds with other international students 

in their host country and grew to love the life in Australia, experienced an emotional tug-of-war between 

the two different social environments. More saliently, some students have also alluded to the “personal 

change” they felt they have gone through as a result of their experiences living abroad. Their new 

environment and newly-formed social bonds have changed and shaped them as young adults, with a 

sense of self-reliance and independence, although they continued to connect with and “perform” to their 

home audience, drawing reserves from the values they have imbibed in the country they grew up in. The 

range of experiences undergone by these international students, and their identity production in relation 
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to these lived experiences underscores the importance of letting these students’ voices to be heard and 

the importance of spaces where they can either explore their complex relationships between home and 

host countries, and their identities formed in-between. 

 

Clearly, identity production is a complex process. A concurrent observation is that these Singaporean 

students also readily portrayed their role as foreigners, through postings on events and excursions to 

Australia’s iconic landmarks, many of which are tourist-oriented. The temporality of their stay was 

frequently emphasised, with narratives that track their journeys toward fulfilling their end goals as 

students, such as posting graduation photos. There was a distinct performative aspect in their portrayal 

of their lives in the host country, to speak to both home and host country audiences. Their consciousness 

of their own “foreign-ness” was evident when they deliberately refrained from the use of Singlish in 

deference to the international audience.  These students recognised the various groups that made up 

their audiences and tailored their content and identities on social media to address these audiences, as in 

the example of using “proper” English, reflecting their personally defined anticipation of the reactions of 

the host audience. In addition, the students’ concurrent use of Singlish with fellow Singaporean audience 

served to affirm their cultural affinity and to discern their kinship ties amidst the varied audiences on 

Facebook. Nonetheless, most of them felt that they have been honest and truthful in providing both 

anchored and transient elements of their identities (Merchant, 2006) on their Facebook Page for their 

differentiated and targeted audiences to know them and discern the international student identities they 

sought to portray.   

 

The role that audiences play in the construction of digital identities is pertinent in this discussion of 

international student migration. This data chapter illustrates a need to extend our understanding of 

identity production from the perspective of the students’ position between home and host cultures. While 

the above accounts of how the Singaporean students react to their varied audiences can be said to reflect 

a dichotomised and disjointed approach to identity production, resulting in a hybridised identity, I would 

further the analysis with reference to the notion of “beyond hybridity”. Here, in acknowledging their in-

between position between home and host, the students have responded to the different cultures and 

social settings, and in the complex socio-cultural processes that ensued, brought about new meanings in 

identity formation (Beck and Beck-Gernshiem, 2002). This leads me to conceptualise Facebook as the 

Third Space, where emphasis can be placed on this formulation of new meanings, that emerge out of the 

intersection and combination of values in the in-between space of home and host, drawing from the 
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theoretical propositions presented in the literature, in particular, Bhabha (1994). The line of thinking will 

be elaborated in my concluding analysis in Chapter 12.  
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Chapter 9: Chinese Students in Australia 

 

This chapter presents the data findings from interviews and internet ethnographic studies of twelve 

Chinese international students in Australia. For understanding of this chapter, it is necessary to note the 

significance of the Chinese students’ use of WeChat as their main social media platform to connect to 

home, as explored in Chapter 5, which also shapes the way in which they use Facebook in their host 

country, Australia.  

 

In many ways, the findings of this chapter mirror those of the next chapter on Chinese international 

students on Finland, as both groups of Chinese students prioritise their WeChat identities over their 

Facebook identities. In order to present the data findings in a way that is comprehensive but not 

repetitive, this chapter focuses more on the processes of identity production on Facebook for the Chinese 

international students compared to WeChat, particularly in terms of the audiences that each of these 

platforms are intended to address. The subsequent chapter (Chapter 10)  would  provide more details on 

how the expectations of behaviour on WeChat and Facebook shape the ways in which identities are 

produced on these respective platforms.  

                                                                    

9.1 Identity Curation and Audiences  

In Chapter 5, it was revealed that Facebook was the dominant platform used by the Chinese students to 

make connections in their host country, while WeChat was used extensively to communicate with friends 

and family back home. The Chinese students’ expressed intention to return to China after graduation 

meant that they were highly aware of the temporal nature of their time overseas, and as such, much of 

their focus was on maintaining relationships back home. While they understood the need to create new 

connections during their time abroad, they prioritised their connections with home in their social media 

usage. I thus approach this chapter with an understanding that the Chinese students’ use of Facebook was 

more limited given their focus on their home relationships.  

 

Chapter 5 has established that Chinese international student use Facebook as a way to access information 

in their host country, and in the process, learned more about the Australian culture. It has also shown that 

WeChat is the primary platform that these students use to communicate with friends and family back 
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home. The distinctions between their uses for the two platforms were evidenced in the types of content 

that they uploaded, clearly addressing the differentiated audiences.  

   

The Chinese students used Facebook on a routine basis to access information, but it was less of a priority 

for them to share information on the site. Mostly, they were information consumers rather than 

producers. One key reason that may be discerned was that they saw themselves as being less close to the 

‘Friends’ they had on their Facebook pages:  

 

“… most of the people to go to my Facebook to see my Facebook account photos are just my normal 

friends, not anybody that close. Most of my close friends they are not playing Facebook because most of 

my close friends they are in China, so they are not so familiar to use Facebook. So just normal friends they 

will go through my Facebook account” (Peng/China/UG/Australia).  

 

Given this perception of weaker relationships with their imagined audiences on Facebook, the Chinese 

students were cautious of what they posted on the platform.  They were extremely protective of their 

privacy:  

 

“On WeChat, I post something that happened to me on a specific day. Something like that. Like if you post 

something that everyone can see [like on Facebook], then it’s kind of weird for those who are not so 

familiar with see that” (Katie/China/UG/Australia). 

 

In comparison, on WeChat, the students said that they were more willing to “show my life” and share 

their feelings, because they were communicating to their home audience, whom they knew well. They 

felt that their friends and family at home would be interested in their lives in Australia. Their sharing on 

WeChat were grounded on familiarity, trust and emotional bonds:   

 

 “… actually, I will show [my life] through WeChat, cause a lot of friends in China, they want to know what 

kinds of lifestyles in Australia so they are quite interested in it so they will love me, love to hear some 

news from me” (Charmaine/China/UG/Australia).  

 

These students felt more comfortable sharing with their friends and family back home in China, as they 

were familiar with the audiences on the WeChat platform. Their lack of familiarity with Facebook, as 

already discussed in Chapter 5, meant that they tended to be more reserved as they were unsure of who 
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had access to the content on Facebook. They felt less secure, and thus reluctant to share what they saw 

as private aspects of their lives:  

 

“WeChat let me feel more safety because all of the people who can see my things is my friends. I know 

where is he, what is what, his name all. But I send something through Facebook, I just feel like everybody 

can see it. I don’t have any, just like I put my primary information in the Internet, it make me feel so 

unsafety” (Debbie/China/UG/Australia). 

 

While they recognised that one could tailor the privacy settings on Facebook, many of the Chinese 

students felt uneasy that users could search them up and add other users to their Facebook page. They 

felt that Facebook’s content was too accessible and saw their imagined audiences to consist of “random 

strangers” and unfamiliar acquaintances. As a result, they were cautious about the content they upload 

onto the site:  

 

“Through the Moments [on WeChat], you can see what’s going on in their lives and then you can like them 

or comment on them. And then… You can see there’s a difference between the Moments and the 

Facebook posts, yeah, these two platforms in how they allow the users to customise or use the functions. 

It’s a little bit different. I think one of the biggest difference is that Facebook allows random strangers, 

like if you post anything, if you didn’t set the privacy settings carefully, it’s like everyone as long as they 

can search your name, they can read everything about you. But WeChat it’s like add the person as a friend, 

and they can also customise their access to your information. It’s kind of less private to me” 

(Katie/China/UG/Australia). 

 

In sum, the Chinese students were selective and cautious in content curation on Facebook. They take a 

differentiated approach in its use, relative to their use of WeChat, tailoring their use patterns and 

behaviour according to their perception of the imagined audiences. The students felt that, with Facebook, 

they lacked control over their audiences, and in imagining their audiences to be “random strangers”, thus 

tailored their content on Facebook in relation to that. In comparison, WeChat was seen as linking them to 

familiar audiences, and as such, they were more relaxed about their content sharing on that site. These 

differentiated attitudes and behaviour governed their identity construction processes in the two 

platforms. 
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9.2 Changing Relationships to Home 

Many Chinese international students felt that their overseas stay have changed them as they gained more 

knowledge and information from a wider range and variety of sources. Using Facebook, which was banned 

in China, has opened the window for them to access to international news as well as a more diverse range 

of opinions about world events:   

 

“Sometimes I use WeChat and I feel like all the people on WeChat, only have one opinion so at this time, 

sometimes I will just search in the Facebook to look at different opinions. Because Facebook like more, 

different culture. So, they will have different opinions about that. People look at different things, like 

people being locked in China internet and Australia, America so other international things. Cause we 

cannot use Facebook in China. Do you know? Cause Facebook is banned in China. So, they will have 

different opinions. I just want to see something different” (Debbie/China/UG/Australia).  

 

Most of these students agreed that their use of Facebook gave them access to more varied information 

that broadened their outlook and understanding, of what is going on around them. It was also reported 

in the earlier part of this study that Chinese students saw Facebook as “global”, as opposed to the more 

local characteristics of WeChat, which was seen to revolve around Chinese social cultural life. Using 

Facebook in Australia, in this regard, gave them a new or expanded worldview: 

 

“In Australia, I have more, maybe new opinions about the relationship between the two different 

countries, the relationship between the Chinese and the ‘ABCs’ [Anywhere but China] (laughs). Yeah 

cause, maybe I have the new aspect to see different things but in China, I cannot see different things or I 

cannot know that. From [Facebook], that is added by other person and you seen them but I cannot seen 

them and I cannot understand the feeling, like ‘what is that’ and yepp” (YiLing/China/UG/Australia).  

 

“[Facebook] is a good chance for us to know both sides of the view. So, it’s maybe we can know more 

about the truth. Something like that” (Charmaine/China/UG/Australia).  

 

For example, students like Debbie spoke of how her experiences in Australia changed her the way she 

thought about, and approached cultural subjects, and issues such as money, marriage, and friendship:  

 

“I think it’s a lot of change in my mind. But it’s more about the money, and the marriage and the 

friendship. The cultural influence me, but I don’t know how to say about that. Just sometimes I talk to my 
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friends in China, it becomes a lot of difference with them. So, it’s more about the mind thing” 

(Debbie/China/UG/Australia).  

 

These changes in part reflect the students’ self-development as individuals, and was part of their on-going 

narratives as foreign students. In this regard, Facebook can be said to contribute to this on-going 

construction of self, which in turn was displayed as their curated identities.  

 

With Facebook, the Chinese international students displayed different attitudes and behaviour, such as 

pertaining to intensity of their communication, as well as the types of subjects that were discussed. In 

contrast, WeChat had largely remained a way for them to share their experiences with their home 

audiences and to allow their audiences to have a better understanding of what they were going through 

as foreign students. Their familiarity with the platform and its audiences allowed them to be more open 

and personal:  

 

“When your friends know what you are doing, that means they know you more. Because you are not with 

them, you know, you study overseas. How can they know you more deeply? They see your WeChat posts 

“(Emily/China/UG/Australia) 

 

The Chinese students’ use of the two platforms clearly showed the role of social media in their lives. Both 

Facebook and WeChat are the interaction spaces, but it is the students who occupy them and use them 

in the ways that suit them. This exercise of agency was a distinct functionality that is afforded by the two 

platforms.  It allowed them to decide how much to upload and what to upload, in what may be seen to 

be individual identity performances (Goffman, 1959). Part of this decision is rooted in their identity 

development, as gleaned from the self-narratives displayed (Giddens, 1991). When these students 

present and reproduce their lived experiences in the ways they want on the respective social media 

platforms, they contributed to their audiences’ knowledge and awareness of the progression of their self-

narratives. The following section will document some of these lived experiences, with particular reference 

to how the re-presentations of these lived experiences on social media shape the formation of self-

narratives in identity production by international students. 
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9.3 Lived Experiences in Australia 

9.3.1 Important events on Facebook 

As noted in Chapter 5, most of the Chinese international students set up Facebook accounts only when 

they moved to Australia. What this meant was that many of the Chinese students had only begun to use 

Facebook, and they learnt how to do so by looking at how their friends on Facebook used the platform.  

Through their exploration of the site, they gained understandings of how their Facebook Friends used 

Facebook, and adopted similar practices when engaging on the site. The Chinese students  used Facebook 

less frequently, but when they did use it, they  tended to focus on uploading and sharing what they saw 

as important matters – mainly significant events such as graduation and birthdays, rather than mundane 

day-to-day matters.:  

 

 “I don’t really post things on Facebook, because I think people won’t like to post their lives on Facebook. 

They just post their important moments, like the graduation, the friendship, the birthday. Like they will 

post the important things on Facebook. They don’t usually post the usual life. So, me neither” 

(Emily/China/UG/Australia).  

 

“I post my feelings on WeChat maybe once a day. So that’s really quite often. But I post things on 

Facebook, maybe half a year? Or when I see some interesting posts then I like share. Not really use 

Facebook to post things” (Emily/China/UG/Australia).  

 

Emily’s focus on her use of Facebook for important moments can be read in the graduation photo she 

uploaded to her profile page. She changed her profile picture to an image of herself wearing her 

graduation robe, standing outside the university hall, as a clear marker to her audience that she had 

achieved the significant milestone of graduating. This was another example of narrative building on 

Facebook, where students marked important occasions, and use Facebook to announce to their audiences 

where they were in the various stages of their life journeys, as part of their lived experiences in Australia. 

These were necessary elements of the continuous process of identity construction on Facebook.  

 

The Chinese students also recognised the importance of Facebook as a tool for connecting with their 

newly-made friends in the host country, as discussed in Chapter 5. The curated content on Facebook, as 

such, was tailored toward supporting and maintaining these international friendships. These were mostly 

related to happenings in their lives while in Australia, such as events, trips and social activities:  
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“Facebook, we generally hang out and we post some group photos or something like that” 

(Katie/China/UG/Australia). 

 

The content serves as a memorialization of their time in Australia. They wanted to display their new 

friendships, reinforce the connections, as well as showcase their experiences as foreign students. For 

example, after going to a theme park in Australia, Katie uploaded pictures of her and her friends at the 

theme park, and captioned it:  

 

“A day in the Adventure World!” and included the hashtags of “#rollercoaster ”, “ #summertime ” 

and  “#beforesemesterstarts”. (Katie/China/UG/Australia). 

 

With such postings and the relevant hashtags, the Katie identified herself primarily as an international 

student (#beforesemesterstarts), and displayed her Australian experiences to her audiences, a distinct 

performance. For these forms of content, their audience would be local or other international students 

as Facebook was banned in their home countries. Most of the content pertaining to these lived 

experiences were neutral, with little display of emotions or reflections, given that the students wanted to 

be private and were wary of who their audiences might be. There were, nonetheless, some occasional 

display of their bonds with other international students and indications of the friendships they have 

formed. Charmaine uploaded the following post onto Facebook with photographs and tagged one of her 

international friends from Malaysia in it: 

 

“I still cannot believe you are no longer here not with me. There is no one who encourage me to drive and 

be my navigation despite it caused dizziness, or gets up early to send me to work, being super 

encouraging. Or chat on and on not wanting to separate even though we were still going to see each other 

tomorrow. Now you’ve left, it makes me think about you when I’m going around the places that we were 

together, all the songs we sang will be different music to my ears without your melody. To sum up, you’ve 

got a friend in me. It has been so great meeting you” (Charmaine/China/UG/Australia).  

 

This very personal post showed up Facebook’s role as a platform for forging meaningful international 

friendships, if a student chose to use it as such. As discussed in previous chapters, Chinese students had 

difficulties making friends with the local community, and tended to seek the companionship and comfort 

of familiarity offered by other foreign students, particularly those with similar cultural, ethnic and 
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linguistic backgrounds. In this regard, Facebook was an important space that facilitated such bonding, that 

would have contributed to the students’ emotional wellbeing. Thus, while some students chose to regard 

Facebook with some measure of reserve, for privacy reasons, there were others who were prepared to 

display more personal feelings and information in their online narratives as a “public display of 

connection” (Donath and boyd, 2004), and in this case, an unusual public display of affection. In this 

example, we saw a display of individualism, and gained insights on how agency was exerted by the user 

to use the platform as a way of communicating the importance of this friendship to her audience.  

 

Chinese students also used Facebook to depict cultural elements of their home country, which essentially 

presented their anchor identity to their audiences. One example was Katie’s upload of pictures of a 

Mooncake Festival celebration, where a group of international students were seen enjoying mooncakes, 

with the caption:  

 “From Australia, Happy Mooncake Festival ” (Katie/China/UG/Australia) 

 

Katie’s inclusion of this event highlighted the importance of Chinese culture in her life, even while she was 

in Australia, or even particularly because she was in Australia, as she captioned it “from Australia”. It was 

also quite telling that Katie had included the hashtag “#workhardplayharder” to this post, which seemed 

to be a reminder, either to herself or her audience, of her primary purpose in Australia, i.e., to study hard, 

even as she occasionally took part in events and celebrations. I also noted that she had included a hashtag 

“#beforesemesterstarts” in a post on her Adventure World visit. All of these were identity markers. The 

references to “study hard” seemed to be common with Chinese students, who often alluded to the 

primary motivation for their overseas journey, that is, to succeed academically and return home to 

potentially good job upon completion.  

 

Overall, my internet ethnographic survey showed that, alongside displays of Chinese cultural content, 

most Chinese students kept their Facebook postings to lived experiences which were host-related, such 

as places in Australia which they visited, which were also places that are popular with tourists. Here, the 

Chinese students showed up their foreign-ness in the country. Often, happenings or artifacts that seemed 

common-place to the local community (for example, blossoming of the local purple jacaranda flowers) 

attracted their interest, and appealed to them as foreigners, as being novel and fascinating, but this is also 

relevant to understanding how the positions they occupy as international students, one that gave new 

meanings to these “everyday” occurrences as they were reproduced on the students’ Facebook profiles. 
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9.3.2 Communicating lived experiences through WeChat 

Chinese international students, in using WeChat for communicating with their home audiences, tended 

to share larger amounts of content about their everyday lives.  

 

“[On WeChat] I only want to show my daily life, or what is my daily life, or I did what on that day, I want 

to show them the simple life” (YiLing/China/UG/Australia).  

 

In addition, they tended to be more personal and willing to make references to their self-development. 

While most of them were not prepared to display emotions in Facebook, they seemed not to be to doing 

so on WeChat, knowing that they were addressing their familiar home audiences and other Chinese 

students: 

  

“WeChat is about my own experience. My life moment. It’s all about myself” 

(Debbie/China/UG/Australia).  

 

“…so, I just share the life moment, on the other hand, to make my mom think I live better, live good for 

myself. Also, I alone in Australia but I still live quite good. Like show my experience to my mom to let her, 

how to say, don’t worry? Don’t worry!” (Debbie/China/UG/Australia).  

 

“I like to write some sentence and upload it to [WeChat] to express my feelings. In past situation, also my 

friends will make a comment under that and ask me what happened” (YiLing/China/UG/Australia).  

 

The students wanted to show their home audiences slices of life in their host country, to keep them 

updated and to give them opportunities to reach out and connect as desired. In addition, they utilised the 

platform to assure their parents and loved ones that they are well (“don’t worry!”). WeChat was effective 

in allowing connection by creating ambient awareness and providing the space to communicate this. By 

sharing these lived experiences, the students remained connected to home, overcoming the barriers of 

distance and time, although many of these experiences were routine everyday occurrences:   

 

“Like maybe the sky was beautiful, I will take photo to put in. And maybe hang out with friends, I will take 

photo and I just like share the life moments on WeChat but I did not do that on Facebook” 

(Debbie/China/UG/Australia). 
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“… I go to eat hotpot on [Australia] then I will show it on WeChat. Or, what I did on, for example if I just 

eat hotpot and I post it on WeChat or I buy somethings in [Australia] and then I show it on WeChat and 

then yah. I mean I post almost everything on WeChat about my life in [Australia]” 

(Emily/China/UG/Australia).  

 

The Chinese students’ inclination to post ordinary happenings in their lives in Australia was a sharp 

contrast to their posting only significant events on Facebook. This was the students’ way of 

communicating with their differentiated audiences on the two different social media platforms, in 

accordance to their developed folk knowledge of these platforms. Each these seemingly mundane 

activities were given new meaning as they viewed them through their foreign students’ lenses. They 

represented a snippet of their lives, as part of the continuing narrative of their life story in Australia, which 

collectively represented their identity. This was clearly Debbie’s perspective when she posted a photo of 

a city skyline of her Australian city of residence, on her WeChat Moments, and stated:   

 “Carefully record every moment of life” (Debbie/China/UG/Australia).  

 

The post also, again, reflected a recognition of the temporal nature of her stay in Australia – that it is 

important to record each moment because the time in the host country was short. In addition, many 

Chinese students also chose content that represented markers of their stay in Australia, as seen in  YiLing’s 

post of the local purple Jacaranda trees that flowered seasonally and known for their distinctly vivid purple 

blooms and posted it to her WeChat Moments with the caption:    

 

“Waiting for the next jacaranda season ” (YiLing/China/UG/Australia). 

 

 

The students’ choice of social media content showed their perception of novelty when everyday 

happenings or events in the host country were posted.  They highlighted aspects of life in Australia that 

they considered to be very different from what they would experience at home, and thus saw value in 

sharing them:  

 

 “I think the life in Australia is different from the life in China. So, I send the different things on the profiles. 

They will change according to meet different people and have different life. But maybe the people send 
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different, maybe upload their lives on social media, usually they will do the same things when they 

transfer to another country. I also like to send some photos or write some sentence” 

(YiLing/China/UG/Australia).  

 

They thought that many of their friends in China would be interested in these experiences, because these 

were perceived to be “different”:   

 

“They also wonder how Australian life is. I think in China, we don’t really have ball there. Like guild ball. 

Like fancy fancy things like you dress up and you attend the three courses. Which is quite different from 

China. So, people, I mean my friends like to see what I did in Australia. Cause I think my life is quite 

interesting cause I live in Australia and it’s quite different from Chinese lifestyle so some of my friends are 

quite interested in it. So, for example, just like the ball I said …” (Emily/China/G/Australia) 

 

These perceived differences in life styles, cultural practices and social activities enriched the students’ 

lived experiences, and in displaying them, the students showed a recognition of the integral role of lived 

experiences in their personal development and identity narratives:   

 

“I just share my life, so actually, WeChat for me can show part of my life. Part of me. Interesting me” 

(Katie/China/UG/Australia). 

 

In sharing these lived experiences and highlighting their differences to Chinese culture and life styles, the 

students affirmed their foreign-ness, and in the process of uploading these experiences to social media, 

they consciously or unconsciously displayed their curated selves to their home audiences.  

 

9.3.3 Identities as Chinese International Students  

In their social media postings, the Chinese students made constant reference to their status as students, 

first and foremost.  Particularly representative of this was a WeChat post by Jiemin, which succinctly 

described her life as a student in this manner:  

 

“9am-1pm work. 2pm-5pm study. 5pm – 8pm study” (Jiemin/China/UG/Australia). 

 

Frequent references were also made to related concerns, such as the demands of academic work and the 

rapid passing of time, represented in another cryptic post by Jiemin, which showed an open laptop, some 
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worksheets, a notebook and a calculator, all of which are iconic representations of student life. She 

captioned the post in this way:    

 

“10.7 去哪儿了10.7 去哪儿了10.7 去哪儿了10.7 去哪儿了10.7 去哪儿了10.7 去哪儿”了”  

[translated: where has the 10th of July gone? repeated 7 times] ( Jiemin (China/UG/Australia). 

 

In another post, Jiemin’s status update on WeChat showed how she felt about the state of toilets in her 

residential college, but stated in a way, that it would not appear to be offensive: 

 

 “21岁第一天的愿望，就是希望全[residential college]的人都能好好记住上厕所要冲水” 

[translation: “On my first day of being 21, I wish that all the people in my residential dormitories can 

remember to flush the toilet”] (Jiemin/China/UG/Australia).  

 

Here, Jiemin highlighted her current status as a student living in a student dormitory, sharing her 

experiences with reference to the state of the toilets in her college with her audiences.  All of this adds to 

her narrative of life as a student in Australia, but is also relevant to centralising the international student 

experience that Jiemin went through to her audience 

 

Another student, Debbie related that when she first moved to Australia, she uploaded a significant 

amount of content about her new experiences on WeChat.  A friend then made a comment about her 

pre-occupation with “playing instead of studying”, which embarrassed her:   

 

“I think my friends and family in China can know part of me from my WeChat. I want to… you know when 

I just come to Australia, one of my friends says you just playing every day and you did not study. And 

because of that I stop to renew my WeChat for a period” (Debbie/China/UG/Australia). 

 

Debbie apparently wanted to assure her friends and family back home that she took her studies 

seriously. In many ways, this consciousness of an unstated mandate to work hard can be seen to have 

impacted the Chinese students’ social media practises, and shaped the ways in which they positioned 

themselves to their respective audiences. Jiemin’s posts about student life to her social media 

demonstrates how even the neoliberal motivations to international mobility impacted on identity 

construction in social media, particularly in relation to platform audiences.  The social media platform 
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(in this case, WeChat) was important to international students as a space to demonstrate their 

current identities and preoccupation as international students to their audiences back home.  

 

 

9.4 Concluding Observations  

This data chapter examined how Chinese international students navigate identity production in their 

unique position between home and host cultures, and the important roles played by social media 

platforms, namely, Facebook and WeChat, in the process. When Emily first started using Facebook, she 

learned about the kinds of content that were acceptable to post by going through other users’ Profile 

Pages. From these, she recognised that unlike WeChat platforms that focused on the daily lives of the 

Chinese users, Facebook content seemed to focus on the “important moments”. Hence, in her Facebook 

usage, she had conscientiously adopted this “norm”. Emily’s approach is in line with DeVito, Bimholtz, 

Hancock and French’s study of folk theories or knowledge on social media (2018), where users learn how 

to utilise social media through observing how others behave and interact on the site. According to du Gay 

et al. (1997), the respective positions of individuals within their cultures grant them access to jointly 

constructed frameworks of meaning which were then used to understand the world and their place in it, 

and to communicate with others based on this understanding (du Gay et al., 1997). 

 

 These shared systems of meaning also involve shared norms on what constitutes as acceptable 

communicative practice in online environments, for example, as highlighted in Baym’s work (2010), 

“friends who post status updates at the right frequency with the right mix of humor, self-deprecation, and 

thoughtfulness might be most appreciated on Facebook” (p.80). Similar to Emily, other Chinese students, 

in recognising that Facebook’s wide audience reach, also tended to restrict their content to what they saw 

as interesting and significant, such as trips and important events like birthdays and graduation, very much 

in line with Baym’s (2010) suggested approach. Indeed, given their perceptions of how other users on 

Facebook are likely to access and consume their published content, they were, in a sense, compelled into 

producing content of perceived value, shaping their identity production practices. From the accounts 

presented in this chapter, these contents encompassed self-narratives marked by culminations like 

graduations, cultural elements such as the festivals they celebrate or connections to their social circles, 

drawing on the shared systems of meaning to understand what forms of content are relevant to which 

social media platforms, and to which audiences. In this regard, their displayed identities on Facebook were 
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largely built around what they saw as salient accounts of their lived experiences in the host country, and 

the self-narratives that emerged out of this curation.  

 

In comparison, with WeChat, the Chinese students tended to present more details of their day-to-day 

lives, and sometimes, displayed aspects of their inner selves in expressing emotions such as those of 

happiness and annoyance (for example, at the state of toilets in student college housing).  While elements 

of day-to-day lives may seem less meaningful than the content on Facebook, updates on everyday life 

were relevant to the common uses of WeChat and expectation around the platform. In addition, the 

students were encouraged to share because they wanted to show their everyday lives in Australia to their 

home audiences and how they differed from that back home in China. Such regular sharing was viewed 

as necessary to allow their audiences at home to know how they lived, and in the process, it enabled them 

to connect with their home audiences and reassuring them of their wellbeing (“not to worry”), and in the 

process, facilitate the start-up of new conversations centred around the shared content. In terms of 

identity construction in the context of their co-usage of Facebook and WeChat, various identity markers 

were discernible.  Unequivocally, all the students affirmed their strong ties to home and were consistent 

in asserting their anchor identity as Chinese first and foremost. There was clear recognition of the 

transient nature of their sojourn as international students, and with regard to the host country, the feeling 

of foreign-ness was quite evident.  In addition, the students were conscious of their status as students, 

with an unstated mandate to “study hard, graduate, and return home”. The focus on their studies as a 

primary motivating factor was displayed to their audiences back home on WeChat through various images 

of books and notes and textual references to studying hard.  

 

 Also, some students acknowledged that going overseas have changed them, and significantly, spoke of 

changed world views and personal development. The self-reflections were their way of conveying these 

personal changes to their friends and family back home, harnessing the space provided by the social media 

platform. Overall, the accounts presented sufficient evidence of self-narratives as well as self-reflection, 

particularly where the students shared their thoughts and emotions with their audiences, apart from the 

more neutral subjects of trips and events. Through their Facebook profile pages, it is possible to gain 

insights to the significant events in these users’ lives, through the events that were significant enough to 

feature on their platform. However, greater instances of self-reflection were evidenced with regard to 

their interactions on WeChat, a platform that has a more delineated audience. On this platform, the 

students were able to reflect on their experiences, knowing they were addressing familiar home audiences 
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who knew them well. From here, we can surmise that, for these Chinese students, much of their identity 

construction on social media was anchored in the values and relationships forged from home. Their 

regular postings on WeChat allowed for audience recognition and understanding of displayed selves that 

their audiences can relate to.  
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Chapter 10: Chinese Students in Finland 

This data chapter on Chinese international students in Finland first introduces the Chinese students’ 

perceptions of Facebook as a social media platform, with a view to examine their approaches to identity 

construction and curation on the platform in relation to their approach to and understanding of the 

platform. As noted in the previous chapter on Chinese international students in Australia, the Chinese 

students’ use of Facebook was primarily for host country interactions, while their use of WeChat was to 

communicate with friends and family back home. To develop on some of the themes raised in these earlier 

chapters, this chapter discusses some key differences of identity construction on the two platforms, with 

a focussed look at the influence of audiences on identity production and the different outcomes.   

 

10.1 Identity Curation and Audiences  

In Chapter 9 on Chinese international students in Australia, I observed that Chinese international students 

were selective and cautious in content curation when using Facebook, as they were aware that they were 

addressing a wide cross-cultural audience. Thus, they tended to restrict their content to significant 

matters, such as trips, birthdays and graduation. With WeChat, as their audiences were more narrowly 

constituted, comprising mainly friends and family in their home country, they were willing to upload 

details of their day-to-day lives, share stories, and even share their emotions and feelings. In terms of 

identity creation, identity markers could be found in both Facebook and WeChat, particularly in the areas 

where the students’ adopted performative behaviour, and also where various accounts of self-narratives 

were evident. All of these contribute to identity creation.  

 

The profiles created by the students on Facebook and WeChat are shaped by their different expectations 

and needs when using the two platforms. Consequently, the identities that emerged are quite different. 

Facebook focuses on the presentation of the actual physical self, while WeChat allows for more liberties 

for users to create avatars that they feel best represent their identities, as explored in 10.1.1 and 10.1.2. 

This in turn shapes the user’s performative experiences within the platform.  

 

For Finland, the data findings showed that the Chinese students’ experiences were very similar to those 

in Australia, and as such, this chapter will not cover the same ground, but will instead include an analysis 

of the differences between Facebook and WeChat in identity production, to inform the overall analysis. 

Before proceeding to elaborate on the differences between the two platforms, it is necessary to re-iterate  
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(from Chapter 5 and 6’s data findings) that many Chinese students, because of their prior experiences in 

using only WeChat, had found it difficult to adapt to Facebook:  

 

“I like to share more in WeChat but not so on Facebook, I didn’t really upload so much picture on Facebook 

because I don’t know how to use it. It’s a little bit confuse me because how to say, when I open it, I’m a 

little bit confused like what should I do? Because they are totally different from WeChat so I’m confuse 

all the time” (Xiao Yang/China/UG/Finland).  

 

Hence, in considering identity construction on Facebook, it is necessary to note that the potentials of the 

site for this purpose may not have been fully optimized by the users. I will discuss some of the barriers in 

the ensuing sections, with particular reference to the Chinese students who use WeChat as an alternative 

site for connection with their home audience. For this research, both social media sites are examined, for 

purpose of completeness in the analysis.   

 

Throughout the interviews, many students struggled to vocalise what they found to be confusing about 

Facebook beyond its general layout being “totally different” and more confusing for WeChat users: 

 

“I think the design of the Facebook is not so good to use” (Camilla/China/UG/Finland). 

  

“I cannot use this app really well, because I not really know how I should use it and there are so many 

functions that confuse me”(Xing/China/UG/Finland). 

 

Xing’s confusion with using Facebook is representative of the learning curve that all the Chinese students 

had to go through in learning to use Facebook when they were in Finland. The process of learning is not 

just about learning the platform affordances for identity production on Facebook, but also understanding 

the various regulations that govern the site. Many Chinese international students were also concerned 

about privacy issues on Facebook, as has already been discussed in the precious chapter. They were 

hesitant to upload content because they were unsure of who would be able to view it. However, on 

WeChat, they were more confident about who exactly had access to their content:   

 

“I feel like Facebook, I don’t know if the account can be set as privacy. I have too many people on my 

Facebook and even sometimes I don’t, I don’t too familiar with them. I feel like all the people I don’t know 
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can have a look at your life but in WeChat, it really is one hundred percent your friends so yeah” (Xiao 

Yang/China/UG/Finland).  

 

The students were worried that their lack of competence within the site would affect the content made 

viewable to other users, especially those to whom they had not given permission to access. It was a vicious 

cycle where their lack of familiarity with the website prevented them from engaging with the website 

more, which in turn prevented them from becoming more familiar with how it works.   

 

Another related privacy issue was restricting content access for particular users who were already their 

Facebook friends but who the students did not want to grant access to all their content. Xiao Yang 

discussed that she had added quite a few of her teachers on the site from Finland and from an exchange 

programme she did in Japan and that made her realise that she had to “appear more serious” on the site:  

 

“Even if you can share your, your state, you should be serious on Facebook. One thing is cause, I also 

added a lot of teachers of mine on Facebook, both on Japan side and Finland side so maybe that’s why I 

make it very serious” (Xiao Yang/China/UG/Finland). 

 

Jack, on the other hand, explained that many of his friends had also added their teachers on WeChat but 

the difference was that they knew how to censor certain users from seeing specific content: 

 

“You can make your settings to only show your Moments to a specific group. You can do that…… many 

people have done that because their social networks are broader. Like some people would add their 

teachers as their WeChat friends. So, if this person is complaining about the school or about exams 

something like that. This person will probably block his teachers from this Moment” 

(Jack/China/PG/Finland).  

 

While Facebook have the function to restrict certain members of one’s audience from viewing a particular 

content, through its privacy settings, the students’ lack of familiarity has rendered the platform to be less 

than useful. Their performances on the site were directed to this wider audience, whom they felt they 

had little control over. Their lack of familiarity constrained their usage, which in turn shaped their identity 

production on the platform.  
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Beyond perceptions in the form of Goffman’s “imagined audiences” shaping the ways in which these 

students presented their identities on Facebook, their understanding (or in some cases, lack of 

understanding) of the cultural and social norms that governed each platform played a key role in dictating 

the types of content uploaded. Chapter 9 has already discussed how these Chinese students learned to 

use Facebook through observing their friends’ usage patterns and behaviour, applying folk theories in the 

learning process. This has resulted in their less frequent uploads on Facebook with content that focussed 

on the bigger events in their lives. The following three subsections will examine the differences in how 

they curate their content on Facebook and WeChat based on their folk theories formed on these 

platforms, around names, profiles pictures, and language and cultural differences. 

 

10.1.1 Names on Social Media 

One key aspect of identity representation on social media is the user’s choice of name. When signing up 

for a social media account, this is one of the first requirements, as a form of self-representation on social 

media platforms. On the WeChat platform, there is no protocol for a user to use his/her real name:  

 

“In China, most people would think if you write your personal real name in your WeChat id, that’s the 

thing that elderly people or some people over 40s or 50s would do so (laughs). Young people would love 

to have a name that makes them outstanding or makes them different from others” 

(Sally/China/UG/Finland).  

 

“It’s too serious if you put your real name there” (Xiao Yang/China/UG/Finland).  

 

Thus, most users would use an adopted name, and the common practice is to choose one that they think 

best represent themselves:  

 

“… before WeChat, we have QQ, like this one (draws QQ symbol). This one was more like public. You don’t 

have much privacy on QQ. All your QQ friends are like strangers. So, it’s kind of dangerous or not that 

comfortable for you to use your real name as your QQ name. so, at that time, everyone use a fake name 

or not like a fake name, a nickname I would say. So maybe it’s like a tradition that passed down to WeChat, 

I would say. It’s like a guess. Like a chosen name” (Jack/China/PG/Finland).  
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“Basically everybody do that. You can see, (shows phone) this girl called herself a white, a white crow. I 

think mostly they choose a name who they feel can better represent themselves compared to a given 

name, because it’s a given name. They do not have a choice to choose that one” (Jack/China/PG/Finland).  

 

WeChat can be said to allow more freedom for users to construct their digital identities, starting with 

choosing a name that would be representative of certain different aspects of the person’s identity, or of 

an identity they want others to see. The Chinese international students viewed the identities on WeChat 

as “a representation”:  

 

“… a way how this person wants others to see himself or herself. If this person wants others to think of 

himself or herself to be hilarious, this person use hilarious name” (Jack/China/PG/Finland). 

 

Thus, the norms that dictate the forms of behaviour that are expected on a platform became a part of the 

process of constructing identity on that platform. The names used influence how users are perceived by 

their audiences, and as such, the selection of a particular WeChat profile name comes to be an indicator 

of the identity that the user wished to present:  

 

“Like for example, this person’s name is, how should I translate this, if literally translated, his name would 

be the head of the doctor? Like his name is like the title the head of the doctor with a surname, with the 

last name in front of the doctor. Do you understand? (Researcher: like doctor something?) yeah yeah. But 

this title has a specific meaning in Chinese. It means, it kind of specifically means, the head of psychiatric 

hospital, like crazy people so it’s kind of an interesting name. when I see this name I would say, this guy, 

this girl is interesting” (Jack/China/PG/Finland). 

 

For example, Sally chose a WeChat profile name which she felt represented a particular characteristic that 

she has:   

  

“… my name in English is means luminous, it means that someone will stand out, on the stage or so, or he 

and she will be found as distinguished guys. Maybe people will find their own characteristic and post it on 

WeChat. They pick it as their name on WeChat, with some cute emoji as default (laughs). So everyone’s 

name is different” (Sally/China/UG/Finland).  
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Sally’s case is an illustration of how audience-awareness shaped the choice of her online name, and her 

decision on how she wanted her audience to view her, that is, her unique constructed identity. On 

WeChat, a name thus become a marker of identity. As Facebook does not have the same naming flexibility, 

it does not provide this window into a user’s constructed identity upfront. 

 

Facebook, on the other hand, is best understood as reflecting offline identities on the platform, anchoring 

online identities to the user’s physical selves. On Facebook, the expectation is that users should use their 

given names as the easiest way for other users to locate them on the platform. This also anchors their 

online identities to their offline identities, the idea being to present the user’s online identity as a 

reflection of their “true” self in “real” life, despite the complexities of identities as understood through 

the literature review in Chapter 2. The offline self as an anchor is important in Facebook, as the protocol 

enables a user to connect to others, with the given names as an identifier to assist in this process.  

 

The Chinese students who were unfamiliar with Facebook found themselves struggling with this naming 

issue when setting up their Facebook account:  

 

“At the beginning, I put my [Chinese] nickname on Facebook too, but then I found that it’s hard for my 

friends to find me on Facebook. At the beginning, I set a Chinese name and they just cannot find me. My 

Chinese nickname, just <Chinese nickname>, but they cannot find me (laughs) so I just change it to my 

English name and put it in the right order that you people always use here. Yeah yeah, it’s easier to find 

me cause they cannot press Chinese in their own phones” (Xing/China/UG/Finland).  

 

The protocol of name sequence on Facebook follows the traditional Western format, where the first name 

is followed by their last name. For the Chinese students, this means having to rearrange their English 

names in the expected order for them to be more easily found on Facebook. Many Chinese students found 

it necessary to either use an English name or adopt one while abroad, as they realised that most non-

Chinese speakers struggled with addressing them by their Chinese names: 

 

“… it’s based on the practical grounds I would say. Here the reason I use Jack instead of <Chinese name> 

is because it is much easier for foreigners to recognize me and pronounce my name rather than my 

Chinese name. so that is the main reason” (Jack/China/PG/Finland). 
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However, the choice of English names often differed from their Chinese names, given by their parents, 

and their Chinese nicknames, given by their friends. Very often, Chinese nicknames were not necessarily 

a shortened version of a name as is common in English usage (for example, Liz for Elizabeth), but they 

were often chosen to reflect a particular quality or characteristic (for example, a Chinese nickname may 

be Little Dumdum if someone is seen to be silly). These nicknames do not translate well to English names, 

so a chosen English name is often used, which may be randomly selected or based on associations that 

they liked. For example, one Chinese participant picked her Facebook name by going through a list of 

English names and having a certain name jump out at her because it sounded similar to the Finnish word 

for snow, and selecting it because she liked the association with Finnish culture. However, it is unlikely 

that many of her international friends would identify that association, and are more likely to perceive that 

name as a translation of her given birth name to English. On Facebook, following the folk theories that 

they developed, these Chinese international students learnt that they had to use an actual name, in 

comparison to the freedom in selection that WeChat offered, which would prompt them to use their 

“real” name, and if they only have a Chinese name, to come up with an English name that represents the 

characteristics that they wish to portray. Through the experiences outlined here, an understanding of how 

platform expectations shape the construction and curation of identity on social media is presented. This 

understanding will be extended upon, in the next section that examines the differences in profile pictures 

on WeChat and Facebook. 

 

10.1.2 Profile Pictures on Social Media 

Both WeChat and Facebook allow users to upload profile pictures, which provides another window to a 

user’s identity. On Facebook, the norm is for users to select a real image of themselves as a way for other 

users to identify them. The Chinese students felt that this made the platform less casual and stricter, 

because there were less opportunities to portray their own interpretations of their personalities, as they 

could on WeChat.  

 

“I think that the Facebook profile is more professional (laughs), because on WeChat, we can use the 

portrait, or use some animations, or something like this, and the profile, you don’t need to write many 

things, maybe. It’s also if you just join WeChat, it can be nothing but if you use Facebook, the portrait 

should be your personal portrait and it needs to write some details, like what’s your high school and your 

university and where you are from or something like this. It has more details if you use the Facebook” 

(Camilla/China/UG/Finland).  
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“… everyone just do that and its weird [on Facebook] if you use a fake name and use a picture that is not 

your photo or not your selfies, if it’s a dog or if it’s a cat image (laughs). People will find that it’s a little bit 

weird, isn’t that?” (Sally/China/UG/Finland). 

 

On the other hand, with WeChat, similar to being able to choose a name that best represented them, the 

participants had the creative liberty to select images for their profile picture that best showcased their 

identities. However, these choices were also shaped by the folk theories of the platform, whereas WeChat 

profiles were focused on privacy and as such, many users chose not to use pictures of their own faces on 

WeChat:  

 

“Many people post their selfie on Facebook as their profile but many people in China won’t do so. 

Sometimes they just think that their privacy is important as well and they don’t like to post a selfie as a 

picture on their profile. Besides, they will use some interesting pictures, or some adorable pets or some 

animals on the profile page, but in other countries, they would like to post selfie.  

 

…because many Chinese people are not so outgoing …they don’t want others to know what they look like 

from their profile page, they just want to keep it a mystery, keep it as a secret until you see him or her in 

person. Many of the profile pictures are not their selfie. You can’t see it no one’s selfie, just some cute 

kids, the picture of some kids, just you can’t see her face on there. Or some cute drawings and so on, 

some cartoon image, no one shares their selfie” (Sally/China/UG/Finland). 

 

Similar to the choice of name, the choice of profile picture can be seen to be a way for WeChat users to 

convey aspects of their personality.  

 

“Some fashionable girls like to have selfies every day and post on their Moments, to show I have new 

makeup, I have new clothing every day. It varies from people and it really depends. Most people would 

like to use other pictures or other image to show on the WeChat profile” (Sally/China/UG/Finland).  

 

Users may also use profile pictures to convey their emotions:   

 

“I think a pretty common situation is they use their profile pictures to represent their mood. Their 

emotions. Like before, or some ideas or something like that. Like here’s an example. Before a big exam, 
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the final exam of each semester, there will be many people who change their profile picture to something 

like “f***ing exam” or “I need to study hard”. Something like that. Do you get my example? Or… I think 

more, most, more often I think people use their profile picture as a representation of their, themselves” 

(Jack/China/PG/Finland). 

 

In sum, Facebook profiles are anchored to the physical self, as a way to convey an element of authenticity 

to the profiles created. These images tie the digital identities to the offline user, structuring this online 

performance in relation to their physical selves, as well as the performativity that their physical selves 

engage in (Butler, 1990). Butler’s performativity theory is relevant here in her proposition that it is through 

the reproduction of effects and behaviours that individuals are constrained to construct norms that they 

unconsciously subscribe to. The anchoring of the body to the physical self, through the use of profile 

pictures, refocuses their identity production online on the repetition of their offline practice. 

Subsequently, these reiterations emphasise the aspects of their identity that they have come to view as 

“core”, which supports Butler’s interpretation (1990). Through the differences in profile pictures on 

Facebook and WeChat, it may be evidenced that each of these platforms allow their users to explore 

facets of their identities in different ways.   

 

10.1.3 Language and Cultural Differences in Identity Production  

The English language setting on Facebook also impacted the uploaded and produced content. As many of 

the Chinese students used Facebook to keep in contact with their non-Chinese international friends, they 

understood this to mean that they had to post in English. Many were reluctant to do so due to a lack of 

confidence in their English abilities. The language struggle and inconvenience of having to use a language 

that is non-native to them, was yet another reason that Chinese students in Finland were reluctant to post 

content on Facebook.  

 

“One [reason to post on WeChat] is language (laughs). Because if I post on Facebook, and they cannot 

read the Chinese so I need to write the English, I seriously consider how to explain these interesting 

things… English is quite hard so I just give up. But if I post to Moments, I can use Chinese because it’s my 

native language and I think, I think the friends on Facebook I’m not so, I don’t have so close relationship 

to them but I think on WeChat I have more close friends, and maybe I just want to share something 

interesting to them to just make them fun” (Xing/China/UG/Finland). 
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Many of them were afraid of being embarrassed if they made a mistake while posting in English, and 

because of this, they felt less confident in producing English content: 

 

“[On WeChat], you don’t need to worry about some grammar, spelling mistakes, that’s really you know 

(laughs) it’s embarrassing if you spell the wrong sentence or wrong words, or there’s some grammar 

mistakes. So I prefer to type in Chinese and post in WeChat”(Sally/China/UG/Finland).  

 

Sally, one of the Chinese international students, talked about this in detail during her interview. She 

understood that this thinking was irrational and that other users would understand her even if she made 

a mistake. But she was still worried about how she will appear to others if this should happen. Sally’s lack 

of confidence in her English ability made her unsure of how she was able to present herself and her 

identity to Facebook’s international audience: 

 

“I know it’s quite free to express even though there is many mistakes. I think they can understand and 

that is good enough. They don’t need to worry so much about grammar or some spellings and so on. But 

sometimes you know I will care a bit much about my self-esteem, that I didn’t have so, that I’m not so 

good in English. Sometimes if you make a mistake and I close it on Facebook and everyone sees that, I 

don’t know what’s the feeling (laughs)” (Sally/China/UG/Finland). 

 

Here, we can clearly see audience-awareness on the part of the Chinese students. In tandem, there is also 

a performative aspect. The students want to appear good in the eyes of the audience, and to convey the 

right images to them. They were afraid that, given the possibilities of miscommunication because of 

language difficulties, the intended audience may form the wrong conclusions about their identity. This 

compromises the identity production outcome opportunities on Facebook: 

 

“I don’t know why but I prefer to use English when I’m sharing on Facebook, it’s like more international. 

But in WeChat, I usually use Chinese. But sometimes I don’t know how I can show my mood in English but 

I can write something in Chinese but I cannot perfectly translate it into English. So maybe that’s why I 

share less on Facebook” (Xiao Yang/ China/UG/Finland).  

 

This concern extends beyond conveying the wrong messages and meanings. More fundamentally, the 

language barrier meant that the students have less control over their image presentation and in effect, 
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compromised their agency on Facebook. In this way, it also aggravated the already weaker ties they had 

with their international and local audiences.  

 

Apart from language differences, many Chinese students highlighted cultural differences in affecting their 

use of Facebook. For example, Xiao Yang brought out the use of emojis, which she drew on her 

experiences in Finland to demonstrate how they could represent different emotions or moods whether 

they were used in Chinese and Finnish cultures:  

 

“… not Chinese culture, but recently its very popular in China so everybody knows what that means. For 

example, the smile face. In China, if you send it to your friend, it means like you don’t want to talk with 

him anymore because the smile means the end. The end. But here, the smile is just a smile right. 

Something like that. So it’s not, I don’t know if it can be called cultural thing cause in China, maybe it’s 

only popular between young people. So sometimes I chat with my friends in Finland and they give me the 

smile face and I’m like mmm? Does this mean I say something wrong? Yeah… But yeah, it doesn’t mean 

that in here” (Xiao Yang/China/UG/Finland).  

 

This example is particularly salient in this context of cross border communication. Language nuances can 

lead to gross miscommunication and misunderstanding. In the context of identity formation where one 

has to look for both subtle messages or strong markers to collectively build understanding of the identities 

conveyed, and this could be a difficult process.      

 

This chapter covering the social, cultural and linguistic barriers to Facebook usage serves as the backdrop 

to the ensuing discussion on home relationships and lived experiences in host countries, to further distil 

conceptual elements relevant to identity construction. It will be coupled with the functionality differences 

inherent in Facebook and WeChat use, as discussed earlier, to engender an in-depth investigation into 

identity construction in this multi-faceted context.   

  

10.2 Changing Relationships to Home 

Similar to the Chinese students in Australia, the Chinese students in Finland described how their 

experiences living in the host country of study had allowed them to learn new things. They felt that living 

in China has restricted their knowledge of culture and other issues in other countries.  In comparison, their 

time abroad exposed them to different peoples, cultures and ways of life: 
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“I think everything here is so good and so awesome and I don’t want to go back to my home country cause 

I have to face so many… you know… you just can’t experience such a different culture in your home 

country and every people around you are similar to you. There are Chinese students and we are at a 

similar age and we have similar skin and similar hobbies. But you can find so many differences and 

varieties in here and you will miss some people who have many opinions that are totally different from 

you and you learn from it when you exchange your ideas with them” (Sally/China/UG/Finland). 

 

These changes were so profoundly felt in the case of Sally, that she expressed the desire of not going 

home. It was unusual to find such honesty in publicly stating something that might have been in the minds 

of some other Chinese students, although most would emphasise the expectation that they had to go 

home at the end of their student journey. Most of the Chinese students saw their stay in Finland as only 

temporary, and, as such, their primary focus had been on maintaining their relationships with home 

through WeChat. This usually took precedence over their new international friendships, which were 

viewed as fleeting and unsustainable:  

 

“I would say if we’re to lucky to meet each other. Let’s enjoy this moment and let’s move on” 

(Jack/China/PG/Finland).  

 

Jack perceived Facebook to be merely a functional space, and he shied away from posting on the platform:   

 

“I have never posted anything on my Facebook account. How regularly do I use Facebook you say? Pretty 

not regularly. But I use lots of WeChat recently. Because I have more friends on WeChat and because I’m 

more used to using WeChat” (Jack/China/UG/Finland).  

 

This appeared to be practical way of addressing a situation when there were multiple social media 

platforms by choosing a dominant one and to focus one’s attention on the audiences that matter:  

 

“I only have so few people on my Facebook if I want to know something, I would just contact them person- 

to-person” (Jack/China/UG/Finland). 
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This thinking underscored the choices that students made that eventually shaped communication on 

social media platforms. This understanding is deepened in the next section, which looks at how Chinese 

international students curate host country content on their Facebook and WeChat profiles. 

 

10.3 Lived Experiences in Finland 

As shown in the first set of data chapters on student mobility (Part II), many Chinese students used 

Facebook as a tool to support the formation of new relationships in Finland. While Jack did not find it 

meaningful to upload content on Facebook, Sally’s experience, as recorded, showed the importance of 

Facebook in her life as a foreign student.  

 

“… here I have to, to, I mean you have to socialize with some friends here, you have to give them a like or 

comment or something else to keep in touch with them” (Sally/China/UG/Finland).  

 

As already noted in the ethnographic records, this use and the recognised importance of Facebook for 

communicating with other international students in the host country appeared to be the dominant 

narrative.  

 

10.3.1 Identity as a Chinese International Student 

On Facebook profile pages, there is a space for users to add a short sentence about themselves, and this 

is featured under their names as a display of self, and discernible as reflection of their digital identities. 

Most of the Chinese international students did not fill out this section, presumably for privacy reasons. 

One exception can be found in Camilla, who in this section had added an emoji of the Finland flag, which 

had an arrow labelled “back” pointing to a Chinese flag on one side, and an arrow labelled “soon” pointing 

to a UK flag on the other site: . This curated display of emojis was intriguing because it 

featured both her home and host countries together, as collectively representing her identity. The Chinese 

flag represented where she came from and where she would return to, the Finnish flag showed her 

current location as an international student in Finland and the UK flag was representative of her plans to 

study in the UK after graduating from Finland. Camilla’s choice of emojis highlights her student mobility 

as a key part of her identity, with more than one geographical entity anchoring it. Her trefoil 

representation is quite telling, her in-betweenness is displayed as a tension as well as a form of co-

existence that is becoming common with mobile young people in cosmopolitan contemporary societies.  
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Another example of this representation of the international student identity was the choices of Facebook 

profile pictures of images of them in the snow, as key to expressing their time in Finland’s winter 

landscape. In addition, most of these Chinese international students had also changed their Profile photos 

at the point of graduation, with various captions expressing joy and sense of achievement. This is useful 

for identity creation, as it contributes to the students’ narrative of their journey as a foreign student.   

 

It is common for Chinese foreign students to show cultural elements of their host country to their 

audiences at home. Xiao Yang uploaded some collage style pictures she made that represent what she 

saw as the differences between Finland and China, with one picture that was of a Chinese hotpot and a 

Finnish cafeteria meal put side by side to form a single photo, within which she stated her preference for 

Chinese hotpot by captioning it “I prefer hot pot”. She also uploaded a picture of a snowy Finland path 

and a sunny Chinese lane, and described how she could not ride her bike in Finland because of the snow. 

These pictures were also uploaded to her WeChat profile (with similar captions in Chinese). They were 

quite telling, in juxtapositioning elements from both home and host countries, but stating her preference 

to both sets of audiences. Her preference for the familiar elements of home was quite apparent and could 

be read as another identity marker. The juxtapositioning of home and host cultural elements allow for 

these images to be constructed that give new meanings to Camilla’s experiences. The experience of trying 

cafeteria food in Finland is re-constructed in relation to her home country food, and given new meanings 

in its inability to measure up. The constructions of new meanings on Facebook will be explored in detail 

in Chapter 12’s conceptualisation of Facebook as Third Space.  

 

10.3.2 Communicating “Back Home” about their Experiences through WeChat 

Like other Chinese students, Xiao Yang described the importance of WeChat Moments in helping her 

maintain her relationships with friends in China, who she had not seen for some time. With Moments she 

could keep in touch, without feeling “awkward” having been away for a while. Social media bridges these 

distances in virtual space, where “disembodiment” precluded the awkwardness that might be 

experienced in face-to-face meetings:   

 

“Even though I’m not the kind of contact friends everyday people, I can still use Moments. For example, 

if they share something, I can like it or comment on it. It’s also another way to communicate with each 

other. Even if you not private talk, it’s possible. If your friends, like most of my friends are in China, we 

don’t meet that much. Maybe once in one year? So, it’s not, I feel it’s a little bit awkward if you directly 
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send them message like hi, how are you, or how is it going. But in the Moments, you see like, you can see 

if she updates like if she married, or if she went to somewhere, you can just like it. I feel like it’s another 

way of, to tell her that we still keep in touch and I’m also knowing your things or something like that” 

(Xiao Yang/China/UG/Finland). 

 

With Moments on WeChat, Xiao Yang was able to constantly be in touch with her friends, often using 

pictures or photographs, to tell them about her life in Finland, without the social pressure of a direct 

conversation:  

 

“For example, I went to the lake or picked some berries or go to hiking, that’s the most in Finland. Like I 

wanna to like invite my friends to see what my life in Finland kind of are. And also wanna let them, like I 

sometimes take a really great pictures, you really wanna get likes from your friends (laughs)” (Xiao 

Yang/China/UG/Finland). 

 

The pictures selected were invariably some aspects of Finnish life, depicting what may be seen to be 

interesting and new, prompting these Chinese international students to share them with their audiences 

back home. For example, Camilla thought her Finnish bread making pictures would have been exciting for 

her Chinese friends – “something different, very different”:   

 

“If I see something very Finnish, I will post it to [my friends] and they will know that Finnish people like 

this. Like just last Saturday, I made a bread, I don’t know how to explain it but it’s the Finnish people just 

eat on Christmas Day so we made it ourselves and just post and I just told them that it’s traditional Finnish 

food so they will know that and I think it’s very interesting to like show this to them, so they will know 

that it is very Finnish and if you go to Finland, you can like, you can just try it. Something different, very 

different” (Camilla/China/UG/Finland).  

 

It is important to underscore that all of these lived experiences in the host country were shared on 

WeChat, and less on Facebook, as clearly, they were directed to home audiences. For Camilla, similar to 

other Chinese students, WeChat was used to portray her as a person, not just her activities.  Thus, to really 

learn more about Camilla, it would be necessary to refer to her posts on WeChat, and not just rely on her 

Facebook pages. The co-existence of the two platforms helped in identity construction, as jointly 

presented, they allowed for these users to explore different facets of their identities: 
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“Facebook, I think it’s not [an accurate representation of my life]. I do not use it very frequently, and I 

think I use other applications most, it just shows my travelling, that’s all. [WeChat] represents me better 

but it just shows my happy things, it’s not my life. Not some negative things cause I just like to post the 

positive things. My friends just, just see the good events in my abroad life but they won’t see other things 

cause I won’t post. But I think the WeChat represents me most because I always use it…. I think I just put 

this moment on WeChat then post to the Facebook but I think I post more details on WeChat” 

(Camilla/China/UG/Finland). 

 

Another critical observation from this post is Camila’s self-curation, which involves selecting only “my 

happy things”. Here is a clear demonstration of agency afforded by the platform, as well as a good example 

of the performative aspects of social media, and the curation involved in deciding what to present to the 

different audiences. Similar to Camilla, other Chinese students were prepared to present more aspects of 

themselves and their lives in their host country on WeChat, but were extremely selective when it comes 

to content on Facebook, which is directed to more diverse audiences.   

 

“… for example, I share all the things I wanna share on WeChat, but I don’t share all the things I wanna 

share on Facebook” (Xiao Yang/China/UG/Finland).  

 

In WeChat, the students were also prepared to post personal feelings while discussing day-to-day living in 

the host country, which captured hints of their inner selves, which is an invaluable input for identity 

construction:  

 

“I still post more on WeChat, cause, how to say that, I post more personal feelings on WeChat moments 

and even though it’s a little thing that I came across that day, I will still post on it. But I won’t post some 

pictures or jokes that I think is hilarious or funny, I won’t just post it on Facebook, I will just post that 

maybe I went for a trip and I will post some photos about the beautiful scenery and I seldom post some, 

or repost some bloggers or other people because I just don’t have the habit to open the Facebook 

everyday (laughs). And I just get used to open WeChat and see if someone has a message left for me and 

how’s going in my home university because many of my classmates or school mates will like to repost 

some message or written by bloggers or something else. And they like to share most moments and I like 

to keep in focus on this rather than browsing on Facebook” (Sally/China/UG/Finland).  

 

The openness of the students on WeChat was underpinned by the importance that they placed on 

maintaining their connections back home. As stated by one student, “no matter where they were, China 
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is still home”.  Without doubt, their identity is closely tied to this affiliation to home country, which has 

remained strong despite the barriers of time and space, and is evidenced in their prioritisation of WeChat 

over Facebook.     

 

10.4 Concluding Observations 

This chapter focused on the Chinese international students in Finland, and their construction of digital 

identities on Facebook. Similar to the Chinese students in Australia, their dual use of Facebook and 

WeChat underscores the importance of viewing the two social media platforms in unison, in order to 

understand how these students navigated identity production in relation to the transnational spaces that 

they occupy. From the ethnographic accounts, the students were fully cognisant of the multi-country 

audiences they were addressing. Accordingly, they exercise agency in deciding what to put on which 

platform, and “perform” to the target audiences accordingly. The case study of Sally is an illustration of 

how audience-awareness shaped her choice of online name, as well as her personal decision on how she 

wanted her audience to view her, that is, her constructed identity. Here, I draw on the extant literature 

to better understand the identity production process. In particular, Bakhtin (1981) provided the 

theoretical background to frame the construction and curation of digital identities.  According to Bakhtin, 

dialogism is response, in that cultural and personal identity becomes constructed through interaction with 

others, where we perform in response to the performances taken up by others. In this regard, Goffman’s 

pre-social media work on performance (1959) clearly posited that individuals “perform” identity in every 

social setting, and it is the audience that shapes the identity which is performed in that social setting. 

Thus, identity as relation to and as response to, means that it cannot exist apart from the others which 

shape it. This two-way relationship is clearly borne out by the displayed behaviour of the Chinese students. 

In Camilla’s self-curation, she selected only “my happy things” for WeChat, which in itself is a 

demonstration of the agency afforded by the WeChat platform, but also a good example of the 

performative aspects of identity creation as propounded by Bakhtin and Goffman, where the student and 

the “unseen” audience forms a ‘dialogic’ relationship, each existing only in relation to, or in response with, 

the other. Camilla wanted her friends and family at home to see “the good events in my abroad life” and 

reacted accordingly in her WeChat posts.  

 

To extend the discussion on the construction of the Self in relation to the different audiences on the two 

platforms, I refer to Bakhtin (1981), who suggested that there are in fact three different parts to our Self 

or Identity: “I-for-myself”, “I-for-the other”, and “Other-for-me”. The first, “I-for-myself” refers to that 
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internal self-image which we all possess, which we believe to be our “true self”, who we actually are if 

others could actually see us and is a somewhat unreliable source of identity. The “I-for-the-other” is how 

we are perceived by others, which Bakhtin argued may be a fairer assessment of our true identity as it 

incorporates the views of others into our sense of self. On the flipside, “Other-for-me” refers to that part 

of other peoples’ identities that is shaped by their relationship with us. Bakhtin argues that the second 

form of identity, “I-for-other”, is often the view through which we develop a sense of our own identity. 

He concluded that the only way to find our own voice is to have a double-voice, i.e., to see and express 

ourselves both through our own perspective, from the inside, so to speak, and through the perspective of 

others, from the outside. Linking back to the findings of this research, it is helpful that the two platforms 

of Facebook and WeChat were used concurrently by the Chinese students. This has enabled this view of 

identity, that is, I-for-the other” to be discerned, as it included the perspectives of the two different sets 

of “audiences” from their respective platforms, in addition to how the students viewed themselves, which 

is essentially introspective. In “performing” to the imagined audiences on both platforms, the student in 

effect partake in the process of digital construction of Self, with the resultant portrayal a result of this 

“double voice” perspective.  

 

My final observation is that while both platforms were used, the Chinese students tended to use Facebook 

less frequently. In terms of the issue of context collapse on Facebook, the differentiation in audiences 

between Facebook and WeChat helped to support the curation of content that was directed to these 

specific audiences – the content on Facebook was directed to their international audiences, while their 

content on WeChat was directed to their audiences back home. While this played an instrumental role in 

shaping the identities portrayed on both of these platforms, the data findings of this chapter revealed 

that the understandings and expectations of the platforms themselves also impact on the identities 

performed on the site. Through their familiarity with WeChat and the flexibility it offered around selection 

of name and image to present selves, Facebook was seen as overly formal to these Chinese international 

students. They preferred to have more freedom to select their names and profiles pictures that best 

represented themselves, beyond the anchor of the physical self. However, Facebook still served an 

important function as a space where these students were able to connect with their international friends, 

and in some ways, explore different elements of their identities through these connections. In both 

platforms, different approaches to identity construction and curation are taken, however, both sets of 

profiles are revealing in the ways that these international students perceive their selves and their 

identities in these different spaces that they occupy, among different sets of audiences.  
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Chapter 11: International Students in Finland 

 

The international students in Finland interviewed are a mixed group of students, coming from several 

countries and having diverse socio-cultural backgrounds. They share similar challenges as foreign students 

in the country, particularly the language barrier. From the ethnographic findings, there was apparently 

limited space to immerse in local culture, and consequently, international-local ties were either weak or 

non-existent. Facebook played an important role in the lives of these students (“it makes life easier”), 

being a communication tool as well as an information platform. The common use of English contributed 

to the formation of relatively strong international friendships, but also appeared to perpetuate distancing 

from the local community.   

 

Similar to the previous chapters in Part III, this chapter examines the students’ approaches to identity 

construction and curation on Facebook, by presenting the ethnographic findings from my research, taking 

into account the influences of home and host cultures. I conclude with an examination on how this group 

of students, coming from diverse backgrounds address their transnational audiences on Facebook, 

particularly through their use of language and subject signposting.  

 

11.1 Identity Curation and Audiences  

11.1.1 Facebook Profiles  

As discussed in the previous three chapters, Facebook is an ideal platform for international students to 

maintain their connections with a wide and diverse audience, but this audience also shaped the types of 

content that they upload. The exchange of information on Facebook is a two-way process: while the 

international students were able to learn more about their new friends through their profile pages, they 

were aware that their friends could also learn more about them through their own pages. The diverse 

audiences on Facebook meant that these international students had to be discerning with their content 

curation on the site: 

 

“I think it’s like easier, or it’s not that, like it’s not formal but it’s something like this. To put it on Facebook, 

you have not only your friends, your closest friends but maybe you have friends on Facebook from your 

workplace, your colleagues and these things and on Instagram, it’s not so common. So maybe you more 

dare to post it on Instagram rather than Facebook” (Hanna/Hungary/UG/Finland) 
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Cover (2016) noted that user online identity is shaped by the choices of categories made available on the 

platform; the selected categories become sources of information to highlight salient aspects of identities 

(Cover, 2016). Facebook categories include educational background and the country of residence, as well 

as the country that the user is from. Such information is available in the About sections of Facebook profile 

pages. For Henry, the details available on Facebook were adequate as those who knew him would be able 

to identify him easily: 

 

“I guess I didn’t go so much into detail on my profile. Just put the more basic stuff. But yeah, that’s enough 

stuff, I don’t feel like I need to put so much stuff on my profile cause if people, if they know me then they 

won’t need any of that anyway so. For example, there’s things you can write about like food or movies or 

anything you like but if I’ve been talking to people, they may already know that. So, there’s not really any 

point to. I think profiles are nice when they’re quite short, so for example if you’re looking for someone, 

you can see that that’s the person you’re looking for, so something like that” (Henry/France/PG/Finland).  

 

“I think I don’t need so many information, just basic name, maybe date of birth, this kind of thing but I 

don’t feel like I need to put so much more up there” (Henry/France/PG/Finland) 

 

The anchored information which is presented on the user’s profile pages provides fixed elements of a 

user’s identity. For Henry, it included basic details such as his country, previous university, band he played 

in, date of birth, and other details, all of which constituted anchoring elements that would identify him to 

other users that matter to him. Besides, as Facebook is linked to the offline person, the information merely 

extrapolates the profile of the user to those who already knew him/her, in some cases providing new 

information to their new friends for them to learn more about them, but also adds these “anchored” 

elements to the identities produced on the site as a way to contextualise their profiles.   

 

Of all the international student profiles that I studied, the only student who had not posted any content 

relating to her studies in Finland, including changing the profile picture or cover picture, was Elizabeth 

from Singapore. Elizabeth reflected how having so many people on her Facebook deterred her from 

posting: 

 

“I felt there is no need to tell the whole world what I’m doing, no need at all to tell them where I am. So 

yeah, that’s why I stopped posting. And I don’t want to tell people as well about my personal life. I mean 
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like, if there are, people who should know, I tell them personally, like on WhatsApp or call them if there 

are major events but like, there are so many friends on Facebook and maybe, like I don’t even know how 

many people and I don’t even know them anymore.  

 

Because yeah, they are just friends that I met along the way and I stopped talking and I don’t even 

remember who they are anymore (laughs). So don’t need to let these people also know about like private 

things in life and all these. So, I stopped posting” (Elizabeth/Singapore/PG/Finland).  

 

In this example, we see that while many student users relied on Facebook to make connections, the 

awareness of the wide audience on Facebook can be a deterrent to the extent of users’ content upload. 

The influence of “imagined audiences” is also seen in the case of the Chinese students in the preceding 

chapter, who wanted to protect their privacy, and who did not trust Facebook because of its wide reach 

(Goffman, 1959). Elizabeth’s positioning is significant, in that she chose to be an inactive Facebook user. 

In the context of identity creation, this may imply that the profiles created were superficial and, in some 

cases, inadequate for the purpose of discerning user identity. However, Facebook is structured such that 

even though the content she posted was limited, her audiences still had access to a range of content, 

including that posted by her other friends, an example being an album of photographs that showed 

Elizabeth camping with her friends in a Finnish forest. Her Facebook audiences were still presented with 

access to her experiences in Finland, and could view them as part of her digital identity on Facebook, 

demonstrating the roles that audiences play in adding to and shaping the digital identities formed on 

Facebook. This demonstrates the collaborative nature of Facebook identities, where the identities formed 

exist in a social space, and subsequently, reveal information about the user.  

 

To deepen the understanding on how this use of social media impacts identity, reference to Goffman’s 

early works (1959) is useful, where he posited that even while individuals may aspire toward certain 

impressions, apart from the details which they choose to provide, they also reveal or give off information 

about themselves in their behaviour. To carry Goffman’s work to the digital setting, the information 

provided by individuals in the mediated online environments are often insufficient for audiences to read 

their identities, therefore the cues which are given off often provide deeper interpretations about 

individuals as they can be seen as particularly informative and revealing about the individual (Ellison et. 

al, 2006), as can be seen in this example. The limited information available in online settings cause 

audiences to pay particular attention to all the cues given offline, even those which may seem small and 

insignificant (Ellison et. al, 2006).  
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In addition, it must be noted that the usage pattern of students like Elizabeth was not representative of 

the international students. As will be seen in the later sections, other students such as Henry from France 

consistently make very detailed postings. However, I raise this as an example of the collaborative 

construction of Facebook profiles, which do not exist in isolation, but are shaped and impacted by the 

networks of audiences that they are created in relation to.   

 

 

11.1.2 Communicating with Transnational Audiences 

The international students were aware that their Facebook audience consisted of many different social 

groups from different social settings. Most of the international students from Finland interviewed had 

said that they would post content that was relevant to these entire wider audiences, but they recognised 

that certain content would be more relevant to only some of their friends. Their Facebook Profile pages 

sometimes presented specific postings that were clearly marked toward specific audiences. One way to 

do this was by signposting the content toward the targeted audience. A more common practice, 

particularly the bilingual users, was to use differentiated language as a tool to distinguish between their 

different social groups from home and the host countries:   

 

“Ça y est, on est tombé à 7°c pendant la journée... j'imagine que ça veut dire que l'automne a 

officiellement commencé #winteriscoming”.  

[Translation: “That's it, we fell to 7°c during the day... I guess that means fall has officially started 

#winteriscoming”]. (Henry/France/UG/Finland). 

 

This status update showed Henry using language to ensure that the post was read by its intended audience 

from his home country. The post was in French as it had no relevance to his friends in Finland. His 

reference to the start of fall was a way of tracking his time there, which added to his on-going narrative 

of his identity as an international student.   

 

Henry also uploaded a phone screenshot of the temperature at his Location (-22degrees) and captioned 

it “Ça se rafraîchit par ici...”, which translates in English to “It's getting colder over here...”. By choosing to 

put up this status in French, he clearly meant to delimit it for his audience at home:  
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“I guess it depends what kind of content it is. For example, if it’s in French then it’s mostly for friends back 

home, or maybe for some French friends overseas, that they might find it funny. And if it’s in English then 

it’s for anyone who might be interested. It’s a question I ask myself always. I think nowadays, because 

most of the people I see in my everyday life, I speak English with them, so I post to Facebook in English. 

But when it’s something related to France for example, I just post it in French, it’s more to tell them, tell 

my friends in France.  

 

But now, as a more like overall thing, I just post in English. Except if I feel like something is really different 

from Finland and France, I might just post it in French then so my friends in France might find it funny or 

something. I feel like if I want to speak direct to my friends in France then I post it in French. If not, then 

it doesn’t really matter. I just post it in English. Technically I could do both French and English but it’s just 

hard to do both, translating every time. And I know that usually most of my friends understand the 

meaning in France even if it’s in English” (Henry/France/PG/Finland) 

 

The differentiated use of language was an effective way for international students to distinguish between 

their groups of audiences on Facebook and to direct specific content accordingly: 

 

“I posted one picture when I was here about the Northern Lights and I posted in English. But before this, 

I always posted in Hungarian. I am used to speaking English here and cause I’m here, and I have a lot of 

international friends here. It was obvious to share it in English” (Hanna/Hungary/UG/Finland) 

 

“When I share about Finland, I want the Indonesian people to know so I share that in Indonesian language” 

(Putoe/Indonesia/PG/Finland). 

 

“English most of the time because I have sort of a mixed international group. So if I post in Vietnamese 

only then they know it’s not for them. Then they just skip it. Or if it comes with a feeling or something, 

then I definitely need to, have to use English. Otherwise, they keep asking “what, what is that about? How 

are you feeling?” or something like that. ‘what’s happening?’” (Catherine/Vietnam/PG/Finland).  

 

In Catherine’s case, she used Vietnamese to share pictures of her son with her family. On Facebook she 

created an album titled: “Những ngày hè rực rỡ '20”, which translates to “The brilliant summer days '20”, 

which was dedicated to documenting her son’s summer in Finland in 2020. One of the pictures of her son 

playing was captioned: 
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“Cuối tuần mưa rả rích nhớ cuối tuần trc nắng rạng rỡ wa nè. 

Up nốt ảnh các mặt trời nhí nha” (Catherine/Vietnam/PG/Finland).  

[Translation: Rainy weekend remember last weekend the sun was so bright. Upload pictures of little sun”]  

 

Here the word “sun” referred to her child, which is probably well understood only within the closed circle 

of her family. Captioning the album in Vietnamese was a simple way to direct the content to this closed 

community.  

 

For these international students for whom English was a second language, most of them would be using 

their native languages with their friends and families at home. The introduction of a new multicultural 

audience meant that codeswitching had to be used to address content to either specific or generalized 

audiences. In this regard, bilingualism can be seen as a useful tool on social media, as, according to Lingel, 

Naaman and boyd, it enables transnational migrants to direct their content to various parts of their 

personal networks, and “they can assume that people will take language as an indication of whether or 

not the message is intended for them” (Lingel, Naaman and boyd, 2014, p.1505). In the context of 

transnational migration, where Facebook is a platform that addresses diverse audiences, language 

differentiation helped to overcome the concerns of some users that their post might unwittingly be read 

by those who were not the intended audience. More importantly, in the context of my research, given 

that students tended to display different aspects of their selves to different audiences, the use of this 

codeswitching allowed these international students to navigate potential issues of context collapse on 

their profiles. 

   

11.2 Changing Relationships to Home 

One salient observation, though, is that for some of the international students interviewed, their 

perceptions of “home” and their relationships to “home” had changed as a result of their overseas 

experiences. Henry, for example, reflected on how his relationship to France has changed as a result of 

his time abroad. His time overseas had made him question whether France was really the place that he 

would like to spend the rest of his life; and he wondered if he would still consider France to be his “home”:  

 

“I think the home is something that nowadays I like wonder. Because I both feel like France is home but 

at the same time, it might not be the place where I would want to live my whole life. It’s a bit hard to, but 
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at the same time, I wouldn’t want to define Finland as home because I know I’m just here for a limited 

amount of time. So, it’s getting a bit harder to say what home is exactly” (Henry/France/PG/Finland) 

 

Elizabeth from Singapore, who has travelled extensively, also questioned her relationship to the place that 

she had called home for most all of her life: 

 

“I mean it’s not really home anymore. Home is a bit hard to define because home is where, for me, home 

is where you feel most comfortable. And if you go back to your birth home and you don’t feel comfortable 

there, you don’t feel comfortable because things have changed or people have different mindsets and 

you don’t feel comfortable then that is not home for me. Definitely being abroad has changed my 

perspective of home. For me, it’s kind of like a state of mind, not really a physical location. For me, home 

can be anywhere in the world as long as I feel I’m comfortable” (Elizabeth/Singapore/PG/Finland) 

 

For these students, the experiences of studying and living abroad have affected their perception of 

“home”. Social media, such as Facebook, has affected many aspects of their lives, in particular, it has 

affected the way in which they communicate with their friends and family, and its ubiquity meant that 

they could maintain kinship ties and friendships no matter where they were physically. Through examining 

their Facebook profile pages, it is possible to examine how their relationships with “home” is presented 

on the site.  

 

Facebook could be read as a way that they could reflexively consider and present their thoughts on their 

relationship to home, sharing this with their audiences. For example, one of the more significant posts 

with home country content was a status update by Henry upon his return to France, reflecting on the 

differences in ordinary everyday between France and Finland:  

 

“Summary of my return to France so far: 

- 2 random people have spoken to me on the bus 

- French sandwiches are great 

- I don't miss the smell of cold cigar 

- I can actually understand people speaking around me 

Edit: also, people complain too much” (Henry/France/PG/Finland).  
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Henry’s nuanced observations highlighted his perceptions of the differences between the two European 

cultures, for example, his mention of the two ‘random’ persons who spoke to him on the bus, came from 

a comparison with Finland, where the locals were highly unlikely to strike up a conversation on the bus, 

and his add-on about people complaining too much was his personal critique of his home culture. This 

post was another marker in his self-narrative, as it was made after spending time abroad in a country with 

a different way of life. His changing relationship with home as outlined in the interview was largely shaped 

by his experiences abroad, and this element of his identity is reproduced on Facebook through his 

reproduction of his lived experience of country comparison. While it is arguable that this post is only given 

additional meaning in its juxtaposition to the interview data, an alternative perspective would be to view 

Facebook as a platform where these international students are able to reflect on their relationships with 

home and host countries as they employ agency in curating their identities online, giving new meaning to 

their home country experiences through injecting their experiences abroad into them. 

 

Another post related to home was uploaded by Rose from Thailand, which was made shortly after the 

death of the Thai King in 2016. Rose used the occasion to reflect how central the king was in Thai society, 

and in the process, showed an important aspect of Thai culture, as well as her deep connections with her 

home country:  

 

“Dear all my Non-Thai friends, 

Some of you may have heard about the most tragic news in our lifetime for all Thai people, the death of 

our beloved King Bhumibol Adulyadej who passed away on 13th October 2016 at the age of 89 and during 

the 70th year of his reign.  

Then, you may notice that not only all your Thai friends have changed their FB profile pictures and covers 

all into black to mourn our beloved King but you may notice also through several news sources about the 

nation's deepest grieve. Not a single face without tears. Not a single word well enough to express the 

sorrow. The whole nation has once again united as one to share moment of the darkest hours in our 

history, losing the heart of the nation who we love unconditionally and wholeheartedly” 

(Rose/Thailand/PG/Finland). 

 

Notably, Rose addressed the post to her “non-Thai friends”, which allowed her to signify the intended 

recipients of this post. The manner of address as a way of signposting the content to its targeted audience, 

is an example of how international students may pre-empt “context collapse”, given the wide and diverse 

audiences on Facebook.   
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In this post, Rose not only affirmed her Thai identity, but also showed what it entailed. She demonstrated 

that even despite being away, her home country still impacted on her, in the reproduction of this event 

from her perspective of it on Facebook. Similar to how Alan, the Singaporean student in Chapter 8, 

declared his love for Singapore on Facebook, Rose is making a similar identity claim to the importance of 

her home country to her identity, and doing so in such a way that she proudly directs this to her non-Thai 

audience. This is also evidenced in another post uploaded by Rose to her Facebook profile:  

 

“Why do you love your king so much? This was a question asked by a friend of mine. It is difficult to explain 

in a few sentences and it's so hard to say how much that we love our king. You may not believe me if I say 

that I love my king more than my life. We love our king and we truly know that our king loves us so much 

too. Our king's love for us has been proven through what our king has done for Thai people for more than 

70 years. 

"We will reign with righteousness for the benefit of Thai people." เราจะครองแผน่ดนิโดยธรรม 

เพื5อประโยชนส์ขุแหง่มหาชนชาวสยาม 

I was born in the reign of King Rama IX of Thailand (King Bhumibol Adulyadej) 

    

#14 Oct 2016” (Rose/Thailand/PG/Finland). 

 

The post was also Rose’ way of educating her international audience about Thai culture, and in this regard, 

she initiated a form of two-way information exchange. Here, I see a demonstration of Facebook as an in-

between space that is conducive for cultural interactions, which could take place without in-person 

assimilation into a country’s social cultural environment. I will develop this thought further in the next 

chapter of this thesis. 

 

11.3 Lived Experiences in Finland 

11.3.1 Identities as International Students 

An important piece of anchoring information on Facebook is “Current Town/City”. All of the international 

students interviewed made some sort of announcement of their move overseas on their Facebook. Most 

changed their Current Town/City to reflect Finland as their new home base. Catherine from Vietnam, for 

example, changed her “location” on Facebook immediately on arriving in Finland. While Yuko from Japan 

did not change her resident city, she uploaded a Status post of her move:  
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“8月17日みんなに見送られて、無事フィンランドに着きました！やっとバスの乗り方が分かっ

たところですが、ここでお気に入りの写真をJ 

My life of studying in Finland has just begun! Thank you for saying bye at Narita airport:)” 

(Yuko/Japan/UG/Finland).  

 

Along with the Status change, she uploaded photos of herself at the airport, with pictures of Finland, 

including one of the main lakes in Tampere. The juxtaposition of these photos showed Yuko’s transition 

from Japan to a new life in Finland, which created the contextual background for future posts from 

Finland, and displayed her new status as a foreign student in Finland. 

 

For Henry, his journey to Finland was first evidenced with a post that included a location tag to Finland, 

as his way of conveying to friends and family of his move, which, similarly allowed for contextualisation 

of his subsequent uploads.    

 

“Finally arrived and installed! The VLOG of the trip will be online in a few days [winky face emoji]” 

(Henry/France/PG/Finland).  

 

These changes to their country of residence or location were important as they created the updated socio-

cultural context for their audiences to interact with them. In these various ways, the students sign-posted 

the start of their lives in Finland, and opened the window for future feeds that might eventually present 

a compelling overall constructed narrative of their new lives as foreign students. As part of his ongoing 

self-narrative, Henry posted an intriguing status update, which described his experience of meeting new 

friends as an international student.  

 

“Making new friends as an international student is like: 

- Hi! What's your name? 

- *says foreign name* 

- *tries to repeat the name and fails* 

- *you can call me [easier name] 

- Nice to meet you [easier name]. Where’re you from? 

- *tells country* 

- Oh, I/my friend went to [capital of the country] once.  

- Oh ok, nice... 
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- And what do you study?  

- *field of study you know nothing about 

- oh okay... I guess I'll see you round then *leaves*” (Henry/France/PG/Finland) 

 

This update signposted the beginning of his new life in Finland as a foreign student, as making friends is 

what was expected of a new foreign student, as a necessary part of integration into the host society. His 

post supported the chronological ordering of his life as displayed to his home audience. Henry felt that 

his posts presented insights of his self, not just for his family but also for himself to record, and to 

remember these experiences: 

 

“I think the pictures show about me and also the things I write. Yeah, I guess most pictures are just stuff 

from everyday life, just if I go visit something, I might put a picture or if we are doing some event with 

friends and all of that. I would say that sometimes pictures are both for the people and for me as well, so 

I can have a, a souvenir for later. Cause for example, if we are doing a party and we post a picture, people 

may not care so much about it but it’s nice for us to see this picture a few weeks later or a few months 

later. Kind of like, yeah I guess why I post pictures are for both sharing and kind of like for myself” 

(Henry/France/PG/Finland).  

 

This experience of recording and reflecting on his posts could be viewed as part of what Giddens’ called 

the “reflexive project of the self” (1991). Of all the international students I studied, Henry was not the 

only one who was concerned about having a consistent record of his experiences and sharing them, but 

was he probably the most reflexive about the process. Henry had a vlog (video blog) series on Youtube 

and also used Facebook to share the videos:  

 

“LE VOILA! Mon premier Vlog depuis la Finlande ! Celui ci parle simplement de mon premier jour, mais le 

reste arrivera au fur et à mesure Enjoy ! 

There it is, my first VLOG from Finland! This one is only about the road to get there, but the rest will come 

soon Enjoy!” (Henry/France/PG/Finland). 

 

These vlogs provided rich inputs for identity creation, with the self-narratives deliberately presented, as 

he reflected that “it is about me”:  
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“I kind of did it for my friends and also my family might not sometimes be on Facebook or anything, but I 

can still send them videos and they can see all this. And also, for me, just to be able to go back in a few 

years and like yeah, remember that. Like pictures are nice but videos you can see how it really is” 

(Henry/France/PG/Finland). 

 

It is pertinent that these narratives documented the lived experiences of the students themselves, and as 

they were produced and reproduced through their online profiles, core identities were displayed. With 

Facebook, these were communicated to a wide audience, although the students usually meant them for 

their friends and families back home.  

 

11.3.2 Communicating Lived Experiences to Home Audiences  

Many international students recounted that they had become more active on Facebook since arriving in 

Finland, not just as consumers in terms of getting the necessary information to support their lives in 

Finland, but also as producers in terms of adding content on the platform.  

 

“I guess I’m posting a bit more pictures because I’m seeing more interesting things than when I’m just 

back home… try to share with them what I’ve discovered here” (Henry/France/PG/Finland).  

 

“I think if you come here as an international student, you want to share what you’ve been through here 

you were, the things you do, you want to share all this everyday” (Hanna/Hungary/UG/Finland). 

 

Much of the content upload from the host country pertained to what the students saw as being new and 

interesting from the perspective of a newcomer. These often-included everyday routines, which were 

meant to show life in Finland as they experienced it, targeted to friends and family at home.  

 

“…for example, if I go to things that might be different in Finland than in France that I didn’t expect. Just 

like small everyday things I might just write about off, like in a comedy way. Cause I know I want my friends 

back home to see how different it is and for Finnish people to notice that, yeah kind of how it’s done here” 

(Henry/France/PG/Finland). 

 

“When first days I arrive, I share my impression on Finland, I talked about the public services, how good 

public service here is. I share also about the people, how happy the people live here, and also how they 

enjoy their life here. And the nature. How beautiful the nature is, I share those kinds of things to show my 

friends in Indonesia” (Putoe/Indonesia/PG/Finland).  
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Putoe’s reflections were telling, in how she wanted to show her life in Finland to her friends back   home 

in Indonesia, sharing her impression of the country, highlighting how different things were, how good they 

were. However, in her subsequent updates when she entered the second year of her studies, her posts 

on Facebook were more reflective:  

 

 “… a walk through a gorgeous garden with Jesus. However, this time, it’s from a different path which was 

a bit jarring and unsteady” (Putoe/Indonesia/PG/Finland).  

 

The status location for the above post was tagged to the Helsinki Airport, as Putoe had just returned to 

Finland after a trip back to Indonesia. In this post, in contrast to the first, Putoe appeared to focus less on 

the positive aspects that had preoccupied her when she first arrived in the host country and to present a 

more reflective overview of her time abroad. From this, the audience would have been able to discern 

evidence of self-development in her narrative as she journeyed as a student in the country. 

 

Another distinct trait of foreign students was the practice of uploading photos of themselves, particularly 

at events or trips to iconic places in the host country, overtly meant for consumption by the home 

audience. Some students changed their cover pictures to ones with expansive snowy Finnish landscape, 

for example, Putoe changed her profile picture to one of herself in the snow with her jacket hood held up, 

to showcase her new lives and new living environment. Another popular choice of cover picture was the 

iconic Northern Lights, and many, including Jillian from UK, Hanna from Hungary, and Rose from Thailand, 

have uploaded photos of this tourist attraction on their Facebook pages. Rose’ exuberance was clearly 

evident in this post: 

 

“ไปดแูสงเหนอืมาาา! สวยมากกกก!  พยายามถา่ยดว้ยกลอ้ง iPhone 6s Plus! ไดม้าแคน่ีEละ่!!  

สวยมากกจรงิๆ ที5ฟ้ามดืๆ แตม่เีสน้แสงสเีขยีวเขม้เขยีวออ่นเคลื5อนไหววิ5งไปมาพาดบนทอ้งฟ้า! 

ลมืหนาววไปเลยละ่  #Northern light #Aurora #Wolf light” [Translation: “Went to see the Northern 

Lights! So beautiful!  Trying to shoot with iPhone 6 s Plus camera! This is all I got!!  It's very 

beautiful in the dark sky. But there is a light, dark green, light green, light green. Moving around the sky! 

Forget the cold  #Northern light #Aurora #Wolf light”]. (Rose/Thailand/PG/Finland). 
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This manner of displaying their experiences is related to the performative aspect of identity creation. 

Evidently, the students want to draw their audiences’ attention to their participation in these unique 

experiences as part of their lives as students in Finland.  

  

“I really want that people in my network or circle of friends for example to know that particularly 

interesting things about the world, things about living in Finland... Yes it’s important that they know and 

they can come here to experience such kinds of things” (Catherine/Vietnam/PG/Finland).  

 

While these photos and images might be welcomed by their home audiences, they would not be entirely 

meaningful unless the students add their comments and reflections, and even emotions, to them. Some 

students did provide interesting and sometimes intriguing or humorous comments to their postings. For 

example, Henry from France shared this post on his Facebook page:  

 

“When foreigners speak so loudly in the bus that the Finns begin to stare :p #triggered #crossingtheline” 

(Henry/France/UG).  

 

In doing so, he is able to share his everyday experience of riding on the bus, but also is able to convey the 

quiet nature of the Finns. Henry does this in other ways as well, such as by sharing a link to “26 comics of 

Finnish nightmares that even non-Finns can relate to” (by Karoline Korhonen) on his page, and captioning 

it “Not just in Finland I guess”.  In this post, Henry drew his home audience’s attention to some lesser-

known aspects of Finnish culture. In the process, he also portrayed aspects of himself, i.e., his reading 

choices and subjects of interest. Similarly, he also shared a link to a video titled “The Finnish Bus Culture: 

14 Types of Passengers You Can Meet” which he captioned as “a small part of daily life”. In using a 

humorous video with his own caption, he had put himself into a post, displaying not just an aspect of 

everyday life in Finland, but also his critical views of what he saw around him from the lenses of a 

foreigner, making the experience his own.    

 

In similar vein, Ji Woo from South Korean also drew attention to herself and her experiences in Finland, 

when she shared a link on her Facebook wall to the webpage “You know that you’ve been in Finland too 

long when…” and captioned it with an emoji of a laughing face. This was a link that described aspects of 

the Finnish culture that foreigners in Finland would understand, an example being “you know you’ve been 

in Finland too long when a stranger on the street smiles at you, you assume that: a. he is drunk, b. he is 
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insane, c. he is American, d. all of the above”. Ji Woo’s use of the laughing face emoji to caption this link 

underscores her lived experience in Finland – she understands these references and are able to laugh at 

them because she has lived in Finland too long.  

 

On the other hand, Thi from Vietnam, was more thoughtful when she shared a link to an article “For a 

better marriage, act like a single person” on her Facebook page:  

 

“Some thoughts for the upcoming Valentine's Day.  

Well-said in this news that whether married, attached or single, happiness and health come from a good 

network of friendship.  

And that makes sense, Finnish people celebrate Valentine’s Day as Friend’s Day (Ystävänpäivä)  

Let’s show love to boyfriends, girlfriends and friend friends because they are all contribute to our well-

being.  

And why bother having a partner this Valentine's. Being single is as great as any other status ” 

(Thi/Vietnam/PG/Finland) 

 

This post introduced a snippet of Finnish culture, where Valentine’s Day is celebrated as Friendship Day. 

Thi has used the occasion to share a reflective post that opened a window to her inner self, where her 

thoughts of friendship, marriage and wellbeing were displayed to her targeted Facebook audience, 

presumably her friends and family at home. In the context of identity construction, this provided her 

audiences with a distinct marker to her constructed identity. 

 

Many other students also shared postings with links to videos and articles, but added personal thoughts 

to it. For example, Jillian (England) shared a link to the article “Why the Finns don’t want to be happy” and 

captioned thus:   

 

“Finland is governed with efficient compassion and a profound respect for human rights. It’s one of the 

best places in the world to be a mother and has one of the world’s best education systems. It is 

astoundingly good at environmental policy, gender equality and work-life balance. These are all things 

that can make a nation of people demonstrably more content with their lives than any other, whether or 

not it’s in their nature or their culture to smile about it” (Jillian/England/PG/Finland).  
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Here, Jillian used the link to share her personal thoughts about Finland as a country, from the vantage 

point of a visiting student. Likewise, Putoe from Indonesia, when sharing a link to a video on the Finnish 

education system, added the caption “Grateful that I am experiencing it now and hopefully, more 

Indonesians will ”, referring to her personal sense of gratitude for the opportunities she had as an 

international student, as well as her personal aspirations to share these experiences with her home 

country nationals.    

 

The common thread in these accounts was how captioning was used to project the student’s thoughts on 

a subject matter, which when read together with other anchoring information, provided leads to their 

constructed identity. Here, it is necessary to emphasise that these posts were not just perceptions of 

Finland as a country and its culture, but rather, they were presentations of the lived experiences of each 

of the individual students involved, where the students use their unique vantage points to give these 

experiences new meanings and displaying them to their audiences.  

 

11.4 Concluding Observations 

This chapter examined the experiences of fifteen international students studying in Finland, through the 

lenses of digital identity construction on Facebook, focussing on its use in the context of a wide and 

multicultural audience. Through this study, I show how international students displayed a range of 

behaviour in their Facebook use, as they interact with different audiences from their unique position 

between home and host countries. To deepen the understanding on how these impacts  the construction 

of digital identities on Facebook, I make reference to the works and theories by several authors and 

researchers, in particular, Goffman’s performance theory (1959) to frame the discussion in this concluding 

section. 

 

On Facebook, performance entails the selection of material to feature on profiles, and the ability to edit 

the featured content. Lampe, Ellison and Steinfield (2007) have drawn attention to the way in which online 

identities are constructed through a mixture of text, image and sound, and how these modes work in 

relation to one another. The choice of the modes present different facets of identity. I observed that many 

international students in Finland use profile pictures to signal their change of residence, which is an anchor 

identity marker. In most instances the profile picture contains iconic images, such as the snow-swept 

landscapes of Finland, their host country. The choice of image to upload on Facebook can be seen as 

representative of their physical body, especially in terms of locating and fixating their physical body to a 
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particular location or space. In this case, an image of these international students in the snow or against 

the Northern lights, fixes their location to Finland as their host country.  

 

Structuring digital identities around supposedly salient categories on Facebook creates the perception of 

a core, consequently mediating social interaction. The tools of the platform are thus seen to shape and 

limit the types of identities which users are able to portray. This is also emphasised in the work of 

Wiszniewski and Coyne (2002), who argue that in all interactions, users have to portray a mask of their 

identity, a curation process which is more pronounced in online environments due to the specific decisions 

which users make when constructing online profiles. In this regard, I observed the students’ use of various 

tools on Facebook to support their curation of identity. In particular, the selection of the home country as 

the place that they are “from” on Facebook is important. Their recorded “country of residence” on 

Facebook anchored them to a particular locale, and placed an increased importance on their interactions 

with the home country in revealing their constructed identities. However, the choice to change a student’s 

country of residence on Facebook was also an important decision as it not only creates the new context 

through which their audiences read their identities but also highlights the importance of lived experiences 

within their host country to their constructed identity, all of which support the formation of an 

“international student identity”.  

 

Facebook, as a social media platform, enabled students to communicate with friends and family back 

home about their experiences as international students. Here, I observed how the reproduction of these 

lived experiences on Facebook supported the formation of self-narratives that these international 

students used to communicate personal growth and self-development to their friends and family back 

home. In addition, it allowed them to connect to new friends in their host society through shared 

experiences and sharing of home culture content, and in the process initiating a form of international 

cultural exchange, without the need for the physical integration envisaged in traditional migration 

theories such as Berry’s model of integration (1997). Even for the students who were reluctant to post 

content on Facebook, such as Elizabeth (Singapore), the content uploaded by her friends presented her 

audiences with cues through which to interpret her identity. These cues are representative of how “over 

time, the profile has shifted from a self-presentational message created by the individual to a portrait of 

an individual as an expression of action, a node in a series of groups, and a repository of self and other 

provided data” (Ellison and boyd, 2013, p.154). In essence, profiles no longer exist by themselves but are 

positioned within their social networks; a positioning described by Davies and Harre (1990) as “the 
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discursive process whereby selves are located in conversations as observably and subjectively coherent 

participants in jointly produced storylines” (p.91). The social environment situates individuals and as 

individuals position themselves, and are positioned by others, identity is constructed.  

 

I further observed how international students navigate the online environment with its wide and multi-

cultural audiences. Many students used language differentiation or other forms of sign posting to 

segregate their audiences, and in the process, sought to pre-empt potential cultural context collapse. This 

can be seen in Rose’s directed posting of the Thai king’s death to her non-Thai friends via her greeting 

statement, and Catherine’s use of Vietnamese to share her son’s summer stay in Finland, targeting 

specifically friends and families at home. As noted by Lingel, Naaman and boyd (2014), “[b]ilingualism and 

code-switching enable [Social Networking Sites] users to draw linguistic boundaries around their social 

media content, signalling information intended for a specific subset of their social networks. This kind of 

code-switching takes place not in a single conversation, but in a larger conceptualization of a social 

awareness stream, where a constant feed of information is intended to keep one’s connections abreast 

of activities and events” (Lingel, Naaman and boyd, 2014, p.1505).  

 

Through the examination of the Facebook profiles of the international students in Finland, it is evidenced 

that their Facebook identities draw from elements of both home and host cultures. As noted by various 

writers, since identity is constituted in discourse through repetition, a core identity can never be 

actualised as true citations are impossible (Cover, 2016). Accordingly, this discussion and analysis of 

identities with regard to international students can only serve to elicit representations of their identities, 

because ‘true’ citations are not possible. Nonetheless, the production of these digital identities is crucial 

as it promotes the understanding of how these international students situate themselves and navigate 

the complex spaces that exist between home and host countries. Thus, the ethnographic accounts of the 

students’ lived experiences, as presented in this chapter, are important, as the individualised experiences 

throw light on the identity production processes, with indicative revelations of the final outcomes. 

Throughout Part III, new findings to the field of international student mobility have been highlighted, 

including the compartmentalisation of the students’ identity in their performances online as well as the 

compartmentalisation of social media platforms for different audiences, through comparisons of the use 

of Facebook and WeChat by Chinese international students (Chapters 9 and 10), the use of different 

profile pictures as a form of expression, which creates context as well as conveys key experiences 

undergone by the user (Chapter 11), and the use of differing languages on Facebook to delineate the 
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audience and to perform to individual audiences (Chapter 11). These findings are further discussed in the 

next chapter, with particular reference to Third Space theory. 
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Chapter 12 Final Analysis: Facebook as Third Space 

 

12.1 Overview and Structure of the Chapter 

This chapter presents an overarching analysis of the ethnographic data as documented in Parts II and III, 

and responds to the two research questions. Primarily, this final analysis draws on the domain literature 

in migration theories, social media theories, and other social sciences, to better understand and frame 

the analysis. This involves distilling the data to discover important relationships and relevant inputs to 

address the two research questions, and subsequently overlaying the relevant theories to draw out a 

grounded body of key findings. After addressing the two research questions, in the final synthesis, I draw 

the findings together in a conceptual framework using Third Space theory. In summary, I conceptualise 

Facebook as a Third Space, an in-between space between home and host cultures that supports identity 

production by the international students in the context of a transnational multi-cultural audience. I argue 

that this framing can account for issues such as context collapse, while acknowledging user agency 

exertion in the portrayal of identity and choice in terms of the lived experiences desired. I conclude that 

Facebook conceptualised as a Third Space can account for individualism, self-narratives and user agency 

in international student migration. In this way, by applying Third Space theory to respond to the research 

questions, I hope to contribute to the advancement of knowledge and theoretical developments at the 

intersection of international student migration studies, and studies of social media culture and identity 

creation. 

 

In terms of the structure of this chapter, I begin by examining the first research question on how 

international students’ online interactions and social media use and consumption are influenced by their 

mobility, that is, their transition from home to host social-cultural environments, as delineated by 

transnational social, cultural and institutional challenges.  This is done by examining the data findings from 

the ethnographic studies and student interviews, primarily through the lenses of Katz, Haas and 

Gurevitch’s (1974) Uses and Gratifications Theory.  

 

Following this, I present my analysis of the second research question on how international students 

navigate identity production when addressing multicultural social media audiences in the transnational 

online world.  To do this, I draw on the extensive literature in the field to frame my analysis of the 

documented ethnographic data. In particular, I make reference to the works of Goffman (1959) and 

Giddens (1991), who have presented different theoretical perspectives relevant to identity, carry their 
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work across to digital environments, and in the process, consolidate the findings in response to my second 

research question. 

 

I advance the discussion by synthesising the findings and framing them using a conceptualisation of 

Facebook as a Third Space. Here, I present an exposition of Third Space theories and its relevance to the 

research. The conceptual model presented in Figure 1 and explained below presents my conceptualisation 

of Facebook and its characteristics as Third Space, and make theoretical and practical contributions to 

knowledge to the respective disciplinary fields. 

 
12.2 Social Media Practices and Mobility  

This section in addressing the first research question, highlights the key data findings on the international 

students’ social media practices after they moved to their respective host country, elaborating on how 

their use of Facebook is shaped by their intentions and motivations, as well as their experiences in the 

host country. It demonstrates how an analysis of Facebook usage can offer an alternative framing of 

international student migration from the emphasis on host country integration expectations that tend to 

predominate in migration studies, thus encouraging a greater focus on the actual lived experiences of the 

students.   

 

Katz, Haas and Gurevitch’s (1974) Uses and Gratifications Theory is relevant to frame this discussion on 

how social media consumption is actively tailored according to the individual user’s personal needs. The 

digital journeys (Gomes and Chang, 2017) that international students go through in the process of 

migration does not simply mean discarding one platform for another (as a parallel to acculturation in 

migration theory), but rather refers to the selection of platforms according to their needs. This theory 

emphasises that social media usage is very much dependent on user’s motivation and intentions, as the 

platforms are selected by individuals, on the basis of how they might fulfil certain gratifications.  

 

From the data presented in this thesis, it is evident that while there are some similarities in the 

international students’ experiences, there are also salient differences due to students coming from 

different countries and socio-cultural backgrounds, resulting in unique lived experiences in the host 

country. This is evident, for example, in the Chinese students’ experience, where most of them expressed 

the intention to finish their studies and return home, and thus tended to place less attention on social 

integration and other activities in the host country. They tended to keep to a closed community of 
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international students and co-nationals, and used Facebook to interact with them. They saw Facebook 

primarily as a functional tool (“it’s like a car to me”) to support their lives as students, in terms of their 

informational needs and communication on academic matters, rather than a social one. The Singaporean 

students, on the other hand, showed a greater interest in making friends while overseas, and actively used 

Facebook to connect with international students as well as locals. To some extent, these two groups of 

students may be said to personify the neoliberal and cosmopolitan perspectives of international student 

migration respectively, the former featuring the instrumentalist aim of market place gains and the latter 

reflecting a desire to engage in different host country activities and experiences, and these motivations 

are reflected in their social media usage. However, in saying this, I am mindful that I am referring to the 

group experiences of these international students, and am generalising as well as simplifying their 

experiences. As outlined in the ethnographic data presented in the previous chapters, student 

experiences are both complex and nuanced. A more accurate statement would be to highlight the wide 

range of motivations underlying social media use, where individual students utilise Facebook for both 

functional and social purposes, as has been evidenced in the data.  

  

In approaching media use from these students’ individual perspectives as suggested by Katz et al. (1974), 

it becomes clear that despite the unique experiences, the different ways in which Facebook can be utilised 

makes it an important tool to support their lives in the host country. The findings are summarised in the 

next few sections in three parts: firstly, Facebook is used to support the friendship networks of 

international students, then as a tool for connections with home and family, and finally, for informational 

purposes to support them in various ways in the respective host countries.  

 
12.2.1 Facebook as Utilised for Forming friendships in Host Countries 

All the four groups of international students recognised the importance of Facebook as a tool for forming 

friendships in the host country. They used it more frequently than they would at home for this purpose, 

including and particularly the Chinese students who did not have Facebook in their home country.  

 

In terms of social networks, all students showed an inclination toward forming international student 

relationships (“international student bubbles”) as a key component of their social networks in their host 

country. This is particularly true of the international students in Finland, where language was a problem, 

and most of them tended to retreat to the more comfortable company of other international students 

who speak English. Facebook was used extensively to initiate friendships (“now we are friends”), and to 
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maintain them. For the Chinese students who hardly used Facebook prior to going to Finland, Facebook 

becomes a convenient platform to forge connections, which can be followed up with further interactions, 

both or either online or offline. This is precisely the kind of usage behaviour envisaged in Katz, et al.’s 

theory (1974) - that social media usage needs are often driven by the needs of the users and conditions 

of the physical environment.  

 

As Facebook friends, the students were connected via a virtual platform, by content posting and the 

sharing of a shared social identity as foreign students in a new and unfamiliar place. Young’s work (2009) 

highlights the usefulness of the status updates tool, which served the purpose of engaging new ‘friends’, 

sustaining interest and developing conversations online, although Facebook is also a platform to facilitate 

in-person communication (Young, 2011). For the international students, the ties that evolved through 

Facebook usage were important, in terms of social and emotional support, given the communication 

barriers and other difficulties they encounter in the offline host society. Here, we can make reference to 

the notion of “ambient communities” (Mardinou, 2016), where the sustained connections with other 

heterogenous users within their respective social networks has supported the individual’s sense of 

belonging and wellbeing.   

 

Based on the students’ accounts, Facebook, in being able to span geographical distance, also enables them 

to maintain contact and engage in various forms of cultural exchange, even after they have returned to 

their home countries. In this regard, it supports the building of transnational ties, demonstrating that 

some of the perceived benefits of integration, highlighted both by some of the students and their 

discussion of their cosmopolitan motivations behind their study abroad, as well as envisaged in the 

international migration literature, can be achievable via the Facebook platform.  

 
12.2.2 Facebook as Used for Linking to Home 

Facebook is used by the international student groups as a tool for communicating with friends and family 

at home, although the Chinese students use WeChat instead for this purpose because Facebook is banned 

in China. Aside from China, the global reach of the platform was important to students to ensure 

continuity of kinship ties and relationships, when separated by time and geographical distances.  

 

Most students saw the importance of regular connections with family and friends back home as a “sort of 

a reminder that they exist”. Here, we see Facebook’s role in helping to reinforce their sense of belonging 
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to home and to maintain emotional bonds, such that students can be assured that “they were not 

forgotten”, a phrase used by a Singaporean student who reflected on the sense of being left out of events, 

celebrations and family activities at home. Facebook, as a social media network, fills this gap by creating 

a sense of “ambient awareness’ (Mardinou, 2016) of home, through the ongoing interactions on its 

platform. This role of Facebook as a communication channel during migration stays is also seen in the 

work of Dekker and Engberson (2014), who report on its role in the maintenance of social ties for 

international students in [place] with friends and family at home. This is again reinforced by Martin and 

Rizvi (2014) in their research on international students in Australia, which reveals that digital media shapes 

international students’ experience of place and that their experience of being away is conditioned by the 

experience of being “back home” through the co-presence enabled through digital technologies (Martin 

and Rizvi, 2014). In effect, Facebook can be conceptualised as a place comprising the “virtual co-presence” 

(Baldassar, 2008) of both home and host social fields, thus representing an important space in the context 

of international migration, because it facilitates simultaneous access to both places. This is a much more 

complex and nuanced picture of engagement than the traditional view that international student 

migration is primarily concerned with achieving integration as a desired outcome. . Clearly, even as these 

students began to create their own social networks overseas, and build their lives around new 

relationships in their host countries, their home relationships remained integrally essential for their 

wellbeing, and Facebook (or WeChat in the case of Chinese students) plays a role in sustaining both. 

 
12.2.3 Facebook as a Source for Information 

The data findings from the visual Internet ethnographic study and in-person interviews also presented 

valuable insights into how international students use Facebook as a tool for information. The importance 

of information in the migration process has been studied by many researchers.  Hiller and Franz’s (2004) 

study found that even at the pre-migration stage, migrants are likely to be seeking information about 

potential destinations from weak ties in social networks, which have been shown to facilitate increased 

access to information resources to assist the migration process. Similarly, Conradson and Latham’s 

research on young New Zealanders in London (2005) highlighted “the agency of social networks in drawing 

people in certain directions, in inviting and taking them to certain places, in making some pathways 

feasible and others less so” (p.297). This is relevant here as social networks are sources for information 

that will aid the entire migration process. 
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All the international students who participated in this study, from all backgrounds, reported that they 

found themselves dependent on Facebook as a source for information in the host country. In particular, 

Facebook provided various information through the Group function. For international students, these 

groups were either specifically for international students, co-nationals, expatriates or in the case of 

Finland, English-speaking foreigner groups. They provided support in three key ways – a) as a platform to 

crowdsource for answers to questions; b) as a way to gain more information about the host society; and 

c) as a source of support for people, especially newcomers like Zaynab from Iran, introduced at the start 

of this thesis, who was lost during the first six months of her stay in Finland until she joined a Facebook 

group which provided the “...information that I want for my life here…”. Such information helped them to 

navigate the complexities of living in a foreign country, providing them with a safe social space through 

which to access networks for assistance and aid in various forms. 

 

Apart from information about the host country, Facebook as a space between host and home enabled 

students to keep up-to date with information from home as well. Significantly, the Chinese students, both 

in Australia and Finland, recognised the nature of Facebook as a global platform (“Facebook is all about 

…the world”), as opposed to WeChat being more local and China-focussed, through which they were 

exposed to knowledge and information from more and diverse sources. Some Chinese students even 

reflected that it broadened their outlook, changed their world view and supported them in their personal 

development. In relation to the host society, Facebook, as a source of information on local social and 

cultural activities, offered opportunities to learn more about the host culture, with or without actual 

participation. This form of virtual immersion is particularly useful for students who struggled with in-

person participation and social engagement.  

 
12.2.4 Summary of Findings to Research Question One 

This section addresses that first research question on how international students’ online interactions and 

social media use and consumption are influenced by their mobility, that is, their transition from home to 

host social-cultural environments, as delineated by transnational social, cultural and institutional 

challenges. The section focuses on how social media has come to play a crucial role in international 

students’ migration experiences.  

 

The ethnographic findings of this research study show that international students’ use of Facebook can 

be complex, as each student actively tailored their use of the platform according to his/her personal 
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needs, as reported in Katz, Haas and Gurevitch’s (1974) theory. This is particularly understandable, as the 

students come from diverse social-cultural backgrounds, with varying exposure to the social media 

platform. However, regardless of background, this research also showed some common trends in the way 

Facebook is used, in order to support the particular lived experiences of international students. Some of 

these uses represent a marked shift from a more casual approach to using Facebook pre-migration, to a 

newly emphasised need to use Facebook in their host countries. Given the challenges of cultural 

differences, language, institutional and other difficulties encountered in a new and unfamiliar 

environment, international students’ use of Facebook in the host country was directed mainly toward 

three areas: a) supporting interactions, primarily within the international community within which the 

students have found friendships and support, and to a lesser extent, connection to the local community; 

b) communication with home to maintain strong and weak ties; and c)  to provide for a variety of 

informational needs.   

 

In sum, the research has shown how the students’ migration has precipitated an enhanced role of social 

media, in this case, Facebook (and to some extent WeChat), in response to the multiplicity of social, 

cultural and institutional challenges that migration entailed. In the next section, I use these findings as a 

social network backdrop to respond to the second research question, by analysing how the students were 

able to exercise agency within the Facebook platform to structure their social media experiences, 

particularly in terms of identity construction on the site.  

  
12.3 Navigating Identity Production 

This section analyses the research findings to address the second research question on how international 

students navigate identity production when addressing their multicultural social media audiences. It 

draws on the background analysis and findings presented earlier as well as the ethnographic data from 

Part III for this purpose. The analysis is framed by the literature provided in Chapter 2.  

 

The key literature of relevance to this discussion features Goffman (1959) and Giddens (1991) differing 

perspectives, that are both relevant to identity creation in international migration. To reiterate, Goffman’s 

very early works on identity performance suggested that individual’s performances are dependent on 

their social environments. In this regard, online identities are fixed to the point of production and on 

Facebook, this point continues to change as users and their audiences engage in active interaction on the 

social media site. On the other hand, Giddens’ much later positioning of identity is one that is aligned to 
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a particular self-narrative, where identities serve as a “reflexive project of the self” and a person’s identity 

lies in its “capacity to keep a particular narrative going”. These two propositions are central to my analysis 

of how the international students navigate identity production online. The students’ use of Facebook in 

the transnational space between home and host countries, comprising multiple audiences, presents an 

excellent opportunity for me to closely examine the respective positions of Goffman (1959) and Giddens 

(1991) drawing from the empirical evidence. The first sub-section 12.3 will primarily focus on addressing 

Goffman’s work on performance and how this is evidenced in the identities produced by these 

international students. Sub-section 12.3.2 will focus on the lived experiences of the students and how 

their content is personalised to their pages as markers of their international student identities, which 

subsequently forms self-narratives, as addressed in sub-section 12.3.3, drawing on Giddens’ work. These 

discussions will assist in setting up my thesis focus on how Facebook might be conceptualised as a Third 

Space.  

 
12.3.1 Performance Aspects of Identity Creation 

In the earlier literature review in Chapter 2, I discussed how the numerous and overlapping social groups 

on Facebook may cause users to have difficulties in presenting information that would be appropriate to 

their different audiences (Lampinen, Tamminen, & Oulasvirta, 2009). One key finding from my analysis of 

the ethnographic data is that all the students studied have a distinct awareness of their audiences on 

Facebook. In their positions as international students, they were distinctly aware that they have to address 

both home and host audiences, and the many sub-groups within them on Facebook. They viewed 

Facebook is a way to maintain connections and were aware and attentive to the fact that the digital 

identities produced had to be “acceptable” to the many different social groups that they were connected 

to on the platform. Accordingly, they carefully monitor and adjust the manner in which they portray 

themselves to ensure acceptance across all groups. This is demonstrated by Delia from Singapore, who 

discussed how individual’s present different identities when communicating with different groups in 

different face-to-face social settings:   

 

“I think in real life, you present yourself very differently to very different people. Like when you are, when I’m in [on-

campus accommodation], I present myself in a very different way, like a very proper way that I would like everyone 

to view me as. But with my closer friends, of course, I’m a little bit crazier, a little bit more myself. And then with my 

really core group of friends, I’m just like loud. I’m just like loud and talk whenever I like to talk and then obviously 

with your family, it’s just like no filter at all (laughs). So, like those different stages, don’t reflect on Facebook because 
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Facebook is kind of like one all. For me, it’s just the proper one. Just cause of the wider audience” 

(Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia). 

 

Here, Delia articulated the importance of presenting a “proper” profile to her audience, because the 

constructed identity on Facebook was “one-for-all” in that it addresses multiple audiences 

simultaneously. This quote from Delia is an illustration of Goffman’s thesis on the performance aspect to 

identity portrayals. There are multiple examples of this performative aspect in identity production in this 

research. In another example, Xiao Yang from China, who was conscious that she had teachers as part of 

her audience, wanted to be “cautious”, and chose to present a “formal” profile on Facebook.    

 

As Facebook is a “one-for-all” kind of platform, it does not always give a user the opportunity to distinguish 

between the various social and cultural groups. Hence, I observed that many students tended to be careful 

and selective in their posting. This is particularly true for the Chinese students, even though their home 

and host country audiences were segmented by platforms. They recognised the wider audiences that 

existed on Facebook and did not want to be sharing details of the lives with people whom they might not 

know well (“I do not trust Facebook”), and therefore kept to neutral postings such as trips and events. 

This limits the potential richness of their self-narratives on Facebook.  

 

Recognising this one-for-all nature of Facebook, I sought to find out the ways the international students 

navigate identity production when addressing their wide, diverse and multicultural social media 

audiences. I discovered that many do so by carefully curating and displaying content to produce identities 

that can simultaneously address these audiences. Jiemin, a Chinese student, chose to juxtapose artifacts 

such as an open laptop, worksheets, a notebook and a calculator of his workspace with a post of his daily 

study routines (“9am-1pm work. 2pm-5pm study. 5pm – 8pm study”) to portray an image of a hardworking 

student, presumably to his home audience and classmates. In another example, Alan, a Singaporean 

student posted a photo of himself in front of a stretched-out oversized Singapore flag on Singapore’s 

National Day, declaring himself a proud citizen of his country to his international audience.  From these 

examples, the research affirms that the construction of Facebook identities by international students 

involves a focussed, reflexive and careful selection of content that is meant to be a portrayal of the 

student’s self-defined identity, with each Facebook post acting as a performance by the student, in line 

with the propositions in Goffman’s work (1959). 
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Another way that students navigate the wide audiences presented on Facebook is by audience 

segregation. This can be seen in their use of language. Some adjusted their choices of language to the 

targeted audiences, as in the case of Singaporeans’ choosing to use “proper English” instead of their 

regular vernacular, Singlish, in posts directed to their host and international audiences. Another example 

is Catherine, the Vietnamese student who used language differentiation to target her posts, such as using 

Vietnamese when posting personal events (such as her son’s holiday in Finland), which was meant only 

for the consumption by the home audience. This also illustrates performance in the students’ identity 

curation, as they draw on the tools offered by Facebook to compartmentalise their audiences, allowing 

them to “perform” to different audiences.  

 

This understanding of audiences in shaping identity curation on the site is pertinent in recognising the 

agency that these international students employ on the site. Potter (2012) approached the subject of 

digital identity construction from the perspective of the user, in emphasising the role of users in 

manipulating the platform affordances of Facebook in accordance with the identities they wish to create. 

He said that “[curating] is about knowing how the different forms you are working with work together to 

make meaning intertextually and for which purposes and audiences they are successful” (p.5). This 

“curatorship of self” (Potter, 2012) is shaped by the choices of “categories” available on the platform, 

which means that selection from these categories highlight or bring attention to salient aspects of 

identities (Cover, 2016). Students are able to choose what anchored information they would like to 

display, such as their age or university. Thus, the students decide what aspects of their identity they 

choose to portray to their audiences. 

 

In the case of the international students in Finland, I highlight the efforts they put in to carefully select 

their profile pictures, their uploaded photographs and Status Updates, as ways to present their 

experiences in Finland to their audiences. Many students changed their cover pictures to ones with 

backgrounds of the iconic expansive snowy Finnish landscapes. Putoe from Indonesia changed her profile 

picture to show herself in the snow with her jacket hood held up. Similarly, Henry from France clearly 

identified himself as a foreigner or visitor, with posts on weather changes, which is an everyday 

occurrence that locals take little notice of. According to Potter (2012), these actions would be considered 

as “accumulating cultural capital”, noting that “…these texts of all kinds, markers, and modes of 

expression that work together to make meaning on the screen in representing the self and, at the moment 

they get made, the aspects of the author’s own cultural capital are important” (Potter, 2012, p.3). 
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Cumulatively, these displayed cultural capital become part of the “self” or identity that the student 

presents to his audience. Potter posited thus, that the user builds on the accumulated cultural capital of 

himself and represents himself through the production process, as “an ever-changing exhibition of the 

self and those relationships with others” (Potter, 2012, p. 6).  It is the permutation and combination of 

content on a profile page on Facebook that serves as a representation of identity online; part of the 

process of curating online is to utilise the various modes available to create meaningful representations.  

 
12.3.2 Lived Experiences as Identity Markers 

From my research, I found that many international students curated their identities also by showcasing 

their lived experiences in both home and host cultures as identity markers. To understand “lived 

experiences”, reference may be made to Soong (2016), who utilises Merleau-Ponty’s work on the “genesis 

of meaning” (1964) to discuss the subject. Here, the “life-world” is perceived as the “lived world” (p.72) 

that is the intentional object of experience. We know and understand the world through the ways in which 

we experience it. While Soong’s work does not contextualise this to the online identities as constructed 

by the international students in this study, her work is valuable in emphasising how each lived experience 

is unique to an individual student. These international students engage and interact with their host 

countries and ascribe their own meanings through their unique perspectives as international students of 

their respective nationalities. As their experiences are presented on social media on their profile pages, 

this content is given meaning through the students’ curated re-productions of their experiences, and thus 

its presentation can provide markers to his/her identity. It is not just about showing what the Finnish or 

Australian culture is to their audiences, but about presenting their experiences with these cultures, in 

these countries. 

 

From the ethnographic accounts, I noted a pervasive emphasis on showcasing the lived experiences in the 

host country on the part of international students. International students use images and textual content 

to show their lived experiences on social media, which is simultaneously personal to themselves and their 

relationship to both their home and host countries. This is largely because they wanted to show their lives 

in a foreign country to home audiences, as well as to bring a sense of home into their host country. Martin 

and Rizvi (2014) discuss how international students’ use of social media allowed for a feeling of ongoing 

connection back home, at times transporting the user “back home” through their media interactions. In 

addition, as a foreigner or visitor, each experience is regarded as valuable or special, even where it 
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pertains to mundane everyday routines (as in the case of Henry’s posting on the Finnish weather). Their 

reproduction of these experiences often provides clues to their identity.  

 

For example, Henry, from France, posted about his experience on a Finnish bus (“When foreigners speak 

so loudly in the bus that the Finns begin to stare”) with the hashtags “#triggered” and “#crossingaline”, to 

convey his annoyance on what he saw as inappropriate behaviour in Finland. This behaviour may be 

commonplace in some countries, and Henry’s post places him as someone coming from a culture where 

the behaviour is also not acceptable. However, Henry’s post should not be taken in isolation. According 

to Potter (2012), the publication of content on lived experiences means that the subjects’ identities are 

marked to a fixed moment in time, and therefore can only represent a specific aspect of multifaceted 

identities. What is important to note is that on Facebook, these “performances” rarely exist 

independently, but must be viewed in relation to the wider Facebook profile. In Henry’s case, when 

reviewing his profile, his audiences would be able to access his content on this bus experience, but also 

other reflections, such as his post with a link to a video titled “The Finnish Bus Culture: 14 Types of 

Passengers You Can Meet” which was captioned “a small part of daily life”. In addition, in his reflections 

on moving back to France, he created a post reflecting on the differences in everyday life between France 

and Finland which included the comment “2 random people have spoken to me on the bus”, a reference 

to his lived experiences in Finland where the locals were highly unlikely to strike up a conservation with a 

stranger on a public bus.  

 

In analysing these practices, I refer back to Soong (2016), who drew on Ricoeur’s (1991) understanding of 

‘lived experiences’, which posits that the reproduction of human experiences may be represented and 

understood within the narrative structure. This is reminiscent of Giddens’ (1991) “narrative project of the 

self”, which is an encapsulation of lived experience within identity. These lived experiences are 

represented in the self-constructed narratives of international students. This line of thinking is also 

supported by Kasch’s notion of “spectacle curation” (2013) that occurs simultaneously with personal and 

social curation, but is focused on the creation of an “intentional self” to shape users’ audience’ 

perceptions of them.  This resonates with Giddens’ notion of “distinctive self-identity” (1991), to find the 

essence that holds true, irrespective of the audience; as can be evidenced by the students’ construction 

of “one-for-all” identities through which they address all audiences. In my analysis with reference to the 

example of Henry’s posts, I conclude that the lived experiences as collectively presented collaboratively 

fulfils this “narrative project of his identity”.   
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12.3.3 Creation of Self-Narratives   

Following from the above, my research also observed that the students often upload posts on events such 

as graduations and celebrations, which are major milestones in their lives. These can be seen to be a value-

add to their audiences compared to the routine mundane everyday happenings. More importantly, these 

curated “life events” and their chronological ordering form a backstory, creating evidence of a core 

identity, which is crucial when addressing audiences. With reference to Giddens’ (1991) proposition that 

identities are aligned to self-narratives, i.e., a person's identity lies in its capacity to keep a particular 

narrative going, this is described as the “reflexive project of the self”. In the research, I found many 

examples of the creation of these self-narratives which are important markers to discern core identities. 

For example, many students use Profile pictures to do this, such as using graduation photos to mark the 

end of their journeys as international students. Some students use pictures at airports, to mark arrivals or 

departures, to signify a status change, as part of the on-going narratives of their lives as students. All of 

these elements from different settings, when routinely incorporated in the students’ Facebook pages, 

contribute to forming an “integrated narrative” to reflect the student’s identity.  

 

Drawing on Giddens’ ideas (1991), the self-narratives in accordance with a student’s perceived core 

identity become crucial when addressing multiple audiences as audience acceptance is dependent on a 

perceived continuity in identity, which is particularly supported by Facebook’s “Timeline” feature. It is 

noted that Facebook’s profile Timeline organises user content in reverse chronological order, which 

means that profiles come to represent the growth and development of the individual, mirroring offline 

lives. In the ethnographic case studies presented, I refer again to the example of Henry, who consistently 

and continually posted content about his life in Finland, including pictures on the weather, his experiences 

with learning Finnish, the books he was reading, and finally, upon returning to France, a humorous post 

comparing social behaviour in Finland and France. All of these documented experiences were built from 

the first post of his arrival in Finland, and when read together, presented to his audience, a consistent 

narrative of his life as a foreign student. In essence, Henry’s online identity is literally defined by the events 

in his lives on Facebook; his identity based on the various postings in his Timeline.  

 

From the literature, even with a constructed narrative, as in the case of Delia discussed earlier, each 

posting still stands as a marker of identity (Potter, 2012). The date stamps and location tags to the content 

allow content to be read in context by its multicultural audience, even at a later point in time. By changing 
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their location, the user’s journey abroad comes to be recorded in their Facebook profiles as part of the 

narratives that constitute their online identities. This can be seen in two posts by Putoe, an Indonesian 

student in Finland, both tagged to Helsinki Airport. In her first post marking her arrival in the host country, 

she focussed on the material things around her, reflecting her admiration of the good life in Finland (“how 

beautiful the nature is….”). In her second post, which was tagged to her second year in the country, she 

was relatively pensive, reflecting cryptically about “… a different path which was a bit jarring and 

unsteady”. Viewed together, the posts create a self-narrative, as she reflexively portrayed her personal 

development as a foreign student, giving a slightly different view of the same event or scene of “arrival” 

to the host country.   

 

Overall, my research discovered many examples of the role of Facebook as a space that allows the 

discernment of consistent self-narratives, as suggested by Giddens (1991), and as identities are aligned to 

self-narratives, the platform supports the production of curated identities in this way. Giddens (1991) 

argues that a person's identity lies in its capacity to keep a particular narrative going, which as already 

noted, is a process he describes as the “reflexive project of the self” (p.32). My observation is that the 

students navigate this process through their consistent uploads, as in the case of Henry, but, nonetheless, 

continually exercise agency on the nature and type of the posted content.   

 
12.3.4 Summary of Findings to Research Question Two 

In this section, I draw from the ethnographic accounts and interviews, to present my findings on how the 

international students navigate identity production on social media, namely, Facebook. In sum, the 

findings show identity production by the students to encompass “performances” as self-portrayals, lived 

experiences as identity markers, and the creation of consistent self-narratives to reinforce curated 

identity. I also analysed the processes against the extant literature, to validate the findings with reference 

to the theoretical propositions of other researchers.  

 

Through the documented experiences of the four groups of international students, my research affirms 

that many of them recognised the large and diverse nature of audiences that they must address on 

Facebook, as they exist in the in-between space of home and host country. While in the real world, the 

students may portray multiple identities according to the social context they are in, the convergence of 

the online environment in bringing together multiple communities and contexts that the students must 

address as one audience, meant that these students must tailor their content postings as performances 
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accordingly. This performativity aspect in identity creation is seen in many examples from my research. I 

also observed that the students drew extensively from the lived experiences in both home and host 

countries to construct their online identities. The performance aspects in the lived experiences as 

depicted in the examples presented, become identity markers, for it is through reproducing these 

experiences on Facebook and marking them as their own, that these lived experiences become situated 

on the users’ profile pages as clear markers of their curated identities. My ethnographic documentation 

of the lived experiences of the various groups of students attest to this. However, the accumulation of 

content on Facebook Timeline means that each of these performances does not just exist independently 

but works together to create a unified identity of the user. This means that users must employ reflexivity 

in their identity performances to allow for the creation of self-narratives to speak to their perceived 

audiences. My research shows extensive evidence of such creation of self-narratives that support identity 

creation.  

 

In sum, Facebook as a single platform to address numerous social groups and audiences concurrently 

necessitates a degree of consistency across the user’s varying identities, converging towards a 

performance of the self-perception of a core identity. My review of the literature shows that as audience 

acceptance is dependent on continuity, the structured performance (Goffman, 1959) and the unconscious 

performativity (Butler, 1990), that shapes the construction and curation of online identities, must address 

this perception of a core identity, ultimately to reflexively flow into a coherent, consistent self-narrative 

(Giddens, 1991). In this regard, from the viewpoint of theoretical understanding and development, I would 

argue that within the context of Facebook, the approaches offered by Goffman and Giddens, although 

often positioned as taking different trajectories, need not be mutually exclusive.  

 

In the course of my analysis in response to the research question 2, I have also observed that as the lived 

experiences of the students are rooted in both the home and host country, the subsequent self-narratives 

created could be seen as “hybridised” as they draw from lived elements of both home and host cultures. 

In this regard, I draw on Bhabha’s (1994) notion of “hybridity,” which describes an in-between position, 

where “third perspectives can grow in the margins of dominant ways of seeing”. The notion of “the third 

Space” helps me to address both my research questions together. My proposition is that Facebook can be 

conceptualised as a Third Space, in line with the theoretical understanding of the concept, as drawn from 

the literature (Bhabha, 1994; Koehne, 2006), and I propose that the application of Third Space theory, 

where emphasis is placed on the formulation of new meanings resulting from the juxtaposition of home 
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and host cultures, helps allows the tensions that may arise between home and host cultures, to co-exist 

and mingle, subsequently allowing for the creation of new meanings. 

 
12.4 Conceptualising Third Space  

Sections 12.2 and 12.3 have each essentially addressed my two research questions respectively. 

Nonetheless, in the process of responding to my research questions in concert, I came to recognise that 

there could be a better framework to link the experiences of international student mobility to the 

construction of digital identities on Facebook, especially considering the intrinsic connections that exist 

between the two. To conceptually tie together my research findings, I argue for a conceptualisation of 

Facebook as a Third Space that exists between home and host counties, and this argument will be 

developed and supported by the relevant literature, as I conclude this thesis.   

 

With reference to the literature, Kim et al.’s (2009) study is relevant, as it explored how the synthesis of 

multiple cultures on the Internet can reinscribe new meanings. Kim et al. (2009) does not make the link 

to Bhabha’s work but their analysis could be viewed as closely aligned to Bhabha’s notion of the Third 

Space (1994). In their study of international students, they note that the Internet has become a hybridised 

space where, without synthesising differences, the students from their study could manage complex 

interactions of cultural norms and values between their home countries and the host country, and “could 

carry out an uninhibited cultural navigation amid the distinct yet connected zones” (Kim, Yun, and Yoon, 

2009, p.152). This can be also be seen in my research, where the international students are seen to 

construct various digital identities, drawing from both home and host cultural content, to give their own 

meanings to their experiences. An example of this is from Alan (Singapore), whose posts showed how his 

experiences and stay overseas in Australia have given new meaning to the notion of “home”, and 

reinforced how Singapore is truly home to him (see Chapter 8).  

 

Gomes (2015) extends on Kim et al’s (2009) discussion, as did Del Pilar and Udasco’s research (2004), by 

applying the notion of hybridised space to a theory of identities, where the home and the host cultures 

are not distinct but meshed. Subsequently, she posited that international students have “multiple 

identities that are neither singular home-based identity, or social networks exclusively connected to the 

home nation” (Gomes et al., 2014, p.13), but are varied and drawn from both home and host cultures. As 

such, international students must be understood as agents who are able to construct and navigate their 

various identities, challenging the identities given to them (Haugh, 2008; Koehne, 2006; Tsouroufli, 2015).  
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Thus, understanding international students’ views of their selves is particularly important to move away 

from what Haugh argues is the essentialistic perception of international students as a ‘homogenous group’ 

(Haugh, 2008).  As such, Gomes’ work in effect highlights the insufficiency of Berry’s integration model as 

a whole, which has been the dominant approach to international student engagement for some time. My 

findings highlight that the use of social media by international students cannot be adequately explained 

from an integration perspective. Clearly, traditional approaches in migration studies that rely on such 

integration thinking can no longer be adequate. This is borne out in my present study of international 

students’ identity-based social networks, as verifiable from the ethnographic accounts presented, where 

it is clearly evident that integration is often not the end goal of most international students. What appears 

to be more relevant is to understand the Third Space that they have created for themselves online, 

between home and host cultures, which they use, either reflexively or unconsciously, to navigate identity 

production in response to the multicultural audiences that are involved.   

 
12.4.1 Facebook as Third Space through Kramsch’s lenses  

In this section, I draw from the literature to elaborate on my conceptualisation of Facebook as a Third 

Space, as can be applied to international students’ migration. Specifically, I make reference to Kramsch’s 

(1993) framework, which will help shape the conceptualisation. In doing this, and in grounding the analysis 

on the presented ethnographic data, I took this thesis beyond its initial objectives, and, I hope, make a 

contribution to theory development in the intersecting fields of migration and media studies.    

 

Kramsch’s (1993) work provides essential insights into my notion of Facebook as a Third Space, as well as 

the conceptual basis for doing so, with reference to the three characteristics of Third Space – namely, as 

an ecological culture, a popular culture and a critical culture. By reconciling the concept with Peirce 

(1898/1955) and Barthes’ work (1977), Kramsch had demonstrated the Third Space as a position through 

which meanings can be created when constructing a transnational identity. I draw on these characteristics 

to extend the understanding of the multimodal nature of the Facebook medium and this becomes 

invaluable when studying how individuals utilise the functionalities of the medium to construct their 

identities, particularly, in employing signs to speak to their audiences.  

 

Kramsch’s first characteristic of the Third Space, namely, as ecological culture, considered it be “highly 

context-sensitive and adapted to the demands of the environment” (p.239). The first set of research data 
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(in Part II) is particularly key to demonstrating these ecological aspects of Facebook. As noted, it drew on 

Katz, Haas and Gurevitch’s (1974) Uses and Gratifications Theory to demonstrate the ways in which the 

student mobility has impacted on their social networking practices. As already presented, international 

students had increased their use of Facebook during their time abroad, and this was directly related to 

their positions as overseas students whose needs in an alien host culture, which differed from those in 

their home countries, saw them resorting to Facebook as a necessity.  Given an environment with 

language difficulties, cultural differences, and a host of other social, cultural and institutional barriers, 

part of their digital journeys (Chang and Gomes, 2017) entailed using Facebook socially, to support 

friendships and as an information tool. Given these ecological conditions, Facebook can be seen as a Third 

Space, well suited to serve as a transnational platform to navigate the demands of students’ temporary 

home.  

 

The second characteristic of Kramsch’s framework positioned Facebook as a popular culture, “an 

oppositional place where the learner creates meaning on the margins or in the interstices of official 

meanings” (1993, p.238). This is in some ways related to the first criteria. As part of the context-sensitive 

nature of Facebook and adaptability to the environment, Facebook can be seen also as a Third Space for 

international students to create meanings of their own, beyond those set out in either their home or host 

culture.  This characteristic of Facebook as a popular culture is directly related to my second research 

question on identity production on Facebook. As investigated earlier, profiles constructed on Facebook 

must address multiple groups as well as individuals, from diverse social and cultural backgrounds, as a 

single audience. Part of the process of curation thus entails envisioning an audience in order for them to 

be addressed by the user (Litt and Hargattai, 2016). In the case of international students, their unique 

position between home and host cultures, has necessitated that they construct identities to address 

multicultural audiences. In the process, Facebook is in a position to enable a sort of cultural exchange of 

information, introducing and giving meaning to different and unfamiliar cultural elements, examples of 

which are Alan from Singapore referring to “kopi-c” (a typical local way of making coffee) and the 

endearing Singaporean term “Uncle” for food vendors;  Rose from Thailand sharing news and the 

passionate responses about the Thai king’s death to her “non-Thai friends”;  and Henry from France 

sharing his bus transit experiences with the locals in Finland, comparing them with the cultural practices 

he is familiar with back home. 
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These examples demonstrate the sharing of cultural elements that could be new, refreshing or surprising 

to a multicultural audience. The process entails agency on the users’ part in selecting what cultural 

elements from their home and host cultures to share on their Profile pages. Through the process, 

Facebook as digital media represents a re-conceptualisation of the meaning of place (Fran and Rizvi, 2014) 

as held by the international students. In this sense, there has emerged a blurring of the distinctions 

between “out here” and “back home”, as “back home” emerges through digital spaces and contributes to 

the “here”. Thus, as noted by Martin and Rizvi (2014), digital media is able to shape the experience of 

place, and in the case of international students, the experience of being away is conditioned by the 

experience of being “back home” through the co-presence of home and host that is enabled by digital 

technologies. The Self and the localities it inhabit comes to be shaped by the digital media, and in the 

process, creating new imaginings and meanings.  

 

Facebook further allows for the construction of new meanings through various other functionalities on its 

platform. Facebook users were able to “share” links or content by other users on their own profile pages 

and in doing so, this content is reproduced on their pages as part of their digital identities, filtering into 

their self-narratives constructed through Facebook’s Timeline. In addition, this content comes to be 

tailored to the individual, and given new meaning in two ways – in its relevance to the user’s identity as 

well as in how it may be captioned or commented on by the user and his/her audience.  

 

This is exemplified in some of the content shared by international students in Finland relating to their 

experiences in the host country. Henry from France shared a link to “26 comics of Finnish nightmares that 

even non-Finns can relate to” (by Karoline Korhonen) and captioned it “Not just in Finland I guess”. He also 

shared a link to a video titled “The Finnish Bus Culture: 14 Types of Passengers You Can Meet” and captions 

it “a small part of daily life”. Likewise, Ji Woo from Korea shared a link on her Facebook wall to the 

webpage “You know that you’ve been in Finland too long when…” and captioned it with an emoji of a 

laughing face. The access to and sharing of all of this content serves two purposes. Firstly, it allowed them 

to introduce their experiences to their home country audiences, similar to Camilla from China sharing her 

Finnish Christmas bread-making experience. Secondly, it allowed them to locate this experience in their 

portrayed identities.  In other words, the content is not just about showing what the Finnish culture is but 

also about displaying a lived experience of the Finnish culture as a marker of their respective identities.  

The curation of the content in locating their personal thoughts or takeaways from the shared content 

makes it personal to them. Their identities are situated in this cultural context and their understanding of 
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the culture is given new meaning through its location within their own unique experience, which is well 

displayed and recorded on their Facebook profile pages as part of their digital identities.  

 

Here, I will make reference to “Thirdness” in Barthes’ concept of “signifiance” (1977), which exists in the 

relationship between interpretant and signifier, where the interpretant draws on his existing knowledge 

to make connections in continuity. This may be seen to subject these Facebook profile pages to multiple 

audience interpretation, however, this potential context collapse is mitigated through the approach taken 

by the international students, where their identities are intended and structured for a single multicultural 

audience, consisting of different social groups. It seemed clear that the content was carefully curated to 

support the formation of a consistent identity narrative that addresses these different social and cultural 

groups simultaneously.  

 

On Facebook, the different lived experiences feed into an identity narrative that allows these audiences 

as interpretants to contextualise and reconcile them to the user’s Third Space identity. The focus on 

presenting lived experiences on Facebook allows for these international students to inject their own 

meanings through the curation of these experiences for presentation as part of their constructed digital 

identities. The influence of the multicultural audiences on the identities constructed underscored the 

ecological and context-driven nature of the Facebook platform.  

 

Thus, part of the process of curating content to one’s profile page is to give it meaning in its relevance to 

the user’s identity performance. The contextualisation of the various lived experiences in relation to the 

user, and the presentation of digital identities to parallel offline lives through the chronological 

backordering in Timeline, represents growth and development on the user’s part. This can be understood 

through Said’s theory of the “contrapuntal” (1993), where the various ideologies are able to play off one 

another but still retain coherence in the narratives formed. As succinctly explained by Potter (2012), “[t]he 

concept of “intertextuality,” therefore, becomes an important additional frame through which to view 

media texts; the producer and subsequently the viewer make meaning from the juxtaposition of excerpts 

and quotations of media texts, which are in dialogue with one another” (p.27). When viewed through 

Peirces’ theory of signs (1898; 1955), these signs that the signifiers draw on to support content curation, 

help to support the formation of consistent identity narratives for audience consumption on Facebook. In 

this way, the conceptualisation of Facebook as the Third Space in Kramsch’s language allows for a good 
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understanding and rationalisation of the observed phenomena from the visual Internet ethnographic 

study conducted in this research. 

 

Kramsch’s (1993) third characteristic of the Third Space is its positioning as a critical culture. In thinking of 

Facebook as a critical culture, it is simple enough to think of it as a platform through which users can 

express and share their thoughts and opinions. However, beyond that, Kramsch’s perception of a critical 

culture is one that “encourages making connections to dominant attitudes and worldviews…. [a]nd 

promotes reading against the grain, questioning the social categoriation of experience” (Kramsch, 1993, 

p.238). In terms of the international student migration experience, this entails a comparison between 

home and host cultures, in relation to or against widely-held ideologies.  

 

One key function of Facebook, as seen in my findings, is its position as an informational tool that enabled 

better access to and understandings of host cultures and world viewpoints. Part of being able to critique 

a culture is being able to access and understand the different cultural elements that exist within it. While 

Facebook is particularly important to international students as a source of practical information, it also 

provides access to cultural information, especially through the content uploaded by other users. Many of 

the international students viewed Facebook as a key way for them to access their host country’s culture, 

through events that allow for participation, groups that share knowledge and information, as well as 

through following some local friends or local pages. This was particularly relevant for the Chinese 

international students. Many of the Chinese students viewed WeChat as limiting their sources of news 

and information, regarding it as perpetuating a “closed circle” (Katie/China/UG/Australia), where the 

information was narrow and Chinese-targeted (“WeChat is more about Chinese things”, Emily 

(China/UG/Australia). In contrast, they saw Facebook as an important platform to get access to more 

variety of news and information (“Facebook is all about around the world”, Emily (China/UG/Australia). 

This desire to gain greater understanding of the world allowed them to form new perspectives through 

which to reflect on their own home country culture: 

 

 “In Australia, I have more, maybe new opinions about the relationship between the two 

different countries, the relationship between the Chinese and the ‘ABCs’ [Anywhere But China] 

(laughs). Yeah ‘cause, maybe I have the new aspect to see different things but in China, I cannot 

see different things or I cannot know that. From [Facebook], that is added by other person and 
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you seen them but I cannot seen them and I cannot understand the feeling, like ‘what is that’ 

and yepp” (YiLing/China/UG/Australia).  

 

Another Chinese student, Debbie, discussed how accessing aspects of Australian culture through 

Facebook has had an influence of the ways she thinks about many things. She highlighted specific topics, 

such as money, marriage and friendship, as some of the subjects that her stay in Australia has influenced 

her perceptions on.  

 

Linking back to Kramsch’s work (1993), these experiences and responses depict a connection to a wider 

worldview, drawing on the experiences within the host culture to reinforce or communicate through a 

message that enabled a form of cultural exchange with their audience. Here, we see another example in 

Thi’s (Vietnamese student in Finland) posting of the article on Valentine’s Day as Friend’s Day in Finland 

with the message: “… why bother having a partner this Valentine's. Being single is as great as any other 

status "#$%” (Thi/Vietnam/PG/Finland). 

 

I see this as Thi’s challenge of the dominant worldview that it is necessary to have a partner on Valentine’s 

Day, an argument against the commonly held notion that Valentine’s Day is celebration of romantic love. 

Thi’s post was reinforced by her choice of using the Finnish word for Valentine’s Day (Ystävänpäivä) and 

its English translation of “Friend’s Day” to give it credibility with reference to her personal lived 

experiences in Finland, which allowed her to occupy a position through which she could critically examine 

wider worldviews, and Facebook opened up a space for her to do so.  

 

When viewing Facebook as the Third Space from the lense of critical culture, it is important to note how 

the international students, being situated between home and host society, were constantly connecting 

with other members of each of these spaces. While this is a way to communicate with audiences from 

both their home and host countries, it is also a way for these international student users to understand 

their connections with each other’s cultures. Here, I make reference to Henry’s post on the mundane 

every day routine of riding a bus in Finland:  “When foreigners speak so loudly in the bus that the Finns 

begin to stare :p #triggered #crossingtheline” (Henry/France/UG).  

 

This observation is a form of critical social commentary from the perspective of an outsider, a reference 

to Finnish culture juxtaposed against other cultures. Here, rather than a Finnish person being annoyed at 
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foreigners for speaking too loudly, Henry took the position of an outsider to critique what he thought 

would have been the Finns’ annoyance at a foreigner doing something that could have been commonplace 

in another culture. It is his personal response to what he perceived to be inappropriate behaviour in his 

host country.  

 

This cultural juxtapositioning, stemming from one’s entry into a new host culture, can only be conceptually 

reconciled when located in the Third Space. Facebook as the Third Space is able to create a cultural 

connecting space to explore the parallel relationships to the home and the host culture simultaneously, 

allowed a sharing of culture, and in the process, enriching the respective users’ perspectives. The act of 

publishing the content serves as a public display of the students’ concurrent relationship to both home 

and host cultures.   

 

However, the curation that allows for the publication to take place is also a personal reflection of their 

relationship to both of the cultures. Facebook provides this space where the student migrants can publicly 

reflect the complex and sometimes conflicting feelings they may have towards their home and host 

cultures, and in the process portray their respective identities which are deeply rooted in the meanings 

they hold for the individual. In specific reference to identity creation, by simultaneously navigating these 

connections on Facebook, it allows the users to become more aware of the differentiating social and 

cultural spaces that they occupy in each of these societies. In effect, this conceptualisation of Facebook 

as the Third Space succinctly presented how the different cultural elements might play off against each 

another, yet still holding balance in the single identity construct that addresses the wider audience. This 

conceptual coherence highlights the powerful implications of the potential role of Facebook as a third 

space.   

 

As a further thought, the conceptualisation of the Third Space is particularly valuable when examining 

Facebook as a milieu where online users reconcile their identities as a marginalised community, utilising 

their online agency to create meanings of their own. To understand this, it is necessary to draw from 

Gutiérrez (2008) who posits the Third Space as one that demonstrates development with regard to the 

transformation of individuals, transformation of their relationship to their social environment and 

transformation to the environment itself. He demonstrated this development by drawing upon Brown et 

al.’s “mutual appropriation” (1993), referring to the process where the individual and the sociocultural 

environment look to change each other in reference to their own characteristics. As such, the “inherent 
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continuities and discontinuities” among individuals and their surroundings, within the wider framework 

come to be particularly symbolic of the Third Space (Gutiérrez, 2008, p.153). Here, Williams’ work on 

dominant, residual and emergent elements (1977) could be read as essential to developing this line of 

thinking. The emergent elements of cultures refer to the new meanings, values and practices, which 

consciously or unconsciously are set up against dominant ideologies, and function as tension in the 

context of culture, allowing for change. This notion is particularly relevant in understanding some of the 

tensions felt by the international students in the case studies. Examples can be seen in one of the 

Singaporean student’s ambivalent feelings about going home “where things have changed” 

(Amanda/Singapore/UG/Australia), the reflections of personal change such as the feeling of a new sense 

of independence (Delia/Singapore/UG/Australia), and the use of “Singlish” on Facebook 

(Alan/Singapore/UG/Australia). Here, the conceptualisation of Facebook as the Third Space, where these 

personal changes and tensions were allowed to exist, becomes extremely useful to reconcile the 

emotional toggling as the students sought to discern their individual identities. Facebook as the Third 

Space allows this to happen, without conceptual incoherence. 

 
12.4.2 A Conceptual model of Facebook as a Third Space 

In this section, I will elaborate on the wider socio-cultural implications of the conceptual understanding 

of Facebook as the Third Space between home and host cultures, as grounded in the empirical work and 

theoretical bases presented. I will first present a graphical representation of the conceptual model to set 

forth the elements of this model as I envisage. I then examine the ideas of connection, individuality, and 

agency as key characteristics of this space in greater detail. Finally, I conclude the section and this chapter 

with some considerations about the socio-cultural implications of Facebook as a Third Space with 

reference to its characteristics.  
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Figure 1: Conceptual Model of Facebook as a Third Space 
Source: Author 
 
 
12.4.3 Model Explanation   

This conceptual model is colour coded to represent the different elements involved in conceptualising 

Facebook as a Third Space:  

 

The dark blue colour coding represents the host culture space 

The lighter blue colour coding represents the international students’ individual lived experience within 

that space.  

The yellow colour coding represents the host culture space.  

 

While it might be argued that the lived experience in the home culture should also be differentiated 

slightly in the colour coding, I chose to keep the host culture colour coding as a single colour in order to 

place focus on the current migration experiences, and the positioning of the Third Space as a result of the 

international student experience.  

 

As part of the move abroad, migrants were introduced to their new host culture. However, rather than 

looking at the culture as a whole, the research findings highlighted the importance of focusing specifically 

on the respective international students’ lived experiences within these cultures. If we return to Kramsch’s 

framework as the original jumping-off point, the intention behind this focus on specific lived experiences 
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is to capture how each of these students’ experiences are unique to their personal relationships, the 

cultural contexts of each of these spaces, and their respective experiences within each of these spaces, as 

well as their specific motivations for using Facebook as a social media platform, all of which contribute to 

the identities portrayed on Facebook. 

 

Their social media choices shape the ways and differing degrees to which these users interact and engage 

with the host culture as well as how these shape their use of Facebook. Looking at these personal lived 

experiences presented grounded evidence to support the call for a much-needed shift away from viewing 

integration as an end goal of migration as propounded by authors such as Berry (1997), toward a deeper 

understanding on the many different ways in which migrants engage, or chose not to engage, with the 

host culture.  

 

I drew upon Giddens’ (1991) notion of the “reflexive project of the self” to present a further understanding 

of how international students may process these experiences in relation to their innate self-narratives as 

well as in relation to their current relationship to the home culture to explore how both are co-constitutive 

of their identities. These experiences impact the students’ perceptions of each culture and how they 

position themselves between these cultures, as has already been extensively examined through the data 

findings on identity production. The international students’ host culture experiences and relationships can 

be seen to impact on their relationship to their home culture, as can be seen when some of the 

international students began to question what home means to them, as well as their changed 

relationships back home due to the distance and time, and their new experiences. As such, the identity 

element to this model is colour coded in a gradation of dark blue to represent their host culture influence, 

to a light blue which is their specific lived experience in the home culture, and finally into yellow which 

represents their home culture. The yellow section is particularly prominent for two reasons – to reflect 

the influence of the habitus on identity (as discussed in the literature) as well as to reflect the temporal 

nature of the international student experience and the reference by many students to “home is where 

the heart is”. 

 

The arrow pointing back to the first node on Host Culture Space labelled home/host culture relationship 

is to signify the influence that the international students’ identities have on their further experiences in 

the host culture space. Identity also impacts on the home culture space as well, as can be seen in the 

model. Drawing from data sets, which show how for some students (notably the Chinese students), the 
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experiences abroad made them more certain of their intended return back home and consequently 

affected their experiences abroad as they constantly look to home as their final destinations. For other 

students, some of their experiences abroad saw them considering their host country as their second 

home, or served to redefine what their reflections about home means (notably some Singaporean 

students such as Amanda and Delia). These ambivalent perceptions of their host country in turn shaped 

their further experiences in the host culture space.  

 

The transition from the Identity node to the Facebook node is a reflection of the curation process within 

Facebook. This is intended to detail how some of these experiences may be reproduced through 

Facebook, utilising its different Functionalities, which would eventually curate and shape the experiences.  

 

Finally, Facebook is colour coded green to represent its position as a Third Space that draws from both 

the home and host culture as the First and Second Spaces, and shaped in relation to both. The colour 

green is meant to represent the hybridisation of the blue and yellow of the first two spaces, as well as to 

present the emergence of new meanings, hence, a completely new colour, green, emerging as a result of 

this conceptualisation.  

 

The grey colour coding represents the different elements or Functionalities of Facebook as a platform 

available to users. Each post uploaded to Facebook encapsulates an element of identity and relies on 

performance on the part of the user to curate this post to speak to their audiences. The post in itself is a 

performance of identity on two levels. It exists by itself as a mark of identity, such as when it is viewed 

through the News Feed. But it also filters back into the online narrative constructed by the user in 

Facebook’s Timeline. Both the post as an individual mark of identity and the Facebook profile as a digital 

representation of the user online is then offered to the user’s audiences for them to consume the content. 

The audience in this model is identified by three main groups – the home country audience, the host 

country audience and other audience members that they may know from other social or cultural settings. 

It is important to note that while this model does distinguish between the different groups of audiences, 

it also presents them as a single audience as is what happens on Facebook. As discussed in Chapters 9 and 

10 of the thesis, the students make efforts to compartmentalise their audiences, through their choices of 

language, as well as through directly addressing their audiences. While this allows them to address specific 

messages to a targeted audiences, these various snippets of content still filter into the self-narrative of 

the profile which is viewed by multiple different audiences, as explained in Figure 1 by the intersecting 
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venn diagram, which falls in the wider grey “audience” box. This is a reflection of how identities on 

Facebook must address multiple groups as a single audience, and how users must curate their content in 

relation to this wider audience, as discussed in the research.  

 

In this model, the arrow from audiences leading back to the identity node represents how the audiences’ 

reactions also feedback into users own perceptions of their identities. This self-reflection can be 

referenced to as Meads’ “generalised other”, as well as Bakhtin’s “I-for-the-other” notions in identity 

production, both of which consider the two-way reception of identities produced in social interactions. 

This is particularly important when considering the need for identity acceptance by this multicultural 

audience – the students must take into account any feedback received in order to portray identities that 

will be accepted by their audiences. This concludes the detailed presentation of this conceptual model of 

Facebook as a Third Space. 

 
12.4.4 Facebook as the Third Space Offering Agency to Students 

Throughout this thesis, I have carefully analysed the empirical work and their theoretical underpinnings, 

and much of this had led to the conclusion that Facebook as the Third Space presents the most 

conceptually sound approach to framing the international students’ experience as represented by their 

use of the social media platform. Facebook as the Third Space is uniquely positioned as a space for 

connection and interaction, stemming from the vantage transnational situate of international students 

between home and host countries. Here, it affords a public place to engender multi-variate social and 

cultural connections within which new digital identities are constructed, enabling the simultaneous 

connections to take place, without conceptual discord, while also allowing fresh imaginings and new 

meanings to evolve. I will now articulate the salient features, as supported by the empirical work, to flesh 

out the conceptual richness of the model detailed above. This also represents my conceptual contribution 

to the current body of work on the subject. 

 

With regard to the connections enabled through Facebook, the agency that this space offers to the 

individual users is extremely important. The four kinds of “agency in mobility” suggested in the literature 

(Tran and Vu, 2018) can be referenced to underline Facebook as a space that is able to reflect how 

international students exert needs-response agency, that is, their responses to the structural and social 

contexts surrounding them and identifying their specific needs in these transnational social spaces. The 

beginning of this thesis has provided insights into how international students engage with their host 
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societies in varying ways, but what Facebook really does is give them a degree of agency and ownership 

about how they choose to engage. Whether they are seeking out opportunities and events that promote 

interactions with locals or choosing to remain in their international student bubble is probably less 

relevant than the fact that they are given the chance to make these decisions.  

 

Another form of agency which is described by Tran and Vu (2018) is “agency for becoming”, which 

essentially refers to agency in the international students’ individual self-transformation. This form of 

agency is evidenced in the self-curation process when it comes to identity production on Facebook. In 

new host societies, part of the process of identity construction is about the reconciliation of different 

cultural elements in relation to how they tie to a person’s sense of self. To better understand this, 

reference can be made to Beck and Beck-Gernshiem’s (2002) work on individualisation in contemporary 

society, which argued that the emergence of hybrid identities from the choice of cultural content is what 

situates individuals in social space. Extending this positioning to Facebook as a Third Space, rather than a 

hybrid space, aligns with Giddens’ (1991) “reflexive project of the self” - the self-assessment undergone, 

allows for the construction of coherent self-narratives that include hybrid elements of both home and 

host cultures.  

 

To link this to Beck and Beck-Gernshiem’s (2002) work on individualisation, the new Third Space identities 

constructed on Facebook result from the user’s selection and editing of the choices of cultures made 

available to them, thus tailoring their profiles to portray identities that they feel best suit them. Facebook 

as the Third Space can be seen to allow individuals to form new meanings through the meshing and 

repurposing of different cultural elements, which mirrors the hybrid identity construction of the students 

in the social spaces that they occupy. 

  
12.5 Concluding Reflections 

From my perspective as the researcher, the conceptualisation of Facebook as the Third Space as a whole, 

grounded from the domain literature and ethnographic investigations, has presented a better 

understanding of the ways in which international students exert agency, display individuality and harvest 

connections through Facebook. This is an important step toward moving past earlier integration 

frameworks toward allowing these students’ voices to be heard.  
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It is from here that we are in a good position to consider how to best offer these international students 

the support they needed, as opposed to imposing generalised expectations of what they should do or 

achieve in the process of migration. Part of this may involve making them more aware of the communities 

and networks of support available inside and outside of the university, including using Facebook as a 

platform to do so. 

 

Finally, returning to Zaynab’s experience of feeling lost when she first arrived in Finland, which was 

introduced at the start of this thesis, it was clear that she received resolution to her dilemma when she 

encountered the support available through Facebook. She went on to individualise the benefits afforded 

by the platform, such as the choice she made to use particular Finnish ingredients for her Iranian cooking, 

that make her feel at home. However, the fact remains that she was not initially familiar at all with 

Facebook, given that this platform was banned in Iran, and only drew on its benefits after being introduced 

to it in Finland.  

 

While I hesitate to use the term “digital natives” (Prensky, 2001), this is a term that is reflective of the 

tendency to think of young people engaging with digital technologies as instinctive and somewhat self-

explanatory. This can be problematic as it presupposes a level of digital competence which is not 

necessarily the case. In addition, there are added complexities when it comes the applying the 

functionalities and choice of digital technologies by migrants, as seen in the case of the Chinese students 

who were more at home with WeChat.  

 

The conceptualisation of Facebook as a Third Space, as developed in this research, presents a way forward, 

where migrant students can be given the agency to tailor their own experiences to what they themselves 

desire out of their studies abroad, ultimately engendering more positive lived experiences in their 

respective host countries.  
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Chapter 13: Conclusion 

This final chapter summarises the research, and highlights the key contributions that this thesis has made 

to the field of migration studies and social media research. I conclude this thesis by giving consideration 

to some potential recommendations for institutions to support their international students, based on the 

findings from this research, as well as suggested directions for future research.  

 
13.1 Thesis Overview 

In Chapter 2’s background literature to the thesis, I established the current state of knowledge on 

international student mobility and the use of ICTs in international student mobility. I drew on Berry’s 

(1997) acculturation model to discuss how past studies on international student mobility have been 

framed from the perspective of integration. In this regard, I recognise the critiques of Berry’s model that 

the reduction of the process of acculturation to a choice of acceptance or rejection of home or host 

cultural identities is a generalisation of a nuanced and complex process. This argument against Berry’s 

model highlights the problems that many past studies on international student mobility had in attempting 

to fit into its framework – and in so doing, the multi-facetted processes of identity formation and 

belonging have been simplified. I thus applied Chang and Gomes’ (2017) research on the parallel societies 

that international students occupy to guide my work, supported by Page and Chahboun’s (2019) 

reiteration of the importance of allowing these international student voices to be heard.  

 

This approach guided my Internet ethnographic study on the use of Facebook and WeChat by 

international students living in Australia and Finland. I collected data through conducting semi-structured 

interviews with 54 international students living in Australia and Finland, and through a thorough visual 

Internet ethnographic study of their Facebook pages, examining and analysing the processes of 

constructing their digital identities, mainly through their Facebook Profile Pages. This research study was 

structured around two key research questions:  

 

• How are international students’ social media use and consumption moderated by their mobility, 

that is, their transition from home to host social-cultural environments, as delineated by 

transnational social, cultural and institutional challenges?  

• How do international students, as social media users, navigate identity production when 

addressing their multicultural social media audiences? 
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My first research question was set up to provide a deeper understanding of the impact of international 

student mobility on the use of social media by international students, to extend and update the current 

state of the knowledge.  To move past the integration framework that has guided much of the past 

research and literature on international student mobility, I wanted to investigate the ways in which these 

international students used social media while in their host countries, that enabled them to share their 

lived experiences on a global social media platform like Facebook, and in the process, provide a deepened 

understanding of the roles and relevance of the platform to their lives as international students.  

 

The research revealed that for the Chinese students who did not have Facebook in their home country, 

adopting Facebook was an important part of social interaction in their host country when overseas. As for 

the Singaporean and international students who already use Facebook, the platform had become even 

more relevant as they moved overseas, and encounter difficulties arising from social and cultural 

differences and other challenges of integration in a new environment. With reference to Katz, Haas and 

Gurevitch’s (1974) Uses and Gratifications Theory, their choice to use Facebook and the ways that it was 

used is dependent on their motivations and needs as international students. The data revealed two key 

contributions to the fields of migration and digital media studies. Firstly, Facebook was a key tool for 

international students in terms of friendships and connections, both allowing them to build new 

friendships in their new host societies, as well as for them to maintain connections with their friends and 

family at home. It allowed a two-way communication process, for them to stay updated with information 

about their friends at home, as well as to update their friends and families about their lives and sense of 

wellbeing in the host country. Secondly, Facebook was a particularly important source of information for 

international students, especially as they learnt to navigate the complexities in the foreign environments 

of their host countries. Facebook was an important channel for them to get news, both locally and 

internationally, be updated on academic and institutional matters, gain exposure to the social, cultural 

and other opportunities available in their physical environments, and information on events and 

happenings, and to connect to co-national and expatriate groups as sources of support or information. In 

effect, it is a place to forge international and local connections, and initiate some form of cultural 

exchange, which are important outcomes from the perspective of international migration.  

 

My second research question on “How do international students, as social media users, navigate identity 

production when addressing their multicultural social media audiences?” was directed toward gaining a 

better understanding of the identity curation and production processes on social media, considering the 
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transnational and multi-cultural audiences. I intended to deepen the understanding and provide context 

resolution as the students sought to create digital identities in the multi-dimensional inter-space between 

home and host country audiences, and subsequently discern how the students engender perceptions of 

their own identities in relation to the space.   

 

The data revealed several findings, key of which is that international students were consistently aware of 

the multicultural audiences that they were addressing, and structured their identities to address these 

audiences, in the types of content they upload and the ways in which they display this content, adjusting 

their choices of language to the targeted audiences, and using language differentiation to address the 

different audiences on the site. In essence, their identities were curated to address these wider and 

diverse audiences, as they conveyed their international student identities, by drawing on their lived 

experiences in both home and host cultures as identity markers.  

 

I concluded that this demonstrates that, rather than a complete rejection or acceptance of home or host 

culture in identity production as Berry’s model postulates, the international students have navigated the 

complex home-host interfaces by presenting their unique lived experiences as they were encountered in 

the course of their migration journey. In the final analysis, with reference primarily to Goffman (1959) and 

Giddens’ (1991) works, I concluded my response to the second research question by positioning these 

lived experiences as being structured by performance (Goffman, 1959) and unconsciously shaped by 

performativity (Butler, 1990), as both sets of processes also filter into a constructed self-narrative on 

Facebook, in close alignment with Giddens’ (1991) proposition of a “reflexive project of the self”. In this 

way, my research’s response to the second research question is not only grounded in the empirical data, 

but also substantively supported by the relevant literature in the field.   

 
13.2 Theoretical Contributions of the thesis 

Although I have substantively addressed the two defined research questions for this thesis, noting that 

the experiences of these international students are diverse, each unique in its own way, I find it necessary 

to consider a way of framing the migration process so that it can support user agency, and thus enable 

these international students to have their desired experiences and a voice of their own. Thus, from a 

scholarship perspective, I sought to find a robust conceptual framework to hold the various ideas together 

and to respond to both of the research questions in concert. 
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In analysing the reproduction of the students’ lived experiences on Facebook and the indicative digital 

identity outcomes that emerged as a result of the accumulated experiences, I recognised the complex 

nature of the curation processes, where new meanings emerge in the identities created from the 

accumulated lived experiences on the Facebook platform. A form of “agency for becoming” (Tran and Vu, 

2018) can be discerned, where the international students actively engage in their life-courses, and see 

their individual self-transformation directed by the agency they exerted in terms of the choices they make, 

and they partake in their own identity portrayal to address their audiences. Tying together my research 

findings from research questions one and two leads me to my theoretical contribution for this research – 

the application and extension of Third Space Theory to the intersection of migration and media studies, 

through my conceptualiation of Facebook as a Third Space. My thesis is that Facebook as a Third Space 

provides theoretical resolution to the findings, as well as a robust conceptual framework to portray the 

identity production process in relation to user agency, such that as the users interact with their 

transnational, multi-cultural audiences, they are also empowered to make choices in relation to their 

individualied expectations and desires from the migration process.  

 

To support my thesis, I refer to Bhabha’s work on the Third Space (1994), which he defines as an in-

between position, where “third perspectives can grow in the margins of dominant ways of seeing” (p. 

237). As culture is only constructed in relation to the “Other”, the Third Space serves as “an ambivalent 

site where cultural meaning and representation have no ‘primordial unity or fixity’” (Bhabha, 1994, p.37) 

and thus, may open up “a new area of negotiation of meaning and representation” (Bhabha, 1990, p.211). 

This notion of the creation of new meanings is particularly key to support my framing of Facebook as a 

Third Space. Beyond the emergence of a hybridity of identities that draw from home and host culture, the 

reproduction of lived experiences by the students on Facebook, in effect, allows for the creation of new 

meanings, which is synonymous to understanding the Third Space as a movement beyond the 

conceptualised hybridity. To enhance this thinking, I draw on Kramsch’s (1993) characteristics of the Third 

Space, as ecological culture, as popular culture and as critical culture, and build upon these characteristics 

to support my positioning of Facebook as a Third Space. I concluded the previous chapter with a graphical 

illustration of this conceptual model to enhance the understanding of my thesis, with discussions of the 

opportunities for agency, individualiation and meaningful connection that characterise it. In doing so, I 

hope to contribute to advancing the extant theories, by resolving discordances at the intersections of 

international migration theories, media cultural and socio-behavioural studies on self and identities, in 

the context of a globalising world where ICT and social media are prevalent.  
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In addition, for this thesis, I have operationalised many of the domain theories on migration and media 

studies by inserting them into the recounted lived experiences of the students, and thus extended their 

application and theoretical richness. In doing so, I believe this thesis has provided important contributions 

to the respective knowledge fields of migration, transnational identities and social media. In aligning my 

theoretical understandings with the original empirical evidence obtained from field data, I have added 

grounded knowledge to the relevant disciplines, and extended traditionally held positions in the 

contemporary world of transnational mobility. 

 
13.3 Practical Follow-Up Actions 

When I started my PhD, I initially approached this thesis as a way to gain a better understanding of how 

international students could use social media as a way for them to support their integration into host 

societies. Personally, I saw the value of social media as a tool that could help to bridge the gap that existed 

between migrants and the host societies in which they lived, at the margins.  It was only through the in-

person  interviews that I gained a better understanding of the positions of these international students  

and their range of experiences - some of them felt more comfortable with co-nationals, some felt better 

understood by other international students because of their shared experiences, some had tried to get 

along with locals but felt that they could not understand each other, some had very bad  experiences with 

locals, and some felt that there was no need to make new connections as their time overseas was 

temporary, and so it was more important to remain connected to home. The range  and overlap of these 

experiences meant that rather than addressing the international student experience in all-encompassing 

terms, it was necessary to consider the unique nature of each student’s experience. As such, in my efforts 

to come up with practical research findings to support the international student experience, I decided 

that it is necessary to steer my research towards recommendations that can be tailored to help support 

individual agency, such that these international students can have their desired experiences and a voice 

of their own.  

 

In Chang and Gomes’ Digital Experiences of International Students: Challenging Assumptions and 

Rethinking Engagement (2020), the works by Hughes (2020), as well as Mohamed, Scheon, Yu and Kappler 

(2020) were helpful in outlining relevant recommendations for institutions to support the digital 

engagement of international students. Upon reviewing and reflecting on this list, and looking at it in 

relation to my own data and analysis, I will now discuss how I can contribute to extend and enhance it.  
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Hughes’ propositions (2020) are more relevant to my research as they focuse on social media 

engagement, while Mohamed et al.’s work is more centred around institutional digital engagement set-

ups (2020). Hughes (2020) proposes the idea of Connected Transitioning Communities (CTCs) as enabled 

by social media, as a way to draw on the affordances on social media to help international students transit 

from their home to their host country. While Hughes’ recommendations span a wide range of platforms, 

I will focus on the recommendations around Facebook and WeChat as the two platforms that this thesis 

has investigated. Under some guidelines for CTCs, Hughes recommends that CTCs may be overseen by 

“international student services, an alumni group, the library, or by a small group of staff or student 

representatives” (p.196). From the experiences of international students in Finland, the “tutor” 

programmes set up by the university in Finland was less effective as they relied on local students to 

mentor these international students. The international students felt uncomfortable discussing their 

problems with their tutors as they felt that these tutors had different experiences as locals and would not 

understand. Similarly, in Finland, another key source of support and information on Facebook was through 

the Finnish Tampere Ambassador Facebook group. What this highlight is the importance of having the 

international students themselves engage in these groups at a mentorship level, to share their 

experiences and provide information that is relevant to the international student experience. Drawing 

from this recommendation of CTCs, I would recommend that these new international students should 

have prior contact with other international students who have lived in that host country for an extended 

period of time, and be able to connect with them through social media, beyond the official channels of 

communication set up by the institutions.  

 

While Mohamed et al. (2020) also highlighted the importance of having international student voices 

through videos on their proposed iPrep platform, I feel that it is important that these international 

students are able to reach out to connect and ask questions, beyond having access to information. From 

Zaynab’s experiences, the importance of spaces where these international students can ask and obtain 

information beyond what is provided in the official channels of communication is so important in allowing 

them the spaces through which they can exert agency in shaping their experiences abroad. One way that 

this might be done is through the set-up of Facebook or relevant social media groups that are monitored 

and run by international students, or to connect them to local expat groups, and to make these new 

international students immediately aware of these groups from the start.  
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That said, from the interviews with the Chinese international students, it was evidenced that many of 

them struggled with the learning curve associated with Facebook use. Hughes draws on Junco (2014) to 

highlight that if universities were to encourage the use of social media by their international students, it 

is also important that they assist students with their digital media literacy skills to help them with issues 

of privacy and with their responsibilities online. The experiences of the Chinese international students 

highlighted that privacy was a key concern for them as they learnt to use Facebook. Hughes’ guidelines 

discussed how “initial access to CTCs will be via a purposefully designed Transition Hub website, which 

will include an interactive guide to setting up and participating in CTC, and a curated array of social media” 

and as a condition of entry, students will have to successfully complete a “digital citizenship learning 

model” (p.196). These guidelines are useful to enabling these international students to learn how to utilise 

the key functionalities of the site, and help them to be more confident in their use, by providing better 

understanding of the privacy functions. Nonetheless, the interviews revealed that part of social media 

engagement can be the development of folk theories that promote understanding of the social and 

cultural protocols that govern the site. Beyond learning to use the site, they need to be able to observe 

how other users use the site. In this regard, a suggestion would be to allow them to connect or Facebook 

“friend” at least one of their mentors, as a way for them to explore the social protocols that govern the 

site. This approach can be further supported by Hughes’ guideline of CTC participants having access to 

mentors. While international students may seem to be the more accessible choice as outlined earlier, in 

this regard, it might be helpful for them to be able to “Friend” a local student as well, as a way for them 

to view their content, and learn the social and cultural protocols of the site.  

  

Hughes also highlights that in joining these CTCs, the students must agree to “comply with the standards 

for legal and responsible participation endorsed by the university” (p.196). Beyond access to institution 

regulated content as set up through these CTCs, I think that it is important that the students have access 

to non-institutionalised sites. One example would be the international students in Finland accessing the 

“Tampere foreigners (or not :D)” expat group, which gave them access to a range of sources for advice 

and opinion, both local and international. While universities have a responsibility to ensure the integrity 

of sources provided to them, the nature of social media is such that it is dependent on the self-regulating 

nature of the community. The envisaged digital media literacy programmes should be able to support 

students’ understanding of the need to be critical of the sites to visit, following which, they could be 

provided with a list of sites that might be relevant to their time abroad as international students. This list 

should also include sites of hobbies or activities that international students can engage in, and potentially 
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provide them with the spaces to engage with local students if they should choose to. Through informing 

and preparing them, the students are given the agency to take control over their student experiences to 

engage (or not to) with local, co-national, or international student communities as much as they wish to, 

rather than having the expectation for integration placed on them. 

 
13.4 Recommendations for Future Research 

Throughout this research, I have consistently and continuously highlighted the importance of shifts in 

international student research away from framing it through an integration perspective, toward focusing 

on the students’ needs and desires from their time abroad. I will reiterate this approach here, in 

recommending that future research should be approached from non-integration perspectives.  

 

In addition, another recommendation for future research would be an investigation of cross-cultural 

comparisons of the use of social media in international student mobility. While this research thesis was 

initially set up to allow for cross-cultural comparisons of the different data sets, the issues with participant 

recruitment in Finland led to too many variabilities between the groups of students, such as nationality, 

level of study, and prior experiences with Facebook. A direction for further research would be to set up 

cross-country data sets to allow for a more cohesive comparison of student experiences, in relation to the 

influence of host country environment on the use of social media by international students.  

 

Finally, in the introduction to this research, I highlighted that the data collection for this research was 

collected prior to 2020, meaning that this research project does not address the impact of the current 

COVID-19 pandemic on international student mobility and the use of social media by international 

students during this period of time. The pandemic has come to have a prolonged extensive influence on 

all sectors of society, but its global reach has been particularly damaging to international student mobility. 

One key recommendation for future research would be to investigate how the pandemic has influenced 

international students who have made it to their host countries of study, as well as the international 

students who are still trapped in their home countries and unable to make it back to their host institutions, 

and the role of social media in these situations.  
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